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"Knowledge is power and access to information is analogous to access to power'l

B. Jones, Sleepers, Wake! Technologt ørd the,Future of'Work (Odord University
Press, Melbourne, 2nd ed 1990) atl78.

"The examination of information released by a company is a principal means by which
erformance of directors and hence ascertain if the directors are
of the Company. The availability of accurate and timely

position of companies is fundamental to informed judgement
by shareholders about their investnents"

Lavarch Committee, Corporate Practìces & The Nghts of Shareholabrs (Australian
Government Printing Service, Canberr4 1991) at paragraph 4.1.2.
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ABSTRACT

This thesis is about the information needs and rights of shareholders. The thesis

the respective roles of directors and
ine shareholders' information needs. At

this stage shareholders should be regarded as monitors and investors.

I also view shareholders as a class of citiz
democracies and corporations (which are mo
active opposition to, or an effective media
directors has
shareholders.
under freedo
required to g
b enefit of shareholders.

e appropriate role of shareholders has beenf their legitimate information needs. This
el of shareholders as monitors, investors and
quacy of existing disclosures and to consider
res are warranted.

measure how useful current corporate disclos
and citizens.

Subsequent chapters consider different topics
receive !¡sing these models. The chaþter
information, corporate information and soci
covers other methods of disclosure, namel
ordered inspection of documents and i
Under these disclosure regimes/rights dis
depending on the underlying circumstance
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Omniscience. (Infïnite knowledge).r If humans \ryere omniscient then a thesis on
information would end after the next full stop; the following pages would be blank (if
they were there at all).

I The lulacquarie Dictionary (The lvlacquarie Library, Ausüalia, 3rd ed, 1997) at 1504.
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ld is rich with information2 we can only3
sense of touch I can be informed of heat

ing barefoot. My sense of smell can tell me
f taste that it
nformation.
the physical

A tl ^-:*-!.rr'.tr 4ullll¡11

this issue is not necessary in this thesis; most
humans.

These higher cognitive skills allow for the richness of our interactions with one another.
five senses but
is incredibly s

erience. Langu
medium of our communication.e It is this

rmation. Without communication by
edge of what others think and do. Thii

2

3

Campbell, Grammatical-rya-n _@eng!n Books, London, 1983) at 204 states "[a]n obsewer is
immersed, drenched, in this informition".

senses. Besides the microscopic, there
eyond our vision which ca¡ noietheless

molecules, which shape our identity at
rmation; see Campbell, Grammatical'Man

It is interesting to consider a hypothetical p of the five senses but
othenrise grganical.lv sound and ul particri rwould zuch a person
have aly.infonnatior\ any thoughts even mable (and ceitainty
untestable).

on Society as PosþIndustrial Society (Institute for the Information
for an explanation of the informati-on system of one of the lower
e amoeba.-

Davies, The Mìn-d ofGod (Simon & Schusteç Great Britain, 1992) Lt22; although this statement
is not com¡letely free from controversy; see Kemp, Ihe Ñature'of Knowledge'(Clive Bingley,
London, 1916) at 4l.
Kemp, The Nature of Knowledge (Clive Bingley, London, 1976) at 48 to 49.

983) at 195 and at239 where he states
highly developed capacity for abstract
of the fi¡ture".

Interestingly.Jrygq€. nlay_be_ a_frrnction of the ldt side of the brain, see Campbell,
Grammatical Man (PengunBooks, London, 1983) at 243.
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knowledge would be limited by my direct personal interactions with others and would
clearly be much shallower, That is, I am not omniscient about what others think and do
and certainly I do not have the skill of telepathy.

Subject to the serious limitation of our own self-awareness, each of us is self aware and
knowledgeable. about process
and give ourselves a iselves,
generate information, rs. Foi
the purposes i
found expres
idea and the
surfing" and
of sr,bstancg, it helps to clarify the difference between knowledge in minds and
knowledge that has been reduced to material form.

So how does this philosop proprietary
companies the sha¡eholders þroþrietary
companies, the shareholder there is a
limited form of omniscience rectors and
the communication of information is not a critical issue.ll However in larger companies,
particularly listed public companies with many hundreds if not thousands of
shareholders,r2 the directors are people different from the shareholders.13 Where there is

ip and controlla the sha¡eholders will not innately know what the
think, decide or do. That is, there is necessarily a
gap between shareholders and directors. Unless directors

communicate with shareholders then shareholders will be informationally poor and
ignorant of the affairs of the company. Therefore in these companies shareholders have
acute information needs.

In this thesis I deconstruct the concepts of information and the identity and role of
shareholders in order to fathom their information needs. It is my thesis that the law has
either not considered, or taken an overly narrowly view of, these core concepts. This
myopia arises at several levels, which has necessarily jaundiced the law's view of the
legitimate information needs of shareholders. I develop a model of shareholders to
understand their information needs and whether those nèeds are being met (described
below).

Chapter 2 examines definitions, and the characteristics and qualities, of information.
There is a rich interplay between knowledge, information and communication. I take an
inter-disciplinary approach to these issues, drawing from philosophy, psychology,
sociology, science and information theory r order to try to come to working definitions
of these concepts. The inherent cha¡acteristics of information are:. inconsumability (no matter how often information is used it does not deteriorate or

disappear);

l0
ll

12

t3

l4

CL ss 114 &.221(l).
Note that small proprietary companies in normal circumstânces are excused from the usual
requirements of producing annual audited financial statements: CL ss 292(2),301(21 327(I^\.
Listing Rule 12.4 requires listed companies to " maintain a qpread of security hdldings which
....is suffrcient to ensure there is an orderþ and liquid market in its securities".
Some shareholders may have nominees on the Board but certainly all shareholders will not have
such nominees on the Boa¡d.
A phrase atEibutable to Berle & Means, The Modern Corporation And Private Property
(Macmillan, New York, 1940).

LAy/ t.lünAfi/)

ELAD
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a

a

untransferab ility may be communicated but is not thereby no longer
known to the

exists in sets, for example a single vowel is not

accumulativeness can be accumulated whilst it is being used time and
again);r5

lvfasuda, r Information Utility', in Inose (ed), Evolutìons in Computercommuni .of the- Fourth in'ternationai c'on¡"rtiià -oi 
câìiíprt",Communi Amsterdam, l97B) at 38g.

Drahos, A Philosophy of Intellectual Property @artmouth, England, 1996) at l7l.
Above at l7 .l .to L14¡ $_agr49g{,_'Qantum Physics, Econometric Models and property Rights to
Information'(1932) 27 McGill LJ 47 at7}.
Discussed.in cþnt912 but consider on the issue of rationality Peck, In Search of Stones (Simon
and Schuster, Great Britain, 1996) at 5:

nqygltly three hr¡ndred years^ago, Westem civilisation emerged into what is frequently
called the age of reason- As far as I know, we are still in it. îVhat this means is tirat thê
gdqcged. people of this civilisation and.age-have come to believe that there is, if you
just dig deep enough, a rational explanatioñ for werything.

a

' spreadability (information has a natural tendency to spread since human natlrre
neneqc¡rilrr inrrnlrroc ¡ama',¡i^^+:^-\.16 ^-l.¡¡ r vr y vù wv¡¡¡¡¡tg¡t¡w4LLvll)r. q'r¡l.l. that it is regarded by many as a public good.lT

These inherent cha¡acteristics must be borne

fidential i

'0fl.'.Tl".T
analysis.

d to take particular actions.ls Purpose can

l5

16

t7

l8
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therefore nature of the relationship between speaker and
audience s of the audience. Thè identiW aird role of
sharehold properly ar¡sess their informatioá needs. This

"for profrt" companies and the reason
looks at traditional legal conceptions of
chapter is that shareholders have a need

for information as they are the principal and comprehensive monitors of the directors and
they are investors seeking to make money. If shareholders are to be able to monitor the

their appointed d_irector¡ and th9 company then they must have timely
lgf,.tl, relevant information. Without pertinent. information people mudt
in ignorance, perhaps relying on guesswork or intuition. Thii converts a

decision to invest in shares, which inherently involves a measure of risk taking, into a
complete Ba¡nble.ts This situation is completely unacceptable in our society which
values educated and rational decision making. A person cannot act rationally without the
benefit of relevant information

Chapter 5 argues that shareholders are a class of citizens because the governance of
corporations is styled Chapter 5 looks at the
impofance placed on i closely tied to freedom
ofspeech and freedom rich debate, particularly
from the US, concerni speech and freedom of
the press. In the political context the role of the media is, to say the least, significant.
The role of the media in the political rlrena is considered and compared with its reporting
on companies. This comparison has important implications for corporate information
and, in particular, for its credibility. This chapter also considers two aspects of the
information rights of citizens, namely the various Freedom of Information Acts in
Australia and the right to the reasons for the decisions made by government bodies under
administrative law. The question is should the information rights citizens enjoy under
these two regimes apply to companies and if so, how.

In Chapters 4 and 5 I argue that the law has developed an inappropriately naffow view of
who shareholders are. This narrow view has arisen for a variety of reasons, including the

ine and attempting to apply traditional but
who shareholders are and their appropriate
w of who shareholders are has resulted in a
ion they should receive. A broader view of
stors and citizens) is developed and used as

a model for three purposes. First, currently
receive is justifiable based on this disclosed
to sha¡eholders legitimately direct their role
as monitors, investors or citizens? For in those

and justi Second,
role is additional topics of

ements to methods are justified.
Third, the model is used to assess whether ders currently receive

On this point see also Davies, The lufrnd of God (Simon & Schuster, Great Britai+ 1992):
Richardsõn, 'The Duty to Give Reasons: Potential and Practice' (1986) Public Law 431 at 441 &.
446.
Cox, 'Institution
paper presented
Of Institutional
InvesEnent Managers Group on 1l November 1993 emphasises the point that investing in shares
inherently involvés a measure of risk taking and that this should not be seen as something to be
avoided.

l9
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is suited and useful to their needs, the
purpose of analysing the suitability and
the quality criteria discussed abilve.
theoretically based approach to examini
shareholders.

ers consider different topics
ns the mnr{el nf sherchnlÃ.tc

Q ---- ------

in the previous paragraph.
lows.

of information shareholders receive or
ac mnni+n-c inrraa+^-- ^-l -i¿l--- - 2- Á- -Ev ¡¡¡v¡^¡rvrd, ¡¡¡v!ÈrlutÐ curu vlLl¿gllù tlr uttr
The chapters and the information they

Chapter 6 considers financial information.
been the most important information shareh
information examined in this chapter is the
statement of cash flows. A substantial
þctuding the accounting standards and
This chapter does not èxhaustively de
chapters the disclosures made are aiso o
of directors' and executive remuneration is

Chapter 7 examines Tapge-ment information. The financial perforïnance of the
company, ¿u¡ measured in the financial statements, is the usüal measure of the
performance of the company's managers.
argues in favour of infoniration thã m
managers. It also deals with whether there i
the. identity and qualifications of the manag€
(principally their flrduciary duties)

orporate information comprises three

any;
y and identity of the people who own that

(3) information about the separate entity that is the company.

safety and environmental
rs considered business style
should receive information

in which they invest and what form such
ery few mandatory disclosure rules in this
by corporations on some of their social

ether the law should be reformed in this
quality criteria is required.

ods by which shareholders have access to
by which shareholders obtain information.

Disclosure of any
on the underlying

e areas:
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(1) the continuous disclosure re_gime provided for in the Listing Rules as
supported by the Corporations Law;

(2) the information shareholders are entitled to when they are asked to consider a
matter in general meeting; and

(3) the right of shareholders to inspect corporate documents pursuant to section
247 A of the Corporatio¡s T, aw. The particular issue here ii whether this right
of inspection could be improved by utilising Freedom of Informatlon
principles.

This thesis uses ru¡ its reference point the orthodox position that sha¡eholders a¡e the
principal stakeholders in the company.
questioned and criticised,2o it nonetheless r
needs some fixed reference points. The
sha¡eholders, not of other stakeholders
interested members of the public) or other
This is because shareholders have the c
directors. Shareholders can be regarded as
with the internal governance of the corpo
intimately connected with the company and
(such as suppliers and customers who deal
and in the normal course have no role
proposition is acknowledged by the law and
is the company in chapter 4.4. Sharehol
information and that is why I concentrate o
shareholders of public listed companies is n
stakeholders can piggy-back on the inform
and also use this information.

20 Buxbaum, 'Comparative Aqpects of Institutional Investment and Corporate Governance' at 4 in
(eds), lnsfifirtional Investors and Corporate Governance (Walter de
t "a one-legged concept ofcorporate governance". See also Hadden,
Institutional Investors? 

- 
Some Problems From an Intemational

eds), Institutional Investors and Corporate
kes, 'Company Law and Legal Theory' in
@asil Blackrvell, U.K., 1986); Mllon,

tions and Law Reform Stategies' in Mitchell (ed),
Progressive Corporate Zøw (Westview Press, USA, 1995). See generally Berns and Baron,
9?rypony Law and Governance: An Australian Perspective (OÉord University Press,
Melbourne, 1998) at 146 to 157.
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CHAPTER 2

DE CONSTRUCTING INFORMATION

2.I INTRODUCTION

. Therefore it is important to deconstruct
the more specifiC genre of corporate

amining its inherentlharacteristicì and
alysis of corporate information is possible.

t, I undertake a fundamental examination of

information. I define information as the me

information and communication inform
corporate information and the underlying co
how that can be and whether it is effeôtivèly communicated.

cteristics its inconsumability,
, accumu Also many regard
. These derstood in -order 

to
informati n this instance, corporate information.

Finally. I consider the .qualitig.g._gf information. its accuracy
(including .completeg.ess), credibility, comparabil accessibility,
conflrdentiality, timeliness and cost. As 

-with 
fundamentalÍy

important to users. These are the measuring rods of ion.

2t others have similar definitions. For e (The lvlacquarie
Library, Australi4 3rd ed, 1997) at 1095 còmmunicatèd or
received about some fact or circumstance"; Ma Distribation, and

Jersey, 1980) at 56 states "the act of
someone's mindt', see also Drahos, I
1996) at 171 who defines information
beings,'.
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2.2 KNOWLEDGE, INF'OR]\,IATION AND COMMI]NICATION

Knowledge

I start with knowledge because knowledge precedes information and communication. As
humans we enjoy high cognitive abilities an
to be generated which allows information to
and individually, we have knowledge of i
One commentator has classified knowledge i
small talk and pastime, spiritual and
of intellectual knowledge, namely
adopt the
activities
It is intell

Different fìelds of academic inquiry have
academic fields examined below are philo
information theory. Each field brings its un
concepts that unfold from this analysis limit
turn information. Thus they provide core
'information' (including the qualities of information).

Philosophical Concepts of Knowledge

Philosophers have struggled with the concept of knowledge for cenh¡ries and even have
their own name for this field of study, epistemology.23 A central problem of
epistemology is: what does it mean to know something and how much, if anything, can
we know?24 It must at the outset be acknowledged that philosophers use a very strong
sense of knowledge, stronger than how non-philosophers may use the word in everyday
usage.25 Philosophers examine the concept of knowledge in the sense of what can
someone be absolutely certain is true.26 Some philosophers doubt whether such absolute
certainty is possible and advance a variety of reasons for this scepticism, including:. there is always some equivocation, it is simply impossible to be absolutely certain;27. any "knowledge" presupposes and relies on other "knowledge", which other is

inherently uncertain;28

22 Machlup, Knowledge: Its Creation, Distribution, and Economic Significance (Princeton
Univenity Press, New Jersey, 1980) at 108. There are of course other classifications, many of
which a¡e explored in lv{alchup's work. Also this list may be incomplete; for example this
classification concentrates on lnowledge derived f¡om rational thinking and ignores knowledge
derived from the emotions or ìntuitively; see for example Goleman, Emotional Intelligence
(Bantam, New York, 1995).
Kemp, The Nature of lhowledge (Clive Bingley, London, 1976) at 30 to 3l who states "The
bra4ch of philosophy which is concerned with the nature of knowledge is called 'epistemology'
derived from the Greek word episteme, which can be approximately translated as knowledge".
See also Rorty, Philosophy and the lufrrror of Nature @asil Blackwell, Great Britain, 1980) at
140.
Rorty, Philosophy and the lufrnor of Nature @asil Blackwell, Great Britain, 1980) at 3 and 132.
Machlup, Knowledge: Its Creation, Distribution, and Economic Sìgnificance (Princeton
University Press, New Jeney, 1980) at 3?.
Dretske, Knowledge and the Flow of Inþrmation (Bradford Books, lVfassachusetts, 1981) at 108
to l1l.
Above at 109; Kemp, The Nature of Knowledge (Clive Bingley, London, 1976) at 33 who also
draws from statistical probability which states that "there is no such thing as dead certainty".

23

24

25

26

27
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y between- the concepts of knowledge,
evidence.2e

the conclusion of many philosophers is that
articula¡ it is doubted whether iecond hand

28

29

30

3l

Kemp, The Nature of Know ledge (Clive Bingley, London, 197 6) at 32.
Above at 3l to 34.
Dretske, Knowledge and the Flow of Inþrmation @radfordBooks, Massachusetts, l98l) at 109.
{b9ve at !Q5; Machlup, Knowledge: Itl ̂

Çy9ati9ry, Distribution, and Economic SigniJìcance
(Princeton University Prèss, New Jersey, 1980) at 37.

lpgilop, Knowledge:_ Its Creation, Distribution, and Economic Signi/ìcance (Princeton
University Press, New Jeney, 1980) at 37.
The view-s of theslphilo_soplers 

_are useñrlly summarised in Part II of Rorty, Phitosophy and the
Il,frrror of Nature @asil Bláckwell, Great Biitain, l9g0).
Above at 12 to 13 and chapters 3 and 4.
Above at 170. See Ministerium' in Harker,
Maha¡ and Wilkes , Cl¡acvtitta", Lõn¿on,l990)andBurr,An onào", tgsläta

1980) at 156 to 157.
an objective world,
dge and awareness)

32

33

34

35

36
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Psychology and Knowledge

Psychology is the science concerned with human knowledge and of mental life.37 There
are five psychological processes concerning knowledge, namely learning, creating,
retaining, communicating and using.38 The first process, learning (the acquisition of
knowledge), involves the three stages of se
Sensation involves physical stimulation thro
the instantaneous recognition of this. For ex
my mouth will be burnt and then I
Conceptualisation is the broader process
experiences. Concepts are vehicleq for tho.rght (labels for things in common).ao
Conceptualisation is the process of classification and involves discrimination and
grouping (which is further reliant on the ability to abstract and generalise).+t So
extending my example I learn the concept that pies fresh from the oven are too hot to eat;
I must be patient and let them cool down before trying to eat them.

Psychologists have explored factors which affect the process of sensation, perception and
conceptualisation.a2 Those factors include:. how the brain works. The brain is made up of billions of neurones which pass and

convert electrical and chemical pulses to each other.a3 These neurones do not just
behave predicably and reliably; ther: is an element of randomness to their
behaviour.aa Brains cannot simply be regarded as 'docile receptacles for energy
coming from outside the brain';45. many functions of the brain, such as visual perception and memory, involve not a
faithful recording of the outer world but an amount of selectiveness and structuring.a6
The conclusion drawn from this selectiveness is that perception is personal and
unique to each individual so that all seeing must be regarded as interpretation;q. knowledge depends on previous experience,a8 including our socialisation (see further
below under the next heading).ae In many ways this is self-evident. Any knowledge

37 The MacEtarie Dictionary (fhe lvlacquarie Library, Australia, 3rd ed" 1997) at 1721 de,fines
psychology as "üle science of mind, or of mental states and processes; the science of human
nature". See also Kemp, The Nature of Knowledge (Clive Bingley, London, 1976) at 41.38 Kemp, The Nature of Knowledge (Clive Bingley, London, 1976) at 42.3e Above at 47.

40 Above at 44.4r Above at 48. Campbell, Grammatical Man @enguin Books, London, 1983) at 199 calls this the
ability of humans to organise and pattern information. Campbell also makes the point (at 251
and 253) that conceptualisation may be a right brain activity.

42 There is a rich relationship between conceptualisation and language, for words are also labels for
things in common. I explore this relationship below under the heading Information.43 Campbell, Grammatical Man (PengwBooks, Londor¡ 1983) at 190.

44 Above at 195 to 196.45 Above atl94.46 Aþove at 195; Dretske, Knowledge and the Flow of Inþrmation @radford Books,
Massachusetts, l98l) at I 13 and also at 183 where he states:

A cognitive system is not one that renders a faithful reproduction of its input in its
ouput Quite the reverse. If a sglem is to display genuine cognitive properties, it m¡rst
assign a sameness of output to differences of input. In this respect, a genuine cognitive
system must represent a loss of information between its input and its ouþut.

47 Campbell, Grammatical Man (PengtnBooks, London, 1983) at l96to 212.
48 Kemp, The Nature of Knowledge (Clive Bingley, London, 1976) at 49; see also Campbell,

Grammatical Man @engulin Books, London, 1983) at 226 wllo similarly speaks of the tendency
of people "to interpret new information in the context of their prevíous lnowledge".

49 Kemp, The Nature of Knowledge (Clive Bingley, London, 1916) at53.
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Sociological Knowledge

periences I have had. But the psychological
or subconsciously, adults tènä to r-esist

affected by what
of scientists who,

preconceptions.s2 affected by their

$',#îni lìJi.?îî,8i¿îi:::ndividual's que. Thìs'conclu-sion
also impacts on the accuracy and understand

ing, cultural etc. The social fields to which

Co_nsequently there will be an accepted '
different fields.58

Professions are an example of a social fiel
regarded as a social field. The role of bus

Above at that the "scientific evidence is that adults are much morerecqttive to strength€n or conf, rrm their existing concq)ts, nan ttrey
a¡e to tho e them tõ alter them,,.
Above at 51.
Above at 51 to 52.
The Macquarie Dictionary (The Macquarie Library, Aushalia, 3rd ed, lgg7) 

^t2ol2.Har\e", Mahar and Wil-!_es,_'T!9 Basic Theoretical Position' in Harker, Mahar and Wilkes (eds),
An Introduction to the llork of Pierre Bourdieu (lvfacMillan, London, ilfO¡ at g to fO.

59rp, \e Natye of_Knowledge (clive Bingtey, London, t976) at 85 and 95; B¡n, An
Intr o du cti on to So c i al C on s tru c t i õnisz @outledge,London, I 99 5) ai6.
see gene-rally Davies,..,4sÈing the Law Questíon (The Law Book company, Sydney, 1994) in
Chapter6 "Feminisms".
Btln,An Introduction to Social constructionisz @outledge, London, 1995) at chapter 3.

of
tt;

,'to th" Ilork of Pierre Bourdieu (MacMllan,

Kemp, The Nature of ktowledge (Clive Bingley, London, 1916) at g5 and 90.

çt$}.'Thc Four !tug.! Of Capitalism; Reflections On Investment Management Treatises'
(1981) 94 Harva¡d Law Review 561.

50

5l
52

53

54

55

56

57

58

59

60
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important to consider their audience to see whether they belong to the same field and the
implications this has for corporate communications. In particular, is the information
communicated by a speaker understandable to its entire audience?cr

Scientific Knowledge

Science has been in hot pursuit of knowledge for centuries now. Science, with its
traditions, methodology and philosophy, has its own view about what is knowledge.

Put at its simplest, traditional science starts with a hypothesis, derived by inductive or
deductive reasoning, which it then sets out to prove by experiment.62 Part of the
scientific method is to publish the hypothesis, the method of experimentation, the
resulting data (ie the results of the experiments) and the scientist's conclusions.c3 In
particular publication of the methodology and of the raw data enables other scientists to
repeat the test to independently vgrify the results.6+ Jhe general scientific community is
then able to decide if there is sufficient data for the hypothesis to be regarded as proved
and therefore to be viewed as a tleory or law of science (rather than just a hypothesis).65

One problem of scientifïc argument is that any conclusion drawn from inductive
re that it is necessarily predictive of
th o plants grow betterìn ashy soil,
th potato plants will grow better in
ashy soil.66 The problem is that the futu¡e is inherently uncertain. The argument raised
is "the fact that something has happened in the past is no grounds for believing that it will
happen in the future".67

addressed this problem. Popper's starting point is that it is

g.Så,iÌ"Ë'n',3;',,1'.i,','å'.li.oi.iå"':ållår:iÏå"ll"íå
prove or verify a hypothesis but to attempt to discredit it. Credibility, but not absolute
truth, depends on the absence of negative evidence despite attempts to find such negative
evidence by a variety of tests. Credibility of a scientifïc statement also depends on its
consistency with other scientific statements that are regarded as credible. Therefore the
consensus of competent opinion on issues and hence publication of scientific material is
also crucial according to Popper. Popper's views have gained widespread, but certainly
not universal or uncritical, acceptance.6s Popper's views are important in considering the
accuracy of information and in particular in the corporate context the role of auditors and
the "problem" of the audit expectation gap.

6l
62

63

64

65

66

67

68

Comprehensibility is also a quality I explore later in this chapter.
Kemp, The Nature o/Kttowledge (Cüve Bingley, London, 1976) zt 63 to 65.
Above at 65.
Above at 69 and 75 to 76.
Above at 65, who lists the four different levels of inference that scientists have as being
speculation, hypothesis, theory and law.
The example used in Kemp, The Nature of Knowledge (Clive Bingley, London, 1976)
throughout chapter 6.
Above at 72; see also the views of ïVeiner, discussed in Campbell, Grammatical Man @enguin
Books, London, 1983) at 28.
See Wishan, 'Resuscitating Popper: Critical Theory and Corporate Law' (1996) 3 Canberra Law
Review 99; Davies, Asking the Law Question (Law Book, Sydney, 1994) at 99 to 104; Kemp,
The Nature of Knowledge (Clive Bingley, London, 1976) at72to74.
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Information Theorv and Knowledee

Information

Information
to dea! w
Information
effectjrlely encoded for transmission.To The primary problem information theorists have
to tackle is the presence of "noise" over a chainel, that is electromagn.tir ."r.nts which

es sent over an electronic channel.zl put slightly
ic communication (enfiopy is the tendency õf ait
to themselves).t1

Entropy 
. also helps to explain a more normal human

communication. There is at least a small am cent links in any

messase may be teft.Ta tåï:,iüïlifr
a message to one person who attempts to pass
gt thg last person ultimately declares as the

message usually bears little resemblance to the original.'

The role of entropy is important in the corporate context wh
of communication channels both within -the corporation

irectors) and then to the
f information, will be ever present and the
that for the information theorists. That

ensure the integrity of information despite

le to its
and the

a matter of
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lierce, Sy.^42k_, Signals .an1! N-oisg (Ilutchins_on, Londor¡ L962) at 41; see also Campbell,
Grammatical Man @engmBooks, London, 1983) at-16.

(Hutchinson, London, 1962) at 64; Foerster, Epistemology

f;},#." 
U0rOs of Inþrmation : Technotogt and p ostindustrlãl

Pierce, Symbols, Signals and Noise (Hutchinson, London, 1962) at2g.
Campbell, Grammatical Man QengtnBooks, London, 1983) at 18.
Dretslce, Knowledge and the Flow of Inþrmation @radford Books, Massachusetts, 1981) at 103.
Above at 104 to 106.
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sttþstance, ìt helps. to clarify the fact that there is a difference between knowledge in
minds and knowledge that has been reduced to material form.

ate information (a form of intellectual knowledge) is written
of language, numbers, symbols and images. õfihese, it is

tobesuccessturthespeakerååTäiå"ü:ii,::irï"*:tiåffå*"ï:ü,iËTfrllï
so, then communication can be reasonably successful. But Jven within thã same
language there is not necessarily a "one-to-one correspondence between words and
conc€pts",?t Fgt words can have more than one meaning. This is particularly so given
words commonly have both a denotation 

'd a connotation.Ts Denotation is-the ñteral
meaning of words and the role of dictionarie
even denotation has a certain amount of fl
universal definition. But within this toler
agreed meanings to words. If this were not
communication would be impossible.Te Our own everyday experience tells us that we
successfully communicate (and sometimes that we miscommunicate). On the other hand
connotation is the emotional connection each person has with s
newlyweds may be delighted with the idea of marriage, but
divorced may be disgruntled or even bitter about marriage. S
personalised.sr This imprecision and personalisation of connotation also brings into
question whether information can be absolutely accurate.

e concludes that information can not be
objective.s2 However I disagree with this conclusion, for the reasons advanced by
Dretske. In the following par¡sage Dretske discusses the subjective view and then
advances the reason why he rejects that view:

something only becomes information when it is assigned a significance,
interpreted as a sign, by some cognitive agent. Beauty is in the eye of the
beholder, and information is in the head of the receiver. To speak of information
as out there, independent of its actual or potential use by some interpreter, and
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Interestingly language may be a fi¡nction of the left side of the brain, see Campbell,
Grammatical lulan @engmBooks, London, 1983) at 243.
Lakoff, 'Body, Brain, and Communication', in Brook and Boal (eds), Resisfirg the Virtual Life:
The Culture and Politics of Inþrmation (Ctty Lights, San Francisco, 1995) at 117.
Kemp, The Nature of Knowledge (Clive Bingley, London, 1976) at 44 and 53. Poststructu¡alists
certainly do not hold such a view, see Burr, An Introduction to Social Constructionism
@outledge, London, 1995) in chapter 2.
Above at 54.
Pierce, Symbols, Signals and Noíse (HutchinsorL London, L962) at 122 who states "For the
words to be usefrrl, hearers must understand them in the same sense that the qpeaker means
tlrem"; Kemp, The Nature of Knowledge (Clive Bingley, Londor¡ 1976) at 55.
Kemp, The Nature of Knowledge (Clive Bingley, London, 1976) at 55.
Above at 55.
Lakoff, 'Body, Brain, and Communication', ìn Brook and Boal (eds), Resisfing the Virtual Life:
The Culture and Politics of Inþrmatiotl (Clty Lights, San Francisco, 1995) at 116 to 117. The
view that information can simply be transferred from one persons'head to anothe/s is called the
"conduit metaphor", which Lakoff believes is false. See also Foerster, 'Epistemology of
Communication' in Woodwa¡d (ed), The lr4yths of Inþrmation: Technologt and Postindustrial
Culture @outledge, London, 1980) at 19.
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Communication

This is one way of thinkine ab
confusion of íírformat¡on íryith
understood, one is free to think
objective commodity, someth
not or in any v/ay presuppose

d reception of information does not involve
knowledge drawn from philosophv.
. But I consider that infoniration äoéé

accords with the reality of our world, whi
information. I think ihat when someone

most important being independent perusal by
reception stage, focus on the intênded aúdience and
understand the information sent to them is important.
interpret and understand information in a variety òf ways i
by the speakers.- .But this is inevitable and necessary as we are all autonomous beings
who are free to think for ourselves.

Corporate intellectual knowledge is pr
images)8a and also verbally, thus the
sound. As mentioned earlier, we can
intermediary of information. A caress can
concern is with co¡porate information, a ty
information for communication to occur.

1981) at

T.-trJ
McQueen, 'The Corporate Image-The Evolution of the Annual Report in Aushalia 1950-1990'
991fere1ce pap_el delivqed qi the Corporate Law Teachers Aisociation Conference, The
University of Melbourne Law School, February 1997 (author on file).
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Communication is the endeavour of passing knowledge, by information, from one person
to another.ss That is, communication is purposive. This claim is at its weakest
concerning small talk and pastime knowledg
immediate pleasure involved in the process
other types of knowledge, ild in particul
clearer and more important. The essential s

whom and for what purpose? That is, it is
and to analyse the purpose of their c
communicating intellectr.¡al knowledge is to
or more specifically to take some particu
communication can be ascertained by anal
speaker and their audience and in particul
Focus on the audience is necess4ry because it is they who need information in order to
plan their affairs. In the corporate context it is the needs and interests of shareholders
which drive the need for information. I undertake an analysis of the nature of the
relationship between directors and shareholders in chäpters + and S.

%il3ä:''TifiT:o"lf i,[?
framework for the entire thes

informs the qualþ of information, which I discuss later in this chapter.

85 The Macquarie Dictionary (The Macquarie Library, Australia, 3rd ed, 1991'¡ at 445 where
"communicate" is defured as nto give to another as a partaker; impart; transmit; to impart
knowledge of; make kxlown".86 Drahos, A Phílosophy oflntellectual Property @artmouth, England, 1996) atl74.87 Masuda, The Inþrmation Society as Post-Industrial Society (Institute for the Information
Society, USA, 1981) at 55 who describes cognitive information as "an i¡formed situational

possible the action selection by which the

H*Hf ilf er"ä:ixffi ff 
.H.* 

"i1
88 See Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales, The Corporate Report (Institute of

Chartered Accountants in England and Wales, London, 1975) at l.t who state that corporate
reports should satisfy "tlte information needs of users".89 That communication is an endeavour has also been recognised by a non-academic, see
Winterson, Gut Symmetries (Granta, London, 1997) at 163 who states:

Common ttrat people [sit face to face], rare that they understand each other. Each
speal¡s a private language and assumes it to be the lingua ftanca. Sometimes words
dock and there is a cheer at port and cargo to unload and such relid that the voyage was
worth it. 'You understand me then?'e0 Campbell, Grammatical Man (PengunBooks, London, 1983) at 196 to 197.
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2.3 CEARACTERISTICS

Bgfole looking aJ lhe qualities of information it is desirable to examine the characteristics
of information. Masuda suggests that information displaysth.l;Iä;i;!'ãftää.6ristics:

in ods, has four inherent properties that have made self-m Information is ltl inconsnmahlp ¡/?\ rrnrrancfa¡aLt^ /?\
in ativg' 

-- \-/ s¡¡**¡s¡v¡evrwt \J'''r

(l) Inconsumabfe-Goods disappear through use. Information does not disappear
but remains unchanged howevèi much it is-used.

(2) UIt is transferred from A to B, it is movedcomplet information. is transfeo"¿ f-irr-A to B, the
original

(3).Indivisible-Goods used as materials (electricitSr, water, etc) can be divided
and used, but information can only be used when it óónstitutär '.'r"il--

to accumul
cannot be c
time and tim
information

public information utility. The
consisting of public information
er and communication networks.

ckly, and inexpensively
identifies are generally
ion for information of a

of the characteristics described by Masuda

Inconsumability of information is radicall
goods. Whether it is food which is eaten
table or car which become worn out an
consumable and ultimately will no longer
information which can be-used but not õon
dated or lost but this does not mean that it is consumable. Drahos has made the same
point b

on
on
in

lyþsuda, ity', in Inose (ed), Evolutions in ComputerCommuni in'ternational' Conference on CoìnþuterCommuni at 388.
Above at 387.
Drahos, A Philosophy of Intellectual Property @artmouth, England, 1996) at l7l.
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Whilst this analysis is generally correct it does not take account of secrets where the
person(s) with knowledge of the secret regards it as a scarce resource and determinedly
wants to keep it that way (I discuss trade secrets under the next heading and in the neit
chapter).

The characteristic of nontransferability of i
something then I do not thereby lose the
But where information is reduced to a mat
copy of that information from one person t
correspondence, but not for business corres
attempt s.unlikely tg Þ. a completely successfulexerclse ain,. in particular in the world of privatecommer to information and allows the saie andtransfer cts the generality of Masuda's second point
about untransferab ility.

The indivisibility of information is also generally true.
that a set may have a subset which may be used indep
example use can be made of a chapter of a book withou

of the set b qome pufposes this may be a single
others a co body of knowledge in a particular

ut a point is ion must be part of a set foi it to be
used. What a matter of what is the intended use of the

information.

The accumulative nature of information is generally true and seems to be a result of the
ability and untransferability. The most vivid
th spend money and retain it (although you can
an you more money).

Another characteristic of information is "its natural tendency to spread".e5 This arises
because humans are by their nature "information gatherers and exchangers".e6 For
example we are all awa¡e of the phenomenon of informal information networks
(colloquially called the grapevine) which operates to convey gossip and more serious
information. It is also self evident given the rise of global communication networks such
as television and by the internet.

Looking at information from a different perspective, it is also perceived as a primary
good.eT Drahos, drawing explicitly from the work of Rawls, defines a public good in the
following terms:

I acknowledge that this may rob the reader of the broader context and that cross referencing
within the book may make this task difFrcult, but in my opinion my point about subsets
nonetheless holds true.
Drahos, A Philosophy of Intellectual Property @artmouth, England, 1996) at t7l.
Above atI72.
Above'at l7I to I74. Similarly see; Jones, Sleepers,'lYake! Technologt and the Future of llork
(Ot'ord University Press, Australia, 4th ed, 1995) at 183 and 185 to 192; Hammond, 'Quantum
Physics, Econometric Models and Property Rights to Information' (1982) 27 McGill LI 47 at 52
and72
utilþ
Infonn
Fourth
1978),
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n+*!r, the chi_ef social primary goods
, [self-respect], incomè and'w-ealth.
sense that every rational person is
have such a -crucial 

rolô in the
whatever they may be.e8

Drahos goes.on to_ argue-!4at information is also a primary good. His arzument is that
implementation of onã's life oroiects involves ratioåal nhítíi""l"r.rl.L i.il"o'¡t,, itcelr
relies on information. Drahoi státes: 

¡¡vvvsvs¡'¡.' ¡wvr^

will be the rational formulators of plans, it
e basic level of information and aðcess-to

ds. After all, the act of planning requires
ording to the informatioñ availible tb the

point would be reached where planni

This.justificalion of information as a publi
restricted to their planning. We each value
right to think as we see f11 r00 This would b
tell us that we were not free to think this o
rights to those particular ideas. This simple

f the importance of information. A broader
of society is also available. This

e free flow of information which

development (so valued in our capitalist so
that information is an embodiment of knowl
positive result. This is nowhere more evide
tradition of publishing the results of
conclusions.

These seJs of arguments point to the need for as wide dissemination of as much
information as is feasible,_ with ugy restrictions on the release of information needing
special justification and to be closely constrained.ro3
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Drahos,l Philosophy oflntellectual Property @artmouth, England, 1996) at 173.
Above atl74.
See the discr¡ssion in chapter 5 of the persgnal autonomy justification for freedom of speech,
which really is the creation and communication of infôrination. For the link betweèn thé
j_usti$cation 

_of information as a.public- good and- freedom of qpeech see Drahos, A phitisophy of
Intellectual Property @artmoutli, England, 1996) Lt I77.
rüeinrib, 'I¡formation an! $operty' (1988) Univenúty of, Toronto Law Journal lll at 124;
McKeough and Stewart, Intelleòtaãl Property in Austrãtia (Butterworths, Sydney, 2nd, ed, 1997j
at [3.3].
Drahos, A Philosophy of Intellectu
"Roughly the chain'of causation
lnowledge and skills is the springb
turn, is an important (or perhaps råe
Above at 192 to 193.
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2.4 QUALTTTES

Besides these general characteristics, any p
display certain qualities or display them
information are accuracy (including complet
relevance, comparability, understandability,
sss1.loa I consider each of these in turn.

Accuracy

Information is accurate to the extent it correctly represents reality/facts. Some realities
are relatively simple, for example a person's name and their occupation. So information
about the identþ of a corporation's directors at any given time should be able to be
described accurately. Other realities are less simple. For example a corporation's
financial affairs are complex and sophisticated, involving not just how many widgits
were sold in a given period but concepts such as depreciation of fixed assets and
goodwill. Arguably there is not a simple underlying financial reality that can be
represented as fact.

This difficulty with
philosophers questio
anything others are
absolute certainty is
pragmatic philosophers are sceptical of 100% accuracy. Psychology also points to the
uniqueness of each person's sensation, perception and conceptualisation. In effect each
person's perception is her or his o\¡/n perspective on the world. Perspective is necessarily
iomething other than a faithful representation of reality. In my opinion these arguments
from philosophy and psychology become more critical the more complex the realities we
are dealing with.

Also information theory acknowledges that entropy decays accuracy; that is the impact of
noise and entropy increases along successive chains of communication. This impact is
present in public companies where there are long lines of communication. It will be
most evident in the very large, multi-national corporations which operate diversified
businesses. Clearly the onus is on such companies to have reliable information systems
in place in order to address this issue. But in my opinion no system is able to combat
perfectly the endemic problem of entropy.

Language is also inherently imprecise, particularly given words can have a personalised
connotation. All of these arguments show that the icated
information is, the more relative accuracy becomes. to be
striven for rather than an absolute concept. To the these
constraints information should be as accurate as possible. This shortcoming in accuracy
means that other qualities, such as credibility and comparability, become even more
critical.

Of course information can be about things other than facts. Information can concern
opinion concerns belief as to some
predictio in the future. The touchsto
accuracy belief. Having said that, a ge
faith) wi facts. Thus belief can be j

For a similar list see Cha¡tered Accountants in England and Wales, The Corporate Report
(Institute of Cha¡tered Accountants in England and Wales, London, 1975) at 3.3

104
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quality (including accuracy) of the information
accuracy is a relevant indióator of the quality of

upon which the belief is based. So
opinion or prediction in an underlying

way

goppletg a set as is possible. C
information exists on-a particular

However completeness must be t¿ken with a pingh. of salt. Çompleteness suggests that apoint can be reached where all bases a¡e covéred; ie þerfection. 
'Èó*éuo r"?i 

" 
rt"tã i,

or to.be c_omplete certainly means providing
ervailing force to completéness is tlie spectrõ
erload occurs when mèmbers of an audience

necessarily mean to provide an inordin¿
completeness can be bedfellows. Clearly a balance needs to be struck between
completeness and the provision of an unnecessary amount of detail.

nformation. The law does not positively
aches it in the negative. The law imposes
in a variety of contexts. This occurs most

and deceptive conduç1,08 ¿¡1d more specirî: äi'#"tåå11Ë-ff:tïåi:îträït"å::l'g

105

South Australi4 9 to ll February 1998 (aurhor
Hammond,_'Sqotqq Physics, Econometric Models and Property Rights to Information' (1982)
27 McGill LJ 47 at54.

Most notably ss 52 & 53 of The Trade Practices Act (Cth)19?4.
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Some of these general laws overlap into the corporate areallo but there are also specialist
corporate laws.lll

Credibilify

Credibilþ is inexorably linked to the (in)accuracy of information. Because of the
problems with accuracy, audiences are also I
the speaker. It is not just the message but
importance of credibility is also seen from
absolute tnrth (nee absolute accuracy) is
chimera; the important thing is credibility.
methodology and data in support of
attempting to discredit it.

edible tq the incredible. The psychological
person biings their unique perspóctive tõ the
orce themselves from their perspective. At

o are willing to manipulate, if not fabricate,
propensity to manipulate, if not fabricate,

information is well known. The law in areas other than the corporate context has
grappled with this propensity. For example the courts in administering justice are
concerned with this propensity and many of the rules of evidence are directed at this very
igsus.l l2

In the corporate context there is a separation of roles between directors/executives and
shareholders. Managers prepare and communicate information to shareholders and are in
effect rep an inherent risk ofbias. That
bias may will colour what they report.
They are n information. The bias may
be more release any information that
reflects poorly on their own performance. Thus there is an intuitive scepticism about the
credibility of information prepared by mana¡ ers.

Clearly the law needs to deal with this problem of credibility. In the area of financial
That concern is manifested

ancial statements but also by
called auditors. I explore

her areas of information in
subsequent chapters.

109

ll0

lll

For example see The Trade Practices Act (Cth)1974 sections 65D and 65E and in paficular the
consumer product information standards made thereunder.
Fraser v NRIvIA (1995) 15 ACSR 590 in which NRMA was held liable for false and misleading
statements in a prospectus puNuânt to section
present government regards the overlap as und
liability in the Trade Practices Act; see Trearur5
Proposals For Reþrm: Paper No. 2: Fundraistzg (AGPS, Canberr¿ 1997) at 3 and 40 to 43.

For example sections 995 and 996 concerning proqpectuses and sections 1308 and 1309
concerning other documents required to be lodged pursuant to the Corporations Law. See the
ñ¡rther discussion at Chapter 8.3,

Such as requiring witnesses to give evidence under oath and the hearsay rule, se9 Mlrphy, I
Practical Aþproach to Evidence @inancial Training Publications, Great Britain, 2nd ed 1985) at
paragraph 1.1.2.

rt2
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Relevance

Since communication is purposive and info
planning, information múst be relevant to t
once that purpose and plan have been i
according to this yardstiõk to see if it is
purpose/planning it is worthless.

In addition to relevance at this
are many liability rules which
or omission). I describe these
whether shareholders can us
influences the legal relevance of this informal
then the information is legally irrelevant to them.

Comparability

informati
given the
types of. dwill and depreciation. For this type ofinformati elusive undeilying reality but sìan¿ar-¿ise¿
reporting rules so users of the information ow the basis orí wñich it Éas U.ãn pràp-iã.

on the same basis then users càn 
-make

are not searching for any
rsation would emphasis
rules which facilitates

understanding leads to rational certainty.
However the need for comparaþility should not be taken-to extremes for compar"UiiúV
must be tempered by the reCognitiori that there is value in diversity.

Understandability

The effectiveness of communication ca¡l
by the audi
la That is,
audience.

is sheer folly to address an audience in a fore

l13

l14

The law statements of
anY Pqq ith last years;
see AAS 14. Seé ¿só
AASB 1018 'Profit and Loss Accounts' at p 'statement of
Cash Flows' at paragraph 13.

the inherent qualrty of information with the

Writing: The Cloze
s Communication 367
I Reports (JAI Press,

ll5
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children with advanced calculus. Corpor
complex, so corporate information will nece
should be made as simple and understandabl
how far this can be taken. As Einstein sai
possible but not simplerrr.rlT The level
clearly going to impact on the ability to co
psychology regards the mental processes o
social fields affects each person's knowledg
will clearly affect meanings derived from
factor Are they a cohesivegfouP them? or are they a
divers lt?tte

Connected with understandability is the readability of any written communication.
Readability is prin ncerned with the "syntactical difficulty of
¡s¡¡1ti.lle ÏVheieas centrdd and is coniingent on the reaðer's
background, prior the reader, interest, and general reading
ability. Background most certainly includes educational backgroundrr.r2o Obviously
there is a connection between the two, with difficult texts making understanding more
difficult and vice versa.l2l For this reason some commentators treat the concepts
synonymously,l22 although the distinction between the two does have ¡¡s¡i1.123 There is a
body of scholarship devoted to readabilily.rz+ This scholarship is not simply theoretical
but has developed a vast range of methods/tests to measure the readability of written
prose.l25 Such tests rank written work along a scale from easy to read to very diffis¿h.tze

l16 The hypothesis of one resea¡cher is that as a firm grows in size and complexity that firm's annual
report necessarily becomes more sophisticated and difücult to read; see Jones, 'A Longitudinal
Study of the Readability of the Chairman's Narratives in the Corporate Reports of a UK
Company' (1988)18 Accounting and Business Research 297. This hypothesis must be treated
with caution given the author studied only one company.

Quoted in Asprey, Plain Language þr Lawyers (Federation Press, Sydney, 2nd ed., 1996) at26.
See also Chartered Accountants in England and rüales, The Corporate Report (kstitute of
Chartered Accountants in England and Wales, London, 1975) at 3.5.
I explore these issues ñ:rther in chapter 4 and reach a conclusion about understandability in
chapter 4.6.
Jones, R.eadability of Annual Reports: Westem Versus Asian Evidence-A Comment to
Contextualize' (1996) 9 Accounting, Auditing and Accountabilþ Journal 86 at 86 to 87.

Courtis, R.eadability of Annual Reports: Western Versus Asian Evidence' (1995) 8 Accounting,
Auditing and Accountability Journal4 at 5.

However the precise relationship between readability and understandabitity is diqputed by some;
see Jones and Shoemaker, 'Accounting Narratives: A Review of Empirical Studies of Content
and Readability' (1994) 13 Journal of Accounting Literanre 142 at I72 and 175.
Mkwinda-NyasulU The Australian Corporate Annual Reports: Some Factors Contributing To
Low Readability Scores @h.D thesis, University of Adelaide, 1994) at 34 to 35.
Harrison, Readability in the Class:room (Canbtidge University Press, Cambridge, 1980) at 33;
Jones, 'Readability of Annual Reports: Western Versus Asian Evidence-A Csmment to
Contextualize' (1996) 9 Accounting Auditing and Accountability Journal 86 at 86 to 87; Lewis,
Pa¡ker, Pound and Sutcliffe, 'Accounting Report Readability: The Use of Readability
Techniques' (1986-Summer) Accounting and BusinessResearch 199 at 200.
See Gilliland, Readability (Unibooks, London, 1972) and, his selected annotated bibliography of
principal texts at 110 to 117; Bentley, How and Why of Readability (Centre for the Teaching of
Reading, United Kingdom, 1985); Harrison, Readability in the Classroom (Cambridge
University Press, Cambridge, 1980).
Gilliland, Readability (Unibooks, London, L972) atPart 3; Bentley, How and IYhy of Readability
(Cente for the Teaching of Reading, United Kingdor¡ 1985) at 10 to 35; Adelberg, 'A
Methodology For Measuring The Undentandability of Financial Report Messages' in Courtis

tt7
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Whilst these tests have their limitations they are generally perceived to be useful in
testing.readability.tzz This form of testing hai been-utilised'in th. .o.poi.t. context and
where it has been I refer 16 i1.l2s

Accessibility

For information to be useful people mu
information but in a hishlv iiaeãessih!
po-ssibly an .;;;ü t" ä.itötüöî
information). Information- must be
accessibility_ is equality of access, that is prc
audience. In a fair world a speaker _shoúld not favour one member or a part of the
intended audience over others but should treat them all equally.rze )

Timeliness

The components of timeliness are:
l) Interval-the period oltime between the preparation of successive reports;2) Delay-the period of time between 

-the- 
cut-off point (when no more

transactions are accepted for inclusion in the report) and thì distribution of
reports to users.

3) Reporting period--the length of time that an operating report s6ys¡s.r3r

Cost

I^t costs nlo.Tey.lg generate information that displays the qualities listed above. This is a
fu"t of .daily life where we pay for newspapers, magazines and books and endure
advertising as the price for information/enteitaìnment oã radio and television. It costs
money for managers to generate and disseminate information and for users to obtain and

t26

r27

ÇoqÍit, 'Readability of Annual Reports: Western Versus Asian Evidence' (1995) 8 Accounting,
Auditing and Accountability JournãI4 at 6.

Particularly see chapter 6.6 'Annual Report'.

I{. o.n.rotig+ parity underpins the prohibition on insider hding; see Corporations Law part 7.1t
Division 24.

Qangmbke, 'The Timeliness-of _Corporate Financial Disclosure' in Courtis (ed), Communication
Via Annual Reports (Financial Management Research Centre, Armidale, ìedi¡ zo+ at 204 to
206.

see also Davis and Whittred, 'The Association
Timeliness in Corporate Reporting: Further
Via Annual Reports (Financial Managèment Rese

128
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digest that inform¿1isn.l32 The benefit of information, which may be able to be
quantified in monetary terms, must be weighed against this cost.l33 The cost of
providing perfect information may be prohibitive if the cost is higher than the benefits it
Provides.l¡¿

eliness and cost are boun ded rope. Computer
currently exist if utilis e all three of ihese

anies, rather than printi information to each
ld create a web site information on it.

Sha¡eholders could then access the information this way and if they desire a hard copy,
download and print i1.trs Whilst companies-would still bear the costs of producing
information, the significant printing and distribution costs would be eliminated.
Companies would bear the costs of establishing and maintaining a web site. Indeed web
sites are becoming increasingly commonplace and some companies already þ¿yg thsm.l36
Sha¡eholders would need to pay for the costs of the necessary hardware and softwa¡e and
subscribe to an internet service provider. However these costs a¡e not prohibitive.t¡z
Certainly all institutional investors would already have these services. In addition
Australia has more Internet users per capita than anywhere (except for the US) and the
third highest number of personal computers
shareholders do not and will not use this t
would have to continue to disseminate info
the use of computers would enable more t
delivery times would be eliminated. This in
forego the use of hard copies. Alternatively these technologies could be used in advance
of the hard copies. So timeliness (and accessibility) could be improved, at least for those
with internet facilities. Although not universally utilised yet, the potential for this is
clear and undercuts the argument against providing information because of its cost.

Confidentiality

Confidentiality involves secrets. Secrets a¡ise and can be justifïed on two separate bases,
namely privacy and commercial-in-confidence. Each of these relates to different types
on information. Privacy relates to information "about" a person and commercial-in-
confidence to information "of' a person.l3e Information "about" a person is of a
biographical nahrre, such as what they did yesterday or their favourite food (or for a
company, its financial performance over the last half-year). In the normal course it is

t32
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t34
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See McEwin, 'Australia's Continuous Disclosure Regime: Some Comments' (1992) Aust¡zlian
Journal of Corporate Law 77.
The weighing of these costs as against their benefits has long been recognised by economists
who talk of the "agency costs" of the modern corporation. See for example Eastertrook and
Fischel, The Economic Stntcture of Corporate Law (Ílanrañ,University Press, USA, 1991) at 10.
Or at a time of financial ditEculty perfect information may be a luxury the company can ill
afford.
See generally McGregor-Lowndes, 'Corporate Disclosure, the Internet and the Australian
Securities Commission' (1996) 14 Companies and Secr:¡íties Law Journal2l9.
For example Wesþac's home page is at htþ://www.westpac.com.au. Other home pages are
accessible via the ASX homepage at http://www.asx.com.au.
See generally McGregor-Lowndes, 'Corporate Disclosure, the Internet and the Australian
Securities Commission' (1996) 14 Companies and Securities Law Journal 2I9 at fir 42 estimates
these costs to be between $3,000 to $4,000 for the hardware and for the subscription $95 start up
costs and a small access fee per month.
See generally above at227.
A distinction suggested to me by Justice Paul Finn whilst he was a visiting judicial fellow at
Flinders Universþ during 1997.
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possible to keep such information secret.
biographical information that laws man
chapters). In addition, Australian law has
there is no legal right to
proposition it is not poss
"about" themselves on the

information should be provided to sharel
information. This justifies a thorough
information and its legitimate reach, whiõh occurs in the next chapter.

2.s coNclusroN

140

t4l

information and concerning tax file nunbers.
intg an individual's privatelife or activities"; Fe
at [1-050].
Unless it is disclosed in circumstances of confidence to a restricted audience and there is no
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CHAPTER 3

LEGAL CONCEPTIONS OF INFORMATION

3.1 INTRODUCTION

143

This is not the only area. For example the criminal law grapples with the issue of whether
information is capable of being stolen; see Weinrib, 'Information and Property' (1988) 38 U Tor
LJ 117 and issues of insider trâding based on inside infonnation, see CL s1013.
There are others, for example the rights granted by The Circuit Layouts Act 1989 (Cth) and The
Plant Breeder's Rights Act 1994 (Cth), discussed in McKeough and Stewa¡t, Intellectual
Property in Australia @utterworths, Sydney, 2nd ed 1997) at [9.23] to 19.261 and [15.20] to
ÍI5.24l respectively.
Copyright Act 1968 (Cth) sections 85 and 89 (sound recordings), 86 and 90 (cinematographic
films), 87 and 91 (sound and television broadcasts), 88 and 92 (published editions) and Part )ilA
(ive performances). Discussed in Ricketson and Richa¡dson, Intellectual Property: Cases,
Materials and Commentary @lttemvorths, Sydney, 2nd ed., 1998) at Í4.2.451 to [4.2.60];
McKeough and Stewart, Intellectual Property in Australia @uttenvorths, Sydney, 2nd ed, 1997)
at [s.7].

The preceding chapters have considered i
of a variety of disciplines. This chapter co
It focuses on the areru¡ in which the law is
The importance of this is twofold. First, si
cha¡acteristic of spreadability, any restricti
requires special justification and needs to be as circumscribed as possible. Therefore the
extent and nature of the protections granted need to be examined in order to ensure this.
Second, since this thesis is a legal thesis it would measure poorly against the quality of
completeness without an analysis of the legal nature of information. -

This chapter examines intellectual property regimes which grant private rights to
information. The chapter considers copyrights, patents, designs, trademarks and trade
secrets. I examine whether the grant of such rights is justified, their juridical basis and
the implications of such rights for shareholders. However the focus is on trade secrets
and commercial-in-confidence information, since this is the category of legal protection
which of itself restricts disclosure of the information involved. By contrast the other
regimes, whilst granting private rights to information, do not necessarily require
information to be kept secret (indeed patents grant monopoly rights but require full
disclosure of the invention). In the normal course trade secrets are information "of' the
company and therefore disclosure to shareholders is not ordinarily required. Nonetheless
in the context of a thesis about the disclosure of information to shareholders to discharge
accountability, any restriction on disclosure is critical and needs to be examined and
justiflred.

3.2 LEGAL CONCEPTIONS

The principal area in which the law has dealt with information is intellectual property.ra2
The law has recognised and enforces several private rights to various types of
information. For example intellectual property rights insh¡ds'las. copyright, vihich grants exclusive rights to original literary, artistic, dramatic or

musical works (and some others)la+ for a substantial period of time, usually the life of

t42
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o

o

1!?.tt:u¡9t plus 50 years..las IJ.is important to note that copyright protects an actual
material form of expression of i-deas 

(or knowledge) but doês nõt gr'ant any exclusive
rights to the ideas themselves'146
patents, which grant monopoly rights
invention for a period of time (generall
registered and at the cost of information

trademark-s, which .are distinctive signs used to distinguish one trader's goods or
services from another's.Is3 Once registered, the ownãr of the trademarË enjoys

cussed in Ricketson and Richa¡dson, Intellectual
@ulterwqrthq Sydney, 2nd ed., 1998) at [4,3.U;
in Australia @uttenvorths, Sydney, Zna ea-, l99ii

at [3.5.4C] to 14.5.7
Sydney, 2nd ed, 19
being strained when s.

of Intellectual Property Protection @atent Press

Today: Of Myths and Paradoxes' (1990) 69 Can

t-aver, 'Intellectual Property_Todayi Of Myths and Paradoxes' (1990) 69 Canadian Bar Review
98 at 117, who is criticd of this diitinction.
pesjsns Act^l?0qfpq); PhiJlips, lrotecting Designs: Law and Litigation (Law Book Company,
sydney, 1994); old, Inventions, Patents, Erands-& Designs: Thehow, ùhat, when, whàre l,

New South Wales, 1993) at chapten 50 to
Australia @uttenvorttrs, Sydney, 2nd ed,
u0.181.

(l); McKeough and Stewa¡t,' ]):1"),ii"t'åìtülÎ;i)"iî,
D^esjgns Act- 1906 (Cth) sectio_n 2?A; McKeough and Stewa¡t, Intellectual Property in Australia
@uttenvorths, Sydney, 2nd e4 1997) at [10.S].
Trade Marks Act 19
Ithat, lthen, Where
1993) at 93 to 94;
Commentary @utterworths, Sydney, 2nd ed.,
Stewa¡t, Intellectual Property in Australia @

r46

r45
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t49
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l5l

t52
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a

potentially perpetual monopoly rights to the mark (by way of an indefinite number of
ten year renewals);ls4
trade secrets, where'the law protects the confidential disclosure of secret information
from misappropriation. Trade secrets involve any information of a confidential
nature that a business uses in pursuing profit. Categorisation is tlerefore diffîcult,
but McKeough and Stewart suggest the following ¿u¡ a non-exhaustive list:. ideas ín their protean lorm - discoveries, plans or suggestions which are held

in someone's head but not yet fully worked out, or which have been reduced
to material form but may nonetheless be readily appropriated without breach
of copyright;. unpatentable or unpatented inventions - ideas for products or processes which
have been fully developed, but which cannot be patented fõr lack of some
characteristic such as novelty (in th
the first to fïle), or alternatively wh. technical htow-how - practical
formula or process or design as
(often gathered by trial and error) ar. customer inlormation - information as to the identity and special needs of an
organisation's clientele; and. organisational information - managerial techniques, strucfures or strategies
whish are distinctive to a particular organisation and which contribute to its
market position.rs5

In addition to the items on this list, there are other types of commercial-in-confidence
information which necessarily requires protection in a competitive marketplace.
Such information includes the cost to the corporation of its goods or services, its
target consumers, marketing strategies. Also included are the plans managers have
for their businesses, such as entering a nelry market or acquiring a neu/ business
(which also requires protection because otherwise their competitors may seize the
opportunity from them). 156

Consideration should be given to the complementary tort of passing off dweloped by the
cornmon law (and the statutory equivalents, principally s52 of the Trade Practices Act L974
(Cth). This tort does not just protect the misappropriation of a mark but broader commercial
interests a trader has in its imagng; see Ricketson and Richa¡dson,Intellectual Property: Cases,
Materials and Commentary @utlerworths, Sydney, 2nd ed., 1998) at chapter 16; Old,
Invenlions, Patents, Brands & Designs: The How, llhat, llhen, llhere & Why of Intellectual
Property Protection @atent Press, New South Wales, 1993) at chapter 29; McKeough and
Stewart, Intellectual Property in Australia (Butterworths, Sydney, 2nd ed, 1997) at chapters 16
to 18.

154 Trade Marks Act 1995 (Cth) sections 72 and 77; Ricketson and Richa¡dson, Intellectual
Property: Cases, Materials and Commentary @utterworths, Sydney, 2nd ed., 1998) at [18.4.81;
McKeough and Stewart Intellectual Property in Australia @utterworttrs, Sydney, 2nd ed, 199?)
at u9.l9l.155 McKeough and al Property in Australia @uttenvorths, Sydney, 2nd ed, L991)
at [3.3]; see als 3) 149 DLR (3d) 583 at 599, quoted in Weiruib, 'Information
and Property' of Toronto Law Joumal 117 at 123 to 124; Ricketson,
'Confidential Information-A New Proprietary Interest? Part I' (19'17) 11 Melboume University
Law Review 223 at226.156 Barry, The Rise and Rise of Kerry Packer (Bantam, Australia, 1993) at 172 where Packer is
quoted as saying, in the context of the infoduction of world series cricket:

Obviously, if you're going to start something which is going to be controversial, and all
the ca¡ds a¡e held by the other party....you would be some form of mental deficient if
you went along to the other party and sai{ 'Look, this is what I think I am going to do.'
Of course I was secretive about it, but I have been secretive about every business deal
I've ever been in to start with, as has everybody else who has ever done something
successfirl.
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ossible it is important to question whether

t57
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For a sceptic! Y¡ey o_f the-qe problems.see 
-Vaver, 'Intellectual Property Today: Of Myths and

Paradoxes' (1990) 69 Canadian Ba¡ Rwìew 98.

s 13(2); Designs Act 19O6 (Cth) s
Rights Act 1994 (Cth) s11; Circuit

d Stewart Intellectual Property in

Melb
New tc Teachen of Law 149, who argues that the
basis

120; Bird,
rporations'
ism of the

-Property?: A Post Modern Conception Of
. However the power of private property is
contexq see Gambotto v ll.P.C. Ltd (1995)

l6l
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Despite historical uncertainty and a troubled upbringing, equity traditionally protected
confidential information on the basis of a breach of a confidential relationship,tez
drawing from the principle of good f¿i1f¡.ter This remains the orthodox position, with
courts, including the High Court, generally rejecting a property analysis.lo+ However the
courts have imposed remedies against people who were not party to any relationship of
confidence (for example a thief¡.tes Such people can be restrained by injunction from
using or disclosing the information to others. As a matter of principle, the doctrine is no
longer explicable on the nalrow basis of a confidential relationship.te6 Is it explicable on
a property basis?

Analysis of Property

Despite the long tradition of property law (and somewhat surprisingly) there is no clear-
cut, universal definition of what property is. The search for a universal deflrnition is a
vexed issue for the law. Some commentators regar.d this quest as impossible because
they regard property as "a category of illusory reference".tez t¡l'/þil5l there is much merit
in this view, particularly at the margins, it is important to attempt an analysis, for
property is a powerfül legal reality. There are many different frameworks for analysing
what property is, but I prefer the one adopted by Teh and Dwyer because it is
comprehensive and picks up the points raised by others.tes Teh and Dwyer offer six
guidelines in identifying property. They stress that these are guidelines only; the
guidelines should not be regarded as strict rules that must be satisfied in order for
property to exist in something (ie there is fluidity in these guidelines).r6e The six
guidelines, puncflrated with my views on how they apply to confidential information, are:

(1) "Whether with regards to goods or land, property is often seen as ihe object owned.
More accurately, however, property is an interesl in a thing. It is the relationship
between a person and a physical or intangible thing with regards to other porsons."l70

t62
163

r64

165

r67

168

t69

166

Saltman Engineering Co Ltdv Campbell Engineering Co Ltd (1948) 65 RPC 203.
Hammon( 'The Origins of the Duty of Confidence' (1979) 8 Anglo-American Law Review 71;
more recent authority is derived from cases such as Moorgate Tobacco Co Ltd v Philip Morris
Ltd (1984) 156 CLR 414', Smith Kline and French Laboratories (Australia) Ltd v Secretary,
Department of Community Services and Health (1990-91) 99 ALR 679 at 691 to 692; cf
Gummow J at first irstance (1990) 95 ALR 87 at 134 to 136.

Breen v Williams (1996) 186 CLR 7l; McKeough and Stewart, Intellectual Property in Australia
@uttenrorths, Sydney, 2nd ed, 1997) at [3.14] and [3.15].
See for example Talbot v General Television Corp Pty ¿fd [1980] YR 224; and Johns v
Australian Securities Commission (1993) 178 CLR 408. Gurry, Tlreach of Confidence' in Finn
(ed), .Essays in Equity (Law Book Company, Sydney, 1985) at 121 to 123; Ricketson,
'Confidential Information-A New Proprietary Interest? Part I' (1917) 11 Melbourne University
Law Review 223 

^t223 
to 224.

McKeough and Stewart Intellectual Property in Australia @uttenvorths, Sydney, 2nd ed, 1997)
at [3.16] to [3.17]; Neave and Weinberg 'The Nature and Functions of Equities' (Part II) (1978)
6 University of Tasmania Law Review 115 at 117 (who assert that property is the only
appropriate theory).
Gray, 'Property in Thin Ai/ (1991) 50 Cambridge Law Jounal 252 at305.
Teh and Dwyer, Introduction To Property Law @uttenvorths, Sydney, 1992). For different
analyses of the indicia of property see Meagher, Gummow and Lehane, Equity: Doctrine and
Remedies @utterworths, Sydney, 3rd ed, 1992) at [403]; Fisher, Commercial and Personal
Property Law @utterworths, Sydney, 1997) at [l.7] to [.9].
These concçts of property, derived from a conrmon law üadition, are open to challenge by
native title (both on thei¡ own terms and at thei¡ point of intersection): see lulabo v Queensland
[No. 2] (te92) 175 CLR 1.

Teh and Dwyer, Introduction To Property Zaw @utterworths, Sydney,1992) atparagraph [104].170
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ed definition of information (a material
something of sufficient substanòe Tõffi

(2) "Private property is a creature of law..

Drahos and others qgle that information. is a public good, to be freely available and
useable by all.tz+ This characterisation is challen$ed-whén it comes'to confidential

n to confidential information, whether it is
e initiative of the law. Also it has been

information, which is the product of human
vate ownership rights to that i¡¡f6¡¡¡¡¿1is¡.t7s

bundle of rights, privileges and powers that a person has in a
monly identified are.thg right to use and enjõy a thing, the
and the right to e>-<c.lu{e olhers from its usé. 

- 
The ri[ht to

d to be the most critical without which no interest coüld be
regarded ris proprietarJ¡. '' 

176

A.person who.possesses confidential information clearly has a right to use and enjoy it.
This criterion is satisfied and is uncontroversial.

e buy ne\¡vspapers or watch the television.
ity of information that it is "untransferable"

t7l

t72

r73
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t75
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See also McKeough and Stewart" Intellectual
e4 1997) at [3.1] who state that "informati
qapaþlg of objective valuation to belong'
Cambridge Law Journal 252 at 299 wño
"thinglikeness" of particular resources but
excludability" (discussed frrfher below).
Weinrib, 'Information and Property' (1988) Univenity of Toronto Law Journat ll7 at 122.
Teh and Dwyer, Introduction To Property Ldw (Butterworths, Sydney,lgg2) at paragraph [105].
Discussed in chapter 2.3.

-Liþling, 'The Concept of Property: Property in Intangibles' (1978) 94 The Law Quarterþ Review
103.

undle of rights' approach to property;

rif,,i""l lli kî, i"#î, l'¿,,f,: l',T
at292 to 295).

Gray, 'Property in Thin Ait' (1991) 50 Cambridge Law Journal 252 at 292 talks of the same
concept as "assignabilþ".

177
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(ie the original remains with the seller).tzs His point is not that the recipient does not
receive anything, but that the knowledge remains with the sender. WÎrilst Masuda's
observation is generally true it is not a complete answer to our inquiry. Masuda was
concerned with public information, where our concern is with privåte information and
whether it is appropriate to regard it as private property. M
have been made untrammelled by considerations of these
his purposes tvas quite appropriate). Certainly if confidenti
owner can injunct the old owner from u
exclusive sale). But this relates to the previo
law will protect. The law does not impos
simply is not possible. The reality that
information was part of the reasoning used
llilliams in denying property rights to medic
conclusion on this criterion is paradoxical;
one.

The third and critical criterion is the power to exclude others from the thing. That is
property rights grant exclusive rights to the thing.tto The obvious contrast is with "public
goods", things which are freely available for everyone to use.lsl Common examplès are
the high seas and upper stratum,rs2 the air we breathe, the rain that falls from the
heavensls3 and what our eyes may happen to see.lsa As argued above, generally
information is categorised as a public good. So whether someone should have èxclusivê
rights to information (ie is able to exclude others from it) requires special justification.

Gray regards a resource as being excludable "only if it is feasible for a legal person to
exercise regulatory control over the access of strangers to the various benefits inherent in
fhs ¡ssss¡ss'r.l8s This may not be feasible (ie the resource is non-excludable) on three
basis, namely physical, legal and moral.r86 uPhysical non-excludability arises where it is
not possible or reasonably practicable to exclude strangers from access to the benefits of
a particular resource in its existing form.'r187 Where only a discrete audience knows
certain confidential information then it is physically possible to exclude others from it.
For example files can be marked strictly confidential and.locked away or computer files
accessed only by a secret code.
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t79
180

l8l

184

185

186

r87

182

183

Discussed above. This is the fundamental problem in situations where an inventor sells his
secret infonnation to two different people who were each expecting to receive exclusive rights;
see De Beer v Graham (1891) 12 NSWR (EÐ 144 (discussed in Neave and Weinberg, 'The
Nature and Functions of Equities' (Part II) (1978) 6 Universþ of Tasmania Law Review I 15 at
t26).
(1996) 186 CLR 7I at9o.
Weinrib, 'Information and Property' (1988) Universþ of Toronto Law Journal lI7 at 120.
Gray, Property in Thin Ait' (1991) 50 Cambridge Law Journal 252 af 268 who states
"unpropertised resources remain in the commons, available for use and exploitation by all"; see
also Weinrib, 'Information and Property' (1988) Universþ of Toronto Law Journal LI7 at 124.
Gray, Property in Thin Ail (1991) 50 Cambridge Law Joumal 252 at256,
According to The Bible: Revised Standard Version (Collins, New York, 2nd ed, l97l) at
Matthew 5:45 God "makes his sun rise on the evil and the good, and sends rain on the just and
on the unjust".
The High Court has held that there is no property in a "spectacle"', Victoria Park Racing and
Recreation Grounds Co. Ltd v Taylor (1937) 58 CLR 479.
Gray, 'Property in Thin Ai/ (1991) 50 Cambridge Law Joumal 252 at268.
Above at269.
Above at 269. This criterion explains the result in Victoria Park Racing and Recreation
Grounds Co. Ltd v Taylor (1,937) 58 CLR 479; discussed in Gray, 'Property in Thin Air' (1991)
50 Cambridge Law Journal 252 at264 to 269 and.282.
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physical excludability of trade
a person can physically exclude
nformation is an emboãiment of

strong and permanent right of property in

py legat. non-excludability Crray is speaking of self help remedies. The law seeks to
balance "self-reliance, self-deterininatíon and-community regulation; *di'indinidualism

Moral non-excludabilþ arises "from the fact that there are certain resources which are
simply perceived to be- so central or intrinsic to constructive human .o"*ist.n"e that it
would be severely anti-social that these resources should be ..-ooãá from the
commons".le3 As argued in chapter
therefore obviously falls within this
The arguments that justify the grant
the protection of confidential in-form
invest in research and development. This
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(le
cre
the

' (Part II) (1978) 6 Univenity of Tasmania Law

Gray, Property in Thin Ait' (1991) 50 Cambridge Law Journal 252 at279.
Above at273 to 274.
Although this d Stewa¡ts, classification of 'unpatented
inventions' as rmation. This is becáuse the inväntion is
patentable but t to pursue that form ofprotection.
Gray, Property in Thin Ait' (1991) 50 Cambridge Law Journal252 at2h0.
Victoria Park Racing and Recreation Grounds Co. Ltd v Trylor (1937) 58 CLR 479; discussed
in Gray, 'Property in Thin Ai/ (1991) 50 cambridge Law Jorirnal 252 aí281 to 283.
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"can't reap where you haven't sown" argument.
the protection of confidential information, but
t in the protection being proprietary depends on

(4) "Property in a thing may be the object of several types of...different proprietary
inlerests.ttres

There is more than one sense in which different property interests can exist in a thing.
The estate in fee simple is the most complete prðpeity ínterest and out of this intere"J
ot eveloped
th property
is .- This is
m

An important point is that unless legal and equitable iiwnership is split by some legal act
or use of the thing then it is inappropriate to talk of separate legal and equitable interests;
there is only a complete property right to the thing.teT As Maitland states:

Its no use for Equity to say that A is a tn¡stee of Blackacre for B unless there can
be some court that can say that A is the owner of Blackacre. Equity without
common law would have been a castle in the air, an impossibility.tr8

comes to confrdential information the commentators who argue in
erty analysis either fail to distinguish between legal or equitable
t or they call it an equitable proprietary interest without considering

Certainly courts, which have traditionally given protection to
conflrdential information, have been, or have been purporting to, exercise an equitable
jurisdiction. The simple but important point to make at this stage is that it is not
appropriate in accordance with established property doctrine to just have an equitable
property interest floating in the air without the full property interest existing somewhere
and possessed by someone. Once again the importance of this becomes evident in
considering the next guideline.

(5) "Unlike contractual and other personal interests, property may be defined as an
interest enforceable against more persons than the contracting parties.'rlee

This criterion is linked to the issue of "excludability". The uncontroversial point is to
distinguish property rights from mere contractual rights, which are only enforceable
between the contracting parties (ie privity of contract). It is necessary to explore which

les Teh and Dwyer, Introduction To Property Zaw @uttenrorths, Sydney, 1992) at paragraph [107].196 See Saclville and Neave, Property Law: Cases and Materials @utterworths, Sydney, 5th ed,
1994) at 222 to 238.r97 Meagher, Gummow and Lehane, Equity: Doctrine and Remedies @utterwofhs, Sydney, 3rd ed,
1992) at [413], who cite Commr of Stamp Duties v Livingston [965] AC 694 per Viscount
Radcliffe at 7L2 as authority for this proposition.- See also DKLR Holdings Co (No2) v
Commissioner of Stamp Duties U9801 I NSTWLR 5ll perHope J.re8 Maitlan{ Equity; A Course of Lectures (University Press, Cambridge, Great Britain, 1936) at
19; see also Bradbrook, MacCallum and Moore, Australian Property Law: Cases and Materials
(Law Book Company, Australia, 1996) at 4.45.

Lee Teh and Dwyer, Introduction To Property Zaw @utterworths, Sydney,1992) at paragraph [10S].
See also McPherson, 'Information as Prop ty in Equity' in Cope (ed), Equity: Issues and Trends
(The Federation Press, Queensland, 1995) at 240 to 24L.
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9lh:,1 P"9pl. ptoP?Q rights are enforceable against, particularly relative to other formsof protection which also are not proprietary in ñah¡re. 
-

real property) the_ estate in fee simple,
st the entire world. This is so even

the sovereign and is potentially subject to

interests it can not be that each proprietary
, at least where tfiere is confliðt 6erweei
y in property textbooks whole sections are

onfidential information? There is no doubt

(2) p to a confidential relationship who

(3) b o.illl¡ owner's interest in the
confidential information; and

(4) people who independently create the information.

It is relatively uncontroversial that the law does and should grant remedies against the
ftrst two categories of people. Dicta from most cases and -commentators bãlieve the
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l"glg, lyyçt and Teh, Introduction Io Property Iaw @utterworths, Sydney, 3rd e4 tggT> 
^t[6.33] to [6.34].

Mg$qg"gt and Stewart, Intellectual Property in Australia (Buttenilorths, Sydney, 2nd ed, 1997)
at [3.4].

-A New Pnoprietary Interest? part II' (1977) I I Melbourne
;_Gray, Pr_opgr-ty inThin Ail (1991)'50 Cambridge Law
Stewart, Intellectual Property in Australia @utteñvorths,

nch Laboratories (Aust) Ltd v
90\ 22 FCR 73 at 121 per
CJ at 8l to 82, Dawson and

204



defence of bona fide purchaser should also apply to confidential information.2os Also in
my opinion it is inappropriate to grant any r
the context of confidential information, bein
someone else who has independently also
proprietary interest to confidential inform
strong rights to the information (ie it woul
bona fide purchaser and the independent cre
appropriate in terms ofjustifying the grant o
people, but not the third and fourth category
becomes critical. The problem is it is imp
legal proprietary interest to the confident
interest can be carved.2os

(6) "..property is generally a perpetual right."zos

Traditionally this has been a strong part of the indicia of property.2ro Although the
orryner of property may change, the thing itself remains the subject of property rights
(perhaps until the thing is completely destroyed). This cannot be said of confidential
information. The legal rights attach to a cha¡acteristic of the information, confidentiality
(or scarcity), which characteristic can be lost. The cha¡acteristic can be lost by voluntary
òr involuñiâry disclosure or, as mentioned above, by independent disiovery (for
information "of'). Where the information has been disclosed against the wishes of the
person who possesses it and it has become public knowledge, then an injunction is not
available;2ll the only feasible remedy is damages. It is not that the information has been
destroyed, just its scarcity and hence its value to its original owner has been lost. In my
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Property in Equity' in Cope (ed), Equity: Issues and Trends (The Federation Press, Queensland,
1995) at 240 to 242; c.f Toulson and Phipps, ConJìdentialiQ (Sweet and Maxwell, London,
1996) at 7-06 to 7-09.

2oG Although this is the result underpatent law with its nonopoly rights.
2o7 Certainly some of the intellectual property regimes, zuch as copyright. grant property rights

which are effective against bona fide purchasers and independent creators. But these regimes
are qpecial statutory regimes, grant rights for limited periods and do not involve the locking up
of lnowledge. They are distinguishable because of this.

208 Ricketson, 'Confidential Information-A New Proprietary Interest? Part II' (1911) 1l Melbourne
University Law Review 289 at 314 to 315 recognises this as a "problem" but does not fully
address how this may impact on his conclusion that confidential information is "a loose sort of
proprietary interest perhaps best described as an'undefined equity' ".2oe TehandDwyer, IntroductionToPropertyZaw@utterworths,sydney,lgg2)atparagraph[109].

2to Nqfional Provincial Bank Ltd v Ainsworth [1965] AC 1175 per Lord Wilberforce at 1241 to
1248. Gray, 'Property in Thin Ait' (1991) 50 Cambridge Law Journal 252 at 292 to 296 has

:ï
of

"property" in a resou¡ce is not absolute but relative". However most of his succeeding
arguments a¡e directed to whether someone can own property and the traditional point that there
can be several different propeúy rights in the same thing. IVith this I agree; but in my opinion
perrnanence is still an important criteria of property. That is, just as absolutist arguments about
property should not be taken too far, neither should Gray's argument; that is property is not so
fluid and dynamic that as a general propositionpermanence is not a relevant indicia.

2tr Marcel v Commissioner of Police of the Metropolis [992] Ch. 225; applied in Johns v
Australian Securities Commission (1993) 178 CLR 408.
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proprietary interests. But it is a continu
protection. There is a "hierarchy of equitab
proprietary in nature and others which ¿¡'s ns1.2u

2t2

rssues and rrends(The Federation press, eo..r,.orToä i"ffH jTrTSilJ." cope (ed)' Eqtitv:

orths, Sydney,2nd ed,, 1997)
Journal 252 at 300 to 301;
Law Journal ll7 at 136 to

quity' in Cope (ed), Equity:.Isszes and Trends

T9*t9" and.P.hipps, Con!ìdentialif¿ (Sweet and'Vtaxwell, London, 1996) at 2-03 to 2-25; FinrU
Fi duc i ary Ob li gati ons (Law Book Company, Sydney, L97 7) at 293' to 296.

n FCT v United AircraJt Corporation (1944) 63 CLR 525 at

3i,tiffi,iïF_r"ff$."***, of Equities'(Part II) (1e78) 6

Yuuo, þe]lggtual Prop_erty_Today: Of Myths and Paradoxes' (1990) 69 Canadian Bar Review
98 at 126; Ricketson, 'Confidential Inforniation-A New Pr,oprièUry'Interest? Part I' (1917) ll
Melboume Universþ Law Review 223 at229.

2t3

214

2t5

2t6

2t7
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3.3 CONCLUSION

I am persuaded that equity does and should protect confidential information. However I
am not persuaded that this should be, or necessarily has to be, because that protection is
proprietary in nature, which seems to be the inevitable conclusion of some
commentat6¡s.218 If it is accepted that e
remedies without the need for a propriet
conclusion that confidential information is
conflrdential information is worthy of prote
confidential information was protected by c
relationship between the parties. This is no longer appropriate because remedies have

party_to a confidential relationship. In my
ecy of the information. So peoplè have an
nterest falls short of a property interest in

Ifthe secrecy is lost, by a bona fide purchaser or
by independent creation,- then the basis _for the protection is also lost. 

- 
Also if by

whatever means information enters the public domain then an injunction will no longer
be an appropriate remedy.

The law by a variety of mechanisms grants private rights to information. The majority of
these rights are statutory based, namely copyright, patents, designs and trademarks.
Whilst these statutory regimes grant prope
careful not to grant exclusive rights to the
information the subject of the rights. The r
In the non-statutory context the comm
information. However in my opinion
proprietary largely because this would ent
perpetuity, which is inappropriate. This point is supported by the public goods nature of
knowledge, which dictates that any prote:tion be as circumscribed in its extent and
naflire as possible.

However it is clear that the law protects confidential information. So the company has a
legally enforceable right to injunct people who wrongly use its conflrdential information,
other than the bona fide purchaser for value and an independent creator. Such protection
is justified even though it detracts from the "public good" nature of information. The
justifications are that protection encourages and rewards research and development and
the moral precept of not allowing people to reap where they have not sown. An
additional justification is that if the information \ilas known by its competitors or others
this would prejudice it commercially. In a capitalist society which endorses competitive
advantage and the pursuit of profit to the exclusion of others, then the notion of private
rights to conflrdential information is relatively uncontroversial.

A separate issue is whether corporations are entitled to keep confidential information
secret from its own shareholders. In my opinion companies are so entitled, but not
because of the nature of the relationship between the company and its sha¡eholders

2r8 For example Neave and Weinberg, 'The Nature and Functions of Equities' (PaÍ ID (1978) 6
University of Tasmania Law Review ll5 at 129 conclude that it is an "undefined proprietary
equity".
That is, the interest is sui generis; see McKeough and Stewart, Intellectual Property in Australia
@utterworths, Sydney, 2nd ed, 1997) at [3,18]; Gurry, 'Breach of Confidence' in Finn (ed),
Essays in Equity (Law Book Company, Sydney, 1985) at ll5; Toulson and Phipps,
Contìdentialip (Sweet and Maxwell, London, 1996) at2-24.

219
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title shareholders to this information
have thousands of shareholders and
the confidential nature of the

effectively in the public domain, acce
Disclosure would bè antithetical to the c
the shareholders. In addition investors
information. In mv oninion shareholders
information in ordãí f# th; t" nrrlttrìn.it
proposals for increased disclosure but us
confidentiality. Wherever that
corporate/confidential informatio

this time the information loses its confidenti
its non-disclosure if disclosure is otherwise j

However the right to protect confidential i
secrecy. Many organisations tend to secre
else's business to know the information.
based on the idea of I do not know what you are d
ylat I'ry do.ing.222. However if every company was required to disclose the same
information then this sensitivity would evaporáte.

confidential information. Giv
information then they do not
exclusion of shareholders.
shareholders should not have access to co
property are spurious. This also means that
is a trade secret or otherwise commerc
scrutinised to ensure that the claim is legiti
desire to keep secrets.223

220

22t
222

Disclosure to a small number of sha¡eholders in small proprietary companies may be appropriate
if they were bound by the same obligation of confidenüaliþ.
I consider business information is chapter 8.2.
There was an initial oulcrti with the introduction of the public audit of financial statements. See
chapter 7.3 "Business Performance". There is ¿ to votuntariiy-puUliih'other

s quarterþ reports; see the
Firuncial Reports: Present

The same tension between e -secrecy occurs in the public/political arena;
see Auditor General of S for thã year Ended so ¡unle I99g: Audit
?:ry!"* Part A.3 (South itrinter, south Australia, 1998) at A.3-31 to
4.3-43.
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CHAPTER 4

DECONSTRUCTING THE CONCEPT OF SHAREHOLDERS

4.I INTRODUCTION

Having dealt with the legal treatment of
restriction to disclosure (confidential info
concerns. As the definition of communicati
exchange to identify the speaker, the i
communication. Translated to the corpor
shareholders and the purpose of their comm
state from the outset that given the controll
the concomitant reliant position of shareho
shareholders are and from this considering what their information needs are.224 This in
turn necessarily requires deconstructing who sha¡eholders are and their role in the
modern corporation in order to understand them and therefore their information needs.
In formalised and structured relationships, which directors and shareholders are a typical
example of the needs of the audience should dictate the information provided by the
speaker.22s Speakers in such contexts should not be free to choose whether and what
information they provide to their audience, as is common with informal relationships.
Therefore in this chapter I propose to examine who shareholders are and what their rights
and interests are. Only from a clear underst¿nding of this can a reasoned judgment be
made of the information needs of shareholders and in turn whether those needs are
currently being satisfied.

The issue of who shareholders are can be approached at various levels.226 It can be
approached by:. considering differing legal concepts and principles which have been invoked in an

attempt to explain who shareholders are. For example do shareholders enjoy
rights of property, are their rights merely contractual or ¿¡re they principals with
directors as their agents?;. examining the role and functions of shareholders in the company and particularly
their position relative to the directors who are the other principal players in the
company. These roles and functions are largely set out in each company's
constitution and to a lesser extent in the Corporations Law;

224 This "needs of users" based analysis is explicitly adopted in the context of the financial
statements, see Statement of Accounting Concept 2 'Objective of General Purpose Financial
Rçorting' at paragraphs 3 and 11.

22s The teacher/student relationship is another example of a formalised relationship and education
literah¡re states that teachers should focus on the information needs of their students (called
"student centred leaming"); for example see LeBrun and Johnstone, The Quiet Revolution:
Improving Student Learning in Law (Law Book Company, Sydney, 1994) paficularly at 89 to
91.226 I do not attempt to understand the role of stra¡eholdersby resort to ûaditional legal theories, such
as the concessionist, aggregate or corporatistview of the corporation. Others have already done
this very well. See for example Bottornley, 'Taking Corporations Seriously: Some
Considerations for Corporate Regulation' (1990) 19 Fed LR 203; Wishart" Company Law in
Context (Oford University Press, Australia, 1994) in chapter 6; and Tomasic, Jackson and
Woellner, Corporations Law: Principles, Policy and Process @uttenvorths, Australia, 3rd ed,
1996) in chapter 3. It is not that I regard this style of theorising as inappropriate, just that I
regard a more anal¡ical approach to be a dìfferent way of approaching the issue.
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es and whether this has any impact on the
a.re;
d using this perspective to endeavour to

I examine each in turn.

4.2 LEGAL CONCEPTIONS OF SHAREHOLDERS

ns of who shareholders ¿ùre in relation to the
nal legal concepts
concepts used are
the argument that

Trustee/Beneficiary

Many car¡es over a long period of time h
trustees with shareholders as their benefici
between companies and tn¡sts is that one
have control over funds and assets

modem corpo rate
a trust at all.zt. whilst the e to do not. Corporate

property is owned by the separate legal. trustees must ordinarily_aet unanimously by a majority vote

. u, a meeting with a valid quorum;232 *O
g it to unnecessary
risks in the pursuit
an be expected of

227

228

229

230

231

232

233

234

Eill, 'The Shareholder as Certerus: Redefining the Shareholder's Role in Modern Australian
C^ono.ratg Law', paper presented at the 1995 Corporate Law Teachers Conference' (copy on file
of author).
See the cases listed in Sealy, 'The Director As Trustee' [967] Cambridge Law Joumal 83.
Above at 86.

Jlis wqllecgæised by..Va¡ghan Williams J in Re Kingston Cotton Mlt (No.2) [1396] I Ch.
331 at 335 who stated "a director is in no sen e a tnrstee"; quoted in Seùy, 'tÍre Oireótor ¡s
Trustee' IL967l Cambridge Law Journal 83 at 86.
Sealy, 'The Director As Tnrstee' [19671 Cambridge Law Joumal 83 at g7.
Above at 87.
Above at 89.
ASÇ v AS Nominees (1995) 18 ACSR 458 per Finn J at 469. Finn at 470 also describes as an
"arid debate" whether directors are trustees. Finn J leaves as an open question whether corporate
or professional trustees in certain circumstances strould be held-to ai even higher standãrd of
cafe.



For these reasons it is neither appropriate nor helpful to consider the company as a trust
in order to try to understand who shareholders are and their legitimate iole in the
company.

Principal/Agent

It is possible to view shareholders_as principals withdirectors as their agents. In the legal
context this view of the relationship benveln shareholders and directors has never héld
svray,235 at least to the extent of saying directors are not mere agents.236 Many legal rules
are implicitly based on the view that directors are not mere agents of shareholders,23T and
at least one rule is explicitly so based. One of the fiduciary duties imposed on directors
prohibits them from fettering their discretion.23s This rule prohibits a director, even if
appointed by a significant shareholder, from agreeing in advance to exercise their
discretion in a particular way. If directors were mere agents it would be perfectly proper
for them to fetter their discretion in accordance with the wishes of their principals, the
shareholders.

Despite the lack of support for the principal/agent theory of the relationship between
shareholders and directors it merits examination anyway, starting with a definition of
agency. An agent is "one person who has authority to create legal relations between a
principal a¡d third pârtiesrr.2¡g This definition suggests a linear analysis of principal-
agent-third parties. However the analysis is not this straight forward in companies
because of the separate entity doctrine. Shareholders appoint directors who are
authorised to create legal relations between the lder appointors)
and third parties. There is no doubt that the d the company in
this sense. This is orthodox corporate law eneral law and
enshrined in the Corporations Law.2ao The only complicating factor is that directors are
empowered to create legal relations for one person (the company) but a different person
(the shareholders) appointed them. Once aglin in my opinion this should not be allowed
to muddy the analysis. This typifres the artificiality of the company when considering
the relations between shareholders and directors. In my opinion it is perfectly acceptable
to regard the directors as agents of the sha¡eholders acting on behalf of the company.

However the main argument in this context is not the status of shareholders but the
assertion that directors are not mere agents. Mere agency suggests the agent is at the
beck and call of the principal, subject to the principal's every wish. Under the law of
agency an "agent is bound to obey all lawful and reasonable instructions of his principal
in relation to the manner in which the agent carries out his duties'r.24I The
characterisation simply does not accord with the role of directors. They are delegated

45

235 Economists freely talk of directors being the agents of the sha¡eholders; see for example Fama
and Jensen, 'Separation Of Ownership And Control' (1983) 26 Journal Of Law And Economics
301; Jensen and Meckling, 'Theory Of The Firm: Managerial Behaviour, Agency Costs And
Ownership Stnrcture' (1976) 3 Journal of Financial Economics 305. Howwer such authors are
not referring to the legal concept of principaVagent which this section of the thesis is concerned
with.236 See discussion below about the exclusive management power cases.237 See the legal rules listed under the heading below Shareholden as Bystanders.238 Thorby v Goldberg (1964) 112 CLR 597: ANZ kecutors & Trustees Co Ltd v Quintex Australia
Ltd ( Recs & Mgrs apptd) (1990) 2 ACSR 676.

239 Gooley, Corporations & Associations Zaw @utterworths, Sydney, 1995) at 85.24o CL sI26, I27 &. 129(2) & (3); Ford, Austin and Ramsay, Ford's Principles Of Corporations Law
@utteruorths, Sydney, 9th ed., 1999) at Chapters 12 and 13.

24t Reynolds, Bowstead On Agency (Sweet and Maxwell, London, l6th ed., 1996) at 175 to 176; see
also Fridman, Law OfAgency @uttenvorths, London, 6th ed., 1990) at 16.
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!Çrl broad po\¡/ers of management which necessarily involves the exercise of discretion.
Discretion involves choice and where there is róom for choice there is room for

antithetical to repose a broad discretion
¿u¡ mere agents. A similar line is drawn

actors. One feature of the dividing line
employer/contractor has over the manãer in

emnrnwecs243 rrr,'rêc. rho,, aro aro^ o*-r^.,-:tt:9]it1*.fltltt-t-,t-ltii*:t"lt,1tt-191r¡¡vJ sv E¡sv w¡¡¡PrvJvvù Ðr¡vrr cË urtr r¡Iaut¿lË,Ilrg ulreclorj.-* Inls
conclusion is consistent with not regardinga director as a mere agén1.-rot

The state of modern business is another fa
being mere agents. Modern business is incr
led to an increased professionalisation of th
makes it more difficult for shareholders to
as a traditional principal. This led to the re
and control.246 The resulting legal rule whi
of management decisions must reside in the

that directors are not the mere agents of
traditionally been juxtaposed in biãck and

are not mere agents has been taken to the
control of .the company to the complete

position.2as To say that directors are not me 
elling reason to take such an absolutist

It is clear though that an anaþsis of shareholders and directors as principal and agent is
not a suitable description- of their- relationship. But such an airalysii advances our
understanding and is therefore useful.

242

243

244

245

246

247

248

to 768, quoted in
Sydney, 2nd ed.,
f employment, or
important test or

Hutton v llest Cork Ra.ilway-Co (183.3) 23_ChD 654 at 672. See Redmond, Companies And
secarities Law: cases and lulaterials (Law Book company, sydney, 2nd ed., ßg+> iíäi.-
Anderson v James Sutherland (Peterhead) Ltd ll94ll S.C. 203 at 218.

rk Railway Co (f 883) 23 Ch D 654 is not based
ents were a gratuity, which
employee. In the face of

reasoning used must now be

Berle & Means, The Modern Corporation And Private Property (Macmillan, New York, 1940).
This idea is dweloped in Cladç 'The Four Stages Of Capitalism; Reflections On Investment
Management Treatises' (1981) 94 Harvard Law R-eview 561-at 563. 

-

Buxbaum, 'The Internal Division of Powers in Corporate Governance' (19S5) 23 California Law
Review 167l at 1672.



Property

Under this category I analyse whether shareholders can be regarded as owners.2ae If
shareholders enjoy rights ofproperty this
are the strongest rights a person can have i
describe shareholders as owners.2so This is i
looseness of language or to an intuitive sen
part I subject this common perception to leg

My first sentence under this heading begs the question, o\ryners of what? Three
possibilities arise, Shareholders can be reg
or the underlying assets of the company.
position is that sha¡eholders enjoy rights
categorisation has a statutory fsu¡d¿1lsn2st
Court).zsz Shares are clearly a form of pers
this characterisation does not say much
shareholders and directors. Certainly it is s

s

:
s

that arise because of this link is analysed on its merits later in this chapter.

To see shareholders as owners of the company necessarily involves considering what the
company is and whether it is capable of being subject to property rights, However this is
not done as an abstract exercise. The point of such an analysis is to try to appreciate the
role of the shareholder in the company, especially in relation to directors.

As in the previous chapter, to determine if property exists or not the six guidelines of Teh
and Dwyeflsa are useful. The six guidelines, punctuated with my views on how this
applies to shareholders and their company, are:

(l) Property is an interesl in a thing.zss

47

249 Two authors posit an interesting and eclectic view. They recognise the prevailing view of
sha¡eholders as owners but regard this as a deliberately fabricated myth in an attempt to disguise
shareholders as essentially gamblers who buy chancés to make mohey; see Ferrara and,Zfulin,
'The Institutional Investor and Corporate Ownership' (1991) 19 Securities Regulation Law
Journal 341 at 348.

25o As is evident from the famous phrase of there being a "sqlaration of ownership and control"; see
Berle & Means, The Modern Corporation And Private Property (Macmillan, New York, 1940).
See also Cadbury Committee, The Financial Aspects of Corporate Governance (Gee, Great
Bdtain, 1992) at pangaph 6. 1.

25r CL s1085.2s2 Gambotto v W.P.C. Limited (1995) I27 ALF. 417. Gambotto has unleashed a tonent of legal
discussion. One recent critique which questions the proprietary designation is Bir{ 'A Critique
of the Proprietary Nature of Share Rights in Australian Publicly Listed Corporations' (1998) 22
Melbou¡ne University Law Review l3l.

253 Archibald Howie Pty Ltd v Commissioner of Stamp Duties (NSW) (1948) 77 CLR 143 at 156; see
Ford, Austin and Ramsay, Ford's Principles Of Corporations Law @utterworths, Sydney, 9th
ed., 1999) at paragraph |7.2001.254 Teh and Dwyer, Introduction To Property Zaw @utterworths, Sydney,1992). For a different
analysis of the indicia of property see Meagher, Gummow and Lehane, Equity: Doctrine and
Remedies @uttenrortlm, Sydney,3rd ed, 1992) at [403].25s TehandDwyer, IntroductionTo Property ¿øw (Butterworths, Sydney,1992) atparagraph [104].
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The immediate question is wheth
substance to be capable of being
properly requires some view of

asrcs.

ining who shareholders are and what their

guistics, wþen ïvg ry¡ the.question, who or
company is a wholly artificial creature, a

This artificiality is evident when we compare companies with humans and ask the
, who am I? That question canbe answ do
rofundity of the question. Some of thos sis
dress the centrality of the question are s ith
panies.

CL sl19; Salomon v Salomon & Co. Ltd IlS97l A.C. 22.
This is the cental ttresis of the traditional concession theory of the corporation: see Tomasic and
Bottomley, corporations Law In Australìa (The Federation presç, sydriey, 1995) at 49.

doe something of who the person is. Itnly than defiñing, who thêy are. Such
can

CL Part 28.6. Theirname may consist of their company numbeq CL slag(l)(b).

256

257

258

259

.ANSW.U:l{ UOM]uENT U(,1u.PA.I(l$(,N
COMPANIES

wlftl

I am Julian Blanchard This tells you my name, a convenient
66"¡258 but nothing of who I a¡n.

All companies must also have a
na¡ne 259 but this is similarly non-
defining.
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I live at 5 Murray Street Blackwood,
and am domiciled./resident in South
Ausùalia.

This only tells you where I live and
tïe curent place with which I have
the closest connection but this can
change at any time without altoing
who I am.

Companies also have a registered
ofhce,260 and are incorporated in a

certain jurisdi"1iott,26 I

I am a lawyer/academic This describes what I do in order to
sustain my existence, but not a lot
about who I am. It tells something of
who I am, but only a part. I can, and
have,. changed occupations but I
remarn.

Companies sses with
a view to p ompanies
can, and and sell
businesses; correlate
the company with the commercial
enterprise it is crurently
conducting.262 Therefore the
commercial enterprise should not be
regarded as the company.263

I am heterosexual. Once again this describes a'certain
aspect of me, my sexuality. It is
certainly not all defining of who I
?ffî.264

No equivalent.

To properly address the question, "who am I?" requires a more essential approach than
looking at things about me. I can be regarded as body,265 soul266 and spirit. These three
combine with my accumulated experience to constitute the unique individual that I aÍn.267

In the corporate context, in no real sense do corporations have a body, soul or spiril.zee
Certainly for the purposes of considering the liability of companies for crimes involving
mens re4 courts have constructed a type of person from participants in the company.

260

261

262

263

CL s142.

The company is incorporated in the jurisdiction in which the application for regisüøtion was
lodged; CL sl 18(1)(iv).
Posner, E*onomic Analysis Of Law (Little, Brown And Company, Boston, 3rd ed., 1986) at 382
to 383 who distinguishes between the finn and the corporation.
There are conceptual difFrculties with this statement which are explored below. However see
McPherson, 'Duties Of Directors To Sha¡eholders And Creditors' paper presented in Company
And Securities Law After The Market Crash (Legal Research Foundation Inc, Australia, 1989).
In this article McPherson argues that corporate purposes (in terms of the commercial entity) is
the company (for the purpose of determining in whose or what interests directors should act).

Unforhrnately language used by certain people suggests that they pigeon hole people into
categories and regard certain aspects ofa person as all-defining eg. he is gay, she is lesbian.

Paradoxically, even though my body is an essential aqpect of me, all cells of my body are
replaced in a 7 year rycle. See Hale, The History of the Common Law of England @othman and
Co, Colorado, 1987) at60.
Encompassing (at least) personality, mind, emotions and will.
This can be analysed more specifically and identity can be regarded as an intenpeaving of age,
class, etlnicity, gender, sexual orientation and so oq see Blulr, An Introduction to Social
Constructionisn (Routledge, London, f995) at 51.

"Did you ever expect a corporation to have a conscience, rdhen it has no soul to be damned, and
no body to be kicked', Edward, First Baron Thurlow, 1731-1806 Lord Chancellor of England,
quoted in King, Public Policy and The Corporation (Chapman and Hall, London, 1977) at L

Although some commentators argue that corporations have a reputation and a¡e concemed about
their prestige; Fisse and Braithwute, The Impact of Publicity on Corporate Offenders (Stzte
University of New York Press, USA 1983) at247. Howwer reputation and prestige concern the
public's perception of the corporation and I accept that the notion of the company does have
meaning and reality when it comes to its dealing with outsiders.

264

265

266

267

268
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AC 705 at 7131' Tesco
s view are grouped in the
rations Seriously: Some
to 213.

corporate cultr¡re to prevent such crimes; see sl2
Ngurli v McCann (1953) 90 CLR 425 at 438.

Berkeley' (1955) 68 Ha¡vard Law Review l tZ6 at 1185.

Ngurli v McCann (1953) 90 CLR 425 at440.
lufrlls v lufrlls (1938) 60 CLR 150 at 164.
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the company is insolvent or nearing insolvency.2Ts This concession to creditors is
warranted because at the time of insolvency or doubtful solvency the directors are
effectively dealing with the creditors' money.276 Despite how the test is formulated it
makes substantive sense to identify the content of the duty with the shareholders (and
sometimes creditors). The logical consequence of trying to tie the bona fide test to the
company is to end up with a meaningless
companies.277 Iî this sense companies are j
but it is devoid of content. The courts wh
entity doctrine in this context side-stepped it
perceived reality.

The other illustrative example is from international law. The federal government has the
power to negotiate, make and ratify international treaties on behalf of Australia.278
Australia is a "legal person with full capacity for all purposes of internatisna,l lmt'3ze
These treaties bind Australia in its international..relations even though Australian
legislation is required before these treaties "establish operative rules of law for the
domestic si¿u¿1i6nn.zso So clearly Australia is an entity for the purposes of its relations
with outsiders (other nations). However this conception of ourselves as a nation does not
intrude into the relations between citizens and their elected representatives, the
government of the day. The government of the day is directly rèsponsible tô the
electorate (at least in theory). In considering the relationship between citizens and the
government it is meaningless to attempt to interpose imbetween the participants to those
relationships the entity of Australia. Although once again this is not to say that the
relationship between citizens and their elected representatives is not governed by the
Australian constitution and other democratic principles which inform our system of
government. That relationship and those principles are not dependent on the reality of
Australia as a separate entþ for international purposes. In my opinion it is similarly
inappropriate to interpose the company between shareholders and directors.

A completely different approach to understanding companies can also be reached by
considering the meaning of the word "company". The word "company" has been defined
as "a body of persons associated_together for the purposes of trade or business".28l The
company is in a real sense the body of persons associated together.282 That "body of

275 llalker v lYimborne (1976) 137 CLR I at 6 per Mason J; Kinsela v Russell Kinsela Pty Ltd (in
liq) (1986) 3 ACLC 215 at222; and Grove v Flavel (1986) 4 ACLC 654.

276 This was the justification used by Jacobs J. in Kinselav Russell Kinsela Pty Ltd (in liq) (1986) 4
ACLC 215 at222.277 Heydor¡ 'Directors Duties and the Company's Interests' in Finn (ed), Equity and Commercial
Relationships (Law Book Company, Sytney, 1987) at 125 states that the "interests of the
corporation apart from those of the members have an abstract, conceptual, merely metaphysical
life, or at least they seem to at first sight".

278 R v Burgess; ex parte Henry (1936) 55 CLR 608; Koowarta v Bjelke-Peterson (1982) 153 CLR
108; Ryan, International Law In Australia (Law Book Company, Sydney, 2nd ed., 1984) at 37.
This power seems to be a combination f sections 5l(29) and 61 of l\e Commonwealth Of
Australia Constitution Act .27e Ryan,International Law In Australia (Law Book Company, Sydney, 2nd ed., 1984) at 35.

280 llalker v Baird (1892) AC 491; Koowarta v Bjelke-Peterson (L982) 153 CLR 108 at 224 per
Mason J; Ryan, International Lqw In Australia (Law Book Company, Sydney, 2nd ed., 1984) at
48.

28r Mozley & Whitely, Law Dictionary @uttenvorths, Great Britai& 10th ed,. L988); Australian
Corporations law @utterworths, Australia, Loose Leaf Service) at paragraphs 2.1.0005 and
2.1.0010 by Corcoran.282 This view roughly correqponds with the aggregate theory of the corporatioq see Tomasic and
Bottomley, Corporations Law In Australia (The Federation Press, Sydney, 1995) at 49.
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personsrr is of-course the shareholders. If this analysis is correct then the shareholders are
collectively the company. However thes.e. arquingqts have been un¿é*ináã bl th;
introduction of one þers-on companies and by the historical devãlop;d;i-;odo¡¿1;
legislatisn.zer

So at this stage companies may be re
artiflrcial or thJsharehôlders theríselves.
analy
and i
choic
context of considering whether the comp
rights the answer is that it is not. This i3
the shareholders are the company and cannot

283

group of peßons to the concept of creating a
coûmentary to the exposure draft of lhe Second

438. Under modern law a cor¡rt will not even
r a time

;í'g;
Married women historically 

-were viewed as having no legal rights. Whilst perhaps not called
the property of their husbands, some conunentators equatãd maîried \Momen fo shies. See the
materials- guoted in Graycar and Morgan, The Hiddeh Gender Of Law (The Federation Press,
Sydney, 1990) at 113 to 118.
As evidenced by theÍrore surrounding_the introduction of legislation allowing euthanasia in the
Northern Tenitory: The Rights Of The Terminally Ilt Act t99lNT).
For winding-up byshareholders under CL s491 courts are only concerned that the appropriate
procedures, haye been foìlowed; see Tomasic, Australiãn Corporate Insolvâicy^ Law
@uttenuorths, Austali4 1993) at 254to 255.

ffrom a court for oppressive or unfair
of last resort, CL sections a67g) and,

984) 9 ACLR 24'7 at 252; Boros, lufrnority
1995) at 176.
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If this view of the company is correct then a property analysis is completely unsuitable.
In TV. opinion this is correct but for the sake of completeness I will nónethéless proceed
with the rest of the analysis.

(2) Private property is a creature of law.28e

If an¡hjng is a creature of law then it is a corporation. It is an entirely artifïcial creature
that only has an existence because the I
corporations are such artificial creatures it
freely available for everyone to use (which
goods). Arguably shareholders are the on
breathe life into the corporation. On the
shareholders, at least have a part to play in c
of their artificiality corporations are parti
property.

(3) "Property_ in a thing is a bundle of rights, privileges and powers that a person has in a
thing. The three most commonly identified are the right to use and enjoy a thing, the
right to sell and alienate it, and the right to exclude others from its gss. r'2e0

I will examine these three in turn. First is
corporate context this poses difficulties. A
of using and enjoying, even with commercia
companies are not a tangible thing, but an
difficult to conceive of a company in this w
to analyse.

The second criterion is the ability to sell and alienate the thing. If a majority of
shareholders sell their shares then the new shareholder will be in a position to control the
company, which is in effect a sale and purchase of the company. Although not made
explicit by Teh and Dwyer, concomitant to the right to sell and alienate must be the right
to destroy.2el As the owner of a book I can sell it but I am also entitled to throw it on a
fire. Similarly shareholders are entitled to wind up their company even if it is a going
concern.2e2 For these two reasons I consider shareholders have this right.

The third criterion is the right to exclude others from use of the thing. As discussed
above since the company is not a tangible thing this concept does not easily translate to
companies. However in some ways shareholders have exclusive rights to the company.
Only by being a shareholder, by being entered on the register of shareholders, does a
person have the right to participate in the governance of the company. In proprietary
companies this is a strong right because their constitutions commonly contain a limited
prohibition on the transfer of shares (ie pre-emptive rights).2e3 However in listed public
companies there are no restrictions on the right to transfer shares and there is a market

289
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29t
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Teh and Dwyer, Introduction To Property Law @uttelworths, Sydney, 1992) at paragraph [105].
Above at paragraph [106].
Hammond, 'Quantum Physics, Econometic Models and Property Rights to Infonnation' (1982)
27 McGill LI 47 at 54 regards "the right to change lhe asset's form" as a characteristic of
property.
Discussed later in this chapter.
Prior to the Firsl Corporate Law SimpliJìcation Act f995 (Cth), CL s116(a) required all
proprietary companies to contain a restriction in their constitution about the transfer of shares.
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for those sþ¿¡ss.2ea It must be borne in min

not mean the employees,2es customers2e6
shareholders have exclusive rights to the
inconclusive.

(4) "Prop_erty in a thing may be the object of several types of...different proprietary
¡n¡trrs¡s.tt297

restrictions based usually on either the
nt restrictions. Certainly some analogies
or example structural alterations to ieal

(5) "Unlik-e contractual and other personal interests, property may be deflrned ar¡ an
interest enforceable against more persons than the contractirig partiesi'zr

There is no clear application of this concept to the corporate context.

(6) "..property is generally a perpetual right."roo
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LR 8.10 where the ability of companies to refirse to register a share transfer is severely
restricted.
Parke v Daily News Ltd Í19621Ch. 927.
Dodge v Ford Motor Co l7O N.W. 668.
Teh and Dwyer, Introduction To Property Løw (Buttenilorths, Sydney , Igg2) at paragraph [f 07].
See chapterS.3_concerning those alterations to the capital süuchue of the company which
require stra¡eholder approval.
Teh and Dwyer, Introduction To Property Law @utterwofhs, Sy,lnsy , lgg}) at paragraph [108].
Above at paragraph [09].
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The strongest form of property interest is
called ownership), which is a perpetual inter
perpetual, such as life estates and leases
interests derive from stronger properfy
perpeflral.

mpanies is that sion.3ol
the company is This
regardless of wh at any

Considering all of tlre indicia of property discussed above, in my opinion a property
analysis is inappropriate and not even helpful in trying to understand who sharèhoider-s
are,303 There are two primary reasons wh
First for insiders to the company, which
completely artificial and/or is the shareho
simply not a thing capable of being the subj
relationship between a person and a thin
comprise the rights to use and enjoy, sell and alienate, and to exclude others from the
thing. This analysis is difficult because of the ethereal nature of companies. Also this
proprietary bundle of rights is very different from the bundle of rights shareholders have
(rightto app o draw an analogy from one
to the other is simply inappropriate and
unhelpful to g a comparison with another
bundle of very different rights.

Finally even if the company could be regarded as property owned by shareholders this
does not necessarily predicate the nature of their relationship with directors. The
example of the owner who leases property exemplifies this point. Lessees also enjoy
property rights and generally have full rights to use and enjoy the property as they see fit
(could this be equated with the right to manage?). The most that could be said is that if
the company is the property of the shareholders then they have a very strong connection
with the company. This same conclusion can be reached simply by considering the
actual rights of shareholders uncomplicated by a property analysis.

The last possibility I mentioned at the beginning of this section is whether shareholders
can be regarded as the owners of the underlying assets of the company. The immediate
response to this argument is that of course shareholders are not the owners of the
underling assets because the company owns them. This arises because of the separate
legal entity doctrindoa and the legal reality that corporations are capable of owning
property3o5 and do so. But there are three layers of arguments that arise in retort to this
evident proposition.

301 The Corporations Law no longer states that companies enjoy perpetual succession @reviously
CL s123(2)(c)). However companies continue to exist until they are wound up, which is not
inevitable (see CL PaÍ 1.5 "Small Business Guide" sl.1).

302 Subject to limited riglrts of the company to buy back its shares; CL chapter 2J.1 Division 2.
303 A view shared by Herzel, 'Boards of Directors Versus Institutional Investors' at 165 in Baums,

Buxbaum and Hopt (eds), Institulional Investors and Corporate Governance (Walter de Gnryter,
Berlin 1993).

304 Salomon v Salomon [1s97] AC22.
305 Companies have the legal capacity and powers of an individual (CL s12a(l)). Individuals can

o\ryn property therefore companies can as well. The Corporations Law previously stated that
companies have the power to own property þrwiously CL s150(6Xe)) but it no longer does so
(although see CL sl362A(1) and Part 1.5 "Small Business Guide" at s1.1).
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First, it is possible to think dualistically
colporate assets as regards outsiders but y

assets of the company.

Second,. do sharehol{er¡.,possess l{re indicia of property (discussed above) to the
underlying aslels_ so that tliey.should nonetheless alio b. í.gàiaiJ;;*";r of them?
Clearly shareholders have ari interest in the assets which inierest-is 

" 
.åutor. of law.

do not'have a right to use and enjoy
emerit of these alsets to the directórí.

from using the underlying assets; the
e assets and can exclude outsiders from

is bundle of rights is that shareholders don't
em over to the directors. In addition to the

depending on the particular set of. a residual benefïciary of an u
particular asset of the estate.
representative of the estate to administer

This is ¡¡e P.o of an aggregate theory of the corporation, see Tomasic,
Jaclrson and Law: Flinõiples, pólicy and Fro,àess f¡"tterwõ.m,Australia, 3rd
Listing Rule 11.2.

Ygqgfro,. G_ummow and Lehane, Equity: Doctrine and Remedies @utterworths, Sydney, 3rd ed,
1992) at [403].
Whilst I.h?y. *..u9y dismissed the categolsation of trustee¡beneficiary as a general description
of the relationship- between directors anil shareholders a more particrflar anal"ysis drawing from
trust and property law is also appropriate.
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necessary).3lo The principal reason asserted to support the conclusion of no
proprietary inte¡est is that there is no specific subject identifiable as the trust fund
because it is unclear what assets would have to be realised and ultimately what the
residue would consist of;3lt. a benefïciary of a discretionary trust has no proprietary interest in trust ¿sssß.st2 Jþis
se se the interest of any particular beneficiary is speculative;
th mately receive any trust assets or income, depending on the
di 13

. a beneficiary of a unit trust has a proprietary interest in the assets of the trust,
depending on the terms of the trust deed;rt+. a partner has a be¡eficial proprietary interest in every asset of the partnership even
though a partner does not have title to specific property but a right to his proportion
of the surplus after realisation of assets and the payment of debts and liabilities;3rs
and. shareholders do not have a beneficial proprietary.interest in the underlying assets of

ile a going concem3l6 or in a winding-up.ltz The company
hip of its assets, without there being a split between legal and

The factual position of each of a residual beneficiary of an unadministered estate, a
holder of units in a unit trust, a partner and a shareholder is the same in one sense. That
is, each has a fixed entitlement that awaits an administrative process before that
entitlement can be directed towards any particular asset or ascertained sum of money.
Therefore an argument based on the uncertainty of the entitlement (used to deny property
rights to the residual beneficiary) is unconvincing when different conclusions are drawn
on similar facts. The question becomes, is there a more convincing way to justify these
decisions? In my opinion the decision concerning partners is correct, because of their
joint property interest in partnership assets. In a partnership there are no other legal
actors and of necessity the partners must be the owners. The decision concerning unit
trusts also is correct, because a fixed trust is the paradigm example where courts of
equity developed and apply the split between legal and beneficial ownership of property.
However in my opinion the position of the residual beneficiary and shareholders is less

310

3ll
3t2

313

Commissioner of Stamp Duties v Livingston [1965] LC 694; discussed in Meagher, Gummow
and Lehane, Equity: Doctrine and Remedies @utterworths, Sydney, 3rd ed, 1992) atl4D4l.
Commissioner oJ Stamp Duties v Livingston U 9651 AC 694 at 708.
Gartside v .LRC [968] AC 553; discussed in Meagher, Gummow and Lehane, Equity: Doctrine
and Remedies @utterworths, Sydney, 3rd e4 1992) at[al4l.
Gartside v IRC [1968] AC 553 per Lord Reid at 606 and per Lord Wilberforce at 615. Lord
Reid also supported this conclusion on the basis that "two or more persoru¡ cannot have a single
right unless they hold it jointly or in common. But clearly objects of a discretionary trust do not
have that they each have individual rights: they are in competition with each other and what the
trustees give to one is his alone".
Chqrles v Federal Commissioner of Tøcation (1954) 90 CLR 598; discussed in Meagher and
Gummow, Jacobs' Law of Trusts in Australia @uttenvorths, Sydney, 6th ed, 1997) at [315];
McPherson, 'Information as Property in Equity' in Cope (ed), Eqtity: Issues and Trends (T\e
Federation Press, Queensland, 1995) at 240 to 24L
Canny Gabriel Castle Jackson Advertising Pty Ltd v Volume Sales (Finance) Pty Ltd (1974) L3l
CLR 321 at 327; Partnership Act l89l (S.4.) sections 20 and 21; discussed in Meagher,
Gummow and Lehane, Equity: Doctrine and Remedies @utterworths, Sydney, 3rd ed, 1992) at
[408].
Charles v Federal Commissioner of Taxation (1954) 90 CLR 598; discussed in Meagher and
Gummow, Jacobs' Law of Trusts in Australia @uttenrorths, Sydney, 6th e4 1997) at [315].
Re Paul and Gray Ltd (1932) 32 SR (NSW) 386; Franklin's Selfsente PA hd v Federql
Commissioner of Taxation (1970) 125 CLR 52 at69 to 71; discussed in Meagher, Gummow and
Lehane, Equity: Doctrine and Remedìes @utterworths, Sydney, 3rd ed, 1992) at [410].
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roperty interest) is necessarily correct for
shareholders resemble holdeis of units in

trustees and unit holders and therefore such

company. Therefore whilst shareholders
rights. Under general trust law the trus

prop.erty,_and_ the regular and inherently
ying beneficial property rights owned by â

As is evident from the3:2.qplit_in the Hig! Cou¡t decision about residual beneficiaries; see
Commissioner of Stamp Dutieiv Livingston-(8) QgeÐ tOZ CLR 411.

sl haveå: ä'Jî
Although it must be conceded that the recent

Partrcrshi.ps also operate entrepreneurial brlsinesses but in partrrerships the partners are the only
pe,o.Pl! Ytth." pryperty glaiqJo parErership alsets (with the parrnei.ship not being a sepamte
enti{). So there is no qplit of legãl and benèficial properry inteiests between differeÏrt groirps of
people.
Panicular--[ 

-compared 
with the more limited discretion üustees have; see Sealy, 'The Director As

Trustee' [967] Cambridge Law Joumal 83 at 89.
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ge ders.324 If the underl ship of
co eholders then this wou l wbrld
an ertainty (including the having
to ch time corporate property was to be bought or sold).

The conclusion drawn from all of these strands of arguments is that shareholders do not
own the_underlying a¡s_ets. of the company. tloy.rrg{ whilst not enjoying property rights,
their rights to the underlying assets are nonetheless high in the hieraróhy oi rights.

Contracting Parties

Returning to the central quesllon, can shareholders relationship with the company and
directors be adequately and fully explained on a contractual basis? The shareholdeis a¡e
in a contractual relationship with the company and each other but not directly with the
directors (whose contractual relationship is with the company).325 This contractual
position has been used to support all different sorts of theories and arguments about who
shareholders are and what a company is. Those theories include:. one of the arguments to support the exclusive po\¡/er of management being vested in

the directors (discussed below);. a version of the aggregate theory, which views the corporation as a free association of
individuals drawn together by a contractual consensus, expressed in the company's
constitution;326 and. an economic analysis, which views the company as a nexus of contracts (called the
contractarian theory).327 The company is an efficient congregation of contracts for
the supply of equþ, debt, human resources and the sale of end products. The
company form avoids the inefficient and repeated renegotiation of these contracts.

These theories are interesting but really illuminate very poorly the issue of who
shareholders are and what their appropriate role is. For to describe the relationship as
contractual does not explain what the content of that contract is or should be. The
description fudges the issue. In theory the contract could say anything, reposing in the
shareholder the status of monarch or street cleaner. However putting those theoretical
possibilities aside, corporate constitr¡tions almost invariably provide for the division of
functions described below. Investigating the functional role of shareholders is a much

324 Certainly unit tn¡sts often comprise Þding üilsts, but these tn¡sts uzually involve investments in
property (usually shares in other companies or in real property) and managing such invest¡nents
is less dynamic than running a traditional business. This ìs also how they were used historically;
see Meagher and Gummow, Jacobs' Law of Trusts in Australia @uttenuorths, Sydney, 6th ed,
f997) at [314]. In any event my purpose in this paper is not to try to justify the decision
concerning unit trusts (or residual beneficiaries). But I have adequately justified why
sha¡eholders are not regarded as the beneficial owners of the underlying assets of the company.

325 CL s140(l). If the argument is accepted thât the afifrciality of the company renders the
company superfluous in anafysr+C relatonstrips between insiders to the company then the
company would not be a party to this contract.

326 Tomasic and Bottomley, Corporations Law In Australia (The Federation Press, Sydney, 1995) at
49 to 50.327 Posner, Economic Analysis Of Law (Little, Brown And Company, Boston, 3rd ed., L986) at 367
to 372. A good discussion of conhactual theory anil its shortcomings is in Bottomley, 'Ftom
Contracnralism to Constitutionalism: A Framework for Corporate Governance' (1997) 19 Sydney
Law Review 271 at219 to 290. For criticisms of the contractarian theory from a communita¡ian
perspective see Millon, 'Communitarianism in Corporate Law: Foundations and Law Reform
Strategies' in Mitchell (ed), Progressive Corporate Zaw (Westview Press, USA, 1995). See also
Branson, 'The Death of Contractarianism and the Vindication of Stmcture and Authority in
Corporate Governance and Corporate Law' in Mtchell (ed), Progressive Corporate Law
(Westview Press, USA, 1995).
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Shareholders as Citizens

It is possible to view shareholders as citiz
That is given the role of shareholders there i
of democratic government that is used in th
countries. This analogy is rich with po
corporate context of the active role of the
expression principles. Given the importan
once the role of shareholders and diiectors
chapter (chapter 5).

Shareholders As Bystanders

Shareholders can also be viewed as mere "bystanders".32e Many laws are consistent with
this notion and at least to a certain extent a e a self-fulfilling prophecy. Examples of
these types of laws are:. the exclus ower cases

an active, ve, voice in. the rule in o which as a
liberal exceptions,33l denies shareholders
or other wrongdoing;

' nÍuro\ry. interpretations of statutory rights of shareholders to convene meetings of
themselves;332

' courts 
^!t- 

general law only allowing shareholders limited rights to inspect corporate
bool$.333 and. reluctance of courts to interfere on issues of management policy 334 s¡ to review the
quality of management decisions under the duty s¡ car'..rrs

The distinction between contract and property is long standing see Bradbrooþ MacCallum and
Moore, Australian Property Law (LawBook Company, svùrer 1996) at l.g1 tô 1.90.
Hill,'The
Corporate
of author)
(1985) 73 Califomia Law Review 1671 at 1683.
(1843) 67 E.R. l8e.

lealy, 't!e Rule In Foss v Harbottle: The Australian Experience' (1989) 10 The Company
Lawyer 52.

;,LC O'Neil Enterprises Pty Ltd v Toxic Treatments

ilr'ígîr:tr:"âåíîíffi ,#í,J.'å'ià'."î9k:
s241, lhe old provision.

See chapter 10.3.
Harlowe's Nominees Pþ Ltdv_Wood_side (Lakeq Entrance) Oil Co. ¡¿¿. (1986) 121 CLR 483 per
Barwick C.J., McTiernan and Kitto JJ at 493 who stated:

Di¡ectors in whgg are vested the right and the duty of deciding where the company's
interests lie and how they are to bè served may Ûe concerneõwith a wide rarige of
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This view of shareholders also matches much of their apathetic and disinterested
behaviour and the commandeeri
general meetings. However this
of shareholders. Not exercising
It also becomes a chicken and eg
unable to act, whether apathetic or not. This is how these rules that view shareholders as
bystanders are self-reinforcing and a self-fulfilling prophecy. I examine this issue in
further detail later in this chapter under the heading 'People Who A¡e Shareholders'. At
this stage to accord the view of sha¡eholders.as bystandèrs legal status is inappropriate
and would render shareholders impotent. It is not an appropiiate basis frorn wtrictr to
consider what their information rights are or should be.336

Conclusion

Courts, academic commentators and oth
categories to explain the relationship of sha
This approach is so pervasive that it deserv
can be drawn with trustee/beneficiary, princ
contract none of these are sufficiently tail
particularly so when courts attempt to dr
analogy is appropriate, explaining all the
addressing opposing arguments. In my
obfuscates the analysis and masks the real is
not provide a clear conceptual footing from
attempt to use the analogy points to the fu
between shareholders and directors is un
merits,338 and by reference to the democratic analogy which is appropriate (discussed in
chapter 5).

4.3 THE ROLE AND X'UNCTIONS OF' SHAREHOLDERS AND DIRECTORS

Introduction

When a person acquires shares in a company and is entered on the share regisl6¡33e 1þsn
that person becomes a shareholder in the company. Shareholders have certain rights and
a pre-designated role in the governance of the company in which they have invested.
Shareholders share governance of the company with their appointed directors and their
delegates, the senior executives. Only by examining how power is shared between these

practical considerations, and their judgement, if exercised in good faith and not for
irrelevant purposes, is not open to rwi w in the courts.

Eisenberg, 'The Duty Of Care Of Corporate Directors And Officers' (1990) 51 University Of
Pittsburg Law Review 945 at 959 to 969. This is also being reinforced in the statutory context
with the proposal to introduce a statutory business judgement nrle; see Corporate Law Economic
Relorm Program Bill 1998 (Cth) s180 (2).
Bottomley, From Contractualism to C Govemance'
(1997) 19 Sydney Law Review 277 at passivity are
understandable, this does not mean foundational
assumption of our theoretical framework".
For a general argument that analogy and metaphor can be a "source of obfuscation" see Posrer,
Law and Literature: A lufrsunderstood Relation (Harvard Univenity Press, USA, 1988) at 3.
Borrowing from Latin, the relationship is zui generis.

CL s2464(b); Table A clauses 19 to 22.
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three grouls cql of the proper role of shareholders be attained. I
examine what I r rs of thè cômpany and the t.rpónriUifities of the
shareholders and In my opinion thóse key po*".rr ui",-'

. Management of business and companies;. Dividends; and. Share issues.

I also briefly look at t{e.{ye.ct9rs' right of access to corporate information, which right is
necessary for them to fulfil their role.

The Role of Shareholders

Appointment And Removal Of Directors And Executives

ectors34o are appointed by
the affairs of the company
business conditions and thê

that directors can no longer effectively
342 Therefore the directors are entitled

Generally corp rovide that directors, other than the managing
director, hold o period of three years. After those three years"thã
directors must to sha¡eholderi for re-election if they-wish to
continue.3as The usual practice is to have staggered elections with one third of the
directors retiring each year. The managing direõtõr usually holds offïce for a period of
time agreed with the other di¡ss1e¡s.346

340

341

342

The initial di¡ectors of a newly formed- company_ are those people named in the application for
registration and who consent tó act as directors lCL stZO¡.
Table A, clause 60(l). This is-reinfo_rced by listing Rule 14.5 which implicitly provides that
directors must be elected by shareholders. 

-CL 
szz+C provides, as a repìaceaúlê n¡le, that a

"company may.appoint a pgryg! as ¿ director by resolutiön passed in genelral meeting" (for one
pen¡on companies, see CL s2248(2)).

4W4 Ltd_u- Daniels -(1992) 7 _4çSR '719 at 864 to 869; Hilmer, Strictly Boardroom (Ttre
Business Library, Melboume, 1993) at 25 to 52.
CL s226C - replaceable nrle; Table A clause 79(l).
He,rzel.'Boa¡ds of Directors Venus Institutional Investors' at 165 in Baums, Buxbaum and Hopt(eds),-Ins and c_o_rporate Governance ( r de Gnr¡er, Berlin, 1993) wliodescribes on of U.S. corporations as an' rial figurê".
Table A,
Table A, cl79(1).
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The directors may be removed at any time by the shareholders.34T This right of removal
is subject to certain procedural safeguards in favour of the directors that shareholders
propose to remove.348 However just as shareholders have no power to appoint the
managing director or the senior executives they have no power to remove these people.

What I have described above about the power of shareholders to elect directors is the
formal position. In practice directors have robbed shareholders of this power's potency.
This has arisen by two related factors. First, directors may appoint othei directols eithêr
to fill casual vacancies or as additions to the Boa¡d.3¿s The existing directors commonly
use this power to select and appoint new directors who they consider suitable. Thesê
appointees hold offrce only until the next annual general meeting ("AGM"¡.rso However
the newly appointed directors then offer themselves for re-election at the next AGM with
the endorsement of the incumbents. Second, directors have informally usurped this
power because they have the power to call general meetings of shareholders, including
the AGM5I This means that the directors also prepare the notice calling the meeting.3sz
The problem is that the managers set the agenda of the meeting, which is a general
problem not restricted to the issue of the election of directors.3s3 The directors decide
what topics shareholders will vote on and the terms of the proposed resolutions (in this
case who is nominated for election as a director).ss+ Shareholders are presented with a
take it or leave it choice on the terms of the directors choosing. The reality is that
shareholders usually act merely as a rubber stamp to ratify the choice of the incumbent
directors. To counter-balance this perspr ctive the general apathy or passivify of
shareholders needs to be acknowledged.355 However this is a chicken and egg situation;
interest and participation is difficult in the face of no choice. There is the possibility of

347

348

349

350

351

352
353

354

Public companies CL s227; proprietary companies CL s2268 (rçlaceable nfe) and Table A cl
62.
CL s221Q) &. (s).
Table A, cl 6l(1). See also CL s224D - replaceable rule.
CL s224D(3'l (forpublic companies), Table d cl 6l(2) & LR 14.4.
Table A, cl 40. It must be noted that shareholders holding 5%o of the issued share capital have
the power to call their own meeting (CL s249F), requisition the directors to call a meeting (CL
s249D) or including an item on the agenda of the A.G.M. (CL s2a9N). In addition 100
shareholders can requisition the di¡ectors to convene a meeting (CL s249D(tXb)) or propose a
resolution at the A.G.M. (CL s249N(1)O)). The previous riCht of strareholders to convene

714-6. In practice these powers were rarely used by sha¡eholders, but now the restrictive proviso
has been removed the use of these sections may increase.
Table A, cl 41.
Eisenberg, 'The Stn¡chrre of Corporation Law' (1989) 89 Columbia Law Review 146l at 1477 to
1480; Buxbaum, 'The Internal Division of Powers in Corporate Governance' (1985) 73 California
Law Review l61L at 1681 to 1683.

The ability to amend resolutions at the meeting is limited because this is prejudicial to
sha¡eholders who have read the notice of meeting and either decided not to attend or have

see .Beffs & Co Ltd v (1910) f Ch 430; In re The
lishing Co Ltd (1892) 13 44; Efstathis v Geek Orthodox
(1988) 6 ACLC 706; Re rcantile Holdings Ltd (1980> |

All ER 40. Also shareholders have no right to circulate material before the meeting to urge and
attempt to persuade their fellow shareholders to vote against the proposal; Campbell v Australia
Mutual Provident Society (1908) 24TLR623.
Ramsay and Blair, 'Ownership Concentration, Institutional Investment And Corporate
Governance: An Empirical Investigation Of 100 Australian Companies' (1993) 19 MULR 153 at
178 to 179, discussed fi¡rther at chapter 4.5.
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outsiders nominating for g .þo.ard position or shareholders nominating their own
candidates,356 þu1 these possibilities arè rarely pursued.

It would be fairer if directors were forced to
their strengths and weaknesses. The incum
appropriate candidates and present to sh
alternative candidates were ofiered for elect

measures to give shareholders real choice t
management is si gnificantly " impoverished,' .

practice there are forces that influence the
firm specific situations. The
board candidates is becoming
committees.3se The influential

of chairperson be separate from and
d of a majority of non-executive
o nominate ne\¡/ members of the

e made to counter-balance the power of the

356

351

358

359

Listing Rule 14.3.
Under the zub-heading "Cafe".
Eisenberg, 'The Structure of Corporation Law' (1989) 89 Columbia Law Rwiew 146I at 1477.
Aushalian Institute of Company _Directors, Qo.rporate Governance Poticy paper: Nomination
P r o c e dur e s (Australian Lrstitute-of company Dirèctors, Australia, I 993 ).

ers @osch
ed., 1993)
A Guide

,5.
Now called the Investment and Financial Services Association (trrsA).
Australian Investment \¡u*gg5 _Associatil!, Çorpor,ate Governance: A Guide þr Investment
Managers and corporafiozs (-AIMd Australia, 2nd ed., 1997) at3.2 and 3.3.
Above at 3.2 define independence as:

An in{epelpent director is a di¡ector who is not a member of management (a non-
executive director) and who:*

+

* onal adviser to the company or another group

t is not a significant supplier or cusltomer of the company or another group
member or an ofücer of or otherwise associated direciþ ór indirectty ríittr ä

*
member other than as a directo* is free from any interest and
could reasonably be perceived t
to act in the best interests of the company.
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executives,364 ns¡ to address the imbalance of po\¡/er between directors and shareholders.
The empirical evidence is equivocal concerning whether these types of measures enhance
firm perfonnance but the measures are a positive influencê- in conflict of interest
situations between executives and shareholders (eg takeovers and poison pills).365

Appointment And Removal Of Auditors

The .Corporations Law require_s sh_areholders in the normal course to approve the
appointment366 and removal36T of auditors. An auditor must consenì to the
appointment36s otherwise the appointment is of no effect.36e However directors can
appoint the flrrst ¿udi1s¡sr7o and to fïll any c
the next AGM.372 Hence the same problem
shareholders normally rubber stamp the n
chosen who they consider will be a suitable
to appoint the auditor nominated by the directors and.have not themselves nominated and
elected an alternative auditor,374 then the directors appoint an auditor to fill the
vacancy.375 Appointment by shareholders of auditors is meant to bolster their
independence. The need for independence arises because of their critical role as fînancial
watchdog.376 Clearly agenda setting can effect this independence.

The appointed auditor holds office until death, removal or resignation. The auditor can
only be removed by the shareholders and there are certain proctdural safeguards for the
benefÏt of auditors.377 The auditor can only resign with the consent, and at ihe discretion,
of the ASJC.378 The ASIC in "Policy Statement 26: Resignation of Auditors" has
expressed its policy concerning the exercise of its discretion whether or not to consent to
an auditor's resignation. ASIC's "overriding concem is to ensure that the independence
and integrity of the audit function is preserved".s1e It is the independence of the audit

House of Representatives Standing Committee on Legal and Constitutional Affairs (Lavarch
Committee), Corporate Practices and the Rights of Shareholders (AGPS, Canberra, 1991) at
[5.5.8] to [5.5.f0]; Tomasic and Bottomley, Directing the Top 500: Corporøte Governance and
Accountability in Australian Companies (Allen and Unwin, Australia, 1993) at 14,

, Corporate Governance in the Top 100: An Empirical Stuþ of the Top
of 

.Directors 
(Centre for Corporate Law and Securities Regulatior¡

CL s327(3); although c.f. Thomas J tn Re Caysand No 64 Pty Ltd (1993) 12 ACSR 291 at 294
who was "unable to accede to the submission...that there is a general leaning in favour of
appointment in general meetings rather than by directors".
CL s329; special notice requirements ss(l);(3) & (4).
CL s327(7)&(8).
CL s321(e).
CL s327(r).
CL s327(5).
CL ss 327(2) and (14).
It is explicitly recognised that one of the roles of an audit comrnittee is to nominate the auditor:
see discussion in chapter 6.5.
CL s328.
CL s327(5); see.Re Caysand No 64 PA hd Q993) 12 ACSR 291 which suggests that this style
of appointment is not an interim appointment. I the auditor has been removed from ofüce and a
new auditor has not been appointed then the ASIC appoints the new auditor; CL s321(ll) &.
(12).
Which I explore in chapter 8.4.
CL s329(1) to (4).
CL s32e(s) & (6).
Policy Statement 26 atparagnph4.
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function which is important, not necessarily a
will consent to a resignation when a parúcul
Notably.the ASIC will not consent to thê resign
are "opinion shopping" (ie. searching for an
accounting treatment).3 8 I

However at a structural level, due to the same forces mentioned
eommittees of the Board are common. The role of audit cornnnittees
later chapter.rsz

Remuneration Of Directors. Executives and Auditors

382

383

384

385

389

390

previously, audit
:^ l:-^..^-^l :- ^tÐ lJlsul¡ùùç¡J' ltr al

vvill receive.385 Th9r.e is the prob,lem of agenda setting which necessarily entails a
potential conflict of interest and "mutual bãckscratching".rto The directórs set the
remuneration of the managing director an
recommendation of a remuneration comm
slightly lesser extent, raises a potential confl
a more efficient forum to decide such issues

Traditionally the law has not endeavoured to limit the amount of remuneration the
directors or executives can receive for their s
the position. The related party provi
remuneration of an offTcer of the
corporationlez (who will most common

380

381
Above at paragraph 16(b).
Above at paragrap_h 9. See also Statement of Auditing Practice 32 'Audit Inde,pendence' at
paragaphs 54 to 55.
In chapter 6.5 under the zub-heading Directot's obligations concerning Audit'.
CL s2364 (replaceable rule), Table A cl 63. LR 10.17 regulates the form, but not the amount, of
this remuneration.
LR 10.17.
Hrll, Remuneration Disclosure in Australia (Australian Investment Managers' Association,
Sydney, 1996) at 4.
Above at 4.
Table A cl 79(1).

Hill, Remuneration Disclosure in Australia (Ausüalian Investment Managers' Association,
Sydney, 1996) at 5.
Hill, 'uwhat Reward Have Ye?" Disclosure of Director and Executive Remuneration in
Australia'(1996) 14 Company and Securities Law Jou¡nal 232 at233.
CL s824.
CL s243F.
CL s 243K. If the , then it ceases to be an exception to the basic
n¡ohiþitign against to related parties, but could be approved by
sha¡eholders in gen ).
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difficult to know where the courts will draw the line between reasonable and
unreasonable remuneratigq; peJhap¡ only a totally outrageous remuneration package will
be regarded as unreasonable.3e4 This restriction does not apply to executiveiwho ãre not
also directors.

Although not of concern to the law, shareholders have a legitimate concern about the size
and type of remuneration directors and executives receive. If directors receive an
excessive amount then this takes away from -the bottom -line profit of companies and
therefore shareholder wealth. The tlpe and amount of remuneration ir s..n as an
opportunity to align the interests of diiectors and executives with the shareholders.3es
This is typically done in two ways. First, executive salary can
In this way executives are motivated by self-interest for the c
However there are criticisms of the types of performance indi
that they are too generous to directors or do not adequately capture director and executive
performance.3eT Second, share option schemes are often put into place for directors and

and executives are also shareholders. As shareholders they want the same results as other
shareholders.3ee

395

396

394

391

398

See Defina, Haris and Ramsay, 'What is Reasonable Remuneration for Corporate Officers? An
Empirical Investigation Into e in the Largest
Australian Companies' (1994 who principãlly
draw ftom ovenieas cases to ian courts. The
authors also note some cases where shareholders have attåcked the level of directors
¡emuneration under the ction 24644 of the Corporations Law. This
remedy is most zuited shareholders in small proprietary companies.
However the remedy is s to small companies and could be utilised in
larger ones. See also Austalian Institute of Company Directors, Non-kecutive Director
Remunerati on Gui de li ne s (AICD, Sydney, I 996).
Easterbrook and Fischel, The Economic Structure of Corporate Law (Ílantañ, University Press,
USA 1991) at 9; Eisenberg, 'The Struch¡re of Corporate Law' (1989) 89 Columbia Law Review
146I at 1489 to 1493.
Jensen and Meckling, 'Theory of the Firm: Managerial Behaviour, Agency Costs and Ownership
Structurer (1976) 3 Journal of Financial Economics 305; Eisenberg, 'The Sûuctrue of Corporate
Law' (1989) 89 Columbia Law Review 146l at 1493 to 1495; Ramsay and Blair, 'Ownership
Concentration, Institutional Investment And Corporate Governance: An Empirical Investigation
Of 100 Australian Companies' (1993) f9 MLILR 153 at 156; Hlill, Remuneration Disclosure in
Australia (Aushalian Invest¡nent Managers' Associatiorq Sydney, 1996) at 7 to 8. However a
recent empirical study for:nd "little, if any, widence of a positive relation between Australian
CEO pay and [sharemarket performance or accounting earnings]", see Izan, Baljit Sidhu and
Taylor, 'Does CEO Pay Rdlect Performance? Some Australian Evidence' (1998) 6 Scholarly
Research and Theory Papers 39 at 46.
Hill, Remuneration Disclosure in Auslralia (Australian Investrnent Managers' Associatior¡
Sydney, 1996) at 8.

Jensen and Murphy, 'CEO Incentives-It's Not How Much You Pay, But How' (1990-May/June)
Harvard Business Rwiew 138; Hill, Remuneration Disclosure in Australia (Australian
Investment Managers' Association, Sydney, f996) at 8 to 9. Note that guidelines have been
issued concerning employee and executive sha¡e schemes, see Australian Institute of Company
Directors and Australian Investment Managers' Association" Employee Share Scheme Gaidelines
and Execulive Share Option Scheme Guidelines (AICD, Australi4 f 994).
Jensen and Meckling, 'Theory of the Firm: Managerial Behaviou¡, Agency Costs and Ownership
Structure' (1976) 3 Journal of Financial Economics 305; Eisenberg, 'The Stnrcture of Corporate
Law' (1989) 89 Columbia Law Review 146l at 1493 to 1495; Ramsay and Blair, 'Ownership
Concenûztion, Institutional Investment And Corporate Governance: An Empirical Investigation
Of f00 Australian Companies'(1993) 19 MULR 153 at 156.
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N9 9ne argues against these measures as a matter of theory. However it is doubtful
whether these measures sufficiently or effectively align the iñterests of shareholders and
managers.aoo The controversial issues are:. how. how rice ether this excessively

dilut
' who e level of remuner in n r thor +Lio i. ¡^+ +L^

recipients themselves; ;d 
' 'LL v ¡ ur.r u¡rù rù 'uL urtr

' to ensure that managers are not rewarded for failure when removed for poor
P$formance.aol

Tf:tg is increasing criticism of the size of some remuneration packages and some of this
criticism seems justifi ed.+oz

The Corp-orations- Law regulates the amount of retirement benefits that can be paid to
directors4o3 (whether executive or non-executive).lol Generally such payments must be
apPrwed by shareholders. However, there is.ãn exception which äiiä*¡ r.*onuUfy
significant retirement.benefîts to be given to directors virithout shareholdeiuppto.rui3dt
Under th.is exception directors can receive the total of their last three yãuir ..-"neration
or for full time executive directors who have been employed-longer tiran ittré" years, up
t^o sev91 years remuneration (depending on their peiiod of señrice and an íve.aginþ
formula).

The Corporations Law also expressly
expenses of an audit are payable by the

states that the auditor's reasonable fees and
company.a06 In practice the remuneration of
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Stapledon, Institutional In
n. ff direct information
7.3 then these measures
Norton, 'Using the Balanced Scorecard as a
Harvard Business Review 75 at 8l to 82.

!þnteqol¿stitutional Investo-rs and Corpora Oford, 1996) at
74 and, 113 to 174. See also Austratlian and ÁusmÍian
Investment Managers' Associatioq Employee S, hecutive Shqre
Option Scheme Guidelines (AICD, Austratii4 f lS+¡.
In the UK this criticism lead to the forrration of a Study Group to consider tlre issue of directors
remuneration; see Greenbury Committee, Direc
See also ljill, Remuneration Disclosure in

1996) at 2 to 4. In Aust
the issue of guidelines, s,

ce Paper: Non-Executive
Directors, Australia, 1996).

CL s237.
CL s.237(I9)-see the definition of "prescribed office", which includes a chief executive offlrcer
who is not also a director (which is vêry rare).

CL s331.
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auditors is seen as a management decision and therefore the directors agree the audit fee
with the auditors. The amount the auditors are paid, both for their audit work and other
services to the company, must be separately disclosed in the financial statements.aoT

Alteration of the Corporate Constitution

The constitution of a corporation can only be amended by a special resolution of
shareholders.aos Corporate constitutions almost exclusively allocate functions between
the shareholders and the directors.aoe It is therefore theoretically possible for
shareholders to change the rules of the game at any time to suit themselvei. Iïowever the
problem of agenda setting also applies in this context. That is, the directors have control
of calling general meetings and invariably proposals to alter the constitution originate
from them and do not result in more control being given to shareholders.

There are rules which place restrictions on the povie{ of shareholders in exercising their
powers. Courts have for a long time stated that shareholders must exercise their po\¡/ers

re recently the High Court has

åH üì; fr i.: Ti-,t, i:ir','J*i
law relating to corpo¡¿1isns r.4rr A similar rule exists h ;#¿iåä'äliåJnfilTllnÍrtii:
clear though that these rules are designed to protect minority shareholders from the
actions of majority shareholders (whether acting in general meeting or by their elected
representatives the directors). These rules are not designed to and do not protect powers
traditionally given to directors from modification by the shareholders.

\{indine Up

Whilst the company is a viable going concern and its affairs are being conducted
regularly, shareholders have the exclusive poïver by special resolution to wind up their
company.al3 Put colloquially, shareholders can kill the separate legal person whom they
breathed life into by their initial injection o[ capital. Directors, creditors, the ASIC and
others are only entitled to commence winding up proceedings if the company is
insolventala or the company's affairs are otherwise being conducted irregularly.als In
both these circumstances shareholders may also wind up their company.al6 Both of these
situations are justified. If the company is insolvent then almost invariably shareholder

407

408

409

AASB 1034 sections 11.1(a) and (b) and 11.1.1.

CL s136(2).
Pursuant to the Company Law Review Act 1998 (Cttr) the division of some ñrnctions now are set
out as replaceable mles in the Corporations Law. However the replaceable n¡les do not apply to
companies incorporated prior to I July 1998 who have not repealed their constitution since that
date; Company Law Review Act 1998 (Cth) Schedule l, s135.

Allen v Gold Reefs Of West Africa Ltd [1900] I Ch. 656.
Gambotto v IY.P.C. Ltd (1995) 127 ALR 4I7 at 425- (although the High Court held that other
considerations were also relevant where the propefy rights of minority shareholders were being
expropriated by majority shareholders).
CL s246AA.
CL s491.
CL s459P.
See the grounds for which a company may be wound up by the court in CL sa61@) to (k).
CL s459P(1)(a) and 461(a).
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trading or proceeds to a winding up. Sh
such action, or satisf'¡ine their e,-iaims if t
into the company.

In a winding up, once creditors and others have ¡eceived their money,42r the shareholders
are entitled to the remainder of the company's ¿sssts.a22

It is very signifïcant that shareholders hav

70

Role of Directors

Business Management

ent and "master of business administration"
around the world. Whilst the business

ement and conflicting theories on how to do
cht
on

ess

policies or the making of those
the financial standing of the corp

The nature of management power is-very broad. It enables those reposed with the power
to do on behalf of the company anything the company could do unlêss a particular þo*r.
4r7

418

419

T:^tS.t,{ insolv..ency is defined as an inability to pay debts as and when they fall due (CL
s2l4). It is possible for a company to have a surplus ôf assets over liabilities 6ut nonetheiess
still be insolvent. If this is tlie câse then sharelrolder frrnds will not have been aiisfatea.

i,T"rå'i.ff Jiï3ffi,li 1f ffiÍ.,î':i#,t#i
Directors a¡e exclusively entitled to commence a voluntary administation; CL s4364.
Secured creditors are üre ones who _usuall¡ appoint Receive¡s; see Ford, Austin and Ramsay,
F^ord's^Principles of corporarions zaw (iluttènvorths, Sydnéy, 9th e¿., rs-9Ð at pa¡agralti
[2s.060].
For example lìquidators can commence a voluntary ddministration (CL s4368) and a court can
1P_noin¡ a receiver on the application of the ASIC during an investigation intó a company; see
cL s1323(1)(h).
CL s47lC and 555 to 5624.
CL s501, 5534 and 5634.
(1988) 14 ACLR 728.
Above at734.
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is expressly reserved to shareholders.425 In particular management power embraces the
right to:r commence litigation in the company's naÍne'426. to buy, hold and sell property;az1. to buy and sell products ie. conduct the business;. to borrow money and grant security over the company's property;a28. to employ people; and. even to sell the company's business42e (although for listed public companies directors

must get shareholder approval to sell the company's main business undertaking).43o

Coqporate constitutions almost always provi
managed by the directors".a3l The same typ
in the Corporations Lav/.432 However as m
modern business conditions and the size of
that directors can no longer effectively man
Therefore the directors are entitled to del
director who is usually charged with the
Depending on the size and complexity of th
usually employs a range of executives to
effectively.

Concerning the division of responsibilities between the directors and the managers Ford,
Austin and Ramsay in their textbook consider the role of directors is:. to appoint and reward the company's chief executive (the managing

director);. to set goals, formulate strategy and approve business plans for the
company;. to approve annual budgets and key management decisions (such as
decis:ions on major capital expenditurè, business acquisitions, restructuring
and refinancing);. to monitor management performance and business results;. to set and review policies for shareholder communication and approve
reports to shareholders; and. to set and review budgetary control and conformance strategies.433

This view of the role of directors has been judicially endorsed.a3a A recent report in this
area, the Hilmer Report,a35 probably goes even further in limiting the role of directors.

Campbell v Rofe U9331 A.C. 9l at 99.
That this power resides with directon is the necessary foundation to the n¡le in Foss v Harbottle
(1843) 67 E.R. 189.

Queensland Press Ltd v Academy Instruments No i Pty Ltd and Anor (1987) I f ACLR 419.
Gibbs and lVebb's Case (1870) L.R. l0 Eq. 3f2.
Strong v J. Brough & Sons (StrathJìeld) Pty Ltd (1991) 5 ACSR 296.
LR 11.2. See generally Redmond Companies and Security Law: Commentary And Materials
(Law Book Company, Sydney, 2nd ed., 1992). Discussed later in this chapter.
Table A cI66.
CLs226A.
Ford, Austin and Ramsay, Ford's Principles of Corporations Lav, (Butterworths, Sydney, 9th
ed., 1999) at [7.060]. See also Australian Institute of Company Directors, Measuring Board
Perþrmance(AlCD, Sydney, 1993) at 2.

AltrA Ltd v Daniels trading as Deloitte Haskins & Sells (1992) 7 ACSR 759 at 865 to 866 where
Rogers J accepted a version of this from a previous edition of ttris textbook. This portion of the
judgement was not overturned on appeal, sèe Daniels v./inderson (1995) 13 ACLR-614.
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d the main difference he advocates is that
agers should formulate and directors should

li.y....Whilst Hilmer's position probably
ds still formulate policy ana tney certainly

Note that cribed above there is no mention of actuallymanaging on a day to day basis. it ãi jån is left tómanagers. v Daniels a36 Rogers f stated thât the role of
managers ls:

e corporation's business affairs;
management information systems and

d communicate policies and strategies

dopted by the Board;
detailed .figures, contracts and other

s aog financial position and summarise
roprrate;
consideration by the Board;

hiring and flrring staff and their terms of

Hilmer, Strictly Boardroom (The Business Library, Melbourne, 1993) at 3,26.
AITA Ltdv Daniels trading as Deloitte Haskins & Sells (1992) 7 ACSR 759.
Above at 867.
In ion between representative and panicipatoryde of Minnesota Þess, Minneapoiis, f 9-g7) ii
ch
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Historically the first theory prevaileda3e but has now been superseded by the second
theory.ao All the modern cases support the second theory except for Marshalls Valve
which g?n be regarded as a throviback to the first theory, and is now itself nearly 100
years old,

It is instructive to consider the reasoningut used to support these two very different
theories, Some of this reasoning involves broad categorisations about the nature of the
relationship between shareholders and directors, some of which I have already dealt with
in the previous section of this chapter.

There seems to be two lines of reasoning in the cases which support the first theory.++z
One case reasoned that "the company is a trustee for the shareholders, and- the
shareholders are cestuis que trust of the company."443 I have already argued above that
this characterisation is not helpful. However even if this characterisation is correct,
under tn¡st law the beneficiaries of a trust are gener4lly not entitled to direct the trustee
how to exercise the tn¡stees' discretionary powers.4a Therefore drawing this analogy
does not support the conclusion (shareholders have supervisory power over directors)
which the judges seek to make.

Another case spoke in terms of shareholders having and exercising "rights of
property".aa5 However I argued above that although shareholders enjoy property in their
shares, it is not useful or appropriate to regard them as the owner of the company or of its
underlying assets.

Turning to the second theory, although it currently enjoys widespread support it is not
necessarily correct, as I will seek to establish. Two preliminary reasons can be advanced
to show this. First, the first theory prevailed for a time. Second, the New Zealand
Companies Act 1993 entitles shareholders to "pass a resolution relating to the
management of a company."446 These resolutions are not binding on the board unless the
Act or the company's constitution provides otherwise.447 Although non-binding the New
Zealand legislation makes it clear that this can be regarded as a legitimate topic for
shareholder involvement.

43e Pender v Lushington (L877) 6 Ch. D. 70; Duckett v Gover (1S77) 6 Ch. D. 82; Harben v Phillips
(1882) 23 Ch. D. 14; Marshall's Valve Gear Co Ltd v Manning lVardle & Co Ltd (1909) I Ch
267.440 Clifion v Mount Morgan Ltd (1940\ 40 SR (NSW) 3l at 44 to 45:- Automatic Self-Cleansing
Filter Syndicate Co Ltd v Cuninghame (19O6) 2 Ch 341, John Shqw & Sons (Salford) Ltd v Shaw
(1935) 2 K.B. Ll3; NRlulA v Parker (1986) f l ACLR l;Queensland Press Ltd v Academy
Instruments No j Pty Ltd and Anor (L987) f f ACLR 419.

44r It is perhaps misleading to speak of the "reasoning" used in these cases. Usually there is a mere
assertion that the relationship between sha¡eholders and directors is of a certain type with no
reasons given to justify the classification.

442 Some cases do not offer any reasoning in support of their conclusions, Harben v Phillips (1882)
23 Ch. D. 14 at 35 per Cotton L.J. ("leave to shareholders their undoubted right of settling in
their own way what is to be their policy, and how their business is to be carried on"). The
application ofthis reasoning to the facts ofthat case \ilas subsequently criticised by Jordan C.J.
nClifton v Mount Morgan Ltd (1940) 40 S.R(N.S.W) 31 at 47 to 50.

443 Duckettv Gover (1877) 6 Ch. D. 82 at 85.
444 re BrockbanÉ [984] Ch 206; Stephenson v Barclays BankTrust Co Ltd t19?51 1 All E R 625 per

riValton J at 627. See Heydon, Gummow and Austin, Cases And Materials on Equity And Trusts
(Butterworths, Sydney, 4th ed., 1993) at 869 to 872; Meagher and Gummo:w, Jacobs' Law Of
Trusts In Australia @ulterworths, Sydney, 5th ed., 1986) at 648 to 649.

445 Pender v Lushington (1S77) 6 Ch. D. 70 at15.446 Companies Act 1955 (N.2.) section 79(a).
447 As above.
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alteration of the corporate constitution
(3) regarding the corp-orate constitution

rs to dictate business policy
bare majority very inimicãl
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weakened since directors can be removed
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Automatic syndicate Ço l:t4v cuninghame (1906) 2 ch34 per cozørs-
Hardy L'J' ln^Queensland Press Ltdí Academy Iístrumenrc Ño I fty lta
andAnor ( +Zi.
!yto1n!ti9 Self-Cleansing Filter þndicate Co Ltd v Cuninghame (1906) 2 Ch 34 per Cozens-
Hardy L.J. at44.
Queensland Press,!'!d_v lcgdymy Instrumeytq No 3 Pty Ltd and Anor (1987) ll ACLR 419 at
421 quoting Fa¡well L.J. in Salmõn v euin & Axtens Ltã tt909l 22 K.B. ò9.
Clifion.v.Mount Morgan Lt!(1940) 40 S.R(N.S.!Ð 31 is traditionally seen as a case which
supports this proposition. However in that case Jórdan C.J. considered article tZO wtréràUy
managementpower was de_le_gate_d-to {e dirgcton "subject to directions given by the company ii
general meeting". Jordan C.J. said at 5l to 52:

As regards the shareholders in g
probable policy of the Board of

Public companies CL s 221; proprietary companies CL s2268 (replaceable rule) and Table A cl
62.
Other examples include divorce in marriage and removal of a government or judge from office.
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amend the constitution anyway. For these reasons I do not view this argument as
persuasive.

The third reason given, that the constitution is a contract, is a correct statement of the
legal status of that document. Certainly the constitution is a ço¡f¡¿dasa but this does not
ol itself address the issue of the nature of the relationship between shárãholders and

CL sr40(1).
Carter and Harland, Contract Law in Australia @uttennortlu, Australia, 6th ed., 1996) at
paragraph 113.
The Contracts Review Act 1980 (1,{SW);The Trade PracticesAct 1974 (Cth) sSIAB.
These laws were discussed above under the sub-heading "Alteration of the Corporate
Constitution".
Eisenberg, 'The Str¡cture of Corporate Law' (1989) 89 Columbia Law Review 146l at 1471

However a contract¡¡al analysis could su
parties to the contract (the shareholders
their
their
their
requi
some overarching theory of what the approp
ina.ppropriateness of the freedom of contract theory. However there is no reason why a
strict contractual theory should prevail over other theories. Also the freedom of contrâct
theory has been trenchantly criticisedass and subjected to statutory reform.456 The
contractual theory seems particularly unsuited to companies because-ttreir constitutions
are usually in a standard format drafted by promoters/directors with their interests in
mind.

The fourth argument is about majorities op
not withstand analysis for two reasons. Fir
decision or policy of the directors may be
the majority and minority). Conversely the
best interests of the minority shareholders.
take account of those laws which apply if
of the minority.457 Arguably the majority shareholders should be allowed to act but if
they do so in a'way inimical to the interests of minority shareholders then the minority
shareholders have grounds for a remedy usi rg these laws,

Therefore the conclusion that shareholders cannot tell directors how to exercise their
po\¡/er does not necessarily follow from the reasoning used. It seems that lurking behind
the decision is an unexpressed view about the nature of the relationship between
shareholders and directors whereby it is considered inappropriate for shareholders to
exercise supervisory control over directors. The real justifications for this are those I
explained above for not regarding directors as the "mere agents", however I have
questioned whether this should result in a blanket denial of a supervisory role for
shareholders. Nonetheless this is the state ofthe current law and this enables directors to
act with almost complete autonomy.ass
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. to cancel a business decision taken by the directors;aez
' to ensure the proper procedures 

-for 
the conduct of shareholders' meeting aÍe

followed.463

' to institute or discontinue legal proceedings on behalf of and in the interests of the
company;tr4

An lmpgrtant caveat to directors having exclusive management power is that
shareholders have residual control in two situations. First, shaieholders'can act in the
place of directors if the directors are unable to act. Directois may be unablè to act for a
variety of reasons, for example:
' the number of directors falls below the number required for a qrrorum. For example

rs, if one dies then one director generally dôes

annot agree on a matter; or
ause of a conflict of interest. a66

461

462

Qye,ensla4d Pressltd andAnor(1982) lt AclR4lg-sale
of sha¡es in another co tur Syndicàte Cí¡ t ta v Cuninghame
(1906) 2 Ch 34-sale of
ryrcp"t t9 J,isting get to vote where a company proposes ,'a
srgnulcant cnange, nature or scale of its activities". However
the need for approv 'if ASX requires".
Companies Act 1993 (N.2.) ss 106 &. 129.
Du.9þtt v Gover (18?7) 6 Ch. D. 82-an allegedly fraudulent conüact for the purchase of a
colliery.
NRlulAv Parker (1986) l1 ACLR l.

Co- I,t-d (1909) | Ch 267-tegal proceedings
(Salþrd) Ltd v Shaw (1935) 2 K.B. 1r3-

t.

ng l|tgrþ Ltd .ll92}l -l Ch. 466 is an example of this. See generally Ford,
F9l4't Principles Of Corporations Law @utterworths, Sjãney, Sth e¿.,
.1301.
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Second, shareholders can act in the place of directors if the shareholders act
unanimously.a6T The conceptual underpinning to this doctrine is not made clear in the
decided cases,468 Putting aside sophisticated-academic arguments, the doctrine is simply
a. recognition of power. This doctrine is the logical conclusion to the broad pow'er-s
shareholders have, which at the most require a speCial resolution to be effective.

Dividends

Final dividends usually involve a two-stage process. Directors must recommend final
in general meeting.a6e At one level

.,,.",åITü,1Ì"ì3ä'.tliT3":1"'1ru[:!1ît
and that shareholders never refuse to declar
directors effectively control this decision.
one step further and totally exclude shareho
is directors are authorised to declare the di
interim dividends.4Tl

Dividends are payable only frgm "profi6tt.472 Profits are quantifîed in the annual
financial statements. The quality of these financial statements is therefore crucial,
partirul?{ly given the premise t}rat companies are all about making money for thé
shareholders.

Share Issues

Directors are usually explicitly given the p
this is perfectly appropriate. Given that dir
are the ones who can assess whether the co
while the share issue power can be used leg
has been used illegitimately to dilute a certa
the balance of power between shareholders.
to structure a significant transaction that has this effect. These types of issues are
motivated by a desire to keep the current directors in power.

It is not clear from standard constitutions whether this delegation of power is to the
exclusion of shareholders. Pidgin J of the Supreme Court olVictoria rècently decided
that a clause in a constitution similar to Table A clause 2 did not confer exclusive power

467

468

471

472

473

474

469

470

9201 1 Ch 466; Parker & Cooper Ltd v Reading [1926] Ch
3651' Re Compaction Systems Pty Ltd (1976') 2 ACLR 135;

U9021 AC 232; Herrman v Simon (1990) 4 ACSR 8f 9;
Brick & Pipe Industries Ltd v Accidental Life Nominees Pty Ltd (1991) 9 ACLC 324 at 351 to
356.
Ford, Austin and Ramsay, Ford's Principles Of Corporations Law @utterworths, Sydney, 9th
ed., 1999) atparagraph [7.590].
Table A cl 86.
See the constifirtion of Southcorp Ltd. This is also the position under the default provisions in
the Corporations Law; see CL s254U - rçlac tle nrle.
Table A cl 87.

CL s254T.
Table A cl2.
Ngurli v McCann (1953) 90 CLR 425; l(hitehouse v Carlton Hotel Pty Ltd (19S7) 162 CLR 285.
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on directors.aT5 Howeverusually shareholders will not be in a position to decide whether
the company requires additional-capital.

I)irectors Access to fnformation

In order properly to fulflrl their respons
of management, directors must have

' it is'not a matter of the court's er to allow inspection;. the directors do not have to ju inspect.+zt and
' the court may decline to _en the right of iñspeôtion only if satisfied the

director intends to abuse the denceieposed id him or her. However, thè
court will not assume this in the absence of clear proof.47e

Rights of access are less clear for former directors.as2

Conclusion

hareholders and directors it is clear that the
the extremely broad and autonomous
h are formally vested in and used by
by directors due to their control of thê

ion advantages. Directors occupy a very
almost complete autonomy.

475

476

477
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479

480

481

482

Donocon v Donocon (1990) 2 ACSR 385 at 394 to 397.

lee generally.4fftqti+ Institule of Company Directors, Directors' Right of Access to Company
Documents (AICD, Sydney, 1996).
Burn v The London & South lüales Coal Company (1890) 7 TLR ll8; Edman y .Ross (1922) SR
(NSW) 351.
Molombyv llhitehead (1985) 63 ALR 282.

'Access to Corporate Information' (19S6)
ection may be adjourned if at the time of
en called for the removal of the directors

inspection ceases after a person ceases to be a
9781 ìWLR 72.
ases on similar sections are not uniform but the
their interpretation is appropriate: see Berlie
150; cf Conway v Petronius Clothing Co. Ltd

CL s9.

State Bank of So (1995) 13 ACLC 1,368;
tion Ltd (1996) Australian Institute of
ight of Access to AICD, Sydney, 1996).
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However shareholders possess a formidable array of powers. Even where in practice
directors hold sway over these po\¡/ers they remain formally vested in shareholders.
Shareholders someiimes aggressively use th-
current practice will continue in the future.
directors and to wind up the company mean
to determine how the company is run and t
shareholders as the ultimate poïver brokers i

This division of po'vver leads to two conclusions. First, whenever there is a division of
functions the issue of accountability arises. Since shareholders appoint directors and
delegate to them their powers the directors are meant to exercise ihese powers in the
interests of shareho-lders.484 Jhal is, since shareholders possess the ultimate powers of
the company the directors should be accountable to them. Given the extiaordinary
breadth of the powers directors enjoy and therefore the position of reliance and relativê
weakness of shareholders, the directors should be accountable for all of their functions.
Looked at from shareholders' perspective they have an interest in and responsibility to
monitor all that the directors and the company do. To put the point succinðtly,
shareholders are comprehensive monitors.

Second, given this division of functions, the directors and shareholders have divergent
interests.as5 Putting aside the rare altruistic individual, most people ensure they look
after their own interests; people have a tendency to selfishness. Shareholdérs are
interested in directors morimising the profit and value of the company's businesses and

of dividends sly hold
achieve this by self-
interested in wer and
the size of ng their

positions. Also directors and executives may simply not work as hard as they should.487
As a result, the early and well-respected economist Adam Smith questioned the viability
of the corporate form. Smith stated:

483 As is evident from the recent manouverings at Westpac and Coles Myer Ltd; see Tricker,
'Corporate Governance-Australian Experience in the '90s' paper presented at a conference
'Corporate Governance: Critical Board Issues' organised by the Australian Institute of Company
Directo¡s in Sydney on 24 May 1993 (author on file).

484 The law recognises this reality by imposing on directors fiduciary duties, the most stingent form
of duties known to the law. It is clear under these fiduciary duties that directors must act in the
interests of sha¡eholders (Ngurli Ltd v McCann (1953) 90 CLR 425 at 438: Mills v lufrlls ((1938)
60 CLR 150 at 164) excqtt when the company is insolvent or is approaching insolvency (Knsela
v Russell Kinsela Pty Ltd (in liq) (1986) 3 ACLC 2L5 at222; Grove v Flattel (1986) 4 ACLC
654); see Blanchard, 'Honesty in Corporations' (1996)14 C&SLJ 4 at 10.485 Stokes, 'Company Law and Legal Theory' in Twining (ed.), Legat Theory and Common Law
@asil Blackwell, U.K., 1986) at 158; E sterbrook and Fischel, The Economic Structure of
Corporate Law (Ílartard, Univenity Press, USA, t99l) at Ito2; Eisenberg,'The Structu¡e of
Corporate Law' (1989) 89 Columbia Law Rwiew 146l at 1471.486 This desire for large dividends can be affected by each sha¡eholders individual tax position,
whetler the company has a dividend reinvestment plan and other factors.487 In the economic literature called shirking; see Eisenberg, 'The Stnrcture of Corporate Law'
(1989) 89 Columbia Law Review 146I at I47I.
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always prerrail, more or less, in the management of the affairs of such a
company.ass

but the dangers Smith pointed to remain. As
seek to better align the interests of directors anddevlces the company and
r the p, sion thorighi it is

ons for the role of
blindly trust

e itself points
rs, executives

4.4 WHAT IS THE COMPAI\-Y?

.rrt*aing of who shareholders are in the

shareholders enjoyed rights of property.

followed by a visit to the publicþrivate debate.

Clark provides an excellent theoretical framework within which to consider what the
purposes of compalies al'e.4e4 He considers five views of the proper role of companies in
lociet¡r and particularly in relation to governmental tasks. I qirotè him at length'on those
five views;

Dualism: the Norm of Strict Profit Mæ<imisation

Statement. The dualist, who is als
public spheres as having distinct
Accordingly, from the traditional le
officers have a fiduciary duty to
numerous duties to meet specific o
corporation....

488

489

490

491

492

493

494

smith, The ltealth of Nations @verymans Library, u.s.A., 1776) volumelr at229.
ism: A Framework for Corporate Governance'
that "the corporation has become one of the

rms in the late 20th cenhry".
At chapter 4,3 under the heading 'Remuneration of Directors, Executives and Auditors'.
Above at chapter 4.2.
Salomon v Salomon & Co. Ltd U8971 A.C.22; CL sl19.
CL s124.

Clark, Corporate Law (Little Brown & Co, New York, 1986) in chapter 16.
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Corpor actual, common law and statutory duties to their
custom , employeel, and to the environment, the general
public, ental agencies.

If the legal system as a whole imposes s

and thus mandates a wide ranging (thou
coherent) accommodation of diverse i
meaning of the profit ma,rimisation no
managers what their residual goal is-or,
"objective function" is. The duties to al
they function as constraints-but the
should be made as large as possible, within the constrai¡6.4e5

Monism: Long -Run Identity Betrveen Public and Private Interest

Statement. The monist viewpoint is th
appear to be proflrt-reducing voluntary
conducive to profit ma"ximisation in the
absolute monist, that is, one who b
corporation may engage in will conduce
believes rather that there is some set of '
that it is good for corporations to foster,

The set of socially
ed) in an extremely
harities and non profit
yment of minority or

handicapped workers and the like.4e6

Modest Idealism: Voluntary Compliance with the Law

Statement. The essence of modest idealism is that corporate managers should
cause their corporations to comply with applicable laws and regulations even
when non-compliance would increase the corporation's net present value.4e7

High Idealism: Interest Group Accommodation and the Public Interest as
Residual Goals

Statement. High Idealism holds that the business corporation's residual goal, and
not just its specific, externally imposed legal obligations, should be defined to
include a much wider set of interests than those of the shareholders. One
variation is that the purpose of the corporation, and the general residual duty of
those who hold decision making power over its activities, is to achieve a
reasonable accommodation of the interests of all groups affected by the
corporation. Another version is that the basic purpose of a corporation include
not only the objective of making profïts but also that of furthering the public
interest, as conceived by its decision ¡¡¿lçs¡s.ae8

4es Above at617 to 678, See also Easterbrook and Fischel, The Economic Structure of Corporate
Law Qlaward.Universþ Press, USA, 1991) at 36.

4e6 Clark, Corporate Law (Little Brown & Co, New York, 1986) at 681.4e7 Above at 684 to 685.
4eB Above at 688. See also Stokes, 'Company Law and Legal Theory' in Twining (ed.), Legal

Theory and Common Law @asil Blackwell, U.K., 1986) at 176 to 177 where she outlines a
rrcorporatist model of the company" which is similar to high idealism.
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Pragmatism: Contracting to Provide Public Services

and pragmatismso2 are all logically consistent with
is slightly different. . On the ottrãr trarí¿ high idealism is
four.

Clark examines the legal status, in the U.S., of his theories. He concludes that
As
nstt
not

,ft"
The legal stqqs of these theories is the same in Australia. Although surprisingly there is
not one word in the Corporations Law, Listing Rules or standard cõnstituiions itáting that

Clark, Corporate Lav (Little Brown & Co, New York, 1986) at694.
Above at 683.
Above at 685.
Above at 695.

668 Mich.
reme Court
to withhold
to sell ca¡s

the expense of corporate profrts".
Above at 681 to 682.

{.bove at-686. - Acceptance of all three views, with slight modification (monism has been
divorced from the maimisation of shareholder wealth justÏfìcation), has ahò been endorsed in
the i¡rfluenti4éLl projeg!. The American Law Institutl, Principlei of Corporate Governance:
ln^a-lysis and Recommendations (St. Paul Minn, USA, f994) fui anallsis aid recommendation
2.0l provides:

The Objective and Conduct of the Corporation
(Ð Subject to the provisions of Subsection (b) and 6.02 (Action of Directors That Has
the Foreseeabfe. Eff. ect of Blocking Unsolicited Tender'Offers), a corporation should
have as its objecti-vg the conduct of business activities with-a view to enhancing
corporate profit and shareholder gain.
@) Evel if corporate- proflt. aqd shareholder gain are not thereby enhanced" the
corporation, in the conduct of its business:

(l)Is obliged" to the same extent- as a natural person, to act within the
boundaries set by law;
(2)May lake into account .gtlúcal considerations that are reasonably regarded as
appropriate to the responsible conduct ofbusiness; and
(3)May devote a reasonable amount of resources to public lvelfare,

, humanitarian, educational, and philanthropic purposes.
Clar*, Corporate Law (Little Brown & Co, New York, 1986) at 695.
Above at 690.
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the residual.goal of corporatioLs is to.maximise qroqlt þr shareholders,sos this clearly is
the accepted position in Australia. This can prindipally be seen in the cases where coúrts

the company but have
hareholders (and if the
is also no doubt that

invest in for profit organisations rather
incorporated associations,_ one defining fe_

passing on any profit to their members.slo
theory in Australian law.

Monism has not been explicitly endorsed in Australia but monist behaviour is
commonplace in Australia. Australian companies are patrons to the arts, make charitable
cgntributions, support universities and engage in other seemingly altruistic behaviour.
This behaviour has never been challenged in the courts and ii êntrenched behaviour,
Therefore it must be concluded that a monist theory of the company is part of Australian
law.

Modest idealism also has not been explicitly
law of Australia. Legislatures pass laws wi
(even if they know that compliance may
expectation up with penalties for non-
compliance (although often the funding of
would be anathema for a court to say that q company is entitled to disobey the law.srr
For the courts espouse and are the keepers oFthe Rule of Law.

A prag_matist view is clearly utilised in Australia, although its popularity fluctuates
depending on the times and political party then in power. -With 

the recenl sell-off of
traditionally government owned corporations, including the Commonwealth Bank, State
Bank of South Australia, Qantas and most recently the partial sale of Telstra, the current
popularity of pragmatism is waning.

High idealism is not accepted in Australian law.5l2 This is best seen as the reverse side
of the cases which decided that directors owe their fiduciary duties to the company,
meaning the shareholders. So for example there is clear authority that the dirèctors
duties do not encompass the interests of emplolees.sl: The interests of these other

510

5ll
5t2

The same silence exists in the U.S.; see above at 678.
Discussed above in chapter 4.2. See also Blancha¡d, Tlonesty in Corporatiors' (1996)14 C&SLJ

that directors owe their duty to the company and this means
on, 'Duties of Directors to Shareholders and Creditors' paper
Law After the lvfarket Crash (Legal Research Foundation,
pan of Australian law; see Ngurli Ltd v McCann (1953) 9O

Associations Incorporation lcf (S.4.) 1985.
Clark, Corporate Law (Little Brown & Co, New Yorh 1986) at 686 raises the same argument.
Sealy, Directors blems Conceptual, Practicat and Procedural'
(1987) 13 Monash See'also Senate Standing Committee on Legal
and Constitutional "s Du Fiduciary
Duties and Ob (AGP ,561 where
the committee hould Rather the
social impacts with ly at those
rssues.
Parke v Daily News Ltd 179621 Ch 927. See however the Companies Act 1985 (U.K.) which
provides in section 309(1):
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stakeholders can not be the purpose of director's actions. However their interests mustbe weighed _in the.running óf any successful commercial .nt"¡piir. 59 t";g ;
ma¡<imising shareholder wealth remains the residual goal of the company.sr+ 

-

s is to morimise shareholder wealth within

yees, consumers, the environment or the
into account in any company
efit as a result (ie. maximisin!
al goal)'sts

ally a private or a public institr¡tion. In
ssing ås well, so this discussion can be

in the following way:
of the state from the individual in a liberal

concerned most explicitly with legitimating
er. This is because the assumptioã is madé
concentrated in the hands of the state. The

are very familiar. They are that the
authority to the legislature to make law,
inisfrative or public bodies is legitimate

It is clear that traditionally companies
certainly were not part of 1¡" r1¿1s.st7 II
and multi-national corporations in an incr
the 20th century that has disrupted this

of a _company are to have regard in the performance
sts of the company's employees in generãI, as well as

Thig h"! þ-een explicitly recognised in New Zealand. Companies Act 1993 (N.2.) provides in
section 103:

A director of a company may, when
director, have regard to the interests of
nothing in this section limits the duties
þrincipally to act in good faith and in a rnanner that he or she believes on reasonable
g¡ounds is in the best interests of the companyl.

!-"¡t^f, lPttqctors 
xWider" Responsibilities-Problems Conceptual, Fractical and Procedu¡al,

(1987) 13 MonashUniversþ Law Review 164 at 187.

-Sfok9.s,_lco.mpqry_l_qw -qnd_.1-eæl- Iheory' in Twining (ed,.), Legal rheory and common Law
(Basil Blackwell, U.K., 1986) at 156.
Above at 156 to 159 where Stokes talks of compaÍúes ar¡ an aspect of private property and
subject to market mechanisms which a¡e features of private institutiòns.
See Gillooly (ed,), fhe. Law Relatin.g,to. cgypoqqle Groups @ederation press, Sydney, 1993);
Tolmie, 'corporate social Reqponsibility' (1992) uNSw Lãw Joumal 268 at275. '
B_lumberg, The Megacorporation in American Society (prentice Hall, New Jersey, 1975); NadeA
Taming the Giant Çorpgra!.on- (Norton and _Cg., N9w Yorþ 1976); and Andersoi, 'Corpórations,
Democracy and the Implied Freedom of Political CommuniCation: Towa¡ds a Þluralistic
Analysis of Constitutional Law' (1998) 22 Melbourne University Law Review I at 3 to 5.
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St*9.t, and a growing number of other commentators,52o has talked of this phenomenon
as follows:

...the modern public company has
almost rivals that of the state. It i
employing much of our capital and I
goods and servi
to lead to a 'gr
private sphere'.
than an association of individuals hel

At this theoretical level it is. no longer appropriate t hotomy
between public an{ n{^vate_spheres or to regard large p part of
the private domain.522 Certainly they are not the are so
significant they can be likened to a state.523 -
The distinction between public and private po\¡/er is aiso blurred with the recognition that
large public corporations wield signific Lt political power.52¿ The heaðs of such
companies, such as Kerry Packer525 and Rupert Murdoch,526 often have the ear of the
Prime Minister or the Premier sf $talss.szz As these people can influence, if not
dominate,528 the political process then they have a de facto role-in the state.

Another distinction between public and private power etween
pgblic.life and family-and other private interactions b is style
of analysis is correct then companies are very definitel

520

521

522

Unger, Law in Modern Society (The Free Press, New Yorlç 1976) at 193 and 200 to 203; Nader,
at 17; Bratton, 'The New

L?i3;?unl,'#:#^:ä
to 62. 

997) 2 Flinders Joumal of Law Reform 53 at 60

S_!ok-.,t 'Company Larr and Legal Theory' in Twining (ed.), Legal Theory and Common Law
@asil Blackwell, U.K., 1986) at 176 (footnote :eferences omitted).
Tolmie, 'Corporate Social Reqponsibility' (1992) UNSW Law Journal 268 aT 272 to 273 and 289
Io_ry_li Edgeworth,.Post-Property? 4 Postrnodern Conception Of Private Property' (1988) ll
LJNSW Law Jounal 87 at 94 to 95; Bottomley, 'From Contractualism to Conitituûonalism: A
Framework for Corporate Governance' (1991) 19 Sydney Law Review 217 at 278, 291 and,297
to 298.
Slmilarly while countries enjoy sovereignty within their borders (and are thus the state) outside
of their borders they are part of a community of nations (they remain a state, but on a global
view cannot be regarded as the state).
Nader, Taming the Giant Corporation (Norton and Co., New York, 1976) at 2O to 22; Tolmie,
'Corporate Social Responsibility' (1992) IJNSW Law Journal 268 at 273; and Parkinson,
Corporate Power and Responsibil¡ty, Clarendon Press, Oford,1993, at l9 to 21.
Barry, The Rise and Rise of Kerry Packer @antam, Australia, 1993) at chapters l0 and 16.
Pilger, Hidden Agendas (Vintage, Great Britain, 1998) at 466 to 470.
Sykes, The Bold Riders (Allen and Unwin, Sydney, 1994 ) at 70 to 78 which describes the WA
Inc saga which is a tale of links being too close between big business in Western Australia and
the then state Cannibals: The Taking of
Faidax (Willi 2 'Courting Canberra';-and
McEachern, B
Some commentators talk of "captur_e'' of the govemment by large dominant corporations-see
Tolmie, 'Corporate Social Responsibility' (1992) IINSW Law Joumal 268 at 27i who herself
_quotes from Glasbeek, 'The Corporate Social Reqponsibility Movement-the Latest in Maginot
Lines to Save Capitalism' (1988) ll Dallhousie LJ 363 at 398.
Gray_car and Morgan, The Hidden GenQer Of Law (The Federation Press, Sydney, 1990) at 30 to
40; Collier, Masculinity, Law and the Family @outledge, London, 1995) at 59 tó 63.
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other hand there is a vast quantity of
arliament which suggests they'are púUtic
these mandatory rules are subject tó each

company's constitution. 53 I

However it must be borne in mind that ther

public.ss¿ There is a concomitant increase
make535 and their financial statements must b

Taking all of these factors into account it

corporations reside in that grey area
dichotomy. Either /or thinking is i
private characteristics.

Conclusion

Clark's framework leads to two conclusions about the information shareholders should
receive. Firsg since monism is embra

530

531
The Corporations Law comprises approximately 2,000 sections.

{'¡_is^ eyi{ent by the regime of "replaceable rules" located in the Corporations Law; see CL ss
135 & 141.

CL sl13.
CL *92(?\ exem_p1s orting requirements set
opt in chapter 2M comþaniês in normal
circumstances do not e.3i7(IA)).
Subject to the requirements of Part 7.12 of the Corporations Law.

Thulir the exemptions. prwided by CL.*92Q) to the reporting requirements of chapter 2M of
the Corporations Law do not apply to public com anies.
CL 301(1) discussed at chapter 6.5.
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Second, Australian law embraces a modestly idealistic view of the corporation under
which companies are compelled to -comply with the law even if corpor^æe profîts are
thereby reduced. Therefore arguably this justifies disclosure to the ihareholders of a

with the law. This justification arises for two reasons, one
antagonistic to modest idealism and the other that they are
liance with the law has costs and the incursion of such 

-costs

takes away from the profits which are othe
from a Dualist position). On the other h
idealism and are therefore concerned th
viewpoint. Therefore on either basis shareh
about the company's compliance with all of t

Also, since the corporation is not viewed as a wholly private institution, then directors
should not grounds, except for that
category of 7 Even if companies were
regarded as claim of sharèholders to
information, since they are insiders to the company, not an intrusive public with no
interest in the corporations affairs.s3s This rejection of classifying companies as wholly
private institutions also has ramifications for the discussion in chapter 5 about thê
analogy with democracies and in chapter 9.3 about whether the disclosure of social
information is warranted.

4,5 PEOPLE \ryHO ARE SHAREHOLDERS

So who actually owns shares in on
the nature of the information th up
ranging from the very sophis tò
individual investors.s3e In this part of the thesis I principally examine the increasing
prominence of institutional investors.

The identity of those registered as shareholders of Australian public listed companies and
the extent of their holdings is evolving. The trend is to more concentrateds4o holdings by
institutional investors.sal As at March 1996 Australian institutional investorssaz held
34Yo of the sha¡es listed on the Australian Stock Exchange and foreign investors (some of
who would be institutional investors) held 32.5Yo.s43 As at March 1997 the
corresponding figures are34.6Yo and3l.7Yo.544 Similar fïgures held for 1998.545 This is

537 Discussed in chapter 3.538 Bottomley, 'From Cont¡actualism to Constitutionalism: A Framework for Corporate Govemance'
(1997) 19 Sydney Law Review 211 at 283 zupports the view of shareholders as insiders to the
company.539 Baker and Haslam, 'Inforrnation Needs of Individual Investors' in Courtis (ed), Corporate
Annual Report Analysis @ept of Accounting and Financial lvlanagement, Armidale, 1978) 105
at 106.540 es or even

ownership

, clearly ide
Þ.54r Ramsay and Blair, 'Ownership Concentration, Institutional Investment And Corporate

Governance: An Empirical Investigation Of 100 Australian Companies' (1993) 19 MULR 153.542 Categorised by the ASX as Life OfFrces, Superannuation Funds and other Financial Institutions.
543 | Australian Stock Exchange Limited, 1996 Market Report at7.s44 Australian Stock Exchange Limited, 1997 Market Report at 6 to 7.
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a significant.parcel of shares which potentially enables their holders to control thecompany. The trend to more concentlated holãings by institutionat investors is also
evident in other industîial countries such as the ú.S.j+6 lJ.K.,sot iafunloi and New
zealand.s{e

comprising superannuation funds, life
trusts and other similar bodies. îhese

dinc +hair.s¡¡.Þ u¡v¡¡ .

anagement styles,
ch each type of

governance activities,sso tngaged in corporate

However there is also significant homogeneity amongst institutional investors, with them
being collectively define-d as:

rofessional investment and
of pooling monies paid by
financial ¿sssls.ssl

The cohesiveness of this group is demonstrated by the existence of the Investment and
Financial Services Association Ltdss2 which r.s the þeak body representing the investment
and financial services industry. The Association- member-s m'anage in-excess of $400
billion of assets.553

There is considerable debate about the appropriate role for institutional investors in
corporate governance.5s4 Some see the rise of the institutional investor as the necessary

Ford Austin and Ramsay, Ford's Principles of Corporations Law @utterworths, Sydney, 9th
ed., 1999) at [7.090].
Ferr¿ra -and_Zirlfu¡ Corporate Ownership' (1991) 19 Secu¡ities
Begulation Journal Versus Control: ttre tnsùitutiónal Investor as
Corporate Monitod iew t277 atl2gl to 1294.
Davies, rlnsfilutisnal lnvestors: A U.K. View' (1991) 57 Brooklyn Law Review 129 at 131.

ÇoF.., piq*¿fty Versus Control: The Institutionål Investor as Corporate Monitot' (1991) 9l
Columbia Law Review I2l7 at 1294 to 1302.
Ra-msay and Blair, 'Ownership Conc_entratior¡ Institutional Investment And Corporate
G_overnance: An Empirical Invesùgation Of 100 Australian Companies' (1993) 19 MULR iSg at
t76.
GriffiA 'kutitutional Investors In Australia: A Shar,eholders Perspective' (paper presented at a
conference 'Co{porale Governance & Ausralian CompetitiveneËs: T}re È.ois Of Institutional
Inv-estors' organised by the Australian Investment Managers Group, Sydney, 1l November 1993)
at 3. See also Farrar and_Russell, 'The Impact of Institutional niúesimen:t'on Company Law' 5
The Company Lawyer 107 at 108.

d in Gritri& 'Institutional
at a conference Corporate
Investors organised by the
at2.

{o*.|lY called The Australian Investment Managers Association and prior to that The
Australian lnvestment Managers Group.
Investment and Financial Services Association, Providing Investment and Fínanciat Security for
all Australians (IFSA, Australi4 1998).
Hill, 'Institutional Investors and Corporate Goternance in AusÍalia' at 597 in Baums, Buxbaum
!{{-Fopt (eds), .Úasfi/ztional Investòrs and Corporate Governance (rüalter de Gru¡er, Berlin
19e3).
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and effective check and balance against almost unbridled management power.555 Others
question this by noting the general passivity of institutional inveslsl5.sso There are
notable. exceptionss5T and there have been for some time well founded suspicions that
institutional investors participate in a reaso rable amount of action behind 1¡! sssnss.ssa
There is some recent empirical research ab
corporate governance which supports this.
between institutions and management on
structural matters (eg separation of role

tutions are r rm specific matters and only will
are at stake financial crisis.560 A plethora of
continuing namely coordination costs,56l
"race to the arios,563 small sha¡eholdings and traditional

555 at Chapters

ilåi-r,iå1"'1
Investors' organised by the Australian Investrnent Managers Group, Sydney, 11 November
1993); Stewa¡t" 'The King is Dead' (1993) 64 Charter 10.556 Tomasic and Bottomley, Directing The Top 993) at
155; Coffee, 'Liquidity Versus Control: The (1991)
91 Columbialaw Review 1271 at 1281 to 12 ence of
Institutional Shareholder Activism' (1991) 79 The Georgetown Law Journal 445 at 452 and 505
to 506.

557 The push by institutional investors for a change to the composition of the Boa¡d of Coles Myer
being a recent example: see ïVesüïeld and Gluyas, 'Clark To Lead Coles Revamp' The
Australian,25 October 1995 at 25. Farr¿r and Russell, 'The Irnpact of Institutional Investment
on Company Law' 5 The Company Lawyer 107 at 109 document the pressure put by institutional
investors on the manufacturers of thalidomide to sigrrificantly increase (ftom f,3.25 million to
921.75 million) the settlement paid to victims of that drug. For other examples see Hill,
'Institutional Investors and Corporate Governance in Australia' at 601 to 602 in Baums,
Buxbaum and Hopt (eds), Institutional Investors and Corporate Governance (Walter de Gruyter,
Berlin 1993).558 Farr¿r and Russell, 'The Impact of Institutional Investment on Company Law' 5 The Company
Lawyer 107 at 109; GrifFrn, 'Institutional Investors In Australia: A Sha¡eholders Perspective'
@aper presented at a conference 'Corporate Governance & Australian Competitiveness: The
Role Of Institutional Investors' organised by the Australian Investment Managers'Group,
Sydrrcy, 1l November 1993) at 6; Bmncato, 'Creating Relationships Between lnstitutional
Investors and Corporations: the U.S. Experience' (paper presented at a confqrelce 'Corporate
Governance & Australìan Competitiveness: The Role Of Institrrtional Investors' organised by the
Australian Investment Managers Group, Sydney, 1l November 1993) at l0; Davies,
'Institutional Investors: A U.K. View' (1991) 57 Brooklyn Law Review 129 at 130.

559 Stapledon, Institutional Investors and Corporate Governance (Clarendon Press, O:rford, 1996) at
100 to 106 and 184 to 185; and Holland, 'Self Regulation and the Financial Aspects of Corporate
Governance' [1996] Journal ofBusiness Law 127, at 136 to 138.

560 Bhck and Coffee, 'Hail Britamia?: Institutional Investor Behaviour Under Limited Regulation'
(1994) 92 Michigan Law Review 1997 at 2041 and 2053 to 2055; and Stapledon, Institutional
Investors and Corporate Governance (Clarendon Press, Oford, 1996) at l2I to I29 and 147 to
L49.561 Black and Coffee, TIail Britaûiia?: Institutional Investor Behaviour Under Limited Regulation'
(1994) 92 Michigan Law Review 1997 at 2055 to 2059; Stapledon, Institutional Investors and
Corporate Governance (Clarendon Press, Oford, 1996) at268.562 Bhck and Coffee, 'Hail Britannia?: Institutional Investor Belnviour Under Limited Regulation'
(1994) 92 Mchigan Law Review 1997 at 2059 to 2061; Stapledon, Institutional Investors and
Corporate Governance (Clarendon Press, Odord, 1996) at 264 to 266 arñ 269 to 270; Holland,
'Self Regulation and the Financial Aspects of Corporate Governance' U996] Journal of Business
Law 127 at 154 to 155; and Eisenberg, The Stntcture of Corporate Law (1989) 89 Columbia
Law Review 146l at1476.
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563

564

565

566

voluntary i1{ormation).stz Alttrough the

the bonom rine remains that they have *,;#:"n'åH1iåTiiitå:""ïtlïliffi:#:lïf,t

Black and Investor Behaviour Under Limited Regulation'
Q994) 92 ß 2063; Stapledon, Institutionat irwes1lrs andCorporate , 1996) átzSi,5 iläS
Black and(tss4)s2 iimni:#å":i,
Corporate
B^Lryï.ry!-C-.offee, 'Hail Britannia?: Institutional Investor Behaviour Under Limited Regulation'
(1994) 92 Michigan Law Review t997 at2064.

a' at 603 to 607 in Baums,
ernance (Walter de Gnryter,
Investor Behaviour Under

Stapledon,
) at 27I to

Corporate
er 1993.

Black and Coffee, 'Hail Britannia?: Institutional lnvestor Behaviour Under Limited Regulation'
to 2068; Stapledon, Institutional Invesiors and

19.96) zt27Ù to 271 Holland, 'Self Regulation
ce' [996] Jou¡nal of Business Law 121 atL52

Black and : lnstinrtÍonal Under Limited Regulation'
(1994> 92 L997 at 2068 Institutional Inves'íors andCorporate Press, Odord

Some Problems From an

Y*+I'å::;:ål:åii';;izl:,:;il-
o 260.

lqnt.ag* Institutional Investors and Corporøte Governance (Clarendon Press, O:rford, 1996) at
263 to 264.

{bo,ve at 266 to 267; and Black and Coffee, 'Hail Britarroia?: Institutional Investor Behaviour
Under Limited Regulation' ( I 994) 92 Michigan Law Rwiew 1997 at 2048.

!!1nlea9tt, Institutional Investors and Corporate Governance (Clarendon Press, Oford, 1996) at
267 to 268.
Hadden, y Institutional Investors? some problems From anInternatio ioo in Baums, Buxbaum and Hopt 6asj, nstintionatfnvestors (Walter de Gruyter, Berlin 1993).

!!ryrcd9n_, Institutional Investors and Corporate Gove,rnance (Clarendon Press, Oford, 1996) at
268 to 269.
Holland, lSelf R^egulation and the Financial Açpects of Corporate Governance' [1996] Journal of
Business Law I27 at 155.

le.nsen il}4_W_!rr9t, 'The DisEibution of Power Among Corporate Managers, Sha¡eholders and
Di¡ectors' (1988) 20 Joumal Of Financial Econo nics 3 ãt ll io 12.

lolland, ,Self Regulation and the Financial Aqpects of Corporate Governance' tl996l Journal of
Business Law 127 at 155 to 156.
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companigs in which th€y invssl.sTs However nobody
potentiallv can play a significant if not dominant role ii
in which theY invesl.szr

appropriate action). This is because the i
Institutional investors either have quali
information or have access to professional a
recognised that institutions are not only_ able.to fully. appreciate the information they
ryg-eivg but they also receive superior information. This view has been expressed in thê
following terms:

First, institutions generally have greater resources than do individual investors to
allocate towards gathering and analysing firm-related information. Second,
economies of scale and. professional expertise give institutional investors lower
m acquiring ting in the acquisition of morein gher quali institutional investors (such asin es, comme n-bank trusts) may have business
re firm that em access to information not available to
individual investors.5sl

(This is beneficial for institutional investors but is problematic in the context of insider
trading laws582 designed to ensure equality of information amongst all investors).

ional investors is particularly pertinent in assessing
This is also tied to the Efficient Capital Markets

next heading.

The other significant but different group of investors are individual investors. Individual
investors are a diverse group with a range of educational backgrounds.ss3 There is a

578

579

Parkinson, Corporate Power and Responsibility (Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1993) at 166 to 177.
See also Stapledon, Institutional Investors and Corporate Governance (Clarendon Press, Odord,
1996) particularly his conclusions at 78; 153 to 154, I'1 6 and, 203.
Farr¿r and Russell, 'The Impact of Institutional Investment on Company Law' 5 The Company
Lawyer 107 at 108. Coffee argues that this potential will only come about if there are stnrChral
changes to the environment in which institutional investors operate; Coffee, 'Liquidity Versus
Control: The Institutional Investor as Corporate Monito/ (1991) 91 Columbia Law Review 1277
particularly at 1338. See also Johnson, 'An Insiders Call for Outside Di¡ection' (1990) Harvard
Business Review 46 at 52.
Historically documented in Cla¡k, 'The Four Stages of Capitalism: Reflections on Investment
Management Treatises' (1981) 94 Ha¡vard Law Review 561 at 564. See also Johnson, 'An
Insiders Call for Outside Direction' (1990) Harvard Business Review 46 at 48.
Szewczyk, Tsetsekos and Varma, 'Institutional Ownership and the Liquidity of Common Stock
Offerings' (1992) 21 T\e Financial Review 2ll at 214. See also eoffee, 'Liquidity Versus
Control: The hstitutional Investor as Corporate Monito/ (1991) 91 Columbia Law Review 1277
at 1323 to 1324. In the U.K. the Institutional Sha¡eholders Committee encourages regular and
systematic communication between institutional investors and the senior executives of a
company; see Cadbury Committee, The Financial Aspects of Corporate Governance (Gee, Great
Britain, L992) atparagraph 6. 1 1.

CL Pt 7.ll Division 2,A.. See Far¡ar and Russell, 'The Impact of Institutional Investment on
Company Law' 5 The Company Lawyer 107 at 111.

Baker and Haslam, 'Information Needs of Indiyidual Investors' in Courtis (ed), Corporate
Annual Report Analysis @ept of Accounting and Financial Management, Armidale, 1978) 105
at 106 to 107.
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cuffent trend to increased share ownership by individual investors.ssa As at March 1996
individual shareholders held 13.2% of thã mi
This rose to 20.2Yo in 1998.5s7 This seems
individual investors in some the large
owned organisations such as the Com
recent acqPisitions \¡/ere made via, -or.are managed b.y, a financial intermediary.sar
However this does not detract from the increasinglropfsn." of insiitr¡tiãnal invéJtors

s suu slightly increasing. Individuai
nt holdings are falling d-ue to the sell
organisations and ho-ldings by other

4.6 SHAREHOLDERS AS II\-VESTORS

Introduction

Investors are people and institutions with s
place those funds with someone else with th
become shareholders when they
their money in other types oi
government bonds or real ssta¡s.sel A particular
One of the hallmarks of shares is that they are private property and generally freely
transferable.5e2 Shareholders therefore have a fluid invesìment. Tiey are vitatty
concerned whether to hold, increase or reduce (or quit altogether) their iniestment in á
P$ticular c.omqaly.se3 What decision shareholders make will be based on the same types
of factors that influenced their initial decision. Some of those factors relate to the íalu"
of the shares including_ their c¡rrent market value compared with their initial purchase
price and their expected rate of return (anticipated dividênd stream)5e+ minus the relevant

Australian Stock Exchange, 1997 Australian Share Ownership Suntey (Australian Stock
Exchange, Australi4 1997).
Australian Stock Exchange Limited 1996 lularket Report at7 .

Australian Stock Exchange Limited, 1997 lularket Ràport at 6.
Fgrd, Âustin and Ramsay, Ford's Principles of Corporations Law @utterworths, Sydney, 9th
ed., 1999) at [17.090].
Hill,_'Instih¡tional Investors and Corporate Governance in Australia'at 590 ín Baums, Buxbaum
T4-$opt (eds), Institutional Investòrs and Corporate Governance (Walter de Gruyter, Berlin
1ee3).
Australian Stock Exchange, -1997 Australian Share Ownership Suntey (Australian Stock
Exchange, Australia, 1997) at 8 to 9; Austalian Stock Exchange Li'mited, 199ì Market Report at
7.

See the. coqrnqisgn between Australian Stock Exchange Limited, J'996 Market Report at 7 and
Australian Stock ExchangeLimited,, 1997 iet Repo1t at 6 to 1'.
Easterbrook and Fischel, The Economic Structure of Corporate Law (ÍlawardUniversity Press,
USd 1991) at4.

Company, U.S.A., 19S6) at t3 to 15. The Firsf
(Cth) removed the requirement on proprietary

shares (prwiously set out in CL sf t6(a)).-
investors

såy#l
Information about fuh¡¡e- earnings is the_most predominant method of valuing/pricing shares
wen though other methods exist (such as the capital value of the corporations unã,irtyindassets);
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transaction costs.5e5 Other factors include the shareholders current financial position, the
then rate of return of other investments, taxation implications and the itate of the
economy generally.5e6 As discussed earlier in this chaptei, companies incorporated under
the Corporations Law are appropriate vehic es for such investments because that is their
very pu{pose; Shareholders are principally
concerned to osen to invest in 'Tor profttí'
organisations In order to make råtional
investment de 'e access to reliable information concerning
the value of their investment. This will primarily be, but not limited to, the financia'i
statements.

(if you don't like the situation, get out).eoo
option open to shareholders.

From the relatively simple proposition of shareholders as investors two broader and
r4ated issues require examination. The first is the efficient capital markets hypothesis
(ECI\&Ð and the argument that the capital and takeover markets are onê- of the
mechanisms which constrain managers tendency to act in their own interests rather than
in the interests of the company. These require examination because otherwise the notion
of shareholders as investors suggests individuals operating independently and in
isolation. This is far from the truth; shareholders act within dynamic markets and are
influenced by the actions of their fellow shareholders. These arguments also inform the
policy behind some mandatory disclosure rules and impact on the issue of the
understandability of information.

595

596

see Gilson and Kraakmann, 'The Mechanisms of Market Efficiency' (1984) 70 Virginia Law
Review 549 at 561.
The transactions costs in the sale and purdrase of shares include brokers fees, stamp duty, capital
gains taxes and the value of the shareholders own time in completing the transaction.
It probably is not possible to list all the factors which motivates people to make particular
investment decisions. Noise theory, which I discuss below posits that investors also often make
irrational investment decisions. This seems at least partiatly correct but is not pervasive. In my
opinion noise theory does not undercut the need to provide relwant information for those
investon who wish to make rational decisioru (or who elect to make irr¿tional decisions with
their eyes open).
For example one defining feature of incorporated associations is that they are prohibited from
passing on any profit to their memben', see Associations Incorporation Act (S.4.) 1935 ss 18(5)
and(6) and 55. Corporations are not the only type of "for profrtf organisation; others include
parherships and joint venü¡res. But other key features of corporations, such as limited liability,
perpetual succession and centralised management, make them a very suitable and common
vehicle for business enterprises.
Hill, 'The Shareholder as Cerberus: Redefining the Sha¡etroldet's Role in Modern Australian
Corporate Law', paper presented at the 1995 Corporate Law Teachers Conference' (copy on file
of author) at 13 to 15.

The same silence exists in the US; see Clark, Corporate Law (Little, Brown and Company,
U.S.A., 1986) at 678.
As it can in the employment context.
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The Efficient Capital Markets Hypothesis

The ECMH moves away from lo
decisions. The ECMH fosits that
price shares by using information.
shares comes to rational and unbi
reacts spontaneously to new and relevant in
fully reflect all information.6ot The ECMH i

culminating in a well-known economist st
economics which has more solid empirica
Market Hypothesis ". 6oe

The emphasis ofitre ECMH is the efficiency of.the_market, supported by the underlying
assumptions. It is important to recognise that the ECMH ínvôlves .".h rnó.. tfran t¡ã
sjmple and__undeniablè notion that investors use information in making tft"ii in"estmeni
decisions.607 There are three forms of_9{9i_ency-under the ECMH; úeah semi-strong
and strong.608 The three forms of the ECMH havé been defîned as:

' weak-form efficie¡cy. - Ihg information contained in the past sequence of
prices of a security is fully reflected in the current marlet pricä of that
securþ;

' semi- strong-form. effïciency - a! publicly available information is fully
reflected in a security's curreñt markei price;-and

601 For a slightly different definition see Blair and

Capital Markets Hypothesis' (1994) 62 The Geo
See chapter 2.3.
Cunninghãn, 'Fro_m Random Walks to Chaotic Crashes: The Linear Genealogy of the Efflrcient
Capital Markets Hypothesis' (1994) 62 The George Washington Law Review 5-,16 at 559.
For example see the empirical studies
Implicatiôns for Financ'ial Reporting
Ramsay,'Mandatory Corporate Disclo
(eds.), Seczrities Regulation in Austra
1994) at276.
Cunningharq Fro_m Random Walks to Chaotic C¡ashes: The Linear Genealogy of the EfFrcient
Capital Markets H¡pothesis' (1994) 62 The George Washington Law Review S-+S at 558 to 559,

Market Efüciency' (197S) 6 Journal of Financial
oted in the literatu¡e see for example Langwoorg
ation: Ma¡ket Ef,hciency Revisited' (1992) 140
853.

L-q1S_woo4, Market Efüciency Rwisited'
(199?) 140 898 ("The efücíent ma¡ket
hypothesis c ts priceì."¡,
This th¡ee tier classification is traced to the seminalarticle Fama, 'Èfücient Capital Markets: A
Review of Theory and Empirical Work' (1970) 25 J. Fin 383.
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' tttgng- form effïci.engy - all information, whether public or private, is fully
reflected in a security's current market price.60s

The ECMH has been subjected to a range. a rejection of the strong form of the E
that insiders who have access to n
outperform the market in trading in th
reality in laws which prohibit insider tra

' that the ECMH is. just a theory and should not necessarily be treated as accurately

. reflecting reality'ett 
uniformly effîcient because efficiency depends on a certain
most trading occurs in the biggest listed companies. Thus the
ompanies whose shares are thinly traded are not as price

. noise theorists who_argue that investors do not 4lways act rationally'etr rather they
sometimes act based on broader psychological considerations such as their emotioni,
intuition and by peerþroup pressure (re
information unrelated to the fundament
price; the net effect is that share prices
Noise theorists draw support from psy
capital ¡¡¿¡'lçds6l6 and anecdotal evidence from participants in the market

609

610

6u

612

Blair and Ramsay, 'Mandatory C es Regulation' in Walker
and _$ss9 (edq.), ,Secz¡ities,Regu Oforã University Press,
Aucklan{ 1994) at 276. See als to Chaotic Crasties: The

Efücient Capital Markets Hypothesis' (1994) 62 The George
546 at 560; Keane, The Efficient Market Hypothesis: and the
eporting (Gee and Co., Great Britain, 1980) at 6 to 7.

Seligman Corp.
L. I atft ogy of
the Efüci 546 at
562; Langøroorg 'Theories, Assrrmptions, and Securities Regulation: Ma¡ket Efficiency
'Revisited' (1992) 140 University of Pennsylvania Law Review 851 at ftr 7.
This was essentially the position taken by Justices White and O'Connor in Basic Inc v Levinson
(1988) 48s U.S. 224.

; Cox, 'Institutional Ownership in a Changing
World: Is There a Need for a Segmented Ma¡ket?' paper presented at a conference "Corporate
Governance & Australian Competitiveness: The Role of krstitutional Investors" conducted by
the Business Council of Australia and the Australian Investment Managers Group on 1l
November 1993; for similar evidence from Canada see Daniels and Maclntosll 'Toward a
Distinctive Canadian Corporate Law Regime' (1991) 29 Osgoode Hall Law Joumal 863 at 877 to
879.
The originat noise theorist is Blacþ 'Noise' (1986) 41 The Journal of Finance 529.
Langwoort, 'Theories, Assumptions, and Secruities Regulation: Market EfFrciency Revisited'
(1992) 140 University of Pemrsylvania Law Review 851 at 866 to 872; Curminghar¡ From
Random Walks to Chaotic Crashes: The Linear Genealogy of the Efhcient Capital Markets
Hypothesis' (1994) 62 T\e George Washington Law Review 546 at 563 to 566f Shleifer and
Summers, 'The Noise Trader Approach to Finance' (1990) 4 J. Econ. Perspectives 19,
Langwoort, 'Theories, Assumptions, and Securities Regulation: Market Effrciency Revisited'
(1992) 140 University of Pennsylvania Law Review 851 at 858 to 861.
Above at 869; Cunningham, 'From Random Walks to Chaotic Crashes: The Linear Genealogy of
the Efücient Capital Ma¡kets Hypothesis' (1994) 62 The George Washington Law Review 546 at
565.
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7 Noise theorist have been seriously
the mid-1980's.618 and

of securities :
õúg*;.r :
changes. T

established that capital markets did not operate on a linear basis.624 From this and
other research the authors concluded that capital markets conformeã to chaos
theory.ezs They particularly
which defies any rational exp
They argued that the ECMII

ant information and act on it, but that
" deeper structural forces'r.627

Despite !h9se _ 
criticisms62s the weak and semi-strong forms of the ECMH, which

originated in the US, enjoys continued that countOjzs The
chief corporate._.regulatory Þody in ities and 'Èxchange
Commission, utilises the doctrine in formul and it has also beãn

6t7

618

619

620

621

622

623

624

625

626

627

628

629

630

ation: Market Efficiency Revisited'
at 852 and 868. Adherents to the

and to ultimately cancel each other out in
rs and the lvlarket for Corporate Control'

!-T^g_rygg$_'Theories, Assumptions, qrd S_ecurities Regulation: Ma¡ket Efficiency Revisited'
(1992) 140 University of Pennsylvania Law Review 851 ãt 866 to 868.
Cunningham, From Random Walks to Chaotic Crashes: The Linear Genealogy of the Efficient
capital Markets Hypothesis' (1994) 62 The Geo ge washington Law Review 5î6,
Above at 551 to 553.
Above at 553 to 558.
Above at 558 to 563.
Above at547 and,582.
Above at 571 to 581.
Above at 589 to 592.
Above at 593 to 594.
Above at 608. The authors do not identify these deeper stmctural forces, seeing its identification
as tta new chapter",
The andarethereforesubjare-j reality. See Langwõand Revisited' (I992)-r4o
Law

'1:'"("ïïfl*il".H"ffå ::lå:i
s4s 

^t54e 
to 550. see also Epstein *o ,H:?i:nä'ä#)t5?rY \î;:i,

Reports (JAI Press, Connecticut, tlSS¡ at 52 to 58.
of Virginia Law Review
W Linear Genealogy of
19 n Law Review 546 at
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explicitly endorsed by the US Suprems Qsurt.63r In Australia the ECMH also seems to
form the policy basis of several laws including the continuous disclosure rules632 and the
truncated prospectus requirements for corporations subject to the continuous disclosure
regime.633 These laws only make sense wi
To some extent this continued acceptance
hypothesis problem. Whether securities
being able to arrive at a correct price for the
being an objective asset-pricing model for
been developed. Therefore it is not possible to unambiguously say from empirical
evidence whether or not the market properly prices 

^rs1s.634
information. In particular it illuminates
information, particularly the flrnancial

a little later in this chapter. 
isticæed investors' I examine this issue

As slated above, the QCMIT still enjoys widespread acceptance. The ECMH is posited
on shareholders receiving relevant information concerning the value of their invesiments.

632

633

631

548. Both of these articles cite the integrated
infornation already in the public domain d
prospectus, as support for ECMH. But comp
Securities Regulation: Market Efficienry Rev
Review 851 at 873 to 889 who argues that reli
for integrated disclosure.
Basic Inc v Levinson (1988) 485 U ê. 224 where the US Supreme Court adopted the fraud on the
ma¡ket theory. The US Srpreme Court defined this theory, quoting ftom aþrevious case, in lhe
following terms:

n the hypothesis that, in an open and
company's stock is determined by the

chasers ;iT|"H #'#:,iii1äi;.H"ååHT
directly rely on the misstatements....The causal connection between the defendants'
ftaud and the plaintiffs'purchase of stock in such a case is no less sigrificant than in a
case of di¡ect reliance on misrçres ntations.

See also Gilson and Kraakmann, 'The Mechanisms of Market Efüciency' (1984) 70 Virginia
Law Review 549 at 550; Cunningham, 'From Random rùValks to Chaotic Crashes: The Linear
Genealogy of the Efücient Capital Ma¡kets Hypothesis' (1994) 62 The George Wastrington Law
Review 546 at 548; Langevoort, 'Theories, Assumptions, and Secu¡ities Regulation: Market
Efüciency Rwisited' (1992) 140 University of Pennsylvania Law Review 851 at 889 to 912.
LR 3.1 and CL sl00lA, discussed at chapter 10.2.
CL s102244. See Blair and Ramsay, 'Mandatory Corporate Disclosure Rules and Securities
Regulation' in Walker and Fisse (eds.\, Secarities Regulation in Australia and New Zealand
(O ord Universþ Press, Auckland, 1994) at 277 to 280. The ECMH has been explicitly
endorse Corporations Law in the following terms:

it essential that there be timely disclosure of relevant
cial position and proqpects of entities in which Australians

invest. It is essential to enable informed judgments on investment decisions, whether
made by individual Australians or by large institutional investors. ln every case the
principle is the same-disclosr:re of rel ¡ant information about an investment and access
to such information, either directly or through advisers, is necessary to ensure an
equitable and efhcient investrnent system.

eech for the Corporate Law
Corporate Disclosure Rules
egulation in Australia and

Fama, 'EfFrcient Capital Ma¡kets: II'(f991) 46 The Joumal of Finance 1575 at 1575 to 1576;
Cunningham, 'From Random Walks to Chaotic Crashes: The Linear Genealogy of the Efficient
Capital Markets Hypothesis' (1994) 62T}l,e George Washington Law Review 546 at 569.

634
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The hypothesis therefore strongly supports the view
must receive timely and relevant iniormation. T
shareholders receive all relevant information so
decisions.

Market Discipline

ital and takeover markets (and other
on directors and therefore hold them

However most attention focuses on the t
efficiently managed companies or comp
i¡1s¡ss1s636 will experience a net exodu

n the following terms:
on reflectin
erent in the
be with mo

the take-over becomes to those who
efficiently. And the potential r
revitalisation of a poorly run company can be enormous.638

There are limitations to, and criticisms of, this understanding of the takeovers market,
including:
' S.{. b.tlg .g$tt explanations- fg1-takegvers including the benefits of synergy, the

desire of bidders to empire build and exploitation-of temporary depressöns in
Price.63s These and other reasons for takeovers640 should not bè regárded as mutually

þt.$'Agency Cp.!s o{Free Cashllow, Corporate Finance, and Takeovers'(1986) 76 The
American Economic Review 323 at323 and,324.
po.da anf Off_rce¡, Corporate Corytrgl, Economic Eflìciency and Shareholder Justice (Centre for
Independent Studies, Australia 1986) at 2 to 3.

onûol'(1965) 73 J. Pol. Econ. 110 atll2 where
erlying the ma¡ket for corporate control is the
corporate managerial efücienry and the market

ontrol'(1965) 73 J. Pol. Econ. 110 at 113. See
e Control: A Critical Assessment of the Tender
Columbia Law Review 1145 at 1152 and 1163

who can more effectively use them.
Çg$qe, 'Regulating the Ma¡ket for Corporate Control: A Critical Assessment of the Tender
Offefs Role in Corporate Govemance' (1984) 84 Columbia Law Review ll45 at l166 to ll?3.
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¡

a

a

exclusive may accurately describe themotivatio I The inconclusive empirical
and other the justification for takeovers
being the nt supports this conclusion'642
takeovers occur within a limited range. Givpn the high costs.of a takeover, so long as
the cost of a relatively poor managerial performance is less than these costs there l¡vill
not be a takeover.6a3 Also companies whose
that the company is financially distressed are "
because no turnaround seems likely or because
companies makes them unattractive candidates for acquisilis¡rt'644
the frequency of takeovers fluctuates and therefore the reality of takeover and its
discþlinin_g effects also varies.6as A reading of recent annual reports of the
ASIC/ASC reveals the following number of takeovers in the past few yeãrs:

Year Number of Takeovers
1992t93 69
1993194 7s
1994/95 64
1995/96 96
1996/97 75
1997198 76

Even greater fluctuations are evident from previous years.6a6 The force of these
fluctuations is dampened when it is appreciated that the threat or risk of a takeover
itself operates to energise managers to greater efficiency;l+z
does not deal with one off defalcations by managers;6a8 and

640

64t

642

643

644

645

646

Lavarch Committee, Corporate Practices and the Rights of Shareholders (AGPS, Canberr¿
1991) at paragraphs 3.3.3 and 3.3.4. fenser¡ 'Agency Costs of Free Cash Flow, Corporate
Finance, and Takeovers' (1986) 76 The American Economic Review 323 at 323 and 324 argues
that bidders with free cash flow they refuse to pay to sha¡eholders undert¿ke sub-optimal
takeovers and such companies are also potential targets (because they are a cash box).
Coffee, 'Regulating the Ma¡ket for Corporate Control: A C¡itical Assessment of the Tender
Offeds Role in Corporate Governance' (1984) 84 Columbia Law Review lt45 at 1173.
Above at12O6 to 1215.
Above at 1200 to 1204; Manne, 'Mergers and the Market for Corporate Control' (1965) 73 J. Pol.
Econ. 110 atll7.
Coffee, Regulating the Market for Corporate Control: A Critical Assessment of the Tender
Offet's Role in Corporate Governance' (1984) 84 Columbia Law Review Il45 at 1204.
Ramsay, 'Corporate Govemance, Shareholder Litigation and the Prospects for a Statutory
Derivative Action' (1992) IJNSW Law Journal 149 at 154; Coffee, 'Regulating the Market for
Corporate Control: A Critical Assessment of the Tender Offe/s Role in Corporate Governance'
(1984) 84 Columbia Law Review 1145 at 1215; and Stapledon, Institutional Investors and
Corporate Governance (Clarendon Press, Offord, 1996) at 15 to 16.
Ramsay, 'Corporate Governance, Shareholder Litigation and the Prospects for a Statutory
Derivative Action' (1992\ IINSW Law Journal 149 at 154 where the following statistics appear:

Year Numberof Takeove$
1988 289
1989 179
1990 97
1991 86

Coffee, 'Regulating the Market for Corporate Control: A Critical Assessment of the Tender
Offefs Role in Corporate Govemance' (1984) 84 Columbia Law Review 1145 at 1192 to 1195
(which Coffee describes as "the general deterent effect of the hostile takeover").
Easterbrook and Fìschel, 'Corporate Control Transactions' (1982) 91 Yale Law Jou¡al 698 at
70I; Ramsay, 'Corporate Governance, Shareholder Litigation and the Proqpects for a Statutory
Derivative Action' (1992) UNSW Law Journal 149 at 155.
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' defensive tactics adopted by incumbent managers which stifle if not thwart
takeovers.64e

market clearly has a role in
limitations and criticisms it is
,l?gotditg them as the "onlY

The leg_itimate role of takeovers is recognis
of the eorporations Law. In particular-the
to make a rational decision based on relev
information requirements in chapter 6.est
investors and their need for pertinènt inform

In some senses the decision to launch a takeov sion, but on
? grand scale. A person decides to buy shares smáil stake
inlhe company. ihe takeover bidder wants at n control of
the company.652 Since the taditional justification for takeovers includes the removal of
inefficient management then inves-tnent decisions are linked *ittt rno"itoiìng
management. This link is tn¡e even in the absence of a takeover. If shareholders monitoi

nnance then they will want to take some
st action is to sell their shares. In fact it is

649

650

651

652

Ramsay, rCorporate Governance, Shareholder
Derivative Action' (1992) IINSW Law Journal I
Economic Eflìciency and Shareholder Justice (
at 3l to 33; Pound, 'The Effects of Anti-take

of Law and Ecol
gw that [anti-takeover] amendments inctease the bargaining
f a control bid, to the detriment of shareholder wealth. Thé

amendments appear to-reduce the frequency of takeover bids sigrificantly while not improving
the e:rpected value of sbaretrolder gaini in those takeover contesti that do óccur").
Ç!!son 'A Stn¡ch¡ral Approach to Corporations: The Case Against Defensive Tactics in Tender
Offers' (1981) 33 Stanford Law Review 819 at 8, I (quoted in-Coffee,
Corporate Control: A Critical Tender Offet's Rolê
(1984) 84 Columbia Law Revi See also Stapledon,
Corporate Governance (Clare 1996) at 14 who states that "contracta¡ians

on market forces- rporate control-as a means
manag^ement". Si al Investors and Corporate
'at 598 in Baums Institutional InvestoVs and

Corporate Governance (Walter de Gruyter, Berl
See chapter 8.3.

Ìidders lgally have_as a condition to their takeover that they obtain s}.lyo of the company's
shares. However effective control can be obtained at less tÍran SOX: see Dodd and dficêr,
Çor¿oratg Co4!ol, 

-Ec-onomic Eficiency and Shareholder Justice (Centre for IndependenÍ
Studies, Australia, 1986) at 4.
Buxbaum, 'The Internal Division of Powers in Corporate Governance' (1985) 73 CaliforniaLaw
Review 167l at 1672 states that the market for corporate control "is prèdicaied on the existence
of shareholder voting".
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Understandability

I foreshadowed earlier that the ECMH and the rise of institutional investors raises the
issue of the understandability of information. This is because the critical issue
concerning understandqbjlity of information is understandable to whom (ie identifying
audience). Institutional investors and also those who are potential takeover bidderí aré
professionals. . They have .the education and skills to understand sophisticated
information, the most sophisticated in the corporate context being the financial
statements.
information
to normal i
considering

As investors it is clear that institutional investors' superior professional skills enable them
to analyse information and set the market price of sh4res. It is the professional investors
who react quickly to new information and are the traders that underpin the ECMH. This
is also a reflection of the world we all live in. We all live in a world of high and
increasing complexity and sophistication where people can no longer be jack of all trades
but are forced into increasingly naûow spheres of expertise.6ss Translated into the
corporate context the decision to invest in shares has been professionalised.osc Arguably
the law should reflect this increased professionalism and not endeavour to force (if
possible?) sophisticated corporate information, particularly the financial statements, to be
understandable by the financially illiterate.6sT The reflects the reality that small investors
can only hope to be followers of the more sophisticated investor, and thus carried on the
tide of the larger market.658 Although they are not leaders of the market they nonetheless
participate in the market, the significance of which becomes apparent below.

,i DEL

6s4

655

656

657

Ramsay, Models of Corporate Regulation: Command and Control Versus Facilitation' paper
presented at the centenâry celebration conference of Salomon v Salomon, University of
Auckland, July 1997 (authoronfile) at 39.
For a general account of this see Mshima, On Hagakure: The Samurai Ethic and Modern Japan
@enguin, Great BritairU 1911) at27.
Clarþ 'The Four Stages of Capitalism: Reflections on Investment Management Treaties' (1981)

94 Harvard Law Review 561.
Keane, The El/ìcient Market Hypothesis: and the Implications for Financial Reporting (Gee and
Co., Great Britain, 1980). How€ver a conEary position was argued by Professor Baxt some 20
yeârs ago: see Baxt, The Rae Report - Quo Vadis? @uttenrofhs, Melboume, L974) at 174. He
argued that financial statements should be understandable by the average investor, not just the
sophisticated institutional investor. However Professor Baxt questioned whether unsophisticated
investors should be allowed to invest, or invest only at their rislc, if the law (or the accounting
profession) vyere not to insist on this degree of understandability. Baxt however conceded (at
175) that "in many situations investors will continue to spend their monies unthinkingly and
uncritically, hoping to make a fast dollar even though the information that is contained includes
information which they do not firlly comprehend". In my opinion given that since this was
written the ECMH has gained wideqpread acceptance and institutional investors have come to
predominate. Therefore in my opinion Professor Baxt's opinion is outdated (although his
concession may not be).
Cox, 'Institutional Ownership in a Changing World: Is There a Need for a Segmented Ma¡ket?'
pâperpresented at a conference 'Corporate Governance & Australian Competitiveness: The Role
Of Institutional Investors' conducted by the Business Council Of Austalia and the Australian
Investment Managers Group on ll November 1993; Ramsay, Models of Corporate Regulation:
Comrnand and Control Venus Facilitation' paper presented at the centenary celebration
conference of Salomon v Salomon, Univenity of Aucklan{ July 1997 (author on file) at 37.

LA'¡/ Ll!:iAir'i
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that all shareholders have an interest in

literature this is the problem of free riderÍ62
This argument however ignoresthe reality that the cheapest andiasiest iæpoìr. of small
shareholders who are d-issatisfied wittr- the performånce of their diiéãiois and the

of the takeover market,
but overall). Although
f the marÉet they #e

ence.

The arguments in th
understandable to sm
shareholders should
decisions based on th
providing understandable information enha

in a traditionally
investors arguably
n but because they

There is one general counter argument.
company to educate their shareholders so
information. Certainly in a political
government has a responsibility to prov

6s9 ors who have no interest in monitoring; see
Shareholdet's Role in Modern Ausúlian

voting shares).

{.-9 The_Eflicient Market-Hypothesis: and the Implications for Financial Reporting (Gee and
Co., Great Britain, 1980) at 24. 

-

Ramsay,-Models of Corporate R_egulation: Command and Control Versus Facilitation' paper
presented qt the centenary cele-b¡atio_n conference of Salomon v Salomon, Universiþ-of
Auckland, July 1997 (author on file) at 39.
Levmore, 'Monitors and Freeriders in Commer

f.ersonal-a¡rtogomy ig I tra$itignal j¡tslifrc$ion for freeedom of speech and the press, which is
discussed in chapter 5.4 under the sub-heading ',Role of the Mediañ.
H^enderson & Peirson, Issues In Financial Accounting (Longman Cheshire, Melbourne, 5th ed.,l-992) , 1997 Ausnalian S=hare Ownershíp Survey (ÁustraliariStock to 21 (although the average holding has iícrèased over
the pr 5 stocks).
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meaningfully participate in their representative form of government.665 I establish in
chapter 5 that there is a strong analogy between the governance of companies and a
democratic style of government. But it is only an analogy and I do not consider it should
extend to requiring companies to have an educative role. I hold this view since
compani s may invest in many companies. In
addition well extend to an accountancy degree
which re study, which is clearly inappropriate.

So there are arguments and counter arguments.. It ryy opinion the solution is a very
pragmatic one. Wherever possible, information should be understandable to the
unsophisticated investor. In most categories of information this should be achievable.
However it must be recognised that certain information, particularly the financial
statements, is by its nature complex and sophisticated. This information should be made
as simple as possible, but if it nonetheless is difficult to understand by the
unsophisticated investor then this lack of comprehengion simply can not be realisiically
avoided. This is of less concern given the consequences of the ECMH and the problem
of free rider.

Conclusion

The ECN&I has credibility and reinforces the view of shareholders as investors. Indeed
the ECMH is founded on needs of investors for information concerning the value of their
investments. The reality of the capital and takeover markets is also self-evident and
point to the need of shareholders and pote
these times. This need is recognised by
provided to investors in each of these situ
8.3). All such information should be as und
investors, but the above analysis has recog
complex information in the hands of
understanding of markets, with sophisticated ma¡ket participants necessarily taking the
lead, lessens the conce¡n with this otherwise unsatisfactory conclusion.

4.7 CONCLUSION

Shareholders have dual roles; they are both investors and comprehensive monitors.
Accordingly shareholders require relevant information in order to rationally and
effectively to acquit their roles. These two shareholder roles are both separate and
interdependent.

As investors, shareholders are almost exclusively concerned with the financial
performance of the company.666 Based on this view of shareholders their information
requirements would be satisfied principally by the fïnancial statements.

As monitors, shareholders are concerned with all the activities of the directors,
executives and the company, Monitoring certainly is concemed with the financial
performance of the company but also with broader matters, such as the performance of
the managers. The financial performance of the corirpany can be and is linked with the

665 Dyson and Lovelock (eds.), Education and Democracy @outledge and Kegan Paul, London,
1975); Peck, A llorld llaiting to be Born: Civility Rediscovered (Bantam Books, USA, 1993) at
4.

666 However see chapter 9 for arguments that shareholders as investors are concenred with broader
issues than just financial performance.
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whether shareholders receive information
on from a monist perspective, then

information about any voluntary altruis r should Ue ¿iscfãsJ¿.--'Æ; gí";;
modestly idealistic view of the compan holders as monitorr -. ittt.tõted itt
directors' compliance with laws which . F._.1 them þrimarily fiducirryãti;t *d1h;
corporation's compliance with laws which affect it.

From this broad framework I assess the in
should receive. Given that pertinent
shareholders should receive ìnformati

ropriate.6óe The prime concern is whether

information and report principally good n
information out of concern this may assist

Before looking at -the information shareholders. receive, the next chapter looks at the
corporation as a democracy and the lessons that can'be learned fròm it about our
understanding of the role of shareholders and others and in turn the type and qr"tny "finformation they should be entitled to.

667

668

669

670

671

672

In fact that performance may be perceived as good if sha¡eholders have never lnown different.
I explore this issue in chapter 7.3.
Ramsay,_'Models of CorporateR-egulation: Command and Control Versus Facilitation' paper
presented qt the centenary ce!$ratiog conference of Salomon v Salomon, Universifo^of
Auckland, July 1997 (authoi on file) at 4t to 46.
Above at 42.
See chapters 6.5 and 9.5.

-The Evolution of the Annual Report in Australia 1950-1990'
Law Teachers Conference, The Uìúversity of Melbourne Law
file).
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CHAPTER 5

SHAREHOLDING AS CITIZENSHIP

5.1 INTRODUCTION

Shareholding can be regarded ^ q class of citizenship. Citizenship is not a hollow
concept. It operates within a political tradition and culture and carries with it certain
responsibilities and rights, including legal rights and rights to information. It is of course
a democratic political tradition that is relev
experience on matters democratic which is
useful to consider the mechanisms utilis
government, the accountability of elected re
to know. The question then becomes how t
context.

It i th ompanies
is B nstituents
(sh es ns) who
the ionary po\¡/ers. Under this democratic style of
governance there is a clear difference between the select few who are reposed with power
and the more populous constituents for whom the representatives aie elected tb act.
Buxbaum has eloquently described this division of roles as follows:

The concept of shareholder participation in the governance of the publicly held
corporation presumes the need
organisation, whatever its mission,
members into an ongoing comm
democracies, worker-owned enterp
distinction between mass and cadre,
between the two.675

673

674

Bottomley, 'From Contactualism to Constitutionalism: A
(1997) 19 Sydney Law Review 277 al.278 considers that '
analytical basis for studying and reqponding to [issues of corporate governance]".

e stucû¡res
Aqpects of

Hopt (eds),
Institutional Investors and Corporate Governance (Walter de Gruyter, Berlin 1993) calls it the
"direct political analogy". Bottomley, 'From Contractualism to Constitutionalism: A Framework
for Corporate Governance' (1997) 19 Sydney Law Ri:view 217 at 296 thinks there is "no strict
analogy" althougb he regards the comparison as usefi¡l with democratic notions suitable to be

xt. See also Fraser, Reinventing Aristocracy:
vernance @artmoutl¡ England, 1998) who
aunching pad to argue in favour of imbuing

civic virtues into corporations and their participants.
Buxbaum, 'The Internal Division of Powers in Corporate Governance' (1985) 73 California Law
Review 167l at 1671.

675
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to their electorates. However as mentione

recent developments in the political context
cy. This maflrration has not flowed into the

corporate context. Therefore this chapter also explores whether shareholders as citizens
in the corporate democracy should have access to Similar mechanisms.

In corporatelarr,-commonly referred to as tlte se,paration of ownership and control; see Berle and
Means, The Modern Corporation and Private Pft erty (Macmillan, ñew york, tl+O¡.
Jones, sleeper* Yqly^t^ Technologt and the Fulure of ltork (oford universþ press,
Melbourne, 2nd ed, 1990) at 178 who states "Knowledge is power aàd access to infoniation ié
3nalo-g9u¡ to access-to polyerl'. See also the Senate StandinÈ Committee on Constitutional and
Legal Affairs, Freedom oflnformation (AGPS, canberra, l9l9) at [3.4] and [3.?] to t3.l4l.

the best policeman", Brandeis, Other Peoples
1914) at 92; Loss, 'Disclosure as Preventive

aly._The availability of accurate and timely
is fi¡ndamental to informed judgement by

In chapter 2.4 under the heading 'Credibility,.
Communication'in Campbell and Sadurski, Freedom of

åi.??htJ"ili¡J: "'also 
the quote fromthe Fitzgerard

Commonwealth of Australia v John Fairfatc & Son Mason J at 492to 493; Austmlian Law Reform Commission Council, Open
Government: A Review of the Federal Freedom GpS, Aistr.ilia,
1995) at 11 to 13.
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5.2 EOW COMPANIES ARE LIKE DEMOCRATIC GOVERNMENTS

The governance of Anglo-corporations are styled as mini-democracies.682 As
demonstrated in the previous chapter, shareholders vote for the election of their directors
and a broad range of other ¡n¿¡¡s¡s.683 These elections occur on a regular basis. The
usual position- is for one third of the incumbent directors (other thãn ttre managing
director) to retire each year, but they can immediately offer themselves for re-elect¡o[.0s7
Also directors are granted broad discretionary powers of manage¡¡s¡168s the exercise of

to review by directors are
the modern re age on a day
lders meeting one vote for

each issued share they hold.saa The company's constitution is the primary document
which governs the internal relationship b - ¡¡eên shareholders and théir direttors. This
document can be amended by shareholders but only by a special resolution.cse

of democratic governments we enjoy in

îrg vernment as a:n ex?mple, politicians are

no 
government then has broadly defined

electorate. Once again although Ministers h
it is departments st¿ffed by bureaucrats whic
the principle of responsible government
Parliament for the actions of the departments in their portfolio.6e+ Also the relationship

682 I.atham, 'The Body Politic of the Corporation' in Mason (ed), The Corporation in Modern
Society (Ilarvard University Press, C ùridge, 1960). Latham argues (at 220) that the
corporation exhibits the characteristics common to all bodies politic, namely:
(1) an authoritative allocation of principal frrnctions; (2) a symbolic system for the ratjfication of
collective decisions; (3) an operating system of command; (4) a system of rewards and
punishments; and (5) institutions for the enforcement of the common rules' .

See also Stokes, 'Company Law and Legal Theory' in Twining (ed.), Legal Theory and Common
Law @asil Blackwell, U.K., 1986) at 166 nd 180.683 Discussed in chapter 4.3.684 Table A, clauses 58 to 61; LR 14.4.685 CL s226A - replaceable rule; Table A, cI66.686 Chapter 7.4 under the heading Reasonable Decisions', also Easterbrook and Fischel, Tåe
Economic Structure of Corporate Law (Hanard University Press, USA, 1991) at 2. See also the
discussion of the exclusive management power cases in chapter 4.3 r¡nder the heading 'Role of
the Directors'.687 AWA Ltd v Daniels (1992> 7 ACSR 7 59 at 832-833; Hilmer, Strictty Boardroom (Ihe Business
Library, Sydney, 1994) at 26 to 31.688 CL s250E(1)(b) - replaceable rule; LR 6.9 - at least where a poll has been demanded.68e cL sl36(2).6eo The similarities are made by Bottomley, From Contractualism to Constitutionalism: A
Framework for Corporate Governance' (1997) 19 Sydney Law Review 277 at296 and, ftr 119.6er Commonwealth oJAustralia Constitution Act 1901 ss 13 and 28.6e2 Above s51, although in the case of the Federal Government these are tied to qpecific heads of
power.

693 Jones, Sleepers, l(ake! Technologt and the Future of ÍItork (Oford University Fress,
Melbourne, 2nd ed, 1990) at 174 to I77.6e4 de Smith, Constitutionat and Administrative Law (Pelican United Kingdom, 5th ed,, 1985) at
199 to 200. This is the way, in the political context, that the problem of entropy (see chapter
2.2) is tackled. For the way it should be tackled in corporate law see chapter 7.4 under the sub-
heading'Delegation-Monitoring the Deleg te'.
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between citizens and their elected representatives is governed by a written constitutionces
which can only be amended by a speõial majority voie of the .1jds¡s.erã

Clearly there is a strong analogy at this level between companies and governments.

important to consider the nature of the

minutiae orgovernment business '.20, At *. ffi"."å åF?il: "iffiÍ:1äï:tiäd3J#f,:in the processes of the sta1s.7o2 
- 

However
d complex societies.7o3 Nonetheless indirect

important.706 Consensus is simply more d

695

696

697

698

In Australia our constitutio¡r is- written; Commonweatth of Australia Constitution Act l9}l. A
vritten constitution also exists in the U.S.A. but not in the U.f.
Above s128.
Campbell, 'Rationales for Freedom of Communication' in Campbell and Sadurski, Freedom of
Communication @artmouth, England, 1994) at 37.

Gaz_ 
^e 

an4 Jones, Law, Liberp and australian Democraqt (Law Book Company, Sydney, 1990)
at 18 to 21.
Above at 18 to 19; and see footnote 3 to this chapter.
Campbell, 'Rationales for Freedom of Communi_cation' in Campbell and Sadurski, Freedom of
Communication @artmout\ England, 1994) at 38.
For an 

-exampte _g{ {lrectjemocracy.see the description of the meetings of the Thembu people in
Mandel4 Long llalk to Freedom (Little Brown &-Co, USA, 1994) at-lg to 19.
Gaze
at 18
Botto
(1997) 19 Sydney Law Review 277 at293 arrd,3

19e0)
acy in
this is

1987) at 4 to 5; Arblaster,
chapter 8; Cook and Morgan,

2.
Campbell, 'Rationales for Freedom of Communication' in Campbell and Sadurski, Freedom of
Communicatioz @artmouth, England, 1994) at 37 to 39.
Lucas, Democracy

The word its original
Greek sen Who lakes
if? is rMore or less everybody'.

699

700

701

702

703

704

705

706

707



must be recognised that consensus will not
will legitimately disagree.7o8 But the very p
important in itself. Under this model clea
passive recipient of information (and ticker
dialogue and the possibility for persuasion.
dialogue the electorate will need informatio
flow of information about the details of gov
opinion a consensus style of democracy
arena there is clear evidence of a more
later in this chapter, the media actively
interested market, there are lobby groups
allows public participation in decision maki
in such parti d as thei ever this
apathy does a model style of
democracy, . are effe Also in
my opinion a more participatory notion of democracy is appropriate for corporations for
the same reasons it is appropriate in the political context.Tr3 I acknowledge that to some
extent this represents a policy choice but it is the choice I make and will inform the
thesis.

109

5.3 INFORMATION f,'LOW FROM GOVtrRNMENTS

Nothing in the Federal Constitution obliges Parliament to report any information to the
electorate. So electors have no enforceable rights to information.Tl4 The position is not

708

709

See also Arblaster, Democraqt (Univenity of Minnesota Press, Mirureapolis, 1987) at 4.
}Jeld, Models of Democracy @olity Press, United Kingdom, 1987) at 198 argues that class
sigrrificantly impedes conseru;us.

Campbell, 'Rationales for Freedom of Communication' in Campbell and Sadurski, Freedom of
Communìcatioz @artmouth, England, 1994) at 38; Lucas, Democracy and Participation
@enguia GreatBritain,1976) at 10 who states that a "decision is taken democr¿tically if it is
reached by discussion, criticism and compromise". See also chapter 8 of Lucas where he
analyses participation. Bottomley, 'From Contractualism to Constitutionalism: A Framework for
Corporate Governance' (1997) 19 Sydney Law Review 277 at 304 to 307 regards a key element
of a democratic system to involve a deliberative prccess.

Campbell, 'Rationales for Freedom of Communication' in Campbell and Sadurski, Freedom of
Communication @artmoutl¡ England, 1994) at 38.
Others agree, see Bottomley, From Contr¿ctualism to Constitutionalism: A Framework for
Corporate Governance' (1997) 19 Sydney Law Review 277 at 302 to 304; Campbell, 'Rationales
for Freedom of Communication' in Campbell and Sadurski, Freedom of Communication
@artnouth, England" 1994) at 40.
Although in Ausüalia wery adult citizen is at least compelled to vote; Commonwealth Electoral
Act l9l8 (Cth), sections 101 and 93; Douglass v Ninnes (1976) 14 S.A.S.R. 377. This
compulsion is not the case h other countries, such as the U.S. See Mayo, An Introduction to
Democratic Theory (Oford University Press, New York, 1960) at l2I to 125.
Interestingly if this argument is accepted then one implication is that the need for dialogue
renders runifestly wrong those cases which deny shareholders the right to convene meeting of
themselves on the basis that what they propose to consider is beyond their powe4 see NRIvIA v
Parker (1986) 11 ACLR l; Queensland Press Ltd v Academy Instruments No 3 Pty Ltd and
Anor (1987) f l ACLR 4f9. These cases are also suspect if the political right to assembly is
appropriate for corporations; see Mayo, An Introduction to Democratic Theory (Oford
University Press, New York, 1960) at 142;' Gaze and Jones, Law, Liberty and Australian
Democracy (Law Book Company, Sydney, 1990) in chapter 4.

At this level the position may be sharply contrasted with companies where in subsequent
chapters I demonstrate a sigtrificant range of information that the law obliges directors to
provide to shareholders.

7to

7tl
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Second, there is an active opposition.

tors standing in opposition to the incumbent
contest for board positionsTlT or a faction
rity.zts These two situations remain a rare

self-interested opposing voice leads to a
on and evaluation of iirectors decisions
ates the need for other mechanisms in the

corporate_contgxt to serve a similar purpose as an active opposition, the most obvious of
which is the role of auditors (explored làter, particularly in^chapter 6.5).

Can market forces be equated with an active uct
and management markèts have long been the
behaviour of directors.Tle þu1 this would be the

the case of the capital and takeover markets
shareholders. It is difficult for shareholders

7t5

7t6

7r7

718

abour Traditio 9) at l0l; Mayo,
(Oford Univ 1960) at t47- to

n Theory and lbou¡ire, 3rd ed,

latþp,-Jne Body.Pol$c_of the_colpgr.atioll þ Mason (ed), The corporation in Modern
Socieþ (tlarvard University Press, Camb:ridge, 1960) at225.' "

(1987) 5 ACLC 725. See also
998; Gluyas, 'Shamrock Keeps
27.

The minority directors (including
the issue of shares pursuant to a
which had been approved by a

Eisenberg, 'The Sbr¡cture of Corporation Law' (1989) sq Coiltia Law Review 146l at 1488 to
1505. I have discussed the capitãl and takeover ma¡kets at chapter 4.6.

7t9
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the outstanding shares are widely dispersed because shareholders lack the cohesion,
sophistication and self-interest to be effective. Certainly there is the role of institutionai
investors but as noted above720 the bottom line remains
will or ability to consistently and proactively monitor
invest. Certainly for the purposes of my argument the
equivalent to an active opposition who are able to test the credibility and appropriateness
of the information prepared by those in power and offer viable alternatives.- 

-

Third, and in a similar vein to the last argument, there are fobby groups which operate in
the political arena. These self-interested groups actively lobby the government and
supporting bureaucracy in order to influence governm€nt policy.zzt Lobby groups try to
obtain information that is not generally available in order to more éfféctively 

-and

intelligently go about their business.722 Such groups are obtaining this
information particularly if they.are an estab e relatioñship
with the government. By this mechani channels oT
discourse,723 governments a¡e in touch with and influenced by the views of at least some
of their constituents. In the corporate context established lobbying mechanisms that
represent the interests of shareholders7z4 are only just beginning to emerge,725 However
corporate executives go on "road shov¡s" where they provide up to date information to
institutional and other significant i¡vss1s¡s.726 In these forums and by unilateral
ssrrlvç1727 these investors can make their views known and seek to influence management
policy. Indeed if they feel particularly strongly on a particular issue and hold the
required number of shares (5%) they can call a meeting of the company to consider the
matter or include a resolution at the next AGM.728 The empirical research concerning
this issue (mentioned above) supports the view that the activities of institutional investori
and their representative bodies are beginning to resemble political lobbying. Also care
must be taken in this type of situation to ensure the participants do not breach the insider

720

721
Chapter 4.5.
Galnoor, 'The Information Markeþlace' in Galnoor (ed), Government Secrecy In Democracies
(Harper & Row, New York, 1977); Maddox, Australian Democracy in Theory and Practice
(Longuan, Melbourne, 3rd e4 1996) at 4I2 to 4I7.
Above at 80 and following.
Such as discussion papers and other consultative procedures often adopted when a change of
policy is being considered
Unions are an established and effective lobby to protect the interests of employees. Green
groups are an organised lobby but they seem more effective at the govemment rather than the
corporate level.
The Ausüzlian Investrnent Managers Association was formed in the early 1990's to rqresent the
interests of institutional investors. There is also the Australian Shareholders Association which
purports to represent the interests of small investors. There is also some evidence from the US
of large investors lobbying management with altemative management proposals and policies;
see Pound, 'Beyond Takeovers: Politics Comes to Corporate Control' (1992-March/April)
Ha¡vard Business Review 83; Berenbeim, Company Relations with Institutional Investors (The
Conference Board, U.S.A., 1994).
Hill, 'Institutional Investors and Corporate Governance in Australia' in Baums, Br¡xbaum and
Hopt (eds), Institutional Investors and Corporate Governance (Walter de Gruyter, Berlin, 1993)
at 605.
See Tomasic and Bottomley, Directing the Top 500 (Allen and Unwin, New South Wales, 1993)
at 154. See also Blue, 'Directon Push for Investor Briefurgs' The Australian, 27 February 1996
at 59. During my time as a legal practitioner I certainly experienced instances of this type of
unilateral contact.
CL ss 249D, F, N & O.
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trading provisions.or are associates and by 
.reaso_r_r_ 

of the entitlement provisions of the
Corporations Law breach the takeover provisio¡s.zzr

Fourth, the Federal Parliament has voluntaril
its financial position on a monthly and an

ÞV ttrg Auditor General.T3r These rep
financial statements because the financiai
those of e. Ftaxation to a
sha¡ehol

bodies the flow of published information to

Six, the media plays a significant role in political life. Their role I examine in the next
part.

5.4 ROLE OF'THE MEDIA & FREEDOM OF POLITICAL COMMENT

any whether newspapers, magazines,oth are of their reporting of [oüticaif us the media that we arã info^rmed of
decisions. 

-Most -Australians would not pursue the
cribed.in the previous part of this chapter. Some with
formation published in iheir specialty areas but probably

The role of the media is so critical in th
described as the Fourth Estate (ie the fourth

ly implying into the Federal Constitution

Stapledon, Disincentiveg 
!o_ 

A¡ctivþg by Institutional Investors in Listed Australian Companies'
paperpresented at the 6th National coryorate Law Teachers conference 1996.
See the following do-cumer-rts w$c[qre publ year: issued
þy.4. Tr-easurer and Minister for Finance; _ ?ubli by the
Ministe-rforFinance; Aggregate Financial Sta y the ce and
the Auditor General.

A-C and 51. For improvements being implemented to the
t and for zuggested improvements to ihe Auditor-General's
Open Govemrnent: A Good Start, But...' (1997-July)

Australian Securities Commission Act 1989 (Cth) sl3S.
Graber, Mass Me fics (Congressional Qua¡terly Press, Washington, 1980)
qf t9; _Schulfz, Estàte: -Democracy), Accointability and "the'Mediâ
(Cambridge Univ 199S).
The High C-ourt {id this in a series of cases including Australian Capital Television v
Commonwealth (1992) 177 CLR L06, Theophanous v Herald and l\eekly Tiines Ltd (1994) lS2
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In the USA the framers of their constitution thought these freedoms were too
fundamental to be left to implication. The First Amendment to the USA Constirution
provides that "Congress shall make no law ... abridging or of the
press". The USA therefore has a rich and long history ms. It is
instructive to look at the various justifications given foi

ve traditional justifications for the twin freedoms of expression
is significant overlap between some of the different categories.

Individual S elf Realisation
ffiehighestan
powers to a complete and consistent
communicate ideas to the public at large,
This justification is linked more to free
press.

113

2. A Precondition to Personal Autonom

J

"overriding importance
his'outer' condition he

I

to
that a person be able to that whatever
not be intellectually or psychologically subjugated to another's \¡/ill.'r738 This
justification is closely linked to, if not a sub-set of, the previous one.

Attaining Truth
"[Freedom of speech and the press] promotes the free flow of information, open
and robust debate, a multiplicity of voices. These conditions are necessary in turn
for winnowing truth from error and for democracy 1q funolisn.t'73e

is the

CLR 211 culminating in
Corporation (1997) 145

,oili',?k'"""T,ffil",ä¿
fuialysis of Constitutional Law' (1998) 22 Melbourne University Law Review I at 2 to 3. Note
that in this paper Anderson argues that in the hands of powerfrrl corporations who in a pluralist
world wield sigrificant norrnative power, this implied freedom of speech is ãctually
undemocraticl735 Lichtenberg, Demouacy and the Mass Media (Cambridge University Press, USA, 1990). Others

other justifications, for example Campbell,
in Campbell and Sadu¡slsi, Freedom of

7 add the following justifications, nameþ "the

the intrinsic worth of the communicativ. .a.rilHä'the 
efhcient allocation of resou¡ces"'landl

736 Lichtenberg, Demouacy and the Mass Media (Cambridge University Press, USA, 1990) at page
I 12, quoting Wilhelm von Humboldt.737 Above atll2.738 Above at 108. I have also used this justification in considering the understandability of
corporate information: see chapters 4.5 and 4.6. See also Campbell, 'Rationales for Freedom of
Communication' in Campbell and Sadurski, Freedom of Communication (Dartmouth, England,
1994) at 33 to 37 who discusses both of these fi¡st two categories under his heading "self-
determination".73e Lichtenberg, Demouacy and the Mass Media (Cambridge University Press, USA, 1990) at 81.
Note that this v agree
with, howeve¡ who
believe lnowle llows
(also discussed in chapter 2.2). See Campbell, 'Rationales for Freedom of Communication' in
Campbell and Sadurski, Freedom of Communication @arlmouth, England, 1994) at 23 to 28
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4
reignty ... thg çilizfns in a democracy, as
or at least a lot of) information to make

fspeech ensures that opponents ofthego to_the pubh_c, and thui provide thevo The free flow of inforination andop ces is the best way to ensure that voters17r the candidates and about government
policies and public issues."74l

Watchdog
"A press that is free to publicise
watchdog function of protécting aga

"Watergate" being the watershed ex

The last three arguments are of the media
in democracies.T45 The fiv and political
dispositions. Commentators catioir; some

5

740

74t
Press, USA, 1990) at 91.
f the media is to support,
And American Politics

80) at 17. See also Campbell, 'Rationales for
and Sadu¡ski, Freedom of Communication

Lichtenberg, Demouacy and the Mass Media (Cambridge Universþ Press, USA, 1990) at 70.
Above at 110.

Fr".Itigh- Covrtin,Lange v Australian,Broadcasting Corporation (1997) 145 ALR 96 clearly
j¡tstified the implied freedom of qpeech by use of theiourtfi justification. Í\t 106 the members oî
the court stated "Freedom of communication on mattem of govemrnent and politics is an

overnment which the Constitution
the third or frffh justification. They dealt with
can not be taken as a denial of these other

st the need for information but also "opinions
the fifth justification.

742

743
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even argue that one of the categories is
of expression is a multi-faceted con
However in any given context the just
government regulation, either to support or
However it must be recognised that the fre
restrictions on it must be specially justifred
closely constrained. The need to restrict an
abuse" any exceptions by those who may h
speechrr.748

Of course these a¡e the theories, in practice the media has shortcomings and detractors.
The media have been accused of and criticised for agenda setting,Tae bias750 and even
spreading inherent propaganda.T5l Also an
accused by some of not winnowing truth
"confusion and resigned disinterest".752 Jn
are comprised of fallible human beings w
work with. The coverage of political affairs must necessarily be not as comprehensive as
it could be.753 Also the extent to which the media undertake the watchdog role fluctuates
over time , criticisms and shortcomings do not destroy the valuable
role of th at they should be treated with a modicum of scepticism
and a real of their limited scope.

All five justifications also support the case for media scrutiny of company directors and
managers. So how effectively do the media report and scrutinise corpoìate behaviour?

There is an established financial press in Australia. There is the Financial Review, a
daily newspaper with a national circulation, which is substantially devoted to business
and financial issues. Also all of the major nev/spapers such as the Australian, the Sydney
Morning Herald, the Age and the Advõrtiser have a business section. Aho ón teleíisioá
there are also some business style programs, usually on a
reporting provides a certain flow of information to shareholders.
array of listed public companies in Australia the coverage of
necessity be limited. Of course sometimes there will be considerable coverage of

746

747

748

749

750

75L

752

753

This is also the opinion of Campbell, Lationales for Freedom of Communication' in Campbell
and Sadurski, Freedom of Communication (Dartnout\ England,1994) at22.
This is the approach taken by the High Court in Lange v Australian Broadcasting Corporation
(1997) 145 ALR 96 atl07 to 108.

Above at2Bto 29.
Graber, Mass Media And American Politics (Congressional Quarterþ Press, WashingtorU 1980)
at4to5.
Above at 5. See also Western and Hughes, The lulass Media In Australia (University Of
Queensland Press, Queensland, 1983) at 59 to 83; Barry, The Rise and Rise of Kerry Packer
@antam, Australia, f 993) particularly in chapter 3.

Pilger, Hidden Agendas (Vintage, Great Britain, 1998) at Part MII þarticulafly at 524).
Graber, lVIass Media And American Politics (Congressional Quarterly Press, Washington, 1980)
at22.
Schultz, Reviving the Fourth Estate: Democracy, Accountability and the Media (Cambridge
University Press, Australia, 1998) at 4 and 235 speaks of the media operating in "a random
fashion" and being "a flawed watchdog".
Above at chapters 8 to l0 argues that investigative joumalism in Australia reached its highpoint
in the 1980's and has waned since the¡r.
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notorious corporate affairs, as occurred
coverage of the cause celebre does not make
as a semi-regular readei and viewer is that
criticism or investigative journalism.T5c
impressions and this-wouldbe a good area t

political context is to provide or report a
o that voters learn aboüt the qualifïcations
who their associates are.7s7 However the

S ry_gged above, shareholders enjoy a
criticalTss and therefore serves as a uséful

el{aqplg of the shallowness of media coverage of corporations. As I stated ãarlier there
simply is not an active opposition and as a
_s!mp!y report about the suitability of candid
bland information of the nomin-ee's busineth or
in and
th and

context.

that the media plays a
ere is a fair amount of
there is evidence that

ce of infbrmation.T6l However their role is

the
opi
the
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76t
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u;9';Jl,X'"f, ',f ü'.T*il"?
estigative journalism in the coçorate context are described in Fisse
t _of ̂Publicity on Corporate Olfènders (State Univenity of New york
260.

!_c\ultz,. Rgiving.the Fourth Estate: Demoøaqt, Accountabíliþ and the Media (Cambridge
University Press, Australia, 1998) at 201.
See chapter 4.3 under the heading 'Role of Sha¡eholders'.
See chapter 7.4 rmder the heading 'Loyalty,.
Stewart,. 'The_ King -Is Dead' (1993) 64 Charterer l0 notes how in some U.S. companies
nomination of new di¡ectors has passed to the CEO or a small nominating committee 'ot tfre
Board.
Corrfis, 'Attitudes to Arurual Rqports' in Cgurtis (ed), Communication Via Annual Reports
(Financial Management Research eentre, Armidale, if8Í¡.
filgel, Hidden Age-ndq (V.intage, Great Britain, 1998) at 539 to 542 who argues that the press
have been co-opted by business to present a pro-busine-ss world view.
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being reported on), investigative and critical role of the media. I address the implications
of my conclusions concerning the role of the media in the corporate context in the
conclusion to this chapter.

5.5 FREEDOMOX'INX'ORMATION

Description of FOI Legislation

In Australia" both at the Federal level763 and in various States,764 there is freedom of
enables any person to obtain access to a very

or for governments. In this part of the thesis ï
discuss whether such a disclosure regime is

The philosophy underlying FOI legislation is to:^ (1) ' imprové thõ qualiry-of decision makin! by removing unnecessary secrecy;
(2) inform people of government functions and decisions which affect them

and of the criteria which were applied in making those decisions;
(3) develop political democracy by giving more opportunities for public

participation in decision making; and
(4) give people access to the personal records kept by government to enable

them to correct any information which is untrue or misleading.zes

The scheme of the Commonwealth FOI Ãc{66 is that anyone,767 for a low to moderate
fee768 can apply to have access to the documents of the government and most government
departments and agencies.T6e However there aÍe a range of documents which are
exempted from disclosure. The issue of exemption is not straightforward because the
categories of exempt documents is linked to:. the issue of public interest, which applies in different ways to different types of

documents;r a system under the FOI Act of certification that a document is exempt ; and. the rights of review and appeal available under the Act.

Without looking at the detail of the pattern of exemptions, broadly speaking some of the
more important categories of exempt documents are:

763 Freedom of Information Act l9S2 (Clh).
764 Freedom of krformation Acts exist in Vic (1982), NSW (1939), ACT (1989), SA (f991), Qld

(1992) and WA (1ee2).
76s Harrison and Cossins, Documents, Dossiers and the Inside Dope (Allen & Unwin, NSW 2nd ed,

1993) derived from Attomey-General's Departmenl, 1982-/98i Annual Report of The Freedom
of Information lcf (AGPS, Canberra, 1983) at 2 to 3. See also the originaf justifications for the
federal FOI Act postulated by Senate Standing Committee on Constitutional and Legal Affairs,
Freedom of Information (AGPS, Canberr¿ 1919) at [3,3] to [3.5] which roughly corresponds to
those above.

766 From this point on references will be exclusively to the Commonwealth FOI Act, unless
otherwise indicated. There are differences in detail of the various Acts, but the pattern of
regulation is rougily the same.

767 Freedom of Inþrmation Act 1982 (Cth) sll refers to "every person" ,768 The charging structure is not straighforwa¡d but there are fees for requests for i¡fonnation and
hourly rates for handling those requests by relwant government department or agency. See
generally Ha¡rison & Cossins, Documents, Dossiers and the Inside Dope (Allen & Unwin,
NSW, 2nd ed, 1993) at 9 to 10.

76e Schedule 2 of the Freedom of Inþrmation Act 1982 (Cth) exempts certain agencies from the
operation of the FOI Act either completely or for some of their qpecified activities or for
particular documents.
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(t)

(2)

(3)

(4)
(s)

documents concerning the security, defence or international relations of the
Commonwealth or its relations with the States;zzo
documents the government received in confidénce from a foreign government,
Ttg1natlgllal organisation or a S!a!_e government or agency.Tzr -
cabinet'Tz and Executive councilzzrlo.,ments. unãer sóme of the state FoI
Acts documents in this category which are at least 10 years old touãttt.ii *.-pt
status;77+
documents concerning trade secrets and commercial-in-confidence;z7s ¿¡¿
"Internal Wo$t-ng Documentsrr.TT6 One Author has indicated that tttir rut.go.y
includes the following:
' records of adylge, opinions or recommendations given to or prepared by

an agency or Minister;
' records of discussions between Ministers or between Ministers and

departmental offi ci als ;. policy-making documents;. committee reports and recommendations;. draft reportS;. drafts of Cabinet submissions;. internal minutes;. referee and staffreports;. interdepartmental memoranda; and
' any other documents which discloses internal consultations or

deliberatio ns.777

Freedom of Inþrmation Act 1982 (Cth) s33(1)-334(1).
Above.
Above at s34.
Above at s35.

*":4pygîI7lgrma1;on Act 1982(vrc) s 28(2); Freedom of Inþrmation Act 1989 (NSw) sch l,
ch 1(2)(b); cf Freedom of Information Act l99L (SA) Sch i, ciause (1X2)O) - 30 years.'
Freedom of Inþrmation Act 1982 (Cth) s43.
Freedom oflnformation Act 1982 (Cth) s36.
Harri^son and Cossins, Documents, Dossiers and The Inside Dope (Allen & Unwin, NSW, 2nd
ed, 1993).

of investigative journalism; see Schultz,
lity and the Media (Cambridge University

FOI in Corporations?

FOI is seen in Australia as a valuable com
companies may be regarded as mini-democr

be applie
rincipally

chapter)
informati 

thg cõqpany or its managers. An FoI style
to investigate such matters. The regime woúld
receive periodically,
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phy whi
learly ar
quality

decisions taken and the criteria for those
participate in the making, or assess the qual
supports FOI in the political context conce
normally apply in the corporate context.
information on their shareholders and no
shareholders individually rather than as one of a class of shareholders. Nonetheless in
my opinion an FOI style of disclosure should apply to companies.

One potential argument against adapting
considered next) into corporations is the
unsuited to the private domain. This argume
the previous
public/private s

domain and ex
public and private is not persuasive unless there are convincing and substantive reasons
that continue to justify that line. Il -y opinion the close analogy between the political
and corporate democratic models obliterates that line.

The terms of the FOI regime would be the same as the existing system that operates in
the political context. The regime should b
requirement that shareholders oriln a certain
nuisance requests by busybodies who do n
However in my opinion the threshold shareh
perhaps be tied to the concept of a "market
Rules.780 If this share qualification had to be held over one year then this would lessen
the ability of people to act opportunistically and strategically. These shareholders should
be able to access the corporation's information for a small fee.

The next issue is what information should be made available to shareholders under an
FOI style regime and should there be any exemptions. The logical starting point should
be the same
FOI regime
senous con
information
I consider each these potential exemptions in turn.

A lot of commercial information of the company is highly confidential and should not
necessarily be subject to immediate disclosure under an FOI regime. Confidential
information, as discussed in chapters I and 3 should be exempt. As discussed there,
information loses its conflrdentiality over time. So directors should be allowed to refuse
disclosure whilst the matter is commercially sensitive but subject to a sunset provision of

779

780

Arguably others such as creditors, employees and even the general public should have access to
corporate information, but this issue is beyond the scope of this thesis.
The definitions in Listing Rule 19 provide, by croïs rderence to the business rules, that a
marketable parcel is $500 worth of securities based on ma¡ket prices. In my opinion a 5Yo of
voting share threshold, like that which entitles shareholders to
convene (CL s249Ð a general meeting, is too high (cf with the US
must owtr for at least one year 1olo or $1,000 in market value of sh
large public companies have on issue tens of millions of dollars worth of shares then if there
were a 5% threshold then only the biggest investors would have any right to utilise the proposed
FOI regime, which defeats its purpose.
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s.gm.e sort, say two. years. This would allow particularly sensitive material not to be
disclosed at the time it is most sensitive but allows- for eventual disclosure and
accountability, hopefully. during the term of offîce of the majority of thJ¿iiectors who
made the decision. This is cõnsistent with the FOI legislátion whictt ortl ã"ãtrptt
cabinet documents from disclosure for a set period of time.

ion for cabinet documents and involves the
mpanies ge !n a position analogous to
it is questionable whether there shõuld be

tifications for the exemption in the
at even if the analosv ii correct the

position of the that of Cabinet so-ihat a blanket
exemption is not irectors. Therefore I do not need to resolve
the fundamental abinet exemption (after all this is a thesis
about corporate i

4 4. analogy is appropriate then arguably the blanket exemption which protects from
disclosure all Cabinet_documents, should similarly apply to ail of the Boaid's decisions
and documentation. If this is correct then all of thêiriòútine decisions and consummated

y between the Board and Cabinet is correct

irectors are a unitary body consisting of all
of this becomes apparent in the disðussion

ors is analogous to Cabinet this does not

The standard justifïcation for the cabinet document exemption is that otherwise their
deliberations would be gravely i¡þiþi1gd.zst 1þ
the Victorian Parliament extensively examined
1989 report.782 The committee stated that the "r
the convention that members of Cabinet must
decisions and the actions taken to implement those dsçisisns".7s3 The committee sought
to.explain the convention of collective ministerial responsibility by reference to thiee
rules. They explained those rules as follows:

Firqt. there is the "confidence" rule. In short, this rule provides that a government
which loses the confidence of Parliament must either rèsign or adviseãissolution.
Secondly, there is the "unanimity" rule. This rule provides that if a Minister
cannot agree publicly with the decisions or actions of eabinet then he or she must
resign. Thirdly, there is the "confidentiatity" rule. This provides that the

781

782

783

Re lYaterþrd and Director-General of Health, AAT, No 83/14,2 Sept 1983 at 13 to 14.

lictoJia, Pq4iament, Le_gal and Constitutional Committee, I Report To Parliament Upon
Freedom Of Inþrmation In Victoria (Victorian Government Prinler, Ñlebourne, 1989).
Above at 69.
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deliberations and decisions of Cabinet must remain secret. Without such a rule,
Cabinet unanimity would be impossible to uphold.

Cabinet is designed to operate so there is ful
but behind closed doors. That is the time
opinions and seek to persuade their colleagu
be. This process of rigorous debate with
quality of the decision-making process.
Ministers must support and are collectively r
a stridently opposing view in Cabinet. If
meetings were disclosed then this would un
may lead Ministers to not be as open in the
like to be for fear of it later being used to u
would affect the quality of their decision making process.

It is important to contextualise this convention. The convention exists in a
democratically elected Parliament which is
Political parties are elected based on their
important in pursuing the policies that got th
is well aware of the adage of "divide and c
party the opposition will be able to destabili
may be able to succeed on a vote of no co
convention is not a matter of "constitutional necessity" but of "political survival".784

The convention of collective ministerial responsibility, and its resultant doctrine of
cabinet secrecy, operates at the expense of open government and the free flow of
information. This was poignantly reported by the Fitzgerald Inquiry into comrption in
Queensland conducted in the late 1980's which stated:

It is obvious, however, that confidentiality also provides a ready means by which
a Government can withhold information which it is reluctant to disclose...

The ultimate check on public administration is public opinion, which can only be
truly effective if there are structures and systems designed to ensure that it is
properly informed. A Government can use its control of Parliament and public
administration to manipulate, exploit, and misinform the community, or to hide
matters from it, Structures and systems designed for the purpose of keeping the
public informed must therefore be allowed to operate as intended.

Secrecy and propaganda are major impediments to accountability, which is a pre-
requisite for the proper functioning of the political process. 'Worse, they are the
hallmarks of a diversion of power from the Parliament.

Information is the lynch pin of the political process. Knowledge is, quite
literally, power. If the public is not informed, it cannot take part in the political
process with any real effect.785

Perhaps the whole Joh Bjelke-Peterson govemment, which the Fitzgerald Inquiry was
investigating, r¡/as infected with this style of govern'ment. Another particularly notable
example occurred in Federal politics in 1984. A document titled " The Strategic Basis of

784

785
Above at 70.

Quoted in Victoria, Parliament, Legal and Constitutional Committee, A Report To Parliament
Upon Freedom Of Inþrmation In Victoria (Victorian Government Printer, Melbourne, 1989) at
'71to 72.
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e Labour Government was leaked. This
atform on this issue. The leak caused the

If the ¡esult of Cabinet secrecyTs? is
than the one sold to the pubüô then
e more so in companies where leaks

compelling political need for unanimity.

If there was FOI style disclosure for companies shareholders would have access to the
documents that record boa¡d decisions and-the documents on which those ãecisiotts *eiã
based. Shareholders without more would

their elected directors. It is worth emp
companies this would not create the diver6i

lection. Such disclosures can only make the
directors more accountable to sharehol ers. Whether shareholders útilise this
information in the ways I have suggested is a diffïcult question- guiUãttrgiròvided with
the information at least enables thém to make rational dècisions if they arJso inclined.

expressed and reported or made available to
degenerated to chaos, to the other end of the

786

787

See the account of this atrair in Toohey and Wilkinso n, The Book of Leaks (Angus & Robertson,
Ausb¿lia, 1987).
Although non-disclosur- e of this document is better classified under the defence and security
exception since it is a fmal decision.
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the more reason for shareholders to be able to find out and, if appropriate, take action to
resolve the issue.788

However most collective decision-making bodies have a strong distaste about disclosure
of any hint of dissension amongst their ranks. This distaste is evident across a broad
range of nistrators of sporting bodies and
even fam dynasty). The common dynamic
seems to. insulation from criticism;. protection of collective self esteem;. concern over unsubstantiated criticism based on misinformation or motivated by

malice; and. perceptions of dissension and infighting implies that as a group they are unable to
deal with disagreement in a constructive manner and are therefore ineffective in their
role.

In the corporate context (at the least) the first two concerns are not sufficiently
significant to justify non-disclosure. Directors should not be insulated from criticism
because ofa screen ofnon-disclosure and their self-esteem is ofno concern in the face of
the strong justifications for disclosure. The third concern is legitimate but is a risk all
people face and can be countered by the directors disseminating more accurate
information. In my opinion this third reason also does not substantiate an exemption
from disclosure. Thê fourth concern is primarily concerned with perceptions'and
confidence. If there is dissension amongst directors which they are unable to
constructively resolve and shareholders become aware of it, then the probable
consequence is shareholders will lose confidence in the directors and question their
leadership. From the directors perspective they are obviously interested in ensuring that
this perception is not created as it may jeopardise their positions. If this perception is
unfounded then the directors concern is legitimate. But if this perception matches the
reality then any ongoing show of unity is merely a facade. A deceitful display of unity to
insulate directors from warranted criticisms and perhaps remedial action does not justify
an exemption from disclosure, especially from a disclosure rule designed to benefit
shareholders.

Another reason to reject the immunity is based on a criticism raised by the Victorian
Committee in the political context. The committee was of the view that the doctrine of
cabinet secrecy:

has served to aggregate power in the hands of the leader of the government. The
primacy accorded to the value of coordination and the means which leaders have
used to achieve it has been seen as transforming the convention from an
instrument of political survival into a means of prime ministerial control. It is
argued that the accretion of power at the centre of government has been at the
cost of effective accountability to both Pa¡liament and peopls.Tsr

The correlate of the Prime Minister in the company is the managing director. The
Cadbury Report on Corporate Governance stresses the importance of a properly

788 Although shareholders do not have power to unilaterally rwerse management decisions under
standard corporate constitutions (John Shaw & Sons (Salford) v Shaw (1935) 2 KB 113; NRll/U
v Parker (1986) f 1 ACLR 1) they could amend the articles to give them this power (CL
sl36(2)) or remove all or some of the directors from office; public companies CL s227;
proprietary companies CL s2268 (replaceable rule) and Table A cl 62.

78e Victoria, Parliamenq Legal and Constitutional Committee, A Report To Parliament Upon
Freedom Of Inþrmation In Victoria (Victorian Government Printer, Melboume, 1989) at 71.
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constituted board so that the company
Spectacular corporate collapses whére a
Clark with the State Bank-of South Au
Council,Trz stand as tombstones to this princi

For these reasons the board of directors should not be equated with cabinet in order tojustify an exemption from FoI style obligations applyingiä ro*p*iàr.

5.6 ADMIIVSTRATIVE LAW - REASONS FOR DECISIONS

The common law do.es not^impose-on administrators a general obligation to provide
reasons for their decisions.Te3 At the Federal level this losition has" effectivefy been
reversed. Generally speaking any person who is unhappy wìth an a¿ministtative décision
which affects them can take-actión which forces thð-ðådirioo -rËõ;ä;ide a wrinen
statement setting out the material factual issues, the evidence and inlformation which
supports those facts and the reasons for the ultimate decision.Tea Certain decisions are
gxellpt, with the exemptions being simi ion.7e5 Thejustification^for the right to be given reas affected can
assess the fairness or corectness of th - 

upp.ul iñé
decision.Tee It is important to bear in mind tl sions. Such
decisions are about an individual or directly affect the individual in a manner
substantially different from the public at large.ist In this context there are clear and
strong reasons to
makers to provid
supports freedom
been taken which
is about the person as an individual and may directly be about their autonofty.Tes

790

79t

792

793

794

795

796

797
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Cadbury Committee, The Financial Aspects of Corporate Governance (Gee, Great BritairL
ree2).

:,T{.;#íi:i
The facts of which are briefly erplained tn Friedrich v Herald and ll/eekly ?izes [1990J VR
995.
Public Service Board of New -S91tth Wqle¿ v Osmond (1986) 63 ALR 559; Allars, Australian
Administrative Lqw: Caies and lulaterials (Butterworths,'Sydnêy, 1997) at zl's to lä. - -

Adm.inß.tratiu-141P:qF Tribunal Act 1975 (Cth) s28(1): Administrative Decisìons (Judicial
Review) Act 1977 (Cth) ss l3A and 14.

ldm.inis.trgtiu-14_PPgql! Tribunal Act 1975 (Cth) s2S(2); Administrative Decisions (Judicial
Review) Act 19'77 (Cth) ss l3A and 14.
Burns v Australian Nati3na! .Un!u^ep!U _Q!!l) _40 ALR 707 at 715; Ansett Transport Industries
(Operations) Pþ Ltd v lI/raith (1983) 48'ALR 500 at SO1.
See the nrles for when th_e- court will imply a requirement for natural justice discuss ed in Kioa v
lYest (1985) 159 CLR 550 per Mason Jãf Sg+ añd Brennan J at 619.
As inKioa v llest which was a deportation case.



A fuither argument which supports the requirement to provide reasons is that if decision-
makers are forced Ig give the. reasons for their decisions then this should improve the
quality of their decisions. As Allars states in her textbook:

It is with the support of anecdotal evidenceand at such duties do encourage decision-
mak ch are not arbitrary.Tee

The simple reasoning behind this is if to
explain the rationale of their decisions, 1 the
decision. A more cynical approach sug the
decision they want to and then justify it
This type of decision-making no doubt oc
type of rule could successfully prevent thi
prevents the arbitrary decision being taken
and, if possible, challenged. Others may
decision-maker not to be persuasive.

So can these principles apply to corporations?

Usually the,naflre of a director's decision is different from that of a public servant. The
decisions of directors will not directly affect the shareholder as an individual but rather as
one of a class, namely shareholders. There is not the same immediate, direct affect on

subject of the decision, which supports the need
in the administrative context. However in my
ment for reasons for decisions being given by

On9 9f the primary justiflrcations for giving reasons is so that persons affected by the
decision can assess its fairness and corre ;tness and therefore how well the decision-
maker is performing their job and to decide whether to challenge the decision. The
imposition of an obligation to provide rear¡ons for decisions is another structural
mechanism which endeavours to ensure decision-makers are accountable to those
affected by their decisions. As it is a mechanism of accountability it is difficult to see
why it should not apply to directors exercising discretionary decision-making powers.
Although normally shareholders cannot appeal a directors decision in a court of law,800
they have self help remedies such as removing the directors from office or amending the
constitution so that they have the power to override a directors decision. These are
pov/ers that a citizen disgruntled with an administrator's decision would be envious of.
In my opinion shareholders should have the right to the reasons which actuated directors
to take a decision. I develop this notion furttrer later in the thesis where I analyse the
potential information available under the duty of care.80r

5.7 CONCLUSION

In the political arena there are no constitutional rules binding the government of the day
to disclose information to the electorate. In some senses this is not so surprising given
that they hold sovereign power in a nation state. However in contrast our notions of
democracy have evolved. As citizens in a participatory style of democracy we have

125

799 Allars, Introduction to Australian Administrative Law @utterworths, Austalia, 1990) at 133.800 As mentioned ea¡lier in this chapter at 5.2. See also the analysis of the exclusive management
power cases at chapter 4.3.801 See chapter 7.4 rurder the heading 'Care'.
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disclosures from or under the authorisation/c

pulposes of this thesis is that shareholders as citizens need comprehensive information
concerning the corporation in order to properly acquit themselves in this iolã.

Besides the bare disclosure of information
which help to fashion a workable deptr
not just a flow of information to thie

itical life.

Ilt thg cg-ryoryte context the. dynamic is not the same. Certainly directors are elected by
shareholders but on a rotational basis.so4 Normally the entire-slate of directors do not

does not normally occur in
rally absent in the corporate
but their coverage iì not

Therefore there is not the
ability and a flow of information to
s conclusion.

First, it is ¡ot surprising to see a range
disclose information to sha¡eholders. As
disclosure rules are statute based. This seem
artificial creature of statute themselves. Th
for designing accountability rules for its cr
relatively minor role in this area.805

802

803

804

9:gj.ot example- 
-the exceptions to disclosu¡e under the Freedom of Inþrmation Act I9B2

(C/Wt).at ss33 to 36 discussed above.
Freedo.m^of Inþrmallgylct_I.9q? çM)., Fre,edom of Information Acts also eúst in Vic (1982),
NSW (1989), ACT (1989), SA (1991), Qld (1992) and WA (t992).
See c-hapter 4.3 under the heading 'Role of Sh
are elected on a rotational basis, with one half

s the government of the
the political context, as

The two most notable areas where is insisting on
info.rmation that goes to shareholders 4) and attoiviog
applications to court for inqpection o . 

- 
Although thõ

805
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The second inference is that in the absence
coverage other structural mechanisms nee
scrutiny of company sourced information
independent scrutiny the real risk is direct
information about their own performance, p

equate to an active opposition or effective
as been r_ecognised by Parliament in the key
that the financial statements of the company
before that information is releaseã tó

shareholders. The requirement for an audit of financial statements is so well entrenched
it is easy to lose sight of the its
cost. In this thesis I will cr is
appropriate for other types in
tandem with this inquiry is ch
audits justify their cost. Put at its most basic level the issue is whether shareholders are
willing to pay for these audits. It is not quite that simple because the need for an audit
may be so acute and concerning such important issues of corporate behaviour affecting
people other than just shareholders that public policy requires such an audit. The most
obvious example of this is information concerning the environmental and other social
impacts the company has in the community (which I examine in chapter 9).

Finally in this chapter I examined the FOI regime and the requirement for reasons for
decisions in administrative law. Both
mechanisms designed to ensure the account
by ensuring certain types of information is
Both of these measures have been adopted i
as a (necessary) adjunct to a democratic sys
citizens, they are important legal rights that
modern democracy. Modelling the governa
predates by a significant period the advent of FOI disclosure regimes and the requirement
that administrators provide reaÉ¡ons for their decisions. Therefore it is not surprising that
they are generally absent from corporations. In my opinion these public law iegimes are
equally appropriate to be adapted and applied in the corporate context and their inclusion
is now overdue: That is, shareholders as citizens in a corporate democracy require
equivalent legal rights if they a¡e to enjoy open govemment in order to bolster the
accountability of their elected representatives. I apply the principles of freedom of
information to suggest improvements to the weaker right of shareholders to court assisted
access to information in chapter 10.3. I utilise the reasons for decisions doctrine in
chapter 7 .4 in arguing for increased disclosures under the duty of care.

The conception of shareholders ar¡ corporate citizens, with concomitant rights to
information, reinforces the implication arising from information not being property.
That implication is that corporations do not have exclusive rights to their information and
certainly are not entitled to restrict access to corporate information by shareholders. That
is shareholders should have rights to all corporate information, subject only to trade
secrets and other forms of commercial-in-confidence information. This conclusion is the
foundation for my call for increased disclosure of "non-financial" style information made
in chapters 7,8 and9.

latter general law position has now all but been superseded by a superior statutory right of
inspection set out n CL s247 A.
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5.8 SUMMARY OF MODEL DEVELOPED: SHAREHOLDERS AS
MONITORS, INVESTORS AND CITIZENS

So far in this thesis the analysig þs tr d material. It is
fppropriate after all of this analysis tg and eiptáin t o*it applies in the subsequent chapers de

he thread to the whole analvsis is that
but inter-related þovernancá roles and
the segregation of roles and functions. Communication was defîned as the

shareholders and therefore what information directors should communicate to them.
shareholders, the role and functions of

flowing from this designation.

ors and citizens is used in subsequent

ntly receive is justiflrable;
improvements to existing

useful to their needs. 
areholders currently receive is suited and

The first purpose is
receive is justifiable.
legitimately directed
investors or citizens.

rmation. A separate section
address the justification for
made therein. Whether the

are justifiable is also analysed using the
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therefore it can not be successfully argued that information can be withheld from
shareholders because it is exclusively owned by the company. It is also supported by the
"spreadability" characteristic of information and the "public good" notion of information.
Shareholders ¿u¡ citizens constitute the public in eral
arguments that disclosure of information is in the pub rate
context to justify disclosure of information in the inte

Third, the model is used to determine wh
receive is suited and useful to their needs.
quality criteria developed in chapter 2
completeness), credibility, relevance, co
timeliness, cost and confidentiality. In eac
measured against these quality criteria to determine the suitability and utility of the
information provided to shareholders in thei'capacþ as monitors, investors and citizens.
In particular the criteria of relevance addresses the issue of suitability and the other
critèria address the utility of the information.
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CHAPTER 6

FINANCIAL INFORMATION NEEDS OF SHAREHOLDERS

6.1 INTRODUCTION

In the first five chapters I developed a model from which to examine the information
needs of shareholders. I examineã information and the communicatión proó".r from a
y;a!et1 of.. discìplines, including .law. This led to deconstrutìrf tf,ã Eñi;g
characteristics of shareholders in order to analyse their information needõ. Shareholderi
have needs as monitors, investors and as citi
the need to ensure the quality of i
Analysis of the analogy io ttie poli
weakness, of structural mechaniims
(notably absence of an active opposition ar
mechanisms are necessary to shore up the q
notions of who shareholders are anä theii concomitant information needs and these
elality criteria as the model from which to analyse the information shaietrotders do or
should receive, starting with financial information in this chapter.

reporting re
concernmg
information

Financial information is not hermeneuticall
information on topics dealt with in
information. Also it should be no
other means, for example pursuant to
prospectus is issued. These other means
chapters.

806 Principles Governing an Audit of a Financiat
an audit "provides reasonable assr¡rance as to
from material misstatement"', Re London and

95-91 All ER 953 at 956; Tomasic, Jackson and
and.Process @utterworths, Sydney, 3rd ed,

Hey-Cunninglnm, Financial Statements Demystified (Allen & Unwin, Sydney, 2nd ed, 1998) at
1.

807
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6.2 JUSTTFTCATTON F'oR DrsclosuRE of,' F'TNANCTAL rI\¡FoRt\,rATroN

Providing frnancial information to shareholders is principally and clearly justified in their
role as investors and also as monitors.8o8

Shareholders invest in public listed compani
prosper and in turn increase their oïvn w
company either in the form of a dividend o
which should be reflected in the trading p
capital gains or losses).80r Wealth gener
companies.slo Therefore shareholders as in
in receiving timely, quality information ab
company. Indeed the primary purpose o
financial information to users of them,stt
shareholders. Shareholders can thereby
particular time and its performance ovär
shareholders use financial information
withdraw their investment their investment (buy more shares)ttz ot
hold their investment. Thi efficient markets hypothesis discuised in
chapter 4.6,813 Little argu at it has been the intent of Pa¡liaments that
investment decisions be protecled and that fïnancial statements are prepared not just for
the benefit of existing shareholders but also for potential r¡u'"¡o1¿.tr.tt4

The was discussed in chapter 4. The separateinve d monitoring ("accountability") roles are
reco
Anderson, 'The Usefulness of fumual Reports' in Courtis (ed), Communication VÍa Annual
Reports (Financial Management Research Centre, Armidale, 1981) 61 at 63 states that as
"mâ¡ket prices are available for shares listed on the Stock Exchange of Melbourne, the major
requirement of investors would be information to assist in the prediction of futr¡¡e dividends".
Also at 65 Anderson reports the results of a sha¡eholder survey which led him to conclude that
"an equal combination of dividend income and capital gains was considered the most important
objective...The ûext most important objective was that of long-term capital gains. Dividend
income by itself was considered almost as important as long tenn capital gains whilst the
objective of strort tenn capital gains was considered relatively unimportant". This survey was of
individual investors only (at 64).
This conception of the company is described in Clark, Corporate Lat+, (Litlle Brown & Co, New
Yorh 1986) which I have discussed at chapter 4.4.
Statement of Accounting Concept 2 'Objective of General Purpose Financial Reporting' ("SAC
2") at paragraph ll; Ford, Austin and Ramsay, Ford's Principles of Corporations Law
@uttenvorths, Sydney, 91h ed., 1999) at [10.010]; McQueen, 'The Corporate Image-The
Evolution of the Annual Report in Austalia 1950-1990' @aper delivered at tlle Corpotate Law
Teachers Conference, The Universþ of Melbourne Law School, February 1997, author on file)
al 10 and 16; Epstein and PavA The Shareholderts Use of Corporate Annual Reports (JAI Press,
Connecticut 1993) at 3 and chapter2.
Or in the case ofpotential sha¡eholders, buy an initial parcel of shares.
There is evidence that an audit report has little effect on investor decisions and attitudes; see
Estes, The Auditors Report and Investor Behaviour (Lexington Books, U.S.A., 1982) at 87. One
explanation of this is that investors have already incorporated the information contained in the
audit report and the financial statements into the sharc price and unless the audit report contains
a surprise (which is rare) then the audit report is old news (at 9f).
Little, 'The Policy Underþing Financial Disclosure by Corporations and its Effect upon Legal
Liability'(
statements
possibly al
this: see D
ACLC 351. The interests of these people is generally beyond the scope of this thesis.

810

8lt

812

813

814
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Of course the directors and executives may
but for a variety of extraneous reasons the 

-c

indicato¡ of management performance, alt
conclusive.

Shareholders as citizens do not have any claim to financial information different to the
claim from their perspective as investors-and monitors.

6.3 F'INANCIAL REPORT

Accounting Records

In order lq pry-pry9 financial statements the company must keep adequate accounting
records. CL s286(l) provides:

A company...must keep written fina¡cial records that:

8r5

816

8r7

Blqir and Ramsay, 'Mandatory C
and-$sse (eds.), .Secnrities Regu
Auckland, 1994) at269 to 27õ.
Plc v Diclonan [199012 WLR 358, discussed be
(Whom['.

Ttti, ir a,growing ¡.!.trt qn þgr_easingly globalised economy; see wriston, 'The state of
Amencan Management' (1990) 68 Harva¡d BusÍr ess Review 7g at Sl.

Street
tivism'
Versus
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(a) correctly record.and explain its transactions and financial position and
performance; and

(b) would errable true and fair financial statements to be prepared and audited.

The obligation to keep proper accounting records is cast upon the company. However
given this important function is a management function-it therefore-is ihe ultimate
responsibility of directors.sls Directors usually delegate this function to the executives.
In the normal course of events this is- approp{ate_ as directors are entitled to rely on
management unless directors "knov/ of facts, or by the exercise of reasonable care shbuld
have known, any facts which would awaken suspicion" which indicates that reliance on
the executives is unreasonable.sle However
Corporations Law the directors Ílre potential
reasonable steps to ensure the company com
concerning the financial statements, inc
Besides this civil penalty liability, there i
company failed to keep adequate financial records.s2l In turn this may lead to directors
being personally liable for debts incurred by the company whilst it was insolvent.822

Also the auditors must form an opinion about and report whether sufficient fìnancial
records have been maintained to enable a financial report to be prepared and audited.823
This check goes a long way to ensure proper accounting records a¡e maintained.

Content of Financial Report

The Corporations Law obliges all disclosing entities, public companies, large proprietary
companies and registered schemes, to prep¿Ìre a financial report each fïnancizl year.tza
Small proprietary companies have to prepare financial reports only if directed by 5Yo of
its shareholders or by the ASIC.825

The financial report comprises the financial statements, the notes to the financial
statements and the attached directors' declaration.s26 The financial statements comprise:. a balance sheet as at the end of the year;. a profit and loss statement for the financial year; and. a statement of cash flows for the year.ezz

These different documents show different financial i¡1f6¡¡¡¿1isn.az8 The balance sheet
shows, as at the a certain date, the assets and liabilities of the corporation and a net

818 Ickeringill, 'Statutory Responsibilities of Directors and Auditors In Relation To Company
Accounts (including a consideration of approve.d accounting standards)' (1988) 6 C&SLJ 3 at24.

8re Daniels v Anderson (1995) f 3 ACLC 614 at663 to 664. I discuss this issue in chapter 7.4.
820 CL s344 & 13l7DA.82t CL s5S8E(4).E22 CL s588G to 5882. The combined effect of ss 588E(4) and 5s8G to Z overcomes an old

problem of incompetent or deceitfirl di¡ectors not maintaining adequate accounting records and
therefore it was impossible to prove liability to the requisite standard under the insolvent trading
provisions; see Internatíonal Business Strategies Pty Ltd v Lucas (1995) 17 ACSR 269.

CL s307(c), s308(3)@) and s311.
CL s292.
CL ss 292(2), 293 and, 294.
CL s295(1) and (3).
CL s295(2'1.

See generally Hey-Cunningþam, Financial Statements Demystified (I+llen & Unwin, Sydney,
2nd ed, 1998) at chapter2.

823

824

825

826

827

828
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appeils directly in the fïnancial statements
that appears in notes to the fînancial statem
appears in the financial statements. In othe
be disclosed, such ¿u¡ directors and
disclosu'es.83o Many of these additional di
discussed in subsequent chapters.

The touchstone for information being included in the financial statements or the notes is
materiality.s3r Inf:ormation is materiãl if:

ement or non-disc ct:
the allocation o the

accountability by the

In determining materiality the nature and be considered but
Ugqall.V a quantitatjve threshold is establish is not required.eir
This threshold will yaryggording to the fin the corpoiation;er+
what is immaterial for BHP may 6e material

The C_orporations Law regulates the content of these financial statements. There are two
specific requirements. The financial statements must be made out in accordance with the
Accounting Standardss3s and so as to give a true and fair vie\¡/.836 The flrnancial

829

830

831

832

The requirement for cash flow statements is rela$vgly recent and there is general zupport for
ash flow statements is to establish whèiher the

Entities: Some Further Evidence' (1997) 29
The Shareholder's (Jse ofCorporate Annual

AASB 1017 !.elated Party Disclosu¡es' discussed in chapter 7.4.
See AASB l03l 'Materi¿tfl 

^- 
¿ AUS iO_q TMateriality'; Quantum Performance Pty Ltd vl!or!!r-{!A Ztd unreported judgement of Hunter J, Sqfrém-e Cou¡t of Ñew South lùfales, 24

April 1997.

characteristic of financial information. A

not disclosed sçarately witho
about the allocation of sca¡ce
the rendering of accountability
Above at 4.1.3 and 4.1.6.
Above at4.1.4.
CL s296.
CL s297.

833

834

835

836
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Schedule 5 to the regulations. Schedule 5
n in the financial statements and provided a

standard format for both the profit and loss statement and the balance shss1.a3e Schedule
5 has now effectively been replaced (with modifications) by AASB 1034 'Information to
be Disclosed in Financial Reports' (discussed further below).tro

wish to
a range
of busin

ü.'äi
a group this is totally appropriate. Howeve
statements accurately sets out the group
consolidated financial statements (and the
as for an individual company operating on
analysis-lhat follows is expressed in terms of a single company's reporting obligations butit e(ually applies to a group of companies and conôoliáated' frnan-cial statements.

ating_financial information creates the problem of not being able to
the financial performance of the component parts. This is addressed
ng, discussed in chapter 8.2.

Accounting Standards

First, the financial statements must be made out in accordance with the approved
Accounting Standards.842 The Australian Accounting Standards Board "AASB",
previously called Australian Accounting Review Board, which is constituted pursuant to
legislative fiat promulgates the Accounting Standards.e43 These Accounting Standards

837

838

&¡9

CL s296(2); CL Regulation 2M.3.01 (previously 3.6.02(2)).
CL Regulation 2M.3.01.
The appendices to AASB 1026 provide examples of statement of cash flows but these examples
are not prescriptive.
Wagner, 'Schedule 5 Is Out' (1997-April) Australian Accountant 56.
CL s295(2)(d) and AASB 1024 'Coruolidated Acco¡mts'.
CL s296(l). In addition to complying with the Accounting Standards the company must in the
annual re,port describe all the material accounting policies which have bèen used in the
pre,paration of the financial statements: AASB 1001 'Accounting Policies'; disclosure must also
be mqde of any changes in accounting policies since the last rqrort: see Appendix 48 (at 13) of
the Listing Rules.
CL s334(1) and, s225 of the Australian Securities Commission lcl 1989 (Cth). For a fi¡ller
description of how accounting standards a¡e made see Parker, Peirson & Ramsay, 'Australian
Accounting Standards & the Law' (1987) 5 C & SLJ 231. The Corporate Law Economic Reþrm
Program Bill 1998 (Cth) proposes to change the regulatory framework in place for the
formulation of the Accounting Standards. The main changes are to:
' establish a Financial Reporting Council to supewise the Australian Accounting Standards

Board (s225):. e:çlicitly state a purposive interpretation of the standards (s228), including providing what
the general objects of the standards are (s224). These objects include developing
accounting standa¡ds that require the p'ovision of financial information that is relevant,
reliable, comparable and understandable (s224(a)(iv) (v) & (vi));. attempt to harrronise the Australian standards with international standa¡ds (s233 &
22s(2)(f)); nd

840

841

842

843
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have the force of law.8s In addition the
Statements of Accounting Concepts ("SAC's
for the Accounting Standards. 

- 
Hòwever

financial statements is not "mandatory" but s

åccounting Standards are designed to provide standardised rules for the preparation of
finanoial statements. If standãrd rules- are_in place then there will Ue rririfõrmitt *d
lt_"t19. comparabiltty in the information beifg provided in financial ,61"*.n6.e:o
Uniformity !n botþ the sense that users will unð'er''stand the basis on which i f*ti*tutcompany's financial statements have been prepared and also will be able tó make a
meaningful comparison revious financial statementss5l and
with.other companies' cial statements. The Accounting
Standards role is to degree of diversity in financia'i

844

845

846

847

848

849

850

' mandatin8 þt þdo1e-making or formulating an accounting standard a cost/benefit analysis
must be undertaken (s231).

lAncina{V b with. But see atsoLorporarrons_ Nature of Approved
Accounting S for the Evaluãiion of
Proposed Approved Accounting Standards' at p
Australian Profession Statement I 'Conformity with Accounting Standards and UIG Consensus
Views'atparagraph 21.
Cha¡terofthe Urgent Issues Group atparagraph 7.
Australian Profession Statement 1 'Conformity with Accounting Standards and LIIG Consensus
Views' at paragraphs 10 to 14.
For example s_e_e th9 constih¡tion of the Australian Society of Certifìed Practising Accoutrtants at
clauses 26 to 33 and their By-Laws at clauses 301 to 310,'
See Policy Statement and
Accounting Standards', s of
approved Accounting S was
withdrawn following the

e, not even in ASP.B Release 100 Nature of

o229.
CL s336.851
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reportingss' ?."9 the use of "creative accounting" which obscures the underlying
economic ¡6¿li1iss.853 As Langfield-Smith points out:

once a range of different accou
differing recognition, measurement
impacts on "all inclusive" profit as w
the more likely it is that manage
combination of alternatives which
impact they desire.s5a

That is management will manipulate the financial statements within the bounds of normal
but different accounting practices in order to present a favourable set of numbers in the
financial statements. There is empirical
Accounting Standards lessen the scope for
1980's there was the almost endemic prob
narrow and legalistic interpretations of "s
controlled non-subsidiaries and hence wo
group.856 This enabled misleading financial reports to be published. This issue has been
addressed by replacing the subsidiary test with the broader concept of entity under
control, AASB 1024 'Consolidated Accounts' and to a lesser extent AASB l0lT rRelated

Party Transactions'.

The courts have supported this search for uniformity. In QBE Innrance Group Ltdv
ASC 8s't the plaintiff attacked the validity of AASB 1023 on a variety of grounds. The
court rejected the attack and reasoned:

the court is not considering whether the accounting practice inherent in paragraph
23 of AASB 1023 is the most acceptable or the wisest standard; the questionis 

-

whether it is valid in law. Obviously accountants and men of business differ as to
the desirability of bringing to account unrealised gains and losses of the
investments of a company carrying on the business of general insurance; but the
proposition cannot be supported that the standard is contrary to the requirements
of the law.858
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853

Langfield-Smith, 'Enforcing Accounting Standards In Australia' (1990) 8 C&SLJ 5 at 6, ûr 3; d
Clarke, Deane and Oliver, Corporate Collapses: Regulatory, Accounting and Ethical Failure
(Cambridge Universþ Press, United Kingdom, 1997) who argue that the accounting standards
have not been very successful in frrlfilling their role.
Langfield-Smith, 'Enforcing Accounting Standards In Ausüalia' (1990) 8 C&SLJ 5 at 8. One
author has utmost faith in the efficient capital markets hypothesis and the ability of professional
investors to understand different accounting teatments and price shares accordingly so that he
argues that there is no need for uniformity in accounting teaünents: see Keane, The Eflìcient
lularket Hypothesis: and the Implications þr Financial Reporting (Gee and Co., Great Britain,
1980) at 25 to 26 and 30. His is very much a lone voice calling in the desert and his view has
not gained widespread acceptânce.
Langfield-Smith, 'Enforcing Accounting Standards In Australia' (1990) 8 C&SLJ 5 at 9. See
also Cadbury Committee, The Financial Aspects of Corporate Governance (Gee, Great Britain,
1992) at para graph 4.47 .

Adelberg, 'Narrative Disclosures Contained in Financial R€ports: Means of Communication or
Manipulation?' (l979-Summer) Accounting and Business Resea¡ch 179.
Markovic, 'Off Balance Sheet Financing: The Legal Implications' (1992) f0 C&SLJ 35;
Markovic, 'Auditors Criminal Liabilþ: Another Approach' (1996) Ausþzlian Journal of
Corporate Law 48 at 51 to 52.
(1992) 8 ACSR 631. See Baxt, 'Standard Approach' (1993) 64 No. 3 Charter 18.

QBE Insurance Group Ltd v ASC (1992) 8 ACSR 63 1 at 651 to 652.
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A comprehensive set of ng Standards would curtail
th.e. scope for managers t ñ tdirrar;iai'statements.
This raises two issues

Arguably language is inherently ambiguo
Standards have been drafted with süfTi
appropriate concepts to users and enforcers
and their predecessorss6o were criticised on
most poignant criticism is that managers
auditors in auditing them have constn¡ãd s
enable accounting outcomes that are
Standards have been and continue to be r
sustained criticism suggests that
unambiguous, although ambiguþ c

Comprehensiveless is difficult to gauge.
which deal with a variety of subJects
Accounting Standa¡'ds.862 As discussed
evolution and a relative concept.863 But
in the number and scope of Acèounting S

This maturity of the Accounting Standards is evidenced by their paramountcy. The
directors must ensure that the fiñancial statements are made'out in äccoi¿áttr" witfr tfre
Accountancy Standards even if as a result the fînancial statements do not provide a true
and fair view (see later under the heading "True and Fair View").aes

The. paramolTt.y o.f.tþe Accounting Standards also enhances their enforceability. Once
again. an earlier criticism was that with the _vague concept of true and fair bäing the
overriding requirem entitlelnot to colmply with the standardí and
hence it was almost e the.Acco_unting Staircíards.søo Non-compliance
with the accounting lted in a diverslty of reporting practices'which

Langfield-Smitl¡ 'Enforcing Accounting Standa¡ds In Austalia' (1990) 8 C&SLJ 5 at 9, fü 94.
Hgrnder^sln & Peirson, Issues in Financial Accounting (Longman Cheshire, Melbourne, 1992, 5th
ed) at 93.
Tomasic, 'Auditors an!__the lenortine of Illegality and Financial Fraud' (Igg2) Australian
Business Law Review 198 at 198 to 19t.
As at January 1999. In numbered sequence there are 39
replaced (ASRB 1012 replaced ASRB 1-003 and AASB 102
a prwious one (AASB 1035 amends AASB 1034) and there

changmg and increasingly complex

. , 'Coping lVith Financial Reporting

Considerable progress has been made
drafts existed. See Parker, Peirson &
(1987) 5 C&SLJ 231 at 24I-243.
Opportunities-A Comment' (f 997)
Australia ¿u¡ one of the fou¡ countri
CL s295(3)(c) and. s297.

(1990)8C&SLJ5atft93;
96) Ausüalian Journal of
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hindered comparability betrveen different corporations. These criticisms have been
addressed by reversing which requirement is paramount.

ply with
with the

liability is discussed further below. 
issue of

As mentioned above, previously the financial statements had to comply with Schedule 5
to the Corporations Law Regulations. Schedule 5 detailed the information that must
appe.ar in the financial statements with a prescribed, standard format for both the profit
and loss statement and the balance sheet. T re format of statement of cash flows was not
previously prescribed.s6e This standardised format enabled easy comparison of a
company's current financial statements wit r both its previous financial statements and
other company's financial statements. Schedule 5 has been replaced by AASB 1034 and
the requirémeits of that standard are worth mentioninþ.

The principal difference is that the format of the profit and loss statement and balance
sh s that "the
sh circumstan
pr about its
position, and frnancing and investing activities". Nonetheless AASB 1034 goes on to
þrescribe the items thalmust appear in the balance sheet, such as assets, liabililies, shares
and units, retained serves and revenue and expenses.sTl
These requirement ancial statements in a similar way to
previously (includ previously required as notes to the
financial statements). However in not prescribing the format of these financial
statements the authors of AASB 1034 thought the need for flexibility was more
important than the need for e¿Ny comparability.

AASB 1034 also requires certain additional information to be disclosed in the financial
statements.sT2 This information is:

867 There are other consequences such as disciplinary proceedings by the accounting and auditing
profession who are obliged to comply with the Accounting Standards. However reported cases
of disciplinary action are rare and these sanctions do not apply to the directors rurless they
happen also to be members of the accounting or auditing profession. See generally Langfield-
Smittr, 'Enforcing Accounting Standa¡ds In Australia' (1990) 8 C&SLJ 5; and Henderson and
Peirson, Issues in Fìnancial Accounting (Longman Cheshire, Melbourne, 5th ed., 1992) at 99-
100.868 CL ss 344 & l3f?DA. The alternative approach would be to entitle a registration body to refuse
to register non-complying financial statements with automatic sanctions (zuch as delisting the
company's securities). See Parker, Pei¡son & Ramsay, 'Australian Accounting Standards and the
Law' (1987) 5 C & SLJ 231. This approach has not been adopted in Ausfalia and the Australian
Securities Commission decline to do any pre-vettÍng of zuch documents: see Cockburn, 'The
ASC-Post Transactions and Annual Accounts Audits' qpeech given at the Twiligbt Seminar, 26
August 1992, reproduced in Australian Corporations Zøw @utterworths, Sydney, 1996)
at 11,001.

86e Whilst the appendices to AASB 1026 provide examples of statement of cash flows these
examples are not prescriptive.

870 AASB 1034 'Information to be Disclosed in Financiat Reports' atparagraph 3.871 AASB 1034 'Information to be Disclosed in Financial Reports' at paragraphs 5 to 10.
872 The requirements for notes to the financial statements in Schedule 5 were more extensive than

what appears in AASB 1034. However the omitted requirements are picked up in other
Accounting Standards; see AASB 1034 appendix 3 'Schedule 5 Disclosure Requirements
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a

a

the remuneration of the auditors both for their audit services and other
sêrvices;873

e the corporation is dependent on
iness or financial suppòrt);87a

executive officers of the company
(which I discuss in chapter 7.4¡.arc

a

a

True & Fair View

ke true and fair view is its broadness and
e concept of tn¡e and fair is its inherent
ed in this situation to outweish the normal
ch. The words true and fair-view are not

2 concerning the accuracy of information. S

Included in the Standard (Wi$ Amendments)' and appendix 4 'Schedule 5 Disclosure
Requirements Omitted ftom the Standard'.

4lSB 1034 atparagaph ll.l(a) and (b) and 11.1.1;previously CL Regulations Sch 5, Clause
21.
AASB 1034 at paragaph ll.1(c); prwiously CL Regulations Sch 5, Clause 31.
AASB 1034 atparagraph ll.l(d) and (e).
AASB 103 Chuses 29. Disclosue of
directors re 5, Clauses 25 and,26, is nowcoveredby 2ß4.14.
CL s297.

ce Group Ltdv ASC (1992) 8 ACSR 631 at 651, If this occurs the auditor
qualified op_inion or comment in the auditot's report; see below in chapter
'Content of Re,pon'.

ütrtilrts Journal 301 who argued that at the least

secret reserves as rendering financial sratements läH"äftfr:ce 
of inflated asset prices and

fg$ & Au¡tin, Principles of Corporations Law (Butterworths, Sydney, 6th ed., 1992) at 557
(this quote is not in the latesf edition of this text).

and Auditors In Relation To Company
counting standards)' (1988) 6 C& SLi3 dt
of ür¡e and fair view is so flawed that it

to be replaced with 'rpresent fairly"!);
cb¡onism' (1992-February) Australian

Accountant 68 at 71.
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on factual transactions, for exam
price compared to their cost etc.
either be accurate (true) or not.
more sophisticated and complex, such as g
of concepts there
treat them. As a
therefore reflects
timerr.884 Accordingly it is difficult if not
financial statements, to establish that the tre
does not offinancial the
financialõããpi.i.r åJ
not present a true and fair view.

This difficulty with the true and fair view concept"traditionally gave the preparers of
financial statements (executives and directorc) significant room to manoeuvie tö present
the financial picture that best suited them. This room to manoeuvre has been narrowed
since the Accounting Standards are par
particular the Accounting Standards, does
truth, which is nonsensical. Other qualitie
comparability, which the Accounting St
Standards have legitimacy not in a quest fo
majority of preparers, users and regulators
provide a consistent and comparable approa

Certainly the room for preparers of fin
statements as best suits them has been
Nonetheless the true and fair requirement r
or where an Accounting Standard does n

{' mattgr recognised by Gummow J in Esanda Finance Corporation v Peat Marwick
Hungerþrds (1997) 142 ALR 750 at 798 concerning the financiãl statements and the audit
function.
Weiss, 'Teaching Accounting and Valuation in the Basic Corporation Law Course' (1997) 19
Cardozo Law Review 619 at682.
Hines, 'Financial Accounting Standard Setting: From Tn¡th to Due Process' (1987) 58 Chartered
Accountant In Australia 30 at 30-31.
Markovic, 'Auditors Criminal Liability: Another Approach' (1996) Austr¿lian Joumal of
Corporate Law 48 at 48 to 52. This very difñculty forced the ASIC to conclude in its
investigation of Burns Philp & Company Limited that there was no " correct'' valuation of that
company's intangible assets. Therefore the ASIC concluded that it could not recommend the
clmmencement of proceedings. See ASIC, Report of the Investigation Into Burns Philp &
Company ¿ld (ASIC, Australia, 1998) at [11.7] and [11.9]. Howevèrfor a defence of the-tnre
and fair view see Clarke, Dgate and Oliver, Corporate Collapses: Regulatory, Accounting and
Ethical Failure (Cambridge University Press, United Kingdom, I99'l) lt ß.

the accounting standards have been in
iver, Corporate Collapses: Regulatory,
Press, United Kingdom, 1997) in chapter

Acceptance is obtained by ensuring "due process" (ie. public involvement) in the formation of
Accounting Standards. This generally occun
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managers to present the accounting treatment that best sui
\¡/ay around this because any rt
work in practice. For it is ve b
eventuality. However even i
unambiguous Accounting Sta

Liability
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The Corporations
comply with, or

such liability

Law holds directors liable if they fail to
the financialto secure compliance with,

Corporations Law.888 Breach of this section leads to civil penalty sanctions.sse
Therefore not only the directors but also those involved in a contravention can be liable
for the breach.seo Therefore it seems the executives who are involved in the preparation

the auditorsof the financial is whether
are potentially One

take all reasonable steps to
reporting provisions of the

argument against
of the financial

ing the civil penalty provisions is an order
rporations (but not if the person is nonetheless a
2,0C0 penalty rrnil5.se2 The ASIC has in effect

ions.8e3 The civil penalty
knowingly, intentionally, or
or intending to deceive or

cted they face a fine of up to 2,000 penalty
units. or imprisonment for 5 years o these ciiminal and quasi-
criminal consequences the court h order the offenders tó pay
compensation to the corporation i damage as a result of ihê

sed if the person acted honestly and in all
the circumstances the person ought fairly be excused.ses

888

889

890

891

892

893

894

895

896

897

898

CL s344.
CL s13l7DA.
CL s13l7DB.
CL s344(r).
CL s1317EA(3).
CL sl317EB.
CL sl317FA.
Schedule 3 to the Corporations Law. Section 9 defines penalty unit as $100.
CL s13l7HA andHB.
CL s1317HD,
CL s1317J4.
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In addition to these specialist liability rules that apply to financial statements, some
miscellaneous liability rules may also apply. Section 1308 of the Corporations Law
provides:

(2) A person who, in a document re
lodged with or submitted to the Com
statement that to the person's kno
particular, or omits or authorises th
which the document is to the person's
is guilty of an offence.
(¿) n person who, in a document required by or for the purposes of this Law or
lodged:

(a) makes or authorises the making of a statement that is false or
misleading in a material particular; or

rises the omission o.f -*V matter or thing without which
isleading in a material respect;
onable steps to ensui'e that the statement was not false or

withoutwhicht¡.ao.u,n.TlìuJuJlïd'Jffiili:lo1,1or,?:ifl1'åH"flfiî!åulii?
an offence.

The different degrees of culpability (knowledge compared with failure to make
reasonable steps) is ¡sfle._cted_in the appropriate penalties.- A fîne of up to 100 penalty
units, or imprisonment for 2 years or both visits a person who breabhes sub-ìectioí
(z¡,tss whereas the liability under sub-section (4) is only 5 penalty u¡i1s.eoo

Section 1309 of the Corporations Law_provides for a similar pattern of liability on
officers of the corporation providing false or misleading information to a director,
auditor, member, debenture holder (or their trustee), or ã securities exchange (or an
exchange's officers).eol These liability rules apply not just to the fïnancial statements but
also to the directors' declaration and the contents of the directors' report.

To give meaning to these sanctions there must be adequate monitoring of fînancial
statements to detect any non-compliance and the will and resources to prosecute the
matter in the courts. The ASIC is responsible for these tasks.eo2 The ASIC views the
examination procedure of financial statements by its predecessor, the various State
Corporate Affairs Commissions, as¡ being "not particularly successful".eo3 The ASIC
(then ttre ASC) introduced a program to review fïnancial statements, which was a priority
surveillance program for the 1992-93 financial year. Notably the focus includeil listed

899

900

901

902

903

Schedule 3 to the Corporations Law. Section 9 defìnes penalty unit as $100.
CL sr311(5).
The same penalties apply, see Schedule 3 to the Corporations Law.
All of the substantive sections concerning the financial statements are set out in chapter 2M

chapter 2M is a civil
ive jurisdiction (unless

For a description of the enforcement of the Acc
to the ASIC and the ASC) see Parker, Peirson
The Law' (1987) 5 C & SLJ 231 at 244. Se
Standards In Australia' (1990) 8 C&SLJ 5;
accounting standards before they had the force
Rqtorts' in Cou¡tis (ed), Corporate Annual Repoit Analysis @ept of Accounting and Financial
Management, Armidale, 1978) 5 at 8 to 9.
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companies,eo4 Since that time up
statements examination program.eo5
priorities. The ASIC no Ionger u
statements, but instead examine

new office of chief Accountant.e's clear.l,'il..',t:#i:flä:äå""l;ff."ffi:ffif.:t"*;
time.

The au monitoring role.. Corporations Law section 3l I provides:

.an 
audit or review must,'as soon as¡ possible, noiify ASIC

(a) has reasonabie grounds to suspect that a contravention of this Law has
occurred; and
(b) believes that the contravention has not been or will not be adequately
dealt with by commenting on it in the auditor's report or bringing it to tträ
attention of the directors.

i
ale If an auditor breaches s3l I the auditor

commits an offence.elo Since the sect
not be reported to the ASIC if the

be of ensurin¡

itttäiïtfr.urur" of last resorr and sparingly used by
it will follow up any reports auditors mãke uñder sectioir

311.ell

The ASIC takes a compliance approach to the financial st¿tem
instance of non-compliance the ASIC seeks by cooperation, or if
injunction, to ensure the directors comply wit¡ the legai requi

904

905

906

907

Ço.lçb*,-'The ASC-Post Transactions and Annual Accounts Audits' qpeech given at a twilight
99$^-*,-?e^4lg*t 1992, re,produced in Australian Corporations Zaw ¡nutt-erworths, Sydnõy,
1996) at 11,001.

!sc, Aryyygl Report 1993/94 at 50; ASC, Annual Report 1994/9s at 18 to t9; ASC, Annual
Report 1995/96 at28.
ASC,Annual Report 1996/97 at3l
ASC, Annual Re.pgrt 1996/97 at 14. Funding was also reduced by l.4Yo, which led to a staff
reduction of 3.2%o, in the 1997198 year; see ASIC, Annual Report LíCVCA ít+.
In an address to the hstitute of Cha¡tered Accountants in Melbourne on 23 August 1998.
CL s1289 protects auditors with qualified privilege for such reports.
CL sl3ll; Schedule 3 provides that the penalty is l0 penalty units or imprisonment for 3 months
orboth.
Co-ckburn, 'The ASC-Post Transactions and Annual Accounts Audits' qpeech given at the
twilight seminar, 26 August 1992, reproduced in Australian Corporations'.taw @uttenvorths,
lYdneY, 1996) at 11,001; _4nd _Parker, 'Future Stategies: Streamlining, Surveillance aná
Deterrence'qpeech given to CPA Groups on 15 March 1993.
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flrnancial statements and if necessary send additional information to shareholde¡s.el2 Jþs
civil 

^penalty 
provisions (and formerly the criminal sanctions) appear not to have been

used.e13

The predecessor to section 311 (which came into effect on I July 1998) was section
332(10). Section 332(10) required the auditor be "satisfied" of a breäch of the law before
the.obligation.to report-argse. This had been c¡iticised by the auditing profession on the
basis that "satisfied" of a breach imposes.tog high a.standard of proõ¡^rra In 1991, the
Lava¡ch Committee agreed with this criticism- and recommendèd that "satisfredi be
leplaced with."reasonable grounds tosuspect't.els As this section imposes on auditors a
kind of policing function then the Lavarch standard is consistent^ with the standard
usually imposed.on the police in conducting their investigations.elc Fortunately this
recommendation has now been adopted.

6.4 DIRECTORS'DECLARATION

The directors'.responsibilities for the financial statements do not stop at the preparation
stage. The directors have to sign off on the fînancial statements in thê dìrectors'
declaration.elT The directors' declaration forms part of the financial report.

Section 295(4)et8 of the Corporations Law provides that the directors' declaration is a
declaration by the directors:

(a) that the financial statements, and the notes [to them], comply with the
accounting standards; and
(b) that the financial statements and notes give a true and fair view; and
(c) whether, in the directors' opinion, there are reasonable grounds to believe that
the company...will be able to pay its debts as and whenlhey become due and
payable;ere and

912

9t3

914

9t9

915

9t6
9t7
918

Cockburn, 'The ASC - Post Transactions and Annual Accounts Audits' speech given at the
t_wilight seqþar, 26 August 1992, reproduced in Australian Corporations Zaw @-uttenuorths,
Sydney, 1996) 11,001 at 11,006.
Markovic, 'Auditors Criminal Liability: Another Approach' (1996) Australian Journal of
Corporate Law 48 at 49 to 50; Markovic and Langtõñ, 'Di¡ectors and Misleading Financial
Statements: Another Perspective' (1995) 8 Corporate and Business Law Journal 27.
Lava¡ch Committee, Corporate Practices and the Rights of Shareholders (AGPS, Canberra,
199 l) at para graph a.7 .34.
As above, at piuagraph 4.7.59.
Leaver, Irwestigating Crime (Law Book Company, Sydney, 1997) at78 to 79 and 96 to 98.
CL s2e5(r)(c) & (4).
The equivalent provision for the half year directors' declaration is CL s303(4), except this
subsection does not have a paragaph (d) (as uoted above).
The financial statements themselves are also usually prepared on a "going concern" basis; see
AASB_1001 at_p_aragraph 6.1 ryhicþ notestnt reasons mustbe giveñ if [he going concem or
accn¡al basis of-fïnanciil reporting is not adopted. Also AUS 708-'Going Conõem'"at paragraph
.06 recognises that "the going concern basis is so generally adopted in the preparatiõn bf
flryncia! reports that its use can be assumed in the qbsence ol any-statement to-the contrary".
This auditing standard also defined the going concern basis at paiagãph .03 in the following
terms:

_Going- concem basis' means the accounting basis whereby in the preparation of the
financial report the reporting entity is viewed as a going còncern: tliat is, the entity is
expected to:

(a) be able to pay its debt as and when they fall due; and
(b) con-tinue in operation without any intention or necessity to liquidate or
otherwise wind up its operations.
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n the financial statement and notes are in

accounting standards); and
w).

The directors must resolve to make the declaration, date the declaration and one of them
must sign.it.e2o their declaration forces them to formally
consider these fînancial statements. Arguably ru.h ä
discipline helps_ _ collectively responsible foi the 

-financial

statements and therefore more accountable to the r¡*.¡o1¿"rr.ezt

6.5 AUDIT

Introduction

The Auditors play a pivot
to act ar¡ an independent
annual financial stateme
fïnancial
in compl i
Auditors

or an effective media, which
ided by those in control of the
the self-interested information

e is the he opposition
edia. It cially-conjure
thought it fèasiblê to

coerce the media to. provide systematically reliable reporting of corporate affairs.
However requiring independent auditors to examine and rãport on 

- 
the flrnancial

statements endeavours to address the credibility problem inherent-in financial statements
prepared by_ self-interested manegers. The 

- credibility problem arises from the
implication that management and directors cannot always be tiusted in the crucial role of
financial reporting,
surprising because
performance. As a
whether the bias is subtle, subconscious or d I

920

921
CL s29s(5).

enting) tojustify a strict approach to the general law duty

fj:3tà?.ài!i.:iåi'"lf NSw Fuu supreme court).

CL s307.

CL s307(a); AUS 204 at paragraph .02.
Statement of Auditing Practice 32 'Audit Independence' at paragraph 6.

1993) at 36 to 39. See also the foreword by Sy
DemystiJìed (Allen & Unwin, Sydney, 2nd ed, 1998).
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may_vary. This is particularly true given that managers have different and sometimes
conflicting interests from shareholders. e26

Auditing Standards

the Accounting Standards Board, has no st
Standards do not have the force of law.
bound to follow the Auditing Standards, whereas the Auditing Guidance Statements offer

unting standards, members who flout these
professional body, the
s do not have the force
s unsure of the level of

compliance by auditors with the standards and sf¿fsms¡fs.e2e This resulted in the
Lavarc

should be established by the Australi
compliance with the prescribed auditing standards.e3o

To give some force to the auditing standard
that, where it is established that the r
auditing standards, the Court should f
that company be audited by an auditor appointed by the Court.e3r

These me¿u¡ures are yet to be adoplsl.e3z

Appointment, Removal and Resignation

I have explained and discussed the provisions concerning the appointment, removal and
resignation of auditors in chapter 4. Either an indiviilual of ã frrm (traditionally of
accountants including registered company auditors) can act as the 

'auditor ol the
company.e33

926

927

928

929

Pisqo.-.{_p chapter 4.2. See also Sherer & Kent, Auditing & Accountability @ilmar- Books
Limited, UK 1983) at 15.

'Foreword to Australian Auditing Standards and Guidance
l1; and AUS 202 'Objective and Géneral PrÍnciples Governing
paragraph .05.

For example qe! th9 constitution of the Australian Society of Certified Practising Accountants at
clauses 26 to 33 and their By-Laws at clauses 301 to 310.

I-ryq"h Committee, Corporate Practices and the Rights of Shareholders (AGPS, Canberra,
1991) at 125 to 121.
Above at 135.

Above at 136.
The current gov_emment also has made no move to make this alteration either. Their Corporate
Law Economic Reform Program, Accounting Standards (AGPS, Australia, 1997) is silent õn this
topic.
CL ss 324(f ) and (2) reqpectively. See lckeringill, Poke, Sheller and Kent, 'Audit' in Australian
Corporations law @utterworths, Sydney, I 996) at [3.7.0035].
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There are qualification requirements that
appointed as an auditor. Onþ a person who
act as, a company ¿udi1s¡.e3+ These p
auditors are appropriately qualified. 

-

applicant:
fessional bodies;
;
least 3 years;

. is a fit and proper person.e3s

Independence

It is crucial that auditors ¿lre independent of management a¡d the directors. Auditors are
appointed by and act for the benefit of shareholi[ers and act as a foil to the managers'

ion reflectirig their own biases. If audñors'
opt that is
int certain
or ned to

accept an explanation of a dubious or susp on. entator
h1¡ stated that "[t]he probability that the ditors will report a discovered breach is
effectively the auditing profession's defi nition of indepen¿sncstt.æo

On a more fundamental level if auditors ar
are superfluous. The reason for having
directors cannot be fully trusted in their
fully independent is their role meaningful.
have intern"l u.rdilq¡s.$7

The auditors' independence is founded on the provisions concerning their appointment
and removal from office which ensures that-auditors have consiãerable iåcurity of
tenure.e3s Whilst this is a solid foundation
Part of
earlier).
and the
how thi
the remuneration of the auditors and can use
audit (scope is discussed later). There seems no re¿u¡on why shareholders could not
authorise each year the remuneration, or rate of or formula to determine the
remuneration, of the auditors. This simple shift would remove this problem.

The. Corporations Law contains some formal requirements concerning independence of
auditors. Auditors are prohibited from acting for a particular companyìf:. the auditor owes that company more than $5,000; or

934

935

936

937

938

CL s324(lXd).
CL s1280 and CL Regulations Partg.z.
Watts & Zimmerman, 'Agenry Problems, Auditing and the Theory of the Firm: Some Evidence'
(1983) 26 Journal ofLaw and Economics 613 at 615.
Recognised in AUS 604 'Considering the Work of Internal Auditing'.

6 to 48. This is the
ependence from the
l90l section '72; de

enguin, England, 5th ed, 1985) at 387 to 389.
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. the auditor is:
-an officer of the company; or
-a partner, employer or employee of an officer of the company; or
-a partner or employee of an employee of an officer of the company.e3e

This list is far from exhaustive. Fortunately the Auditing Standards deal more
thoroughly with the issue of auditors' inde
stresses the need for auditors to be able to
"bias, personal interest, prior commitment
influence or pressure".e4l AUP 32 also emp
and the perception of independence in the
outset personal characteristics and attitude
objectivity and strength of charasls¡.e43 T
prescription can hope to achieve is to enco

enough to endeavour to
type comments, AUP 32
compromise an auditors

Independence can be com direct and blunt way
managers can attempt to s by overtly placing
pressure on the auditor to 32 assumes that this
will, or at least may, occur. If this occurs then the personal characteristics mentioned
above must come into play. Auditors should staunchly resist such pressure or if this is
not feasible then seek to resign.eaa

Also certain commercial or relational interests can compromise independence, ar¡

identifïed in the Corporations Law. Unfortunately the restrictions in the Corporations
Law do not go far enough. For instance, there is no prohibition based on family
relationships, or on the auditor owning shares in the client. AUP 32 guides auditors to
not hold investments in the client company (whether directly or as tn¡stee or nominee),
hold office in the client company, have close personal or professional relationships with
clients or have commercial or financial dealings with the client except on arms length
1s¡ps.e4s Most of these are clear-cut guidelines that should be able to be implemented
with little conceptual difficulty.

The issue of "close personal or professional relationships" is a more malleable and
difficult issue. This is a more subtle and potentially more effective form of compromise

e3e CL s324(l). Similar criteria apply if a firm is appointed as an auditor (CL s324(2)). There are
additional restrictions the most notable being "exce,pt where the company is a proprietary
company, no ofFrcer of the company receives any remuneration from the firm for acting as a
consultant to it on accounting or auditing matters" (CL s32a(2Xh)).e4o AUS 202 'Objective and General Principles Governing an Audit of a Financial Report' at
paragaph .04; and Statement of Auditing Practice 32 'Audit Independence'. The Statement of
Audíting Standards were recently codified into the new Auditing standards. However AUP 32
was not codifred because it was then being rwiewed. The two accounting bodies in a notice to
their members have stated that AUP 32 "retains its stâq's as authoritative guidance".

e4t Statement of Auditing Practice 32 'Audit Inde,pendence' at paragraph 8.
e42 Above atparagraph 10.
943 Above atparagraphs 13 to 14.
e44 As noted in chapter 4.2, the ASIC will consent to the auditor resigring in these ci¡cumstances.e4s Statement of Auditing Practice 32 'Audit Independence' at paragraphs 2l and 34. See also the

Appendix to AUS 206 'Quality Contol for Audit Work' which provides illustrative examples of
internal quality control which addresses this issue at pangraph 4.03 (a) (ii) and (iii).
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of.independence where the client will benefit from favourable bias. The ethic of ,,don,t
dob on your mates", which ls parti.cufarJy strong in Australi", *rn.r 

-i"to 
plt Ífi;

certainly_ \¡/as one op_e_rative facior that Juitice Rõgers at first lnstäõ iàË"tinèä in-thã
audit failure in the Al4lA case.e46

proposed in Australia that where a firm of

was not recommended as there is evidence

include the periodic rotation of audit partner
itself a guideline then leaving this as aiuggestion is weak.

most
have

ffi::
terms, the company can use the threat of

as a way to pressure the auditors into taking

946

947

948

949

AIVA Ltd v Daniels (1992) 7 ASR 759 at766 and 836.
r^Iilmer, stricþ Bggrdrognl (The Business Library,_sydney, 1993\ at 62. See also cadbury
Comnittee, The Financial Aspects of Corporate- Goiernáice (Gáe, Great 

-Btitrid lflz¡ ãt
paragraph 5.12.

4Uq 30f 'Knowledge_ of the Business, at paragraph
obtain a knowledge of the business sufFrcieìrt to enlabl
events, üansactions and practices that, in the auditot'
on the financial report oion the audit or audit work,'.
AUS 402 lRisk Assessments and Internal Co

Statement of Auditing Practice 32 'Audi See also the
Appendix to AUS 206 rQullity 

-C-ontrol examples of
internal quality conüol whichâddresses Xvl ai¿ Ol.
For examp^le 4^the.1996/97 financial year lh_e auditors of Southcorp Holdings Ltd charged the
9-oTnanyj$¿.21?-gtltion in audit feeó and $1.033 million for otlier servic"es; sèaSou:thco.p
Holdings Ltd,, 1997 Annual Report at 63.

950

9sl



a less robust and independent stance than.they would otherwise.es2 The Cadbury
Committee. rejected any reform based on this dange¡ on the basis that "a prohibitioi
would limit the freedom of companies to choose their sources of advice 

-and 
could

increase their cost'r.es3 This reasoning sup
seems more driven at protecting the interest
independence of auditors. Also AUP 32 s

services to clients "in principle" so long as
independence "is not at risk'r.e54 This deals
not persuaded by these arguments. In m
overtly or tacitly, the fees derived from othe
matter of principle if in then in my opinion auditors should be
prohibited from providi r clients. The problem arises because
there is not a separation diting professions. Any business wants
to consolidate its relationship with its customers and ge1 as much business as possible
from each customer. This is standard capitalism. .Is the need for audit indepèndence
more important than this? In my opiniôn it is. This issue could be addrêssed not
necessarily by a separation of the profession but by a firm of accountants/auditors not
acting for clients in both capacities. Firms will certainly lose one or other type of work
from existing clients but presumably the total amount of work that clients need would not
decrease and firms would pick up work from other firms' clients who could not act in one
capacity or another. Such a change, which cuts so deeply against free market concepts, is
very unlikely to come about voluntarily by irms. It is also difficult to see a government
having the political will to mandate such a change. Such a change is likely to face strong
resistance from the accountancy profession, who would surely mount a powerful lobby
against it. However a¡¡ a matter of principle such a change is warranted,

AUP 32 also picks up on other types of potential compromise of independence. Whilst
these are also important they are not as pernicious as the ones discussed in more length
above. Other forms of compromise include:. the client company putting pressure on auditors about their fees which may

inappropriately inhibit the scope of the audit undertaken'ess. undue economic dependence on the fees derived from any one client (roughly more
than l5Yo of gross fees)'ese. significant outstanding fees owed by a client'es7 and. if the auditor and client are in signifïcant dispute, particularly if litigation has been
commenced by either of them against the other.e58

As I stated at the outset, the reason independence is so crucial is to ensure that an
unbiased and outside opinion is reached concerning the reliability of the frnancial
statements and their conformance with the requirements of the Corporations Law. The
auditor is appointed so that he or she brings his or her independent judgement to bear on

151

e52 This danger was recognised by submissions made to the Cadbury Committee; see Cadbury
Committee, The Financial Aspects of Corporate Governance (Gee, Great Bdtain, 1992) at
par:agaph 5.10. See also Statement of Auditing Practice 32 'Audit Independence' at paragraph
37.

953 Cadbury Committee, The Financial Aspects of Corporate Governance (Gee, Great Britain, 1992)
atparagraph 5.11.e54 SÞtement of Auditing Practice 32 'Audit Independence' at paragraph 36.955 Above at paragraph 24. See also Tomasic, 'Auditors and the Reporting of Illegality and
Financial Fraud' (1992)Australian Business Law Review 198 at225 to 226.e56 Statement of Auditing Practice 32 'Audit Independence' at paragraphs 26 to 29 arrd,42(c).e57 Above atpaÍagraph 30.

e58 Above atparagraph 35.
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the financial statements. As a result the
natureese and
This helps to
auditors in un

Access to Information

ir role they must have unhindered access to
ns Law gives auditors this access and also

ance of criTinal sanctions, to give any
of the audit.e6r If the auditor is nót
information and explanations required

then the auditor is obliged to make comment in the 
"u¿itoiJ 

iãps¡1.relz ¡s
managgrs.want-to be perceived q ng with the auditors, so this acts as a
powerful incentive on tlirectors and s to cõoperate.

Role of Auditors

financial statements; the auditors are not

n the auditor must report accordingly and
explain the adverse opinis¡.e6e

959

960

961

962

963

Dominion Freeholders tt! l, Aifd t1?.661 2 NSWR 293 at 295; discussed in lckeringill, poke,

-S-hgU^q_q$ 
Kent, 'Audit' in Australiai Corporations Law @uttenrorths, Sydneyj l-9se¡ ít

[3.7.007s].

fee.$pS. 602-'Using_the Work of Another Audito/; AUS 604 'Considering the Work of Internal
Auditing'; and AUS 606 Using the rüVork of an Expert'.

seclions 323,323A and 3238 for group companies). ln addition at common
ig_.^¿-lo_ r^ep_q{ gy delciencies in the internal coitrols of a company: see
1992)7 ACSR 759 at 835 and 846.

CL ss 307(b) & 308(3)0).

Responsibilities of Directors and Auditors in

(1997) 142 ALR 750 perMcHugh J at 785 and
AUP 32 'Audit Independence' states that acc
auditor in exceptional circumstances. If this is
statements the auditor should not place undue re
assumes frrms act as auditors and there can be a

Australian Corporations Zaw @utterworths, Sydney, 1996) at [3.7.0030].
CL s3_08(f). See below und_er th9 heading "Content of the Rqtort". In addition CL s308(3)
provides that the report must describe any dèfect or irregularity in- the fînancial report.

964

965

966
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The Corporations Law takes I particularly strjngent attitude if the shortcoming in the
financial statements concerns the Accounti .g Standards. If the financial statements are
not drawn up in accofdance with an Acc
must, to the extent it is practicable to do so
on the financial report. If it is not practicab
state why".e67 As mentioned previously, th
shortcoming in the financial statements if
adequately dealt with by commenting in the
of the di¡sç1s¡s.e68

The auditor's report is comprehensive covering the key matters about the financial
statements (compliance with accounting stan
a type of compliance audit compared with
performance to determine the organisational
criteria.e6e For example management audit
more direct measure of management perfonnance or social performance (eg. employee
safety¡.ezz So it is important to realise what an audit of the fïnancial statements is nbt. 

-

However, in order to be satisfied of the m
(or in colloquial terms, examine) the accou
Clearly the auditors cannot verify eve
undertaken and count every cent earnt.e73
occupation and the auditors would then sim
502 confirms this and provides that "audito
evidence to be able to draw reasonable
opinio¡".e75 Auditors obtain appropriate evidence by using "tests of control"eT6 and
"substantive procedures'r.e77 Auditors use various procedures to obtain sufficient audit
evidence, namely "inspection, observation, inquiry and confirniation, computation and
analytical proceduresr'.e78 Only by using such procedures can an auditor be able to be
adequately satisfied in order to give the required opinion.

967 CL s308(2). This statutory requirement is zupported by AUS 702. Paragraph .19 of AUS 702
obliges auditors who are going to issue any forrr of qualified report to provide:

(a) a quantification of the effects or possible effects on the amounts and other
disclosures contained in, or omitted ftom, the financial report; or
(b) if the effects or possible effects are incapable of being measured reliably, a
statement to that effect and the reasons therefor.

CL s3ll, discussed in chapter 6.3 underthe heading "Accounting Standa¡ds".

Sherer & Kent, Auditing & Accountabili| @ftman, UK 1983) at 8; see also AUS 806
'Performance Auditing'.
Discussed in chapter 7.3.
Discussed in chapter 9.

See Sherer & Kent, Auditing & Accountabiliry eftlrlran IIK 1983) for a description of these
types of auditing.
AUS 502 'Audit Evidence' atparagraph .08.

Some companies have their own internal auditors who report to senior management and can be a
link with the external auditors; see AUS 604 'Considering the Work of Internal Auditing'.
AUS 502 'Audit Evidence' at paragraph .02.
Above at paragraph .05 defines "tests of control" as "tests performed to obtain audit evidence
about the suitability ofdesign and effective operation ofthe internal control structure".

"substantive procedrues" as "tests performed to obtain audit

'rtfi ,ÄiT[iånÏHr.,T"'cial report...". see also AUS 512

AUS 502 'Audit Evidence' at paragraph .19. Each of these procedures is subsequently explained
in paragraphs .20 to .25.

968

969

970

97t
972

973

974

975

976

977

978
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In addition to the auditing professions ow
extensive the audit must be iri the context of

g but not a bloodhound.esl So auditors \¡/ere

r-t Third, there must be a testing of its
ll for revision in the course of the 

"rrlil.rer
In the same case Mg{tt J questioned how much trust can be reposed in officers of the
company by saying "there is always a material possibility that hüman frailty may lead to

t any organisation.rres4 Moffit J stated that

919

980

981

982

983

984

985

986

L.eeQ p1lat7luilding & Investment Co v Shepherd (1887) 36 Ch D 781-; Fomento (Sterling
Area) Ltd v selsdon Fountain Pen co Ltd (tgs9i I ALL ER i I per Lord Denning at 23 . 

'

Ickeringilf -89k", Sþe_lgr and Kent, 'Audit' in Australìan Corporations Law @utterworths,
Sydney, 1996) at [3.7.0090].
In re Kìngston Cotton ùfrlls Company (No.2) lts96l 2 Ch 279 perLopes L.J at 28g to 289.
Re London & General Bank (No.2) [1395] 2 Ch 613 at 683.
Pacific Acceptance Corporation Ltd v Forsyth (1970) 92 W.N. (NS!Ð 29 atg7.
Above at 63 to 64.
Abov_e qt6!; rg Thonal 

^c^9!!qr^d 
( Åo1s Lr! tt2qql cr 455; andArthur young & co v WA chip

ql( Pylf Co^l\Ltd (1983) 13 ACLR 2S3 at 289. See also Ford, Austin añd Ra-say, Ford"s
lr1nclnlgp- oJ -corpgrg.tions Law (Bgttenvorths, sydney, 9th éd., 1999) at 1to.55o¡ ana
Ickeringill,^Poke,-_Slrqlfe_r__and Kent, 'Audit' n,luitral¡an Corporátiort iow @utterw'orths,
Sydney, 1996) at [3.7.0155].
AUS 21O 'Irre4¡larities,^Including Fraud, Other Illegal Acts and Errors' particularly at
paragraphs .02, .05 and . 10 to . I 1. 1Ìris standard at paragraph .09 makes it clear ihough thait the
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Subsequent cases confltrm that auditors will now be held to more exacting standa¡.ds.e87
The auditing standards will guide any court as to the appropriate standarõof care to be
expected^^o-f auditorsess but will not necessarily dictate where courts will pitch the
standard.ese These stand¿rds point to the role of auditors becoming mo.e sopÍristicated
and professionalised and the concomitant standard of ca¡e reflecls this. this more
rigorous approaclr of the courts should ensure that auditors take a correspondingly -otðrigorous approach and enhance the quality olfinancial information sha¡eholders îeôeive.

The end result of an audit is to provide "reasonable assurance as to whether the financial
report taken as a whole is free from materia
absolute assurance, due to inherent limitatio
they adopt.est For example whilst auditors
in such activþ usually take steps to concea

I

an audit does not guarantee the accuracy of
the financial statements.ee3 For this reason auditors a¡e not regarded as insurers of the
accuracy of the financial statements.ee4 This point is often forgotten and is the reason the
auditing profession coined the phrase "the audit expectatiõn gap" (ie many people
wrongly regard an audit as a guarantee of the correctness of the fînancial stateménta).ees

Despite the reality of the audit expectation gap there ¿¡re non s who
are very critical of the role of auditors particularly in light o in the
1980's where the financial statements gave no or little hint of of the

pringipal re-ryonsibility to prevent and detect fr¿ud etc rests with management by the
implementation and continued operation of an adequate internal control struch¡re.

Cambridge Credit Corporation Lirnited & Anor v Hutcheson & Others (1933) 8 ACLR 123 &,
(1985) 3 ACLC 263;AWA Ltdv Daniels (1992) 7 ACSR 159 at 834 to 835.
Ford, Austin and Ramsay, Ford's Principles Of Corporations Løw @uttenvorttrs, Sydney, 9th
ed., 1999) at [0.570].
Just as in medical negligence did not regard itself bound by professional
standards in deciding what the of care should be for docton; sèe.Rogers v
Whitaker (1992) f75 CLR 47 Costello, 'The Auditot's Responsibilities for Fraud
Detection and Disclosure: Do the Auditing Standa¡ds Provide a Safe Haúbur?' (1991) 43 Maine
Law Review 265.
AUS 202 'Objective and General Principles Governing an Audit of a Financial Report' at
paragraph.08.
Above at paragraphs .09 to 13; see also AUS 902 'Rwiew of Financial Audits' at paragraph .10
which provides that in 'an audit...the auditot's objective is to provide a high, but not absolute,
lwel of assurance...'.

AUS 210 'Inegularities, Including Fraud, Other Illegal Acts and Errors' at paragraphs .12 to .14.
This was y Gummow I 'tn Esanda Finance Corporation v Peat
Marwick 750 at 798 to deny liability to creditors for the audit
report. D
Re London and General Bank Ltd ex parte Theobalù(No. 2) [1895-9] All ER 953 at 951. See
Ickeringill, Poke, Sheller and Kent, 'Audit' in Australian Corporations Zaw @uttenrorths,
Sydney, 1996) at 13.7.02001.
Cadbury Committee, The Financial Aspects of Corporate Governance (Gee, Great Britâin, 1992)
at paragraph 5.4 and 5.14; Costello, 'The Auditot's Reqponsibilities for Fraud Detection and
Disclosure: Do the Auditing Standards Provide a Safe Harbour?' (1991) 43 Maine Law Review
265 at ft 8; Epstein and Pava, The Shareholder's Use of Corporate Annual Reports (JAI Press,
Connecticut, 1993) at 2to3.
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corporation.eeG Tomasic gives three case studies where this
principal problems Tomãsic identiflres are the constraints
problems, fragmentation of the audit work, individual failin
CEO,eeB However it is difficult to see

effective response to the.dominant cEo depending on the
independent directors relátive to the cEo. The incidence of
since the time of Tomasic's a¡ticle but there is still a strong

The role of audit committees is discusseã
gations Concerning Audit'). One specific
pose on auditors a duty to dètect frai¡d not
with US auditing standards.eee However

commentators regard these requirements
detect fraud,lool However taken on its
position. The US standard obliges director
detect fraud in almost identical terms to AUS zl}joo2 The standard goes on to

996

997

998

999

1000

l00l

The financial crÌses at the State Bank of South
of companies hi
& Unwin, New
and Misleading
Law Journal 27 at 27 to 28; Tomasic, 'Audito
Fraud' (1992) Australian Business Law Review
Fraud Detection and Disclosure: Do the
Maine Law Review 265 at266.
ToTasiç, _t¡o¿¡1ors an{ the Leporting of Illegalþ and Financial Fraud' (1992) Australian
Business Law Review 19S. Thè case studies art tfrê coilapses of Nugan Hai¿ gaik, Trustees
Executors and Agency Co Ltd and Rothwells Ltd.
Above at225to221.
To1"ti., 'Auditors an! _the _B"po4t g of Illegalþ and Financial Fraud' (Igg2) Australian
Business Law Rwiew 198 at 204 to 205 and22S.

s SAS 53, replaced with effect from
Auditor and Fraud' (1997-January)

rcrease, the auditon reqponsibility to detect fraud.
The auditors responsibility is still framed by the key coicepts oi materiality and
reasonable assurance.

However at the time of Tomasic's article the relwant Austalian Standa¡d, AUP 16 \ilas not as
clearly expressed as the cu¡rent standa¡d, AUS 210.
Costello, 'The Auditot'l \gsp.onsrbjlitieq f.or Do the Auditing
Standards Provide a Safe HarbourA' (1991) 4 Cay ana Þoundl
'The Role of the Auditor in Fraud Detection es aîd Securitieé
Law Journal 116 at 128.
Statement of Auditing Standard No. 82 "Consideration of Fraud in a Financial Statement Audit"
at paragraph 1 provides:

t002
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emphasise the auditor's role is in assessing the risk of fraud and planning the audit
accordinglyroo3 alld that the audit does not provide absolute assurance that tlie flrnancial
statements are free from fraud.1004 This more sophisticated analysis of the US position is
also recognised by the commentators.l005

In addition there is a danger of drawing broad and extremely critical conclusions based
on the minority o at these
can be.impr9ve.d. suggest
others later in thi
thenno system is ili:iìì
misreporting of fi ople will rely on to their detriment. This isinevitab e business world. Although it may be
too late , in many ways it is how the syitemrespond health of the dystem. In particulár not
just the n very uqder ulilissd,too6 but thè use of civil
liability. The incidence of civil liability for auditors is a major issue for auditors both
here and overseas.l0o7 However this should be regarded as an indicator of the overall
health of the system although not of the state of play in any individual company. I
consider issues of liability later in this chapt 'r.1008

Historically to ensure audit perfonnance auditors would lodge a bond with the merchant
guilds/merchant adventurers/regulated companies that they audited. The owners of the
entity would appraise the auditors performance and determine how much of the bond to
¡s¡;¡¡.r00e This was a sharp incentiv . While today a bond is
not required there are other factors for auditors to perform
carefully. Those factors include the liability of an unlimited
amount (since auditors are unable to take advantage of the benefits of incorporation),lolo
a company being generally prohibited from giving the auditors an indemnity from
liabilitytott and there being as yet no statutory cap on the amount of damages an auditor
may be liable for.lor2

1003

1004

1005

An auditor has a reqponsibilþ to plan and perform an audit to obtain reasonable
assurance about whether the financial statements are free of material misstatement,
whether caused by error of fraud.

Above atparagraph 12.
Above atparagraph 10.

Costello, 'The Audito/s Reqponsibilitíes for Fraud Detection and Disclosure: Do the Auditing
Standards Provide a Safe Harboru?' (1991) 43 lvfaine Law Review 265 at 278 to 279;
Carmichael, 'The Auditors New Guide to Errors, Irregularities and Illegal Acts' (1988-
September) Journal of Accountancy 4O at 41.
Markovic, 'Auditors Criminal Liability: Another Approach' (1996) Australian Journal of
Corporate Law 48 at 49 to 50; lvfarkovic and Langton, tDirectors and Msleading Financial
Statements: Another Per¡pective' (1995) 8 Corporate and Business Law Joumal 27. T\e autlors
recommend some amendments to improve these penal provisions.
Markovic, 'Auditors Criminâl Liability: Another Approach' (1996) Ausüalian Journal of
Corporate Law 48 at 49; Tomasic, 'Auditors and the Reporting of Illegality and Financial Fraud'
(1992) Australian Business Law Review 198 at 199, 200 and 2I9 to 220.
Under the sub-heading'Report to (Whom)?'.
Watts & Zimmermar¡ 'Agency Problems, Auditing and The Theory of the Firm: Some Evidence'
(1983) 26 Journal oflaw & Economics 613 at 621.
Since only a natu¡al person and firms, not a company, may be appointed as an auditor.
CL s241. Auditors can be indemnified if either they are liable to a person other than the
company unless the auditor acted without good faith (ss(2)) or for costs and expenses incurred in
successfirlly defending proceedings (ss(3)).

Ford, Austin and Ramsay, Ford's Principles Of Corporations Law @uttenvorths, Sydney, 9th
ed., 1999) at [10.660].

l0l0
l0ll
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1009
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Also if auditors are found to be negligent
reputation.lol3 On the assumption that
professional reputation because this is thei
their services then this is a s
non-legal matter (putting to
must not be forgotten and i
careful.

Content of Report

The-auditor's report is the information that the auditor generates and then communicates
to shareholders. Consistent with the role of auditors-their report communicads ñw

are "except for", "adverse" or "inability to
erse opinions both arise when an auditor

with

:'iï:
such

al that the financial report as a whole is, in
the auditor's opinion, misleading or of little use to the ,, lole
An except for-opinión is issueõwhen the extent of th r the

cpriats.tozo on is
nd:

to resolve the uncertainty resulting from
ned; and

nts that might have been required had the
magnitude or so_pervasive or fundamental
opinion on the financial report taken as a

l0l3

l0l4

l0l5

E 2l4o Fìnance Corporation v Peat Marwick Hungerþrds (1997) f42 ALR 750 per McHugh J
at 781.

|::!u¿Uuty Committee, The Financial Aspects of Corporate Governance (Gee, Great Britain,
1992) at paragraph 5.3(c).
See AUS 702'T\e Au$! nqqlt on a General Purpose Financiat Report' at paragraphs .02 and
.26; see also AUS 306'Materiality'.
AUS 702 'The Audit Report on a General Purpose Financial Report' at paragraph .43.
Above at paragraph .25(b).

ii"Tilff.åä#iffi :,i'¡å,,i,:îf :#traryJim:
,53 to .56 (scope limitation).

Above at paragraph .28
Above atparagiph.Zt'.
Above at paragraph .30.

t0l6
t0t7
101 I

l0l9
1020

t02l
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In certain circumstances an auditor hqs_ar1 option other than issuing a qualiflred report.
The. other o,ption is to issue an unqualified opinion but make a commenf in the opiiion
(called an "emphasis of matter't).rozz The circumstances where this occurs are where
there is inherent uncertainty concerning a matter in the financial statements, other
information provided with the financial statements is inconsistent with them, a
subsequent event occurs and a revised set of financial statements are issued or in the
circumstances mentioned in the next paragraph.1023

Notably a qualified opinion should always be given if the financial statements depart
from an Accounting Standard or a UIG Co Lsensus View.r024 If the financial statemènts
comply with the Accounting Standards and UIG Consensus Views but additional
information is included in the financial statements on the basis that such compliance
resulted in the financial statements being potentially misleading, then the auditor will
usually issue a qualified report but failing that at least.an emphasis sf m¿tts¡.1025

This provides a sensible pattern of opinions on an increasing scale based on the nature
and extent of the auditor's reseryations.l026 This pattern of opinions also provides a
certain consistency between the reports of different auditors which enhahces their
comparability.rozt Comparability, brought about by a certain level of uniformity is
desirable. The wording of an unqualified report has been standardised.ro28 However
within this pattern of opinions the precise content of a qualification to an audit report or
an emphasis of matter are not mandated.lo2e This is appropriate because the content of a
qualified report or an emphasis of matter must be tailored to the particular reservations
the auditor has with the financial statements of that company.

One empirical study has concluded that "the audit report has little effect on investor
decisions and attitudssrr.1030 One explanation of this is called the "hypothesis of investor
conditioning'r.l03l This hypothesis "holds that investors have been conditioned through
the standardisation of audit report wording and format to expect the report to be of no
interest'r.Io32 As a result a reader of audit reports has "been conditioned to expect no
surprises, and so does not read the audit report. Even when the auditors report is
modified or qualified, any but the most knowledgeable reader would have to do a line by

1022

to23

t024
1025

1026

t027
1028

t029

1030

l03l
t032

Above at paragraphs .31 to .32 and, .39.
Above at paragraph .57 to .64. See also AGS 1028 'Uncertainty'.
AUS 702 'The Audit Report on a General Purpose Financial Report' at paragraphs .45 and .46.
Above atparagraphs .47 and,.58 to .59.
Although there is said to be some minor lacuna's in this pattem; see Picker, 'AUS 702:
Emphasis...but no Certainty' (1997-March) Austalian Accountant 57.
AUS 702 'The Audit Report on a General Purpose Financial Report' at paragraph .07.
Above at paragraphs .23 and .24 and, Appendix l.
Above at appendix 2 provides examples of qualifications. However these limited examples do
not cover all the possible situations in which an auditor would be required to issue a qualified
opuuon.
Estes, The Auditors Report and Investor Behøviour (Lexington Books, U.S.A., 1982) at 87. This
study was undertaken in the USA and therefore may not be directly applicable in Aust¡alia. But
the role of auditon is the same in each country and the reporting content is similar so I
tentatively suggest that the study is relevant in Australia. There is also empirical evidence that
the audit report is the least read part of the annual report; see Anderson, 'The Usefi¡lness of
Arutual Reports' in Courtis (ed), Communication Via Annual Reports (Financial Management
Research Centre, Armidale, 1981) 61 at 68.
Above at 91.
Above at 92.
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Interestingly the ent withmanagement.had' 1036 The
authpr tentatively. e able to
w.grK cooperauvet hence be
able to avoid such

cribes the purpose of the audit and in a very

In my opinion the audit report should c
audit conducted to enable the auditor to
engagement letter with their client which s
also prepare an audit plan that they will di
if there is one) prior to undertaking the

should have access
all other pertinent
with this type of

Above at 91.
Above at 5. The incidence in Australia of adverse reports and expression of an inability to form
S o!{ug1-ar^^e_Yg-Ite, under 17o: see Green anri Simnett, 'S^erious Audit Qualifióations in
Australia' (1993) 64 No. 7 Charter 36.
Above at 93.
Estes,-The Auditors Report and Investor Behaviour (Lexington Books, U.S.A., l9S2) at 77 to 78
and 89.
Above at stors as s
to avoid a Also see
to lühom' concenrsmanagers lders.
AUS 702 'The Audit Repon on a General Purpose Financiâl Report' atparagraph .17.

Igl:**plg AUS 702 'The Audit Report o1 a Çeqeral Purpose Financial Report' at paragraph
.17(f) provides that the report should itate that the " audito/ì procedures inchided eximinãtiórl

ffi ffi ,ffiXf$::""tr1ii.R.-"*,,'Ttråtlï,1?i¡
ons in appendices I and 2.

AUS 204 'Terrns of Audit Engagements' at paragraph .05(c).
AUS document anaudit :d toimfre 3i1?lî"1".
audit;
AUS 208'Documentation'.
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1036
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1038
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information and confrdentialily_safeguards should be built into any disclosure regime.1043
The cost of distributing this information mry be excessive. Therefore as an alternative
this information should be available for inspection by shareholders. 1044

onsistent with the scientific method of publication.ro45 Part of the
to publish the hypolhesis, the method of experimentation, the
results of the experiments) and the scientist's conclusions. In

particular publication of the methodology
the test to independently verify the results.
to decide if there is sufficient data for th
therefore to be viewed as a theory or law
Shareholders may not want or be able to re
auditors methodology and raw data woul
whether the auditor's expressed opinion was
be interested to do this as a matter of routine
merit. The very threat that these documents
job more seriously. Also making this information available leaves an adequate paper
trail in the event of audit failure and enables legal liability to be sheeted home to thém.
This incentive to perform may prevent audit failures, which can only be a good result.

Shareholders should have access to the
because they contain potentially very usefu
with this information shareholders would kn
and what they actually did. Shareholders
company has been audited and therefore ho
this type of information is particularly impo
auditors to reduce their fees. If fees are re
may have to be, less thorough.tore Noticeably the ASIC has the power to require auditors
to produce to the ASIC their working papers of an audit.lo47 This power reposed in the
ASIC shows that disclosure of such information is a valuable accountability mechanism.

Report to (\ilhom)?

The auditor's statutory report is addressedlo4s and ss¡1104e to shareholders and also laid
before them at the annual general meeting.los0 The auditors have a right to notice of and
to attend any general meeting of the company and to be heard at the meeting on any
business of the meeting that concerns the auditor in the capacity of auditor.lo5l
Shareholders also have the right to ask auditors, if present at the meeting, any "questions
relevant to the conduct of the audit and the preparation and content of the auditor's

1043

to44

1045

1046

See chapters 1,2 and3.
Inspection could be made available on the same basis as inspection of registers under the
Corporations Law. See CL s173 discussed in chapter 8,3.
Discussed in chapter 2.2.
This danger was recognised by the Cadbury Committee, The Financial Aspects of Corporate
Governance (Gee, Great Britain, 1992) at paragraph 5.3(c).
Australian Securities Commission Act 1989 (Cth) s30 together with the definition of "eligible
person" in s5 which definition includes auditors.
CL s308(l).
CL s314(l)(a)(iii) and (2Xc) & (d).
CL s317(c).
CL s249K and s249V. See also AUS 702 'The Audit Report on a General Purpose Financial
Report' at paragnph .16.

ro47

1048

1049

1050

1051
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communication are consistent with the role of auditors as an
ar.e agpointed, and can only be removed, by shareholders.

s simple statement several comments are apprópriate.

I poor reflection on the board itself, or if prr
financial statements then the auditors should not hesitate to report to the shareholders.ro54

is being eaten up by the exceptions and has been trenchantly criticised it nonetheless still
represents current law.l rally been adopted about auditors
with the result being thé compani *d shareholders
generally do not have a performing their duties.

Althougtr this is broadly correct it depends on the juridical basis on which the
sha¡eholders endeavour to sue the auditori. 1 mi support for the view that the
goTpalJ¡a1-a.n agtion for damage has brèãched his or her statutory
duties.lo58 This right of action is in any event the right of action
seems to reside with the company, olders.l05e

1053

1052

1054

1058

1059

CL s250T.

4!rA hd^v.panigls (1992) Z.4CSB 7_52 
^t 

83,3; AUS 710 'Communication to lvfanagement on
Mattrrs Al.iog from qg Audit'; and AUS 210 'Inegularities, Including Fraud, Other IÍegal Acts
and Errore' at paragraphs .27 to .3 1.

Pacific Acceptance,,Corporation v Forsyth (1970) 92 rWN (NS!Ð 29 at 58; see also Ford, Austin
and_Ramsay, Ford's Principles of corporations Law @uttenvdrths, Sydney, 9th ed., Ísss¡ at
u0.seOl.
CL sl19; Salomonv Salomon & Co. Ltd [18971 A.C.22.
Foss y Harbottle (1843) 67 E.R. 189.

erience' (1989) l0 The Company
Enforce The Duty of Company

Pu¡p'oses' (1990) 8 C&SLJ 213;

4wA Lld v Daniels (1992) 9 AcsR 383; se_e generally Ford, Austin and Ramsay, Ford's
Principles of corporations Law @utterworths, syilney, 9tñ ed., 1999) at [10.530].
AlltA Ltd v Daniels (1992) 9 ACSR 383 at 385.

1055
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In terms of contractual liability the auditors contract is with the company and the auditors
fees are payable by the company,1060 In keeping with the doctrine of privity of contract
then only the company can sue.106l

If the liability is tortious then certainly -t ily to the
company. The issue is whether it can als ór future
shareholders or others. There have been a House of
Lords and Court of Appeal which settle the
Australia.1062 Jþsse cases have consistently
to audit the financial statements of the co
company, not to individual shareholders.
sufficieltly. proximate relationship yith individual shareholders to establish a duty of
care. Particularly in the Caparo decision the House of Lords were concerned wittr
auditors being liable for an indeterminate arnount of economic loss.l063 The court
acknowledged that shareholders appoint the auditors.and the auditors report is addressed
to them. The court nonetheless concluded that the relationship between the auditors and
shareh

far as members are concerned, is to enable them to question the past management
of the company, to exercise their voting rights, if so advised, and to influence
future policy and management. Advice to individual sha¡eholders in relation to
present or future investment in the company is no part of the statutory purpose of
the preparation and distribution of the accounts.l06a

In Australia the law in this area has not been conclusively settled by the High Court. The
High Court in Esanda Finance Corporation v Peat Marwick Hungerþrdsr065 has
examined the issue of auditor's liability to a financier. The High Court unanimously held
that the auditor did not owe a duty of care to the financier in the preparation of the
annual audit report where the only matter pleaded by the financier was forseeability of
loss and reliance by the financier on the audit opinion. The touch stone for liability for
most of the judges was either an assumption of responsibility or reasonable reliance
(meaning more than reliance on the facts¡.toee Neither could be satisfied in the case of a
normal annual audit, although if auditors are performing a specialist report, then a duty

1060

1061

t062

1063

t064
1065

1066

CL s331.
See Ford, Austin and Ramsay, Ford's Principles Of Corporations Law @utterworths, Sydney,
9rh ed., 1999) at [10.540].
Al Saudí Banque and Othersv Clarke Pixley (a/ìnn) [1990] 2 WLR 3441' Caparo Industries Plc
v Dick¡nan [1990] 2 ]VLR 358 James McNaughton Papers Group Ltd v Hicks Anderson & Co
[1991] 1 All ER 134. See generally Ickeringill, Poke, Sheller and Kent 'Audit' in Australian
Corporations Law @ulteruorths, Sydney, 1996) at [3.7.0f60]. A duty of ca¡e may exist in other
circumstances such as an auditor being retained to prepare special reports in defence of a
takeover that has commenced: see Morgan Crucible Co v Hill Samuel Bank Ltd Court of Appeal
(U.K.) October 1990.
Caparo Industries Plc v Dick¡nan U9901 2 1VLR 358 perlord Oliver at 388.
Above at 406.
(1997) 142 ALR 7s0.
Above per Toohey and Gaudron ü at 764 and 766, McHugh J at 780, Dawson J at 762; cf the
different formulation adopted by Brennan CI at157. Gummow J decided the matter on a
na¡rower basis and did not emphatically state what was necessary to be pleaded by a plaintitr in
order to successfrrlly found a duty of care; see hisjudgement at 804.
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may.arise.l067 -Members of the court als s why suchliability should. ngJ. be.^r-pp_osed .oq _audi prouí"* oi
indeterminate liability,ro6s financial loss òommercial
competition and imposing liability would
loss of reputation aCt as iãcentiveé for aud

i:

li
e financial statements are sophistieated and

have other means to av-oid th_e risks,l0?3 creCitors already have an indireci rernedy via á
liquidator,ro1a the liability of the auditor is secondany to that of their client who is
responsible for the preparation of the
(particularly of subjective elements like
settlement value due to the inherent com
liability being disproportionate to the lev
evaluate itself above other creditors,loze ¡t.
professional opinion not just a statement o
amount to courts imposing a guarantee on
g1¿1gms¡19.1081

olders all the judges referred to the decision
e judges also referred to other cases with
shareholdersro83 and explicitly ovemrled a
ability on auditors to shareholders.ros4 In

ment on the basis that his reasoning applied

1067

1068

1069

1070

l07l
t072
to73

t074
to75

t076
1077

1078

to79

1080

l08l
1082

1083

lr.g^ t'\..- g:lgql-pTrlgip_le_s .{iscuts_e{ abo¡irc uke Groip Ltd (in tiq) v
lilmer (1998)-16 ACLC 567 at 704 to 7I5 s re,port ôonceriingitre
fai¡ness of a takeover price (discussed in chapter g 'Täkeovers,).
$y4 !!na1tc3 Cor?oration v Peat Marwick lung9rÍords (1997) 142 ALR 750 per Dawson J at
759, McHugh I at773 and 783 and Gummow I atigi.
Above perDawson J at159.
Above perMcHugh J at 781.
AboveperMcHugh J at 781 and Gummow J at ?98.
AboveperMcHugh J at782 to 783.
Above per Mcl{ugh J at 783 and Gummow J at 798.
Above per McHugh J at784.
Above per McHugh J at 785 and Gummow J at798.
Above perMcHugh J at 785 to 786.
Above perMcHugh J at 786.
Above per McHugb J at181.
Above per Gummow J at 798.
Above per Gummow I at 798.
Above per Gummow J at 798.

$b9y9¡er llennan CJ at 756 to 757, Toohey and Gaudron lJ at765, Mc Hugh J at776, Dawson
J at762 and Gummow J at'1-99.

ls-7naa.{iyllce.Corporation v Peat Marwick Hungerþrds (1997) 142 ALR 750 per Dawson J at
?Sl_94 YcHugtt J at 788; the decision was Columhia Coffee & i'ea Pþ Ltdv Chïrchitl (t992) 9
ACSR 415.

1084
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equally.to "creditors and investorsrr.loss Whilst these observations must be regarded as
obiter dictum concerning the potential liability of auditors to investors for tñeir audit
opinion attached to anñual financial statements they strongly indicate that the current
High Court would deny such liability.

In contrast with this judicial approach Statement of Accounting Concept 2 supports the
view that a broad approach to who are the legitimate users of the financiãl s1¿1smsn1s.ros6
SAC 2 recognises that there will be many users of financial statements.rosT The financial
statements are regarded^as general purpose reports. General p,urpgse financial reporting
focuses on providing information to meet the information needs õf users who areinablõ
to command the preparation of reports tailored to their particular information needs.lo88
This position is unusual but understandable. Unusual because the financial statements
rire prepared for shareholders so the financial statements in one sense should be tailored
to their needs. Understandable because
shareholders use the financial statements an
realistic approach. The conceptual rec
recognising that other people use the
liable for any misstateme6s.r08e The High Court in Esanda Finqnce considered an
argument that the predecessor to SAC 2, AAS 5, 'vvas sufficient to ground a duty of care
to these other users to the financial statements. None of the membérs of the Hiþh Court
v/ere persuaded by this argument.l0e0

As a result of this approach to liability the law seems schizophrenic. Auditors are
appointed by shareholders to protect their
auditors are negligent then the shareholde
issue of who is the proper plaintiff. For the
loss is by selling their shares at an underv
overvalue basing those valuations on the aud
not a party to these transactions the comp
transactions involve shareholders in their investor function supported by the efficient
capital market hypothesis. The courts in denying shareholders the right to sue the
auditors are denying shareholders have this legitimate role to play.loet There are strong
arguments that this is totally myopic and unacceptable.tosz At least part of the reasoning
of Lord Jauncey (quoted above) is inapplic rble in Australia because the annual and half-

1086

I087
1088

1089

1085

1090

1091

to92

Esanda Finanee Corporation v Peat Marwick Hungerþrds (1991) 142 ALR 750 at 176,783 and
787. McHugh's test has been picked up in Canada where the Canadian Supreme Cou¡t has
recently denied that auditors owe a duty of care to investors in the course of a normal annual
audit; see Hercttles Management Ltd v Ernst and Young (1997) 146 DLR 577 discussed in
Phegan, 'Reining in Forseeability: Liabiltg of Auditors to Third Pafies for Negligent
Misstatement (Banda Finance Corporation Limited v Peat Marwick Hungerþrds (ReÐ nd
Hercales Managements Ltd v Ernst and Young) (1997) 5 Torts LI 123.
"Objective of General Purpose Financial Rqlorting".
SAC 2 atparagraphs 16 to 19.
Above at paragraph 7.
This argument is dwelope4 in Glbson and Simnett, 'Is the Duty of Care Owed by Auditors to All
U¡ers of General Purpose Financial Accounts?' (1994) Australian Journal of Corlorate Law 54 at
58 to 61.
Esanda Fìnance Corporation v Peat Marwick Hungerþrds (1997) 142 ALR 750 particularly per
Brennan CJ at755, Dawson J at759, McHugh J at772 and,'z.8'lto 788 and Gumm-ow J at 804.

Çibson and Simnett, 'Is the Duty of Care Owed by Auditors to All Users of General Purpose
Financial Accounts?' (1994) Ausfalian Journal lf Corporate Law 54 at 56.

sed by McHugh J tt Esanda Finance Corporation v Peat
750 at 787; see also Baxt, 'The Liability of Auditors-the
249.
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V.TIV stateme¡ts provided to investors pursuant to ASX listing rules must be based on
aucltted tinancial statements.l0e3 The ASX is clearly concerned with shareholders in their

le shareholders should be able to sue the
e caused the shareholders to suffer loss.

arguments addressed above, nearly all
investor who sells at an undervaiued

on they acquired from or sold to receives a

recover this windfall from innocent
to unravel all such transactions and
been harmed there is no net harm to
considerations outweigh the arguments in

Since there is no liability on auditors
an impact on the usefulhess of this i
information in their investment decisions an
of this information. However this informat
used in real life it can not be used in a court
So from a legal perspective this informatio
role.

I)irectors' Obligations Concerning Audit

1095

1096

ro91

1098

Discussed below at chapter 6.8 'Financial Reporting to ASX.
Çl- si9l(l). Small proprietary companies in normal-circumstances do not have to do this; see
CL s301(2) &.327(IA).
CL s3la(l)(iii).
CL s344 (previously s296(1)).
CL s317(c).
Australlan Accounting Research Foundation, Institute of Internal Auditors-Australia and
Australian Institute of gompany Directors, Audit Committees: Best practiãlGui¿ãl¡en¡, u¡.
& AICD, Sydney, 1997) at4.

1093

1094
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USAloee and Canadalloo for almost twelty years. It is a more recent development in
Australia (and the UK) although their incidence is increasing.rr0r

Three justifications for audit committees have been posflrlated:. to_increase public confidence in the credibility and objectivity of published financial
information;

' to assist the directors in meeting their.respons-ibilities for financial reporting; and
' to str.engthen the in-dependent position of a -co¡poration's external ãtditor by

providing channels of communication between the auditor and directors other thai
through those actively managing the co¡poration.rr02

There is no defined role that necessarily applies to all audit committees; it depends on the
extent and nature of the delegation by the particular board of directors. An extensive
delegation would repose in the audit committee the following functions:

(l) nominating the external auditors;
(?) fÞ*jry aq apprg.cialion, with the external auditors, of the total audit plan;
(3) checking the auditor's evaluation tf internal controls;
(4) reviewing the assistance given by the company's executives to the external

auditors;
checking the effectiveness of the internal audit;
reviewing the results of the audit; and

the financial statements with the auditors before recommending
to the full boatd.rr03

It is generally regarded that the audit committee should be comprised, if not exclusively
then at least principally, of non-executive directors.llo4 If the committee is to be an

1099

I 100

t 10l

tt02

u03

in principle a requirement that every USJisted
Accountants International Study Group, Audit
up, USA, 1977) atpara 16.

Certain Canadian jurisdictions have legislated to require audit committees: see above at para 18.

Stapledon, Institutional Investors and Corporate Governance (Clarendon Press, Oford, 1996) at
l7l to 112 who cites a study which found that
audit commïttee. Stapledon and Lawrence,
Empirical Study of the Top 100 Companies' Bo
Securities Regulatior¡ Melbourne, 1996) at i
companies (for which relevant information was
audit committees is fi¡rther discussed in chapter 6.5 under the sub-heading "Di¡ector's

and Hoad, Disclosure of Corporate Governance
for Corporate Law and Securities Regulation,

disclosure in the corporate governance statement

Above. For an elaboration of these core reasons see Spira, 'An Evolutionary Perspective on
Audit Committee Effectiveness' (1998) 6 Corporate Governance 29 at29 to 3L
Ford,' Austin and Ramsay, Ford's Principles Of Corporations Law @uttenvorths, Sydney, 9th
ed., 1999) at [0.670]; Accountants International Study Group, Audit Committees (Accountants
International Study Group, USA, 1977) atpara 41. Cadbury Committee, The Financial Aspects
of Corporate Governance (Gee, Great Britain, 1992) at paragaph 4.35(e); BuxbaunU 'Corporate
Governance and Corporate Monitoring: The Whys ãnd Hows' (1996) 6 Australian Journal of
Corporate Law 309. See also Australian Accounting Research Foundation, Institute of Internal
Auditors-Australia and Australian Institute of Company Directors, Audit Committees: Best
Practice Guide (AARF,IIA & AICD, Sydney, 1997) at 16 to 20.
Australian Investment Managers Association, Corporate Governance: A Guide for Investment
Managers and Corporafions (AIMA, Australia, 2nd ed., 1997) at 22 (comprised solely of non-
executive directors the majority of whom are independent); Accountants International Study
group, Audit Commilfees (Accountants International Study Group, USA, 19?7) at paras 25,26 &,

I 104
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effective check. fgainst man?gement then this is undoubtedly correct. The audit
committee should also be ablã to seek expert advice concerniig the discharg. of it,
functions if this is necessary.llo5

committee.lll0 So shareholders receive information as to their existence. In my opinion
audit committees should be compulsory, unless there *. .o*f.lti"g r"asoás to the
cofltrarY.llll

Spira has reviewed a range
a range of factors that are

ctors include the resources
independence (and length of tenure),

e, frequency and timing óf meetings (aá

l+i qo¿-Q{þury Committee, The Financial Aspects of Corporate Governance (Gee, Great
Britain, 1992) atparagraph 4.35.
Cadbury Committee, The Financial Aspects of Corporate Governance (Gee, Great Britain, 1992)
at paragraph 4.35(d).

Treasurer, Mr Peter Costello, to the chair of
commiJtees are compulsory
American Law Institute, Pri
(St. Paul Minn, USA, 1994)
analysis and recommendation 3.05.
Irt1992 ArthurAndersen conducteda survey ofpublic listed cornpanies and discovered that 48%
had an audit committee. See Arttrur lndenerL Audit Committees in the 1990's (Arttrur

Australian Investment Managers _Associatio_n, Corporate Governance: A Gaide for Investment
Managers and Corporafiozs (AIMd Australi4 2nd ed., 1997) at?,l.
L]ttiog rule 4.10.3, ap.pendix 4A at p^aragra_ph 7 and the Guidance Note Disclosr:re of Corporate
Governance Practices' at paragraphs2S to 32.
Listing rule 4.10.2 and see appendix 4B (compliance statement 6).
eþ.o.in.pY opinion-{re same discþline o_f decision making and recording the information on
which directors decisions are madè that I recommend in ihapter 7.4 shõuld also apply to a
committee of the directors. These recommendations a¡e ãlso consistent with tñe'exra
information I recommended auditors should make available above under the heading 'Content of
the Report'.

lPira, 'An Ev-olutionary Perqpective on Audit Committee Effectiveness' (1998) 6 Corporate
Governance 29.
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appropriate lapse of time before the full board meeting is important to ensure the
committee can appropriately deal wit
communication and dynamics of relations
familiarity possibly leading to a committee
effectiveness of committees is evolution
reasons for the committee are implicit and
explicit reasons and marked as active) and
over time" is not necessarily linear and im
committee moves to maturþ.

On some of these matters there already is disclosure. For example there is disclosure of
each directors' identity, qualifications, experience, special responsibilities and the number
of directors meetings (including committee meetings) each yèar and the number attended
by eacl¡.ttt3 Also their independence sclosures
required in the annual report.lll4 So added to
enable sha¡eholders to attempt.to mo meetings
relative to full Boa¡d meetings. er some measures such as modes õf

dynamics of relationships depends on very personal characteristics.
characteristics that auditors should possess nô disclosure regime can
disclose such matters. 1l 15

6.6 AITNUAL REPORT

The financial statementl, directors' declaration and the auditor's report together with the
directors' report comprise what is commonly called the annual rèport tõ shareholders,
This is the principal financial information shareholders receive on an annual basis. I
have already discussed each of these other than the directors' report.

Directors' Report

The directors must report to shareholders each year on a number of matters specified in
the Corporations Law.rrl6 I pick up on the content of the report under the topics as they
arise during the thesis. The directors must resolve to approve their report and a director
must sign and date the report.lttz

For companies with a financial year that ends after 1 July l998,ttts the shareholders can
electllle to receive a concise annual report rather than a full one.ll2O The concise annual
report consists of a concise financial report (in accordance with the appropriate
accounting standard),ll2l an auditor's report tailored to that report and the normal

lll3
lll4
n15

I116

ll l7
lllS

CL s300(10), see chapter 7.
Se chapter 7.4 under the [¡s¿ding 'Loyalty'.
Hence it is not surprising for an author to conclude that there is little to no disclosu¡e on the
effectiveness of corporate governance policies; see McIlride, 'Beyond the Numbers: Reporting
Non-Financial Informationr (1997-September) Australian Accountant 20.
CL ss 298, 299 &,300.
CL s298(2).
The date of commencement of the Company Law Review Act 1998 (Cth) (see Schedule l, ss
r43t &. I4I2).
CL s316.
CL s314.
AASB 1039 'Concise Financial Reports' which standard is effective for financial years ending on
or after 3l December 1998.

lll9
tt20
lr2l



designed to reduce costs and aimed at less
e depth of detail contained in a full financial

will also be more understandable by
ot an established practice yet to see if thii

Timing

ancial statements, directors'
holders by the earlier of 2l
months after the end of the

ld within 5 months after the end of the
company's_ financial year.ll2s It is usual pr
report to shareholders with the notice of the
to satisfy all the statutory and Li
constitution) requirements. This
information, which is scrutinised in

Voluntary I)isclosures

Included in the document comprising
voluntarily disclose a range of informat
includes a chairpersons and CEO's addres
company an
(particularly
voluntary no

t70

The purpose of such disclosures is rwofold; to further discharge accountability and as a
marketing 1s6l.ll28 Concerning
of the financial statements and= attempt to describe in prose and

accountability, the directors
the use of diagrams,

the difficult nature

graphs, pictures (and it has been suggested by faces)llzs the same

tt22
I 123

CL s3l4(2).

"|"áKI#:K, KftiZ
their genesis in the

CL s315(1).
CL s250N(2).
Cadbury Cornmittee, The Financial Aspects of Corporate Governance (Gee, Great Britaifr, 1992)
at paragraph 4.57.
Courtis, 'Attitudes to Annual Bqorts' in Cgurtis (ed), Communication Via Annual Reports
(Financial lvfanagement Research eentre, Arrnidale, I98l) at 37.

Reports: Some Factors Contributing To
laide, 1994) at 233 states that "one ofthe

creditors and debenh¡re holders know how their
can make informed economic decisions. The

continue supporting the companies". She
business reports are used for advertising";
also Simpson, 'Annual Reports: Glossy,
an Accormtant 16; and Lewis, 'Annual

Communication Arts 24 (who as the head of a
ew corporate priority for arurual reports, which
(at24 to 25).

Smith.and.Taffler, 'Improving the C-ommuni_cation of Accounting Information Througlr Cartoon
Graphics' (1996) 9 Accounting, Auditing and Accountabilþ ¡ouri¿ Og.

tt24
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information in a simpler yay,lt'o For those readers with no accounting background they
may entirely rely on such voluntary disclosures.ll3r To some extenithis eãdeavour ii
commendable and there is some empirical evidence that points to limited success in this
objectivs.ttrz But this objective is subj
which conclude that these disclosures are
than the financial statements themselves).
described in chapter 2, these disclosures
srils¡i¿.1133 The conclusion of such studies
that throughout the period 1948-1990 corp
very difficult to read because of sophisticat
So for a lot of their readership, and p
unsophisticated investor), they are failing to m
is that directors are selective in the information they voluntarily report to cast the
company in the most favourable lightll36 and there is discrepancy, â miimatch, between
the voluntary information and There is a wealth of
empirical evidence that suppo information, which I
describe at length in chapter 9 dated or auáited then
this -is not surprising. I rrs This propensity is tied to the other purpose of such voluntary
disclosures
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I l3l
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I 133

I 134

I 135

I 136

tl37

Still, 'The Readability of Chairmen's Statements' in Courtis (ed), Communication Via Annual
Reports (Financial Management Research Centre, Armidale, 1981) at 162; Anderson, 'The

Repoß' in Courtis (ed), Communication Via Annual Reports (Financial
Centre, Armidale, 1981) 6l at 68; Anderson andEpstein, 'The Usefirlness
95-April) AuStralian Accr untant 25 at 26.

Jones and Shoemaker, 'Accounting Narratives: A Review of Empirical Studies of Content and
Readability' (1994) 13 Journal of Accounting Literatu¡e 142 at 170; Courtis, 'Readabilþ of
Annual Re,ports: Western Versus Asian Evidence' (1995) 8 Accounting, Auditing and
Accountability Joumal 4 at 9.
Mkwinda-Nyasulu, The Australian Corporate Annual Reports: Some Factors Contributing To
Low Readability Scores @h.D thesis, Univenity of Adelaide, 1994) particularly at 135 ("annuat
reports a¡e in the diffrcult to read range"); Jones, 'Readability of Annual R€ports: Western
Venus Asian Evidenc
Accountability Journal
Means of Communicati
119.
Jones and Shoemaker, 'Accounting Narratives: A Review of Empirical Studies of Content and
Readability' (1994) 13 Journal of Accounting Literature 142 at 173 (and at 169). These authors
are not completely uncritical of these conclusions (see at I12 and, L75). See also Courtis,
'Readability of Annual Reports: Western Vers¡s Asian Evidence' (1995) 8 Accounting, Auditing
and Accountability Joumal4 at 8.

McQueen, 'The Corporate knage-The Evolution of the Annual Report in Australia 1950-1990'
(Paper delivered at the Corporate Law Teachers Conference, The University of Melbourne Law
School, February 1997, author on file) at 12.

Above at 16 to 17; Smith and Taffler, 'Improving the Communication of Accounting Infonnation
Through Cartoon Graphics' (1996) 9 Accounting, Auditing and Accountability Journal6S at 82.
Australian Shareholders Association, Position Paper 'Inconsistencies Between Summaries and
The Detail of Annual Reports'; McQueen, 'The Corporate Image-The Evolution of the Annual
Report in Australia 1950-1990' @aper delivered at the Corporate Law Teachers Conference, The
University of Melbourne Law School, February 1997, author on frle) at 29; Holliday, 'Annual
Reports As Marketing Tools" (1994-AugusÐ Bank Marketing 23.
A graphic designer has even praised this form of massaging in the case of one company, see
Lewis, 'Annual Reports of the Future' (1984-September/October) Communication Arts 2+ atZ7.
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ity and opulence of the annual report from
any's financial successss,ll42 This occurs

Photo
e truth
a conno

hoping to use this connotation to their adv
should stimulate interest, which is one of th
be a positivs ¡ss¡h.lra8 The prevalent use of graphic design is also tied to the broader
movement in societies as consumer cultur.r-tt+r Such leF-sewing disclosures can

I 139

I 140
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tt42

I 143

tt4,4.

I 145
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lt47

I148

I r49

The most zubtle form of which is subliminal advertising, see Key, Sublirninal Seduction: Ad
Media's Manlpulation of a Not so Innocent America (Prenäce-Hall ñew Jersey, 1973).

|fcKinsqry, 'Designing the Annual Reports of Burton Plc from 1930 to I9g4' (1996) ZI
Accounting, Organizations and Society 89.

Reports' (1996) 21 Accounting, Organizations
Graves, Flesher and Jordan, 'Pictu¡es and the
U.S. Annuâl Rqrorts' (1996) 2l Accounting,

Graves,Flesher and Jordar¡ Pichues and the Bottom Line: The Telwision Epistemology of U.S.
Annual Reports' (1996) 21 Accounting, organizations and society 57 at6l,65 and 75 --
Above at 59.
Above Preston,(1996) and Soannual difficult
to convey (at I27). This is tied to their larg
photographs, not just as conveying messagei
135).
preston".Wrighl m4-Xoutg, 'Imag[in]ing A¡rnual Reports' (1996) 2l Accor:nting, Organizations
and Society lI3 atI22.
Lewis, 'Annual Reports of the Futr¡¡e' (1984-Sçtember/October) Communication Arts 24 at}7,
Preston,.Wright and-Young,'Imag[in]in 2l Accounting, Organizations
ga.Sggieq.ll3 a! ll4; Neima¡k, 77re nnuat Reportsi'Sixþ years of
social conflict at General lulofors (Marcus wien 92) at l l i to 116.
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..Þ9^ Tggut¿ed as a useful .insight intg the corporation's "philosophy and
'ttl50 if the-person is sufficiently sceptical and nòt reading the document at
Howeve¡_for less sophisticated readers these subtle influeñces probably have

d sffsç1.1151

Possibly one way to counter this is to have a US style Management Discussion and
Analysis ("MD&A') disclosure.rrs2 

- 
Under U.S. law a MD&A must accompany the

financial statements. The purpose of the MD&A is to provide a narrative to eirhance a
's financial statements.lr53 Regulation S-K ZZ93O3

åË "åi".?"i:;:*TîJ' ìriTflfåi' ;?3*"å? lH¿t
ons liquidity, capital resources and results of

operâtio¡s.llsa The MD&A forces directors to disclose any trends in these areasrls5
which assists shareholders to predict "futu
financial condition".1156 The regulations in
pages) and also the SEC has developed a b
the MD&A requirements.rrsT The MD&
which prohibit misleading statements. Thes
r-egent years for increased enforcement by both the SEC and private parties.tlss All of
this goes a long way to ensure the completeness and accuracy olthe WA¡,.

It -y opinion_if a similar approlch were adopted in Australia this would go a long way
in enhancing the accuracy, credibility and ;ompleteness of this information.rrco Giveir
the information is in narrative form ly suffer to some
extent, but this can not be avoided. iÁclosure then by
using plain English this informat However such
mandated disclosures do not prevènt companies in the US from also sending voluntary
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Meyer, 'Annual Reports Get an Editor in Washington' in Courtis (ed), Communication Via
Annual Reporfs (Financial Management Resea¡ch Centre, Armid¡le, 1981) at 36.
McKinsbry, Designing the Armual Reports of Burton Plc from 1930 to 1994t (1996) 2l
Accounting, Organizations and Society 89 at 110.
McBri{-e, 'Beyond the Numbers: Reporting Non-Financial Information' (1997-september)
Australian Accountant 20.
Regulation S-K 229.303, Instnrction l.
Regulation S-K 229.303(aXl), (2) and (3).
Regulation S-K 229.303(a)(2) and (3).
Regulation S-K 229.303, Instmction 3.
Brown, The Regulation of Corporate Disclosure (Aspen, USA, 2nd ed 1995) at2.02121.
Princþally Rule l0b-5 of the Seczrities Exchange Act 1934 (JS).
Brown, The Regulation of Corporate Disclosure (Aspen, USA, 2nd ed 1995) at2.O2I2l.
Unfortunately the government removed from the Company Law Review Act 1998 (Cth) before it
was passed the requirement that a management discussion and analysis (MD&A) be included in
the di¡ectors' report; see the Second Corporate Law Simplification Bill 1996 s299. The
government removed the MD&A requirement prefening to leave this to voluntary action by
corpo_rations rather than mandatory legislatioq Parliarnentary Joint Committee on Corporations
and Secu¡ities, Report on the Company Law Review Act 1997 (AGPS, Australia, 1998) at
paragFaph 1.39. Its removal was controversial and criticised; Parliamentary Joint Committee on
Corporations and Secu¡ities, Report on the Company Law Review Act 1997 (AGPS, Australia,
1998) atparagraphs 1.38 to 1.43.

government has refused to introduce a mandatory comprehensibility test for
orpqrate Law Economic Reform Program, Fundraising; Proposals For
(AGPS, Australia, 1997) at22to 24.
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quirement would only be a
information attached to or

under the general false and

to this problem. In addition to the MD&A
is information to be audited. This has merit

possible to prohibit any
it to that required by law
h information. Alsó this

could read "The information in this part
the directors. It has not been audited ãnd

unless they choose to live with their degree

Annual Return

shareholders, every company must, by 3l
th the ASIC.lr66 As with most documents
be inspected and copied by any member of

lodgement requirement is to
g all companies. Therefore it

t162 -The Evolution of the Annual Report in Australia 1950-1990'
Law Teachers Conference, The Uìriversþ of Melbourne Law
file) at 30.

CL s1308(7).
Hutchins, 'Annual Reports (...Who ReadS Them?)' (1994-October) Communication World 18 at
2_0; Epstein g$- Pava The Shareholder's (Jse of Corporate'Annual Reports (JAI Press,
Connecticuq 1993) at 91 to 94 (whose study concerded individual investors uút wittù this ctasé
could discem a difference between sophisticated and unsophisticated investors (at chapter 9)).

see Trade Practices (Consumer
A simila¡ warning is proposed as
usiness to raise up to $5 million

ytll9"!^a^¡tll prospectus; see corporate L eþrm program É¡il tbss (crh)
s71s(g)&(h).
CL s345.
CL .sl274(2),.which.also lists the limited type of documents lodged with the ASIC that are not
available for inspection.
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is _not surprising that the information that must be contained in the annual ¡sturnucs ig
information that has already been disclosed to shareholders (principally in the directors'
report).ll6e Therefore I see no need to describe the contents öf theãnnial return. In the

electronic. form (which does make searching by outside_ people eqsiÐ. Either way I do
not regard the annual return or issues as to iti format as bèin! particuÉrly importani.

6.7 HALF.YEARLYFINANCIALREPORTING

Since I July 1994 companies with sha¡es li
half yearly financial statements, a directors'
information in the financial s1¿1srns¡151172
as for the full financial year. More freque
information to shareholders.

The half-yearly financial statements can, but do not have to, be audited in the traditional
sense de alternative to a full audit the auditors may prepare adifferent on a review of the half yearly financiai statèmentsprepared he legislation does not identify
audit or As the audit function is an
shareholders as a matter of principle it is they who should deci
of practice this decision-appears_to have been taken by directors. The auditing profession
regards this as a choice for the directors, but it is not explained whether this il t'i.,re case as
a matter of principle or in recognition of the
then the auditors must report whether "the
course of the review that makes the audito
comply with the Accounting Standards and
true and fair view]".1176 This is a very limi

I 168

I 169
CL s348.

Pi4 n" exception_of CL s348 clause 10, which requires disclosu¡e of the company's ultimate
holding company. Howwer it is not common for listed public companies to beã súbsidiary of
another company.
CL.sltl AC(_l), 111 AD(l) & 111 AE(l); these provisions also apply to other companies and
endties, see CL Part 1.24.
CL s302 to s306 (forurerþ 283D & s58C).
AASB 1029: 'Half Yearly Accounts and Consolidated Accounts' standa¡ds 10 to 13 and
commentary (vi).
CL s306. The tnrncated directors'report only contains:

(a) a review of the entity's operations during the half-year and the results of those
operations; and
(b).the nalne of- each-pe_rs-on,who has been a director of the [company] at any time
during or since the end of the half-year and the period for which they weie a direðtor.

CL s302(b).
A-uditing Guidance Statement 1016 'Audit and Review Reports-Haf Year Accounts and
Consolidated Accounts' at paragraph .11. There is no guidanõe in AASB 1029: Tlalf Yearly
Accounts and Consolidated Accounts' or in Auditing Standard 902: 'Review of Financiál
R_eports'atpang¡aph.l3 (which only qpeaks of the auditor and the entity agreeing on the terms
of the engagement).
CL s309(4).
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the procedurg-s us-ed are less than in a fuIl ¿udi1.rrz7 Perhaps the critical difference
between a full audit and a review is the degree of assurance ai to whether ìhe financial
report is_ fr99 _!rom material misstatement. In a full audit the degree óf assurance is
"reasonable'rll78 \¡/hereas in a review it need only be "1¡sds¡¿1sl.ttzr However the

in approximately 6 months tinie. So the
ewing the financial statements is mollified

may be no way to prevent it. The reason the
audited is because cost and time involved i
On balance this seems correct.

been debated but has not gained
of quarterly reporting is there is

f disclosures. Rather Australia has
¡s disclosure regime (discussed in chapter

10.2¡.tter Only listed mining exploration and production companies are obliged to
provide 

_a fory of quarterly report,lte4 although many other ôompanies voluãtarily
provide them.ll85

tl77

I r78

tt79
I 180

See AUS 902: Rwiew of Financial Reports'which explains the nature of a review and how it
should be undertaken.
AUS 202 'O-bjectiv_e and General Principles Governing an Audit of a Financial Re,port' at
paragraphs.0S to .13.
AUS 902: Leview of Financial Re,ports' at paragraphs .09 to .12.

{bove_-a-t paragaph .25(a); and AGS 1010 'Audit and Review Reports-Half Year Accor¡nts and
Consolidated Accounts' at paragraphs . I 9 to .2 l.
AASB 1029 commentary gi).
Lava¡ch Committee, Corporate Practices and
1991) atparagaphs 4.4.9 and,4.4.14; and also se
Corporate Governance (Gee, Great Britain,
Continuous D
Law 54 at 56;
1992, Augus g and Frequency ofFinancial Reports: present
Requirements and Proposals for Change (1993) 1 C&SLJ lB3.

for Change' (1992) Australian
ared with the position in the US
has current reports on Form 8-K

are qpecific and much na¡rower than under the

LR 5.1 to 5.3.
Blair and atory Corporate Disclosure Rules and Secudlies Regulation' in Walker
and Fisse s Regulation in Australia and New Zealand (Oforã Universþ Press,
Auckland
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6.8 FINANCIAL REPORTING TO THE ASX

orporations Law,
Exchange a Half
with the Home

The purpose of the report is to provide
concerning the Company and the dividend
half-yearly financial statements have to

s are based must be audited (or for the half-
yearly report at least subjected to an audit review).rrs?

6.9 DTVIDEIYD AIINOT]NCEMENT

The directors' report must include for the relevant financial year:. dividends or distributions paid to members during the yéar"ttso 6d
' dividends or distributions recommended cr declaied for payment to members, but not

paid, during the ys¿¡.ltrt

This is supported þV.th. Listing Rules which require listed companies to notify the ASX
of any recommendation or decla¡ation of a dividend or a decision that no dividend will
be declared.lle2

Shareholders as investors are keenly inte
announcement. This is because sha¡eholde
dividend announcement tells them how muc
(putting to one side capital gains/losses that

Farrer has criticised bare dividend announcements on the basis that:. it involves balancing how much profrt i
directors and shareholders can have co
be struck. For example managers in c
simply be empire building or not wantin
capital market; and

I 186
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I 188

I 189

I 190

I 19r

tt92

li5ring nrles 4.1 and 4.3 respectively.
The Re'port _and Slatgqent_must-b-e lodged within 75 days after the end of the first half yearly
perigd and the end of the financial year respectively. Tliis is well before the time within wtrich
the financial statements and other documents required under the Corporations Law must be sent
to sha¡eholdgF (see chapter 6.6). Special rules apply if the Comp-any changes its accounting
period; see LR 4.4.
The Half Yearly Report and the Preliminary Final Staiement are in a standard form as set out in
Appendix 4 B of the Listing Rules.
Above.
CL s300(rXa).
CL s300(l)(b).
Prwiou-sly LR's 3A(6) a+d S{(Z) but now justpart of the general duty to disclose pursuant to LR
3.1 (and given as examples of the type of disclosure requiied under that nrle).
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an amb Forcould ent isrthatm euses

farrer's Ploggs.e-d response to this is to require mandatory disclosure of the reasons for
the rate of dividend.ue4 This is a sensillê proposal and-is consisteni*itr, -y broader
proposals concerning the diselosures which itroul¿ be regularly rnaae U/ ¿iiócôt, under
the duty of care (disðussed in chapter 7.4).

6.10 QUALITY OF X'INA¡ICIAL INX,ORMATION

Info fïnancial
sigll The prin
audi and 

-to

statements. These snapshots of the com
key indicator for shareholders as both
information against the qualities identified in chapter 2.

Before po.in^g so it is worth mentioning the role of liability rules on the quality of
financial information. Liability rules ãpply to both the di?ectors and exeiutives in
preparing the financial statements to enzuid the fînancial statements comply *ittt ttré
accounting standards and are true and fair and the auditors to take care in th,å a:udit of the
financial statements. The presence of
compliance with them and enforcement o

dary role to that of the
liability rules that apply

Accuracy

Bearing in mind the philosophical and other concerns with accuracy,lle5 financial
stqtements, sgr far as^nossil'le, should be accurate.lleo The financial statements comprise
information that is factual in nature, such as the amount of sales and the cost of siock.
Other items in the fïnancial statements involve sophisticated concepts (such as goodwill,
rates of depreciation, 

-etc), wherg it is_ impossible to say there is 
'a 

factuai reality.
Therefore there is a fundamental problem 

-with 
accuracy being taken too far. Tlie

l 193

I 194

I 195

Farrer, 'Australia's Dividend Laws: The Case for Mandatory Disclosure of the Dividend
Decision' (1998) 20 Sydney Law Review 42.
Above at 59 andfollowing.
See chap-tPl2. Hey-Cunningham, Financial Statements Demystified (Allen & Unwin, Sydney,
2nd e4 1998) at lg-states "iemember accounting is a humair si,stem, not a natural óysiem óf
nature. As such it is not absolute tn¡th. Indeecl it is a repres-entatiôn in dollars of'what an
organisation has done. Thus it is an analogy used to represenfrealrty. No analogy is perfect".

purports to r rqlresent".
consistent w Sèe also pconceming relevancè
characteristics (at paragraph 7).

I 196
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sophisticated nature of accounting and
absolute accuracy simply is not feasible
financial statements to show a "true and
effectively criticised and as a result taken
this is the case other qualities take on increased importance, principally comparability
and credibility.

Accuracy also involves the issues of completeness and information overload.

directed at a lack of financial disclosure 20
take such disclosure for granted.llez The evrilution continues with continued
development gf 4. acc-ounting standards, the role of the Urgent Issues Group (discussed
above) and calls fo¡ re{orm by commentators (and those made in this chaptei¡.ite8 Such
evolution is normal and to be expected.

One concern with the financial statements is that they represent a historical position
whereas shareholders want more forward-looking information.llee Sha¡eholders as
investors are concerned about future dividend s1¡sam51200 and are therefore interested in
information relevant to this, such as budgeted income s1¿1smg¡1s.r201 At this level the
fïnancial statements are not complete.l2o2 Whilst not denying the need for such
information, some forward-looking information is currently próvidtd. The statement of
cash flows points to whether the company is a going concern and in the directors'
declaration the directors must certify that the company is solvent.r2o3 fþsss at least point

tt97
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Analysis

äT"JJ
sB 1027

R 4.10.9., discussed in chapter 8.3), lease
commitments (ASRB 1008 'Accounting for Leases'), segment reporting (AASB 1005, discussed
in chapter 8.2) and pro foma statements (although the law has just again been altered on this, as
discussed above).
For example arguably the separâte reponing of free cash flow in the statement of cash flows is
one such improvement see Jupe and Rutherford, 'The Disclosr:¡e of 'Free Cash Flow' in
Published Financial Statements: A Resea¡ch Note' (1997) 29 British Accounting Review 231.
See also Hey-Cunningharn, Financial Statements DemystiJìed (Allen & UnwirL Sydney, 2nd e4
1998) at 280 to 282.
See Cha¡tered Accountants in England and Wales, The Corporate Report (Institute of Chartered
Accountants in England and Wales, London, 1975) at 6.32 to 6.39; and Jones, 'Whatever
Happened to the Corporate Report?' (1995-JnlyiAugust) Management Accounting 52.
Anderson" 'The Usefulness of Annual Rqlorts' in Courtis (ed), Communication Via Annual
Reports (Financial Management Researdr Centre, Armidrle, 1981) 6l at 63 (discussed in
footnote I above). See also Baker and Haslarn, 'Information Needs of Individual Investon' in
Coufis (ed), Corporate Annual Report Analysis @ept of Accounting and Financial
Management, Armidale, 1978) 105.

Anderson and Epstein, 'The Usefrtlness of Annual Reports' (1995-April) Ausüalian Accountant
25 at 27 to 28. This view is supported by recent empirical widence, see Yap, 'Cash Flow
Statements: How Useful?' (1996-December) Australian Accountant 36 at37.
Anderson, 'The Usefulness of futnual Rqlorts' in Courtis (ed), Communication Via Annual
Reports (Financial Management Resea¡ch Centre, Armidale, 1981) 6l at 63. See chapter 7.3
where I examine the need for management audits which information is more forward loolking.
CL s2e5(a)(c).
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iab
th
if

company.1205 Also some of the informatio

qreparers of reports can be overly opt
disprove their claims. For these reasro
mandating in favour of such disclosures.
remains contested in the c
information could be addres
forecasts are made could be
identified contingenci
with an indication fro
addition an explicit w
the less sophisticated investors of its unreli
forced to revisit their predictions each eir actual
that predicted and justify any discrep those wh
overly optimistic predictions would lò ime. For
opinión more forward-looking information s rsd.l2ro

Also a recent survey_ of individu¿l a majority of these
shareholders would like additional i and uirassárted legal
claims (ie those,where the lggleryd person the corporation yãt),
which also should be audited.tztt 1'hsfs is no reason why such information ihoul¿ nót bé
disclosed to shareholders.

The prospec't of information overload is to some extent ameliorated in the context of
financial statements by the issue of materiality, If an item is not material it need not be
disclosed.l2r2 This helps to prevent a minutiae of unhelpful information being disclosed

1204

t205

t206

t207

1208

t209

t2l0

12l I

t2t2

CL s299(l) provides that the directors'repon must:
(e)-rgfer to likely dwelopments in the [company's] operations in fr¡ture financial years
and the expected resr¡lts of those operations.

CL s299(3).
yitlrutt, 'Resuscitating Popper: Critical Theory and Corporate Law' (1996) Canberra Law
Review 99 at 100.

ssential' (1997) 15 C&SLJ 47 at 49. However
require disclosure of assumptions

the general test of disclosures, see
Proposals For Reþrm: Paper No. 2

Above at 49.
This is the ap-proach adopted in the-9SA if directon want a safe harbour from liabilþ for
forecasts, see Kytwood, 'Disclosure of Forecasts in Prospectuses' (1998) 16 C&SLJ 350 at362.
A view share{, in the context of proqpechrses, by Kyrwood, 'Disclosure of Forecasts in
Prospectuses'(1998) 16 C&SLJ 350.
Anderson and Epstein, 'The Usefulness of Arrnual Reports' (1995-April) Australian Accountant
25 at27.
Materiality was discussed earlier in this chapter.
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and sv/amping shareholders. Nonetheless a lot of information is disclosed in the annual
report aqd s n overload.l2l3 To a large extent the issue ofinformation stication of the user (whiéh is discussed below
under the he

Credibility

Financial information should be credible.l2l4 As credibility is inexorably tied to accuracy
and there are inherent problems with the accuracy of the financial statements the issue o'f
credibility becomes more important, and at the same time, more difÍicult.

The signilcance of the financial statements results in them being the most vulnerable to
manip\¡lation by management. If management a¡e prone to distórt information to tell a
{ory {ayourable to them then this is likely to be their first port of call. The annual
flrnancial statements being audited and reported on by independent, qualified accountants
curb this propensity. This more than any othei requirement ieduces the risk of
manipulation of the fïnancial statements, but does not immunise the fin¿urcial statements

company. The role of auditing is therefo
science.l2ls mes not to try to prove
or verify a h but not absolute iruth,
depends on to find such negativé
evidence by a variety of tests.

The auditing process involves shareholders engaging an elite expert to monitor and verify
the reliability of the financial statements prepared by manágement. Someone elsê
monitors for sha¡eholders. This means there is another link in thè chain, shareholders are
one step removed from the monitoring process. Having experts check the financial
statements as a credibilþ check is appropriate for two reasons. First, the auditors have
the necessary expertise which the sharehol
by themselves is unrealistic. Second, even i
as likely, if not more so, to make effors.
monitors is effectively monitoring them. T
are trying to judge the performance of profe
some shareholders, notably institutional s
Also the ASIC has a role to play and wou
intelligent assessment. However the ASIC
every audit. From a different perspective we see the increased use of audit committees.
Audit committees of the board are essentially acting as shareholder representatives. They
can effectively monitor the audit function to significantly reduce the iisk of audit failure.
Once again though shareholders are one step removed from the action. The same
structural problems arise, most notably how to monitor the monitors, With these links in
the chain of accountability the decaying effects of entropy naturally arise. That is the

Lewis, 'Annual Reports of the Fuh:re' (1984-September/October) Communication Arts 24 at25.
The definition of reliability from SAC 3 (quoted above) ins of
"without bias" recognises the importance of credibilþ. This 23
of SAC 3 where the role of the auditor in enhancing reliabilþ
Discussed in chapter 2.2.

t2t3
r2t4
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impact of entropy increases in successive chains of communication resulting in decreased
accuracy of information.

As discussed previously,.the qua.lity of the audit process and the ability of shareholders to
effectively monitor their mònitors can be sþnificantly improveá by adopting thã
following measures:
' insist that auditors make available to shareholders detailed information of their

audit plan. Shareholders need to be

themselves that the auditors have set about
ments are consistent with those I raise in

the discipline that
ss. It is likely that

be restricted accordingly; and access should

' audit committees should be mandatory. Similarly the audit committee's
licit (one of the hallmarks of a mature and
should record what they actually did as a
committee meetings relative to the ensuing
losed. This information should be availablé

to confidentiality restrictions. Similarly
a committee of directors they should be

making discipline that I recommend for

' giving.auditing standar_ds the force of law and adequately funding the ASIC to
properly monitor compliance with them; and

' improve auditors independence. The most important improvements would be to
get shareholders to approve the auditors remuneration, mandate auditor rotation
every few years and separating the roles of accountants and auditors for particular
companres.

If all these alterations were made this would significantly improve the credibility of the
audit function and therefore of the fïnancial statèments t]rêmseives.

Comparability

Information should also be comparable with like information both over time in the same
corporation and- between different corporations.l2l6 This enables meaningful
comparisons to be made to enable effeôtive monitoring and allocation of scãrce
resources. The comparability of the financial statements ii enlivened by the fïnancial
statements having to:o comply with an increasingly mature body of rules (the Accounting Standards)

designed to ensure consistency within and between'financial statements. Thê
paramountcy of these standards enhances their enforceability and recognises the

at paragraph 49 regards
Comparability is defined in
eústs when use¡s of that

larities in, and differences between, the nature
and effects of transactions and events, at one time and over time, either when assessing aspects
gf a_sþSle reporting entity or of a number of reporting entities". See also paragraphs ¡ fto :S of
SAC 3.

t2t6



fundamental problem in seeking absolute accuracy in sophisticated fînancial
information:

' e-ñ;iõ-;Ë accounting policies used by the corporation other than those
definitively prescribed by the Accounting Standards;1217 and

' include a comparison of this years financial results with last years.l2ls

These rules significantly restrict the opportunity for creative accounting undertaken to
represent favourab I e outcomes for managem ent.

ability is the recent change to the accounting requirements
for the profit and loss statement and the balance shèet was no
certain of the contents of these are prescribed). This was a

retrograde step where flexibility was ïvrongly championed over ðomparabiÍity.

Relevance

Information must þs ¡slsy¿¡1.l2le Are fin
At some levels it is very relevant. For
information is relevant because sha¡ehol
company was¡ or wasn't and most immediate
that financial year's results. They can also
which a recent study has concluded sophistir
will effect share price and hence potential capital gains or losses to shareholders. The
auditor's report is relevant in that it goes to the credibility of financial information. For
shareholders in their monitoring_.o1", t9 see if lqanagers have performed by proflrtably
running the company, which is their principal objective, then financial informãtion is ä

of end financial
omplete Whether
d other i under the

However given that in their investor role s
and auditors of the financial statements for
these documents the report is legally irrelev
but any loss suffered by the company as
different from the losses suffered by shareh
can be significant, if not ruinous, both absolutely and in the eyes of the investors
involved.
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Understandability

t2r7
12l8

t219

AASB 1001 'Accounting Policies' at paragraphs 5 and 6.
AASB 1034 rlnformatíon to be Disclosed in Financial Reports' at paragraph 14. See also AASB
1018 'P¡ofit and Loss Accounts' at paragraphs 20 to 21 and AASB 1026 'Statement of Cash
Flows' at paragraph 13.

SAC 3
a neces

decisions by users about the allocation of scarce resources by:
(a) helping them form predictions about the outcomes of past, present or ûrtwe
events; and/or
(b) confurning or correcting theirpast evaluations;

and which enables users to assess the rendering of accountability by prep¿¡rers.
Yap, 'Cash Flow Statements: How Useful?' (1996-December) Australian Accountant 36.1220
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Understandability

nonetheless difficult to understand by
realistically unavoidable.

I foreshadowed at that time that the
information that by its nature is
financial statements are quite simpl
the profit earnt over ayear (if any),
company is solvent. At another lev
sophisticated documents. The financial st

and diligent sffsrt. l22a

4 clear.recognition of.this le¡rlity is made in "Statement of Accounting Concepts 3:
Qualitative Characteristics of Financial Information", SAC 3 at paragrap'hs ¡O aird ¡Z
provides:

36 The ability of users to unde
part on their own capabi
information is displayed.
constructed having regard to
exercise diligence in revi
proficiency necessary to co
accounting practices.

37 Preparers should present information in the er
without sacrificing relevance or reliabilþ. it
ngay.not always.be possible !o r_epof- gorrlpl in
simple or simplified terms. It should be borne in mind that professional
advice can be obtained by the users of general purpos-e fïnancial
reports'1225

t22l

t222

1223

1224

t225

SAC 3 'Qualitative s
understandability as a s
defined in paragraph 5 f
that information are ab ". See also paragraphs 36 to 38 of SAC 3.
Smith.and Taffler, ccounting Information Through Cartoon
Graphics'(1996) 9 ilþ fouña168 at 69.

_S-ee lhe_folewor{ by lykçl in Hey-Cunninglrarn, Financial Statements DemystiJìed (Allen &
Unwin, Sydney, 2nd ed, 1998).

r example Roth,Analysing Company Accounts:
Victoria, 1995); Hey-Cunningham, Financial
2nd ed, 1998).

A-simifal approach is taken in the US in Statement of Accounting Concepts No. I at pan 34
where it is provided:
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The position for unsophisticated investors is not completely hopeless. As discussed
âbove,l2ze c ise financial statements. These are designed
to address investors traditionally have with finañcialstatements. ese amendments will be. Also as discussed
above, it is common practice for the annual report to volunta¡ily summarise the financial
results of company, commonly in the Chai
such voluntary disclosures in that manager
such information to suit their ends. These
addressed by such improvements as the use
such disclosures to some sort of readability
reliability of such information for the ben
Australian empirical evidence
shareholders rely on financial
principal source of information c
empirical evidence shows that
report'1228 whilst others conclude that the principal source of information is from
professional advisers (followed by the media).tzzr
undertaken in 7994195 supported the subordinate use o
study also concluded that shareholders still regard
dsçurnsri1.l23l Similar mixed results are found from overseas studies.l232 There is some
evidence that financial analysts and institutional investors use the annual report more
than individual investors who do not as a whole have the appropriate qualifications or
background to fully understand these repo¡1s.1233 This evidênce'generaily supports the

1226

1227

t228

t229

1230

t23l
t232

The information should be comprehensible to those who have a reasonable
understanding of business and economic activities and a¡e willing to study the
infonnation with reasonable diligence.

See also AUS 702 'The Audit Report on a General Purpose Financial Report' at paragraph .07
which states that the audit report should possess the-qualþ of understandability. Seè also
Cadbury Committee, The Financial Aspects tf Corporate Governance (Gee, Great Britain,
1992) which considen that the financial statements should be "understandable by the reasonably
informed shareholder" (at pamg¡aph 4.58).
At 6.2 under the sub-heading'Directorsr Report'.
As stated in a prwious
comprehensibility test
Fun drai sin g ; Proposals
Anderson, 'The Usefi¡lness of Annual Re,ports' in Courtis (ed), Communication Yía Annual
Reports (Financial lvfanagement Research Centre, Armirlale, 198f ) 6f .

See the two Australian studies summarised in Courtis, 'Attitudes to Annual Re,ports' in Courtis
(ed), Communication Via Annual Reports (Financial Management Research Cèntre, Armidale,
1981) at 37.
Anderson and Epstein, 'The Usefirlness of Arurual Rqrorts' (1995-April) Australian Accountant
25 at26.
Above at 27.
See the international studies summarised in Courtis, 'Attitudes to Annual Reports' in Courtis
(ed), Communication Via Annual Reports (Financial Management Research Cèntre, Armidale,
1981) ¡tt 37; Chang and Most, 'The Use of Aruual Reports-An International Study' in Cou¡tis
(ed), Communication Via Annual Reports (Financìal-Management Research Centrê, Armidale,
1981) at 37; Epstein and PavA The Shareholder's Use of Corporate Annual Reports (JAI Press,
Connecticut, 1993) (investors regard annual report as the most useful informãtion); Hutchins,
'Annual Reports (...Who Reads Them?)' (1994-October) Communication World 18 (institutional
investors regard the armual report as useful).
Chang and Most, 'The Use of A¡nual R€ports-An International Study' in Courtis (ed),
Communication Via Annual Reports (Financial Management Resea¡ch Centre, Armidale, 1981)
at 37: Courtis, 'Annual Repofs: The Armchair or the Wastepaper-Bin?' in Courtis (ed),

t233
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approach taken in 149 3 although given the inherent tension involved in making the
comp.lex understandable then theãegree of inconclusiveness in this-evidenôe is alsõ not
surprlslng.

Whilst every endeavour
able as possible this can
sophisticated documents
er endeavour to receive

.statements,, obtain professional advice (as
ir depth and bear the risks associated wìth

qractices adopted by publishing corporat
documents that can bè used wlen iorpo
8.3).

Accessibility

Since the financial statements are sent to each shareholder and released to the ASX there
the totality of information included in the
ocument. If all of this information was not
lot of effort by shareholders to track it down
7

The raw data from which the financial st
shareholders. However such raw data is no
shareholders access to this information on a
affairs of the company, and would
information (ie information overload).
information \¡ras in an electronic form
involve no disruption to the company (subject to suitable confi
However such a situation awaits the futuré, although given the
development it may not be too far away. But genérall-y shareh
interest in receiving su-ch info^rmation; the financial acCounts themselves satisfy their
needs. Howêver úrã release of this information would be consistent with the scíentific
method of releasing raw data so that others can test claims made on the basis of such

t234

Ç929r-ate Annual Report Analysis @e,pt of Accounting and Financial Management, Alrridrle,
1978) I at 2.

{ view strar. ed by others; see- McK_eon, urtis (ed),
Corporate Alnual Report Analysis (Dçpt Anniddé;
1918) 5 at 7. For a similar conclusion set out in

and Ramsay, 'lvfandator Secrnities
and Fisse (eds.), ,Seczrities Regulation in Australia and New Zealand
s, Auckland 1994) at 268to269.

CL s314.

Ç.ornorate La¡y ^limqlification 
'IasJdorce, Annual Returns and Financial Reporting to

Shareholders (AGPS, Canberra, L994) at2.
ffcBri{e, '.Beyond the-Numbers: Reporting Non-Financial Information' (1997-september)
Australian Accountant 2O at20.

r235
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data. That is release of this raw data would be useful not in itself but in order to assist in
testing credibility of the financial statement
the auditors and I have already made su
allowing shareholders access to the auditor's
the pragmatic reasons to not require regular
need for its disclosure. It should be
shareholders could access this information by ¡
gry|if Fy.nlopgqals for reform are accepted then by this regime as improved by utilising
FOI principles (discussed in chapter 10.3).

Finally, as stated in the introduction to this chapter much of the information discussed in
subsequent chapters according to their pertinent topics is flrnancial information. The
accessibility of this information is considered in these subsequent chapters.

Confidentiality

The financial statements themselves do not comprise confidential information. As I have
noted, if the work of the auditors and the audit committee are made available to

of this information will be confidential and appropriate
be put in place. In my opinion if my proposals for ieform are

hould formulate an accouhting standarã tõ deal with this issue
of non-disclosure of confidential information in these documents.

Timeliness

The timeliness of the financial information I consider according to the components of
timeliness established in chapter 2, narrcly the interval of reporting and thè period it
covers.

The interval of reporting has traditionally been done annually. However there now are
the half-yearly reporting requirements, so the interval has been halved. Quarterly
reporting has been debated but not seen as g:nerally necessary because ofthe continuous
disclosure regime of reporting to the ASX.I238 Conventional wisdom regards this as best
that can be achieved within the existing framework of periodic disclosure. However I
disagree. Most companies produce monthly management accounts. To my mind there
seems no reason why this "raw" information should not be made available to
shareholders. Certainly monthly management accounts have not been audited (or even
reviewed by ao auditor) but management themselves consider it reliable enough to use.
Surely shareholders are knowledgable enough to appreciate the difference between
audited and unaudited financial information (and if some of them are not then the
information could include an appropriate warning). It may be too costly to post this
information to all shareholders so alternatively it could be released to the ASX and made
available electronically. The release of this information in these ways could be notiflred
in the annual report so shareholders who are suffrciently interested know about the
release of this information and can choose to access it. I can see no compelling reasons
against having such disclosure.

Putting aside the prospect of monthly reporting, delay in reporting is an issue for the
annual financial statements since by the time they are published they represent a position

Discussed in chapter 10.2. AIso see my proposal in chapter 10.2 to abolish the "document
prepared for internal management purposes" exception to the continuous disclosure regime
which would result in any monthly financial statements prepared for management putposes to be
disclosed to the ma¡ket.

1238
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23e Largely this is inevitable due to the
audit the reports.l24o There is some

.qel?y. the release of the annual reportar Added to this is the time it takei to
matters ameliorate the timing problem with

the financial statements:

ion;tz+z *O
ccur slightly before the
the Corporations Law.

reporting via the Internet hold the promise
to shareholders by effectively eliminating

The. reporting period is one year for the annual financial statements and six months for
the half yearly reports (and would be one month if mcinthly reporting was introduced). 

-

Cost

SAC 3 at paragraphs 39 to 41 recogrr.ises
relwance. Courtis, 'Annual Reports: Th
Corporate Annual Report Anaþsis (Dept
1978) I at 3.

Whittred, 'Audit_Qualification and the Timeliness of Corporate Annual Rqlorts' in Courtis (ed),
Communication Via Annual Reports (Financial Managerñent Research Ceiüe, Armi¿¡e, tÒgíj
238 at254.

must:
sen since the end of the year that

cial years; or
financial years; or

financial years.
This is recognised in S+ç 3 at paragraphs 42 to 45 which ultimately regards this weighing
process as a matter of uprofessional judgement" (there being "no- universally accep-tablé
methodology" for doing so).

t239

t240

t24t

t242

t243

1244
Ausüalian
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6.11 CONCLUSION

Disclosure of financial information to shareholders is justified on the basis of their role as
investors and monitors. _The- existing law and praôtice concerning the disclosure of
financial information to shareholders is re ionably adequate and to ã reasonable extent
ensures the quality of information.provided to shareholders. The law has a long history
of ensuring disclosure of financial information based on the view that this is íhe moít
important information provided to shareholders. If the law is amended as I have
suggested.in this c-hapter this position would nonetheless be significantly improved. The
most significant of these changes are to:
' shore yp th-e position of auditors including their independence, increasing and

improving the information they report to shareholders, making audit comrñiüees
compulsory and clarifying liability rules;

' ha-ye a warning concerning reliability attached to the voluntary information included
with the f unsophisticated sharehôlders;. include about the inherent danger
of such nformation each reporti-ng
period and compare the prediction with tl and. improve timeliness by releasing monthly management accounts.
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CHAPTER 7

MANAGEMENT INFORMATION NEEDS OF SHAREHOLDERS

7.I INTRODUCTION

This chapter is about the information shareh
their company. The chapter is divided
information shareholders ieceive about th
directors and executives and board com
direct information about the performan
examines the information shareholders
directors and executives with their duties of

tes to the financial statements, Whilst not
ement, balance sheet or statement of cash

secondary financial information but on the

managing the businesses conducted by the
has become increasingly complex- and
it between the roles ofliharehoiders and

7.2 IDENTITY AND QUALII'ICATIONS OX' NDIVIDUAL DIRECTORS,
SEI\-IOR EXECUTIVES AND BOARD COMPOSITION

Justification for disclosure of identity and qualifications

citizens "need to know about the candidates



79r

Analysis

f the identity of the directo¡s.r245 Also the

date and place of birth and address. Thes
know who their appointed directors are.

Unfortunately there is no requirement to disclose the identity of the senior executives of
the company, unlike in the U.S.l2so Given that often these people actually now manage
the company's business they remain the hidden face of the company. Many annuãl

CL s300(1)(c). See also AASB 1017 'Related Party Disclosures'at 10.

obliged to provide the company with the
ly with CL s242; CL s236(1Xc) and236(4).

rliges listed çsmpanies to immediately notiS the

provision covering a change in the company', ;iftff' 
Listing Rule 3'16'3 is the equivalent

CL s300(10).
The date of operation of the Firsf Corporate Law SimpliJìcation Act 1995 (Cth).
Prwiousrv cLs242(2)' 

;åfïf"ffiiåî:ffiår#

1245

t246

t247
1248

t249

1250
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reports 
- 

nonetheless voluntarily disclose who the senior executives are but it is
unsatisfactory to leave this as a matter of choice.

the nomination committee could be exp
deliberations of this committee. Sha¡eh

hareholders are concerned with the ovêrall

requiredl2sl and disclosure was mandated,
golnpany had adopted an appropriate m On either view the
information needs of shareholdeis could audit of management,
altlgugh the form of that audit would vary eferred view. Ai stateé
earlier, I consider management audits later-i

Ftq-. the álualities-in chapter 2 ttre information provided is simple factual information
and therefore should be able to be accurate. Thé problem is that the current disclosure
obligations are not complete. The other qualities bn this straight-forward issue are not
relevant.

Chapter 4.3 pointed out that the compos
issue in the corporate governance debate.
of independent, non-executive directors
How such people were nominated and in
committee was als_o seen as important. There are no compulsory disclosure rules
concerning this. However the Lìsting Rules require corporations tó disclose in their
annual lepg1t_- a "statement of the main corporate gôvernance practices" of the
corporation.t252 .The Listing Rules also provide an indicative list òf such corporate
governance practices, which include
list corporations a¡e not compelled
recent study of 268 listed corporati
60Yo had on their board a majority

t25t

t252
t253

Ausüalian Guide þr fnvestmentManagers h 3.9 récommends an
annual rev
LR 4.10.3.
Appendix 4A to the Listing Rules at paragaph f .
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whether.these.peoplewere independs¡1.r2sa Jh_e figu¡es rryere similar but slightly lower
concerning_whether the chairperson wa¡¡ an indepeãdent, non-executive direõtor. Only
22%o revealed that they had a nominatio r committee.l255 However another recent
empirical evidence indicates that:

(a) most majorþ of non-executive directors but evidence
to suppo ess clear;
(b) over had an independent chairperson; and
(c) only lTYo hadnomination committees. 1256

Therefore it seems there is a difference b
and
that
inde
later in this chapter). This enables reader
understanding of independence but this rai
particularly for unsophisticated investors.

7.3 Iì{ANAGEMENTPERß'ORMANCE

Justification for disclosure on management performance

The need of shareholders for information
justifiable from the perspective of shareho
shareholders have an interest in receiving in
corporate results) measures the performance
the disclosure of financial information i
shareholders aÍ¡ monitors since financial i
performance. If an indirect measure of m
measures of their performance is also necess

Information on managernent performance is also a valuable tool for shareholders in their
investor role. One way to value company shares is to assess a company's ability to
produce a agementperforman duce the
capability eholders
a surer method of predicting a company's future income s¡sam.l25e It is certainly a more

t254

1255

1256

Ramsay -and Hoad, Disclosure of Corporate Governance Practices by Australian Companies
(Centre for Corporate Law and Securities Regulation, Melbourne, 1997) at I I to 13 .

Above at 13 to 14.

Stapledon, Institutional Investors and Corporate Governance (Clarendon Press, Oxf,ord, 1996) at
l]1 to L,lz; cf Stapledon and Lawrence, Corporate Governance in the Top 100: An Empirical
Ituþ of the Top 100 Companies' Board of Directors (Centre for Corporatè Law and Secu¡ities
\egutatÍorL Melbourne, 1996) at 4to 12 whose snrdy in 1995 of thatop 100 listed companies
found that the relwant percentages were (a) 40y", þ) 45Vo and, (c) l9%.
As noted in Ramsay and Hoad, Disclosure of Corporate Governance Practices by Australian
Companies (Centre for Corporate Law and Secruities Regulation, Melbourne, 1997) at ll.
See_ chapter 4.6. See also Francis, 'Measuring, Predicting, And Enhancing Corporate
Performance', paper presented at the conference Measuring And Enhancing Corporate
Performance: An AgendaFor Corporations And Investors organised by the Businesi Council Of
Austølia and The Australian Investment Managers Group, Sydney, 12 November 1993 at 5.

orporate Performance', paper presented at the
Performance: An Agenda For Corporations
Of Austalia and The Australian Investment

1257

t258

1259
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I results.1260 Also
information that
on management
closures about the

company's financial po sition and perform ance.

Given the broad information
justifiable from this perspec
performance of directórs will
exercise their rights as citizens to vote on th
of directors.

Analysis

g.opp1ny þut _of its managers. Certainly n
linked to the financial performance of thi cr
ma:<imise wealth for ihareholders. This is particularly so when viewed from the
perspective of shareholders interested in s -

and information to Tno i*ffiff;greaterincreasesw na rulesentitle
directors to pay div ed from previous yea¡s.lze¿ Therefore even

t260

Marngers Grygp, sy49y, ? November 1993 at 5. see also Brancato, Nev corporate
Perþrmance Measures (The Conference Board, New york, 1995) at 9 to 10.

orporate Performance', paper presented at the
Perforrunce: An Agenda Fõr Corporations
Of Australia and The Austratian ur-:vestment

4.

rs It?'paper presented at a
by the Australian Institute
10.

Burrough and Helyar, Barbarians at the Gate (Arrow, Great Britain, 1990) at 458 to 459.
tablg A cl_89; Mana Developments_Ltd y a ynop lty Ltd [t97712 NSWLR 616; Lipton and
Herzberg, understanding company Law (Law nook coinpany, sydney, l99s) at 2g9.

t26l

t262

t263

t264
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in years where there.is.not an adequate profit, or no profit at all, directors have the ability
to nonetheless pay dividends from these reserves. To some extent this is in shareholderi
interests because they have a steady and
careful reading of the financial statement
funded, many unsophisticated investors
other hand if it is appropriate to pay the
the first place? Certainly this practice is
result in a year; shareholders with their no
shareholders without a dividend. Also sh
short term proflrtability but also the ongoing
Hence there is a need for information that di

Looked at from a slightly different perspective as previously discussed, the financial
statements measure results but not how those results were achieved. This limits the
ability
histori
results
management is no longer believed. Even if
the dark about how the losses arose.
shareholders should be told how the comp

n how they manage their
these commentators argue
angibles" as:

. customer satisfaction/retentioî't267. employee turnover and training;r research and development investments and productivity;. ne\¡r product development;. marketgrowth/success;. environmentalcompetitiveness;and. other measures speõific to each company.l26s

These items do not traditionally appear in the financial statements but are relevant to how
companies generate wealth and therefore information on these topics should be provided
to shareholders.

1265 Kocourek, tsoard Performance Criteria-rWho Defines It Who Monitors It?'paper presented at a
conference 'Corporate Governance: Critical Board Issues" organised by tha Ausnãlian Institute
of Company Directors in Sydney on 24 May 1993 (author on file) at 111. There is empirical
evidence which supports the view that strareholders take a long term view of the corporation and
do not just have a short term investment horizon; see Anderson and Epstein, 'The Usefrrlness of
Annual Reportsr (1995-April) Australian Accountant 25 at26.
Sherer & Kenq Auditing And Accountabiliôl (Pitman, Londorq 1983) at 118.
This item is the focus of a form of business analysis described in Harry and Lawson, Six Sigma
Producibility Analysìs And Process Characterisafion (Addison-Wesley, U.S.A., 1992). This was
the business system used by Motorola Inc to turn their declining fortunes around in the 1980's,
which culminated in Motorola receiving a U.S. national qualtty awa¡d in 1988.
Brancato, New Corporate Perþrmance Measures (The Conference Board, New York, 1995) at
10. See also Drucker, 'Reckoning With The Pension Fund Revolution' (1991) Harvard Business
Review 106 at 113 to lt4. Similar measr¡res exist in
Baulderstone,'An Organisational Culture Consisten
Learning' paper presented at a conference 'Evaluation
conducted by the Australasian Evaluation Society, Adelaide, Ausüalia, 1 to 3 October 1997.

t266
t267

t268
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One commentator, Dr. Ivor Francis, has
investors should receive information on
argues that managers must use a systemic
their business creates value.l27o That is,

Individual managers,.including the -CEQ and perhaps even the board itself can
now be held accountable for thè health 

-oÍthg 
system,^functions, or pio""rrrs over

which they have at least some degree ofãuthoíity. ' E

Given that more direct measures of management performance are appropriate the issue
becomes how to provide investors with thil type of information. Therà is'evidence ro*"

e this information in their annual report.t277 However I
ively criticised such disclosures from ã quality perspective;
relied upon.r27s Most commentators-conjider that the

t269 orporate Performance', paper presented at the
Performance: An Agenda Fòr Corporations
Of Aushatia and Thé Australian hivestment

Above at4 &.7.
Above at 5.
Above at 5.
Above at 22.
Above at 7.
Sherer & Kent Auditing And Accountabiliry (Pitman, London, 1983) at l lg.
See also Kaplan and Norton, 'Using the Balanc
(1996-Jan-Feb) Harva¡d Business Review 75.

asures to monitor strategic performance and
ways to infonn outside investors about those

on". For an appraisal system
awler,'Appraising Boa¡droom

Hollida¡.'Annual st) Bank Marketing 23; Ramsay and
Boad, Disclosure Áustralìan Compánies (Centre for
Corporate Law an at 14 to 15.
Chapter 6.6.

1270

t27l
1272

1273

t274
1275

1276

1217

1278
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comp?ny sh.o3l{ submit to a business managemsrf ¿udi1.t27e As a matter of principle an
audit is justified. An audit is appropriate tere there are no other structural mechaiisms
in p1?q9 to ensure the accountability of those in power in an organisation and hence the
credibility of the information they publish. As I demonstrated eãrlier in this thesis in the
corporate context there is an absence of other structural mechanisms to ensure there s no active opposition and relatively weakm of the reason why the financial stafementsar are audited there is a stronger argument to
support an audit of management perforrnance. The fînancial statemints mõasure the

A management audit for investors is an extension of the work performed by internal
auditorsl2s0 and simila¡ work undertaken by businesö consultants and accountants on an
ad hoc basis. at the requ-est of direcJors.l2sl The latter type of management audit may
occur for a variety of reasons including at the time of a takãover, merger or
reorganisation or because the company is in serious financial difficulties.r2s2- The
pripary difference of the proposed brl_siness management audit is that it occurs regularly
and an independent auditor is responsible for the audit and reports to shareholders.-

Blueprints for such audits ods1.l283 Auditors have promulgated their methodology in
Auditing Standards on performance auditingr2s4 and their planning.tzts The standard on
performance auditing defines a performance audit as:

an audit of all or a part of a.n entity's or entities' activities to assess economy
and/or efficiency and/or effectiveness. It includes any audit directed to:

(a) the adequacy of an internal control structure or specific internal
controls, including those intended to safeguard assets and to ensure due
regard for economy, efficiency, and effectiveness;
(b) the extent to which resources have been managed economically and
efficiently; and
(c) the extent to which activities have been effective.r2so

As can be intimately connected with their handling
of the busi ropriate. The auditing standards go on tó
explain in uld be undertaken, including establishing the
terms of the engagementr2s7 and the criteria against which performance is to be

L219

t280
l28t
t282
1283

Sherer & Kent" Auditing And Accountability (Pitnan, LondorL 1983) Chapter ll; Drucker,
R.eckoning rWith The Pension Fund Revolution' (1991) Harva¡d Business Review 106 at 113 to
ll4; Francis, Measuring, Predicting, And Enhancing Corporate Performance', paperpresented
at the conference Measuring And Enhancing Corporate Performance: An Agenda For
Corporations And Investors organised by the Business Council Of Australia and The Australian
Investment Managers Group, Sydney, 12 November 1993 at25.
Sherer & Kent" Auditing And Accountabilip @itma4 London, 1983) Chapter 10.
Craig-Cooper and De Backer, The lulanagement Audit (PiEnaû Publishing, U.K., 1993).
Above at chapter 2.
Abovg at ch4ter 5. lee also Helbert, Auditing the Perþrmance of Management (Lifetime
Learning Publications, Californi4 1979).
AUS 806'Performance Auditing'.
AUS 808'Planning Perfonrunce Audits'.
AUS 806 'Performance Auditing' at paragraph ,02. See also Herbert Auditing the Perþrmance
of lulanagement (Lifetime Learning Publications, California, 1979) at 6 to 7 .

AUS 806 'Performance Auditing' at paragraphs .15 to .17: AUS 808 'Planning Perfonnance
Audits' at paragraphs .04 to .05.

t284
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judged.tzs¿ The terms of the engagement can be narrow or broad; the criteria can be
specific or vague. To have value as an accountability tool for shäreholders the audit
should be comprehensive and judged against specific anä relevant criteria.

appropriately qualified, I 2e0 independs¡1r 2e I
information and personnel. Ohe further
management auditor will invariably be able to use his experience of different
organisations to assess the perfonnance of management from a broàder perspectiv et.t2s2

Managers are likely to resist having their
an outsider. It may well be that the busin

t that in ten years a majqr pension fund
or fixed-income securities unless that

itself to by an
resist of 0 years
resented submit
ublic acc nd even more to publication of the audit's

findings.lzsr

ction of a voluntary shift in culture will
shift is that the first who may wish to
ompetitors an advantage and therefore

anagers in some companies are undertaking

1288

t289

t290

t29L

AUs 8 'Phruring PerformanceAudits' their owñ performancecriteria those criteriã.
II^.Iþ9fr, 4uditing the Pedormance of Management (Lrfettme Learning Publications, California,
1979) at 3.

November 1993 at25.
Sherer & Kent AuditingAndAccountabili¡! (PitmuUlondor¡ 1983) at 1l4.
Dry9E.t, '!.eckoning With The Pension Fund Revolution' (1991) Harvard Business Review 106
at L14: Noticeably over half of Drucke/s time has elapsed with no sign of universal business
audits in sight.
Althoueh q .t*iþt prediction was made nearly 30 years ago; Burton, Management Auditing'
(1968-May) The Journal Of Accountancy 41 at 45.
B_9..-h94,^ 'Cgr_pgrale REorting Talks Reinforce Doubts' 1992, August 1 Business Review
Iteekly 88 at 89 in the different context of quarterþ reporting of financiãl information.

1292
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performance measurements to be used inte
this is very different from being audited
shareholders and the wider world.l2e7 IVhe
but in my opinion Drucker is overly optimi
sufficiently important so that Parliament sho
later. There certainly is some empirical evi
type of information. t2e8

As the business management.audit is only a
quality of the information against the
credibility would be enhanced, given an
Concerning the other qualities then such an
supported by the relevant auditing standard.l2ee Just as over time the financial statements
and auditing of them has evolved and imp
the management audit would be expected.
have to be subject to legitimate confidentiali
issue of cost. Once again whether new info
is difficult to definitively answer. The co
independent auditors are involved. The co
both the company and the auditors ¿lre on a
should level out but will still be significant. In my opinion the benefit of the
management audit wa¡rants the costs involv :d.

7.4 DISCLOSURE OF COMPLIANCE }VITH LEGAL STA¡IDARDS

fiduciary and statutory
rting requirements there
them and whether any

Justification for disclosure about directors' compliance with legal standards

In chapter 4 I observed that since shareholders have delegated powers to directors they
have placed themselves in a position of reliance and relative weakness. This is also the

Brancato, New Corporate Perþrmance Measures (The Conference Board, New York, 1995)
includes case studies of companies from the United States, United Kingdom and Australia which
do this.
Above at I I expresses tlte concern of many numagers about the release of such infomration
because this "will reduce their competitive advantage".
Anderson and Epstein, 'The Usefulness of Annual Reports' (1995-April) Australian Accountant
25; Epstein and Pav4 The Shareholder's Use of Corporate Annual Reports (JAI Press,
Connecticut, 1993) at 131.
AUS 806 'Performance Auditing' at paragraph .07 states th¿t the objective of a performance
audit "includes the provision of relevant and reliable information aboutperformance".
See chapter 2. One altemative has been suggested in Francis, 'Measuring, Predicting, And

sented at the conference Measuring And
r Côrporations And Investors organised by the
an Investment Managers Group, Sydney, 12

d the concern that information produced as a result of a
manâgement audil may be damaging in the hands of the company's competitors. He therefore
suggested that "one short answer to that question is that the investor should know that the
company has the capabilities to execute its many necessary ñrnctions, not necessarily the details
of the decisions reached as a result of executing those ûrnctions, but ttrat it has the capability of
doing so."
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and loyalty. There are complementary and
ciary duties are imposed õn directors in
olders and their divergent interests and are

ther
that
dire
the power
shareholde
accountabl
accountability, shareholders should receive

matter of principle in Australia.
s of the High Court support this
Williams stated:

o act in the best interests of the patient, it
has a duty to inform the patient ihat he'or
been guilty of negligence in dealings with

their Patient.tror

In the corporate context there is a duty
company/shareholders and therefore the
duty logically follows. Also as I concluded
embraces a modestly idealistic
monitors a¡e necessari_ly intereste s' compliance with the
relevant laws which effect them. is also'justiflrable from
the perspective of shareholders as citizens; c n whetÉer their elected
representatives are obeying fþç l¿¡¡¿.130 o the complete package of
information provided to shareholders. of support at a'theorãtical
level for such disclosures, as- becomes app are a-r'ange of mandatory
disclosure rules that exist in this area.

Analysis

Broadly speaking the directors are subject to duties of honesty, care and loyalty. I
analyse each in turn.

Eisenberg,_'The_Stn¡cture of Corporation Law' (1989) 89 Columbia Law Review 146l at 1473;
Easterürook and Fischel, The Ecònomic Stractut e of Corporate Lmy (Harvard University Press,
USA r991) at 90 to 93.

which directors are entrusted with they should be
Direct information on this topic would assist the

companies (discussed in chapter 4.6). 
on bidders being able to identify poorly managed

(1995-1996) 186 CLR7l at 113.
h the US disclosure ofbreaches offiduciary proxy solicitation
process for the re-election of directors; see îioni: Cases and
Materials (Foundation Press, USA, 6th ed, 1988

l30r
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Honesty

The directorsl305 and executivesl306 are under a duty to act þs¡ss1ly.l3o7 There are
currently no disclosure requirements about whether this duty has beei breached. The
closest the law comes to this is the requirement for the aúditors to detect fraud and
opportunities for fraud.l3o8 This is a useful provision but misses the mark in that the
obligation to make such disclosures should 5e principally cast upon the directors and
fraud is only one type of dishonesty (especially as hoiresiy in corþorations includes the

i

information, which is not necessarily reliabl
be obliged to so report.

If
at
th
aÍ

limitations because from within a small g
to identify the perpetrator by inference.
then this type of delay should alleviate such
dealt with quickly once they come to light.
of public record and reporting the progress of these proceedings is uncontroversial.13ll

1305

1306

1307

1308

4e, C¡ty Equitable Fire Insurance Co Ltd U9251 Ch 407 at 426; Mìlls v Mills (1935) 60 CLR
150 at 1?5 @er Starke ) and at 185 (perDixon J).
Green v Bestobell Industries tl28?l wAR I 4t 3 (Burt cr), l0 (Wickham Ð & t8 (Kennedy r);
Canadian Aero Service Ltd v O'Malley (1973) 40 DLR (3d) 371at 381 tó 382. See also Ct
s232(L).
Both at common law and pursuant to section 232(2) of lhe Corporations Law.
AUS 210 'Irregularities, Including Fraud, Other Illegal Acts and Erors'; re Thomas Genard &
S94g Ltd [1968] Ch WA Chip and Pulp Co pty ¿rd (1938) t3
ACLR 283 at289. ay, Fordls Principles Of Corporations Law
@utterworths, Sydn and lckeringill, Poke, Sheller and Kent,
'Audit' inAustralian orttrs, Sydney, 1996) at [3.7.0155]. Discussed
also in chapter 6.5.
This is the strained interpre-tation_ as a result of Australian Growth Resources Corporation Pty
Ltd (Recs and Mgrs apptd) v van Reesema & ors (198s) 13 ACLR 26t at ies-zlz; aid

Co Ltd & Ors (1990) 3 ACSR

""'o'li'."*i;s*'ffi tgr:l
// 1998 (Cth) ss181 &, 184(l).

L_oss, 'Disclosure as Preventive Enforcement'which is in chapter IV of Hopt and Teubner (eds),
Corporate Goveruance and Directors' Liabilities (Walter de Gru¡er, Beirlin, 1984) at 332 io
333.
For example it is a-defence to a claim of zub judice contempt that the peñion was publishing a
fair, accurate, tmcolou{ed and contemporaneols report of legal proceedings; see ex p Teruill; re
Consolidated Press Ltd (1937) 37 S.R.(N.S.W.) 225 per Jordan el atZSl.

1309

13l0
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Sometimes the dishonesty will not be of an
an organisation. If this is the case then th
made during the time the culture of dishone
of disclosure could remain and when a diffe

obligation to disclose dishonest behaviour
not prevent collective dishonesty but would
regulators could use to easily prôsecute such

v
a

. to the best of their kno
have been detected ca
disclosure should inclu
take. The disclosure obligation should
proven guilty' and the law of defamation

Care

The directors and executives when performing their fì¡nctions must act carefrrlly.l3lz

carefully cannot be totally divorced from
been negligent then this may result in a

e company, In this way the care directors

ion considers whether there are more direct
ing to their tasks.

The board of directors is a body which acts collectively and makes decisions by majority
ys1s.l313 In chapter 5
with cabinet, another
analogy can not be tak
role of sporting teams
and competition. The

morimise its performance. Directors
decisions by majority vote. This is
be assêssed.

Re City Equitable Fire Insurance Co Ltd U9251 Ch 407; CL s232(4).
Table A, cl 70(l).
Althouglr I concluded that this alone does not warrant exemption of their decision making
process from an FOI style regime of disclosr:re.

t3t2
l3 l3
13 14
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How directors as a collective body can act carefully or negligently can be divided into
four parts, namely their duty:
' to monitor their delegate, where direciors have delegated some of their

responsibilities;. of inquiry if suspicion of mismanagement or illegality is aroused;. to make informed decisions; and. to make reasonable decisions.l3l5

I now examine four ways that directors actions can be analysed to see if thev have been
careful, consider what information shareholders cunently receive on thié topic and
whether this can be.improved. Finally I- consider whêther there is any sóope to
systematically assess the care taken by individual directors rr whether any additional role
can be carved out for the chairperson for assessing the care taken by his or her fellow
directors and report to shareholders accordingly.

Deleeation - Monitorins the Deleeate

Directors often delegate a lot of management functions to the executives. Where a
and more as overseers; they take on
in the sense of direct observation,
Directors should install appropriate

hich it can be established thãt the
company is being prgp_erly run.1316 The duty to monitor has been explicitly endorsed by
an Australi¿¡1 çsu6. l3l7

In monitoring their delegates the directors will be interested in executives' perforrnance
and conformance with the law. As the company's activities a¡e the sum of fhe activities
of the people who are employed by it th
delegates extends to monitoring the perfo
conformance with tlÌe law.l3l8 Measuring
previously in this chapter. However the I
this duty to monitor to have in place a leg
program is a system designed to enable all
know of and comply with the law and
instances where laws have been breached.
point. A duty to have a legal compliance p
United States in the l960rs,l3re although a recent authority questions this result.l32o As I
argued in chapter 4.4, an obligation to report on compliance with the law is consistent
with a modestly idealistic view of the company. In my opinion disclosure of manager's

t317

13l8

This four stage analysis of the duty of care is derived from Eisenberg, 'The Duty of Care of
Corporate Directors and Officers' (1990) 51 University of Pittsburgh Law Review 945.
Institute of Internal Auditors, Australian Control Criteria: Effective Internal Control to Achieve
Business Objectives llithin an Acceptable Degree of Risk (kposure Draft) (Insttt;te of Internal
Auditors, Sydney, 1998).
Daniels v Anderson (1995) 13 ACLC 614 at 662.

s' paper presented at a
the Australian Institute of

Graham v Altis-Chalmers Manufacturing Co f8SA 2d f25 @el 1963); discussed in Clarh
Corporate Law (Little Brown & Co., New York, 1986) at 130 to 133.
In Re Caremark Int'l Inc Civ A No 13670 WL 549894 (Del Ch Sept 25, 1996); discussed by
Veasey, 'The Defining Tension in Corporate Governance in America' in Ramsay (ed), Corporate
Governance and the Duties of Directors (Centre for Corporate Law and Secuiities Regulation,
Melbourne, 1997).

13 l5

13l6

l319

1320
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compliance with fiduciary duty and the company's conformance with laws are justified as
a matter of principle.

As a matter of practice systematic i d
compel the directors to adopt a certai d
have to be willing to bea¡ the costs. d

nd people will legitimately n
the discipline and eost are justiflred if the reality of modern business
on of management functions and the duty io monitor is taken

holders receive no information about what
in place to enable the
whether the results of
nformation should be

Inquirv

aroused only when the directors:
circumstances of such a character, so plain, so manifest, and
iation,_that no men with any ordinary degree of prudence,
behalf, would have entered-into sucñ a tr-ansaction as they

It too low.l32a This standard virtually saysth ng slaps them in the face. Many üíougitth much more subtle messages of iouble-in
th

However in the AWA appealr325 the majority judges rejected the traditional approach and
adolted.a much more_rigorous approach. Tlie majoriiy cited with approval the US case
of RanHnv Cooper where it was said:

If nothing Ïas come to the knowledge of directors to awaken suspicion that
something is going wrong, ordinary attention to the affairs of the inìtitution is
sufficient. I! on the other h*4, directors know, or by the exercise of ordinary
care should have known, any facts which would awáken suspicion and put â

t322

t32t

1323

t324
1325

orate Disclosure Rules and Secu¡ities Regulation' in rüalker
on in Australia a4d New Zealand (OÉoril University press,

I p$:ge an aspect of this issue firther in chapter 9 concerning the company's compliance with
social laws.

Y ÇiA Equitable-Fire.,Insurancg Co _Ltd p9251 Ch 407 at 429; AWA Ltd v Daniels trading as
Deloitte Haskins & Sells (1992) 7 ACSR 759 at 868.
For example the Royal Commission into the Tricontinental Group of Companies, August 1992.
Danielsv Anderson (1995) 13 ACLC 614.
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prudent man on his guard, then a degree of c evil to be
avoided is required, and a want of that care Directors
cannot, in justice to those who deal with the to what is
going on around 1þsm.1326

So a more appropriate legal standard has now been recognised.

Unfortunately as with the previous
obligations concerning this function o
directors should report on the results of th

tantially cove
ing that is ne
to their duty

Informed Decisions

Australian cases have consistently recognise
inform themselves before they make a deci
pervasive view in our society that people act

However the law does not impose any obligations on directors to disclose information on
how they reached informed decisions. To address this issue the law should insist that the
directors as a collective decision making body:. record and keep copies of the information on which they based their decision;
' make a positive statement that in their opinion such information was reliable and

the reasons for their opinion;. give their opinion that they do not require any additional information in order to
make a sound decision in the circumstances;. state what the viable alternatives to their decision are and the reasons they are not
Preferred'l¡zs. express the reasons for taking the particular decision; and. record any dissenting views and the reasons for those yisrys.l33o

If this discipline is imposed on directors it m
the collective nature of their decision. I sub
the directors is subject to review for the
directors, not only as to why they reache
decided.r33l It is also unacceptable for judges to excuse this and to state that the

1326 Above at663to664.
1327 In Re Australasian Venezala4g Pþ Ltd f196214 FLR 60: AWA Ltd v Daniels trading as Deloitte

Haskins &. Sells (1992) 7 ACSR 759 zt 864-865, 873; Daniels v Anderson (1995) 13 ACLC 614
at 668; see also Smith v Van Gorkom 488 A 2d 858 (Del 1985).

1328 Discussed in chapters I and 4.6 (in the context of the ECMH, which posits rational investment
decisions).r32e Note that this style of information must be provided to shareholders if they a¡e asked to approve
contentious matters in general meeting; see Fraser v NRùIA (1995)15 ACSR 590 discuSsed in
chapter 10.4.

1330 The iast two points are justified more by the need for reasonable decisions, which is discussed
under the next heading. However given they flow from the prwious points it is logical to
preserit them at this stage, although it does some chronological violence.r33r Al{A Ltdv Daniels (1992) 7 ACSR 759 at780 to 789.
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executives have the responsibility qf reducing to writing the directors decision .t332 | arn
strongly. ._ol 4. 9pinr9.n that 

-this is whõlly inapp-ropriate; ¿irãciois--should take
responsibility for the collective nature of their dãcisioiri.

Certainly this wi[ impose a more formal discipline upon directors in their decision
making process. But it is warranted in that it fórces tträ ¿iràcto;r-iõ õ";iãer whether
they. are degr-eg of ca¡e when *rting 

"-¿éãiri"". It alsoprovides o eñable the decisiott rnuking"püssä-b. ol"n io
scrutiny

delay disclosure for a short period of time

Requiring directors to provide reasons fo
corporate law. Directors must give reasons
are proposing a compromise or arrangement
takeover concerning whether sharehõlders s
shaIes. l334

Reasonable Decisions

So far those aspects of the duty of care I
Board operates and how decisions have b
undertaken carefully. The last issue is
itself must be reasonable. Of course a
lead to a better, reasonable decision but this
itself must be reasonable, then the courts wil

Unfortunately courts have consistently said they will not review the merits of a decision.
This view has been exp_ressed by both the High Courtr335 the Privy Councilr336 and the
U.S. Supreme Court.1337 l¡is also proposed
an explicit business judgement ru1e.1338
outrageous. Courts examine the merits of d
they examine lawyers' decisions to see if
decisions?

1332

1333
Above at 867.

eúile. 8, part 3 clauses S3Ol(a)(i). See chapter 8.4.

,i-iJ:Ji",å'ff lö¿i:'fr'.":tr*P,Ëffi *Tff Ët
CL s750 PartB clause I andPartD clause l.
Harlowe's Nominees Pty Ltdv Woodside (Lakes Entrance) Oil Co NL G968) 121 CLR 483.
Howard Smith Ltd v Ampol.Petroleum Ltd [19741 AC 821; see also re City Equitable Fire
Insurance Co Ltd [1925] Ch407 at429.

fhlenslEv^trrlgley ?_3? ì!.E2i 71f a1780 (Ill. App. 1968). See Ctarþ corporate Law Q.itte
Brown & Co, New York, 1986) atI24.
Corporate Law Economic Law Reþrm Program Bill l99g (Cth) s1S0(2).

1334

1335

1336

1337

1338



There seems to be three justifications for this approach.

(1) Courts say they are ill equipped to re¿u¡sess
necessary business nous. This seems to be tied to so
the court. They don't see it as their job to be an app
the courts fear that _a {iqgrugtled_party with a different management philosophy may
appeal any business decision they dislike.

(2) Business decisions of their necessity involve risk taking. r33e There is never a sure
ve, others are more entrepreneurial

ir ,,i1ffi,JTåîîffiîf,"î
sho After all some entrepreneurs are spectacularly
suc eholders a lot of money. Some muõt inevitably
fail y have been.negligent.

207

(3) There is a difference between a bad decision and a decision which turns out
badly. A decision may be reasonable based on all the information available at the time it
was taken. A bad resuÌt may eventuate simply because the business climate changes, a
nerü competitor enters the scene or ner¡/ technology is invented which renderi the
company's obsolete. But that doesn't mean the original decision was bad when it was
taken. However there is the risk of hindsight bias (exaggerating the ability to predict a
result when the result is already known) which affects any court decision.r34o

These justifications are not
unreasonable then the court
and call it unreasonable.

persuasive. If a plaintiff can establish that the decision is
should not bury its head in the sand - they should review it

Nonetheless just because the court will not review the quality of directors' decisions does
not mean shareholders should not receive information concerning this topic. In fact quite
the opposite. If legal review is not available then if information is not available to enable
shareholders themselves to assess the quality of a business decision the directors are
effectively immunised from review. Many sha¡eholders, particularly institr¡tional
shareholders, have the business expertise to assess the quality of the directors' decisions.
They also have a range of self-help remedies, notably the power to remove directors,lr+t
they can use without resort to the courts. For these re¿ßons and complementary with the
reforms suggested in the previous part, in my opinion directors should provide a positive
statement that in their opinion the decision they took is the best decision for the company
and the reasons they hold that opinion.

fndividual Performance

Certainly directors act by majority and are a collective decision making body. However
this section considers whether shareholders can or should receive systematic information
about the performance of, and care taken by, individual directors. This is relevant for

1339 Arkes and Schipani, 'Medical Malpractice v The Business Judgement Rule: Differences in
Hindsight Bias' (1996-Spring) Defense Law Joumal 59 at 94 to 95. These authors suggest other
reasons as well but in my opinion the ones I have listed are the most important in Australia.1340 Arkes and Schipani, 'Medical Malpractice v The Business Judgement Rule: Differences in
Hindsight Bias' (1996-Spring) Defense Law Journal 59.

l34l Public companies CL s227; proprietary companies CL s2268 (replaceable mle) and Table A cl
62, discussed in chapter 4.
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The only gunenj.disclosure obligation is that the Directors' Report must contain for the
relevant financial year .thg - mð.ti"g, 

-ãi
committees of directors) in each diîéctor
attended.l3as Although this is first, tentative
gtep. . .Ir rells us_ how often q*Íitv óî à,
individuals contribution to the

The diTculty is that i.t,is ye.p' hard (and expensive) for an outsider to effectively assess
the quality of an individual dilector's þerformance. Certain y in the rur" ólãirectors who

requirement that extensive mi 
-

Board. The value of this cannot be under-estimated
. Recording.the proceedings of formal meetings may
which would undermine its own purpose.

In ryy opinion there are no effective mechanisms that can be put in place to enable
outsiders to monitor the quali ed
1bov9, if directors are sued ed
individually. However at this to

ich is tested by cross examinal to
essing liability involving grelt expense and time into a cost
qurrement.

However is it po.ssible that an insider to the Board could effectively monitor the
performance of individual directors and report to sha¡eholders accordinglyi

1342

1343

t344

CL s225.

fhis p$nciple is zupportta. þy ttrg !{Ìciary _d¡ty that prohibits directors ftom fettering their
discretion; see Thorby v Goldúerg (1964) t12 CLR 597. '

directofs performance and the different
e directors and the CEO in AWA Ltd v

2) 7 ACSR 7s9.
CL s300(r0)G) & (c).

r self and anonymous peer assessment of
ld and Lawler, 'Appraising Boa¡droom
136 at 144 to 145. However this call is

ance.

1345

1346
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Chairpersonrs Role

Board is well balanced and composed of
function effectively .t347 Clearly if one or
ty contribution then this will 

-affect 
the

this situation does the rore or the cr,uirprrrllui.Tr'.Tåliiilt'y"iLtl! 3¿'frïl*"'*rtil
this situation and, if so, how far should õr can the Chairperson þo?

There is no d could in question.
This. may 91 e. If ly, ivell anã
good. But if is or h

The Chairperson's position then becomes
Chairperson is merely one of them, indeed

the representatives of sharehol
directors. But could the ch
performance of individual dire
re-election or removal?

Referring back to th
performance and if a
then the coach, usual
the team. However this type of disc
reserve and being ready, willing and abl
performance enables the best team to be
chairperson be equated with the coach?
chairperson has no power to remove his or
such power there is the risk that the power c
factions on the board or even an indivi
opinions contrary to that of the ohairperson.
than in a sporting team. On a sporting te
transparent to the teams management and
be so and therefore much harder to justi
impossible for the outside constitr:ents to
individual directors. Even the power to
targeted director could face an insurmount
election. In my opinion the value of
voice their opinions is jeopardised by
no additional role for the chairperson should be made.134e Also as a matter of human

1347 e' Director (Longman Professíonal,
in Australia (Institute of Directors in
ial Aspects of Corporate Governance

uK, 2nd ed, 1995) at 14 to lg. 
company chairman @irector Books'

Table A, cl 75(l).
Cadbury, The Company Chairman @irector Books, UIÇ 2nd ed, 1995) sees no such role for
chairpersons either.

1348

t349
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Contracts

nature it is very difficult for peers to "dob
taking action that may lead 

-to 
their rem

introduced, then this would undermine the
counter productive. Indeed it would entire
insider of the board; the chairperson would

I submit that the desire for systematic information on individual director's performance is
not that critical an issue to wa¡rant the introduction of reform io ãnuUi.'t¡ir to occur.

in and
rn the
is not

_dies and can probably tolerate a substandard
contribution from one or two directors (dependTg 9n tire size äf itt. gòrrd). Althdgñ
not ideal, a Board can get away with oneoitwo frãeloaders.

Loyalty

There is a range of situations where,
undertaken, directors have an inherent c

t position is that the shareholders can always
Togify this.strict p.osition if they so agree. this is commonly achieved by express terms
in the çs61itu1isn. l3s3

th duties to the company fall into
Different commentafors categorise
any categorisation there will be

However corporate constitutions usually 
"lrf;".llrs".iå::ïiti"i1 ff?'T.lli, i:i'ffH:;

1350 4!:f!:"-, Ig,Jyay_C^o v Blaiãe Bros 11843401 All ER Rep 249; Regal (Hastings) Ltd v Gulliver
lt942l I All ER 378.

Qaeenslandlufrnesv Hudson (1978) 52 ALJR 399;llõolworths Ltdv Keþ (t99t) 9 ACLC 539,
CL s2324 and CL chapter 2E.
See for example Table A, clauses 63, 65(e), 71 & 80.

-I,iqt^o¡ 
ql4-Herzberg, _Undelstaryding C.9!np Sydney, 7th ed.,

!?98) a! 39? to 418. See also Austi¡, 'Fidu õppofunities' in
Finn (ed), Equity and Commercial Relationships a,'ßSZ¡.
Aberdeen Railway Co v Blaikie Sros [1843-60] All ER Rep 249.

135 I
1352

1353
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Personal Profits Remuneration)

so long as they disclose that interest to their fellow directors and do not vote on the
resolution about that contrasl. l3s6

The Corporations Law-requires disclosure in the directors' report of particula¡s for each
director of any personal interest in a contract or proposed coniract wiih the company,1357

, terms or whether a better contract èouid be
an attempt had been made, for
cts is also required under related

continuous disclosure regime

In addition to these general disclosure obligations the law requires certain transactions
between the company and related parties involving signifrcant ¿ssslsl3se and contracts
where a conflict .of interest permeates the whôle -Boardr360 to be approved by
shareholders. In these situations shareholders will.receive more detailed'iirformatioá
with the notice of meeting which convenes them to cónsider fþs m¿tts¡.1361

Directors are not entitled to personally profït fro This rule
may seem lilg.a throwback to a more genlee-l represents
current law. This strict position can be modified

T9.4atc.h this legal requirement fhe directors' report must include details of any benefit
which the director has received or is entitled-to receive under a contract wittr ttre
company (mentioned abov
that it does not explicitly
ameliorated to some extent
if the personal profit arises
disclosure is required under AASB 1017 (
Party Transactions'). Second, there are mor

1356

t357
1358

Table A, clauses 65(e) & 71. See also CL s232A discussed below.
CL s300(ll)(d).
Listing Rule 3.1 (where an example of the
agreement between the
of the director)'. Prwi
'any material contracts
L-isting Rule seemed to limit its scope to I
disclosure of the amount of the loan, the
repayment of principal and the security
the loans were to firll time employees

contract and the directors interest in the contra
the value ofthe contract to be disclosed and
terms (and if so the reasons for the favourable terms).
Listing Rules 10.1 to 10.3.
Corporations Law 232A requires shareholders to approve any transaction where the directors as
a group a¡e unable to consider the matter because ofa confliCting material personal interest.
See chapter 10.4.
Regal (Hastings) tld y Ç1lliyer ll942l I All ER 318; Green and Clara Pty Ltd v Bestobell
Industries Pty Ltd Ir982l wAR 1; Guinness Pty Ltdv saunders [1990] 1 All ER 652.
CL s300(ll)(d).

1359

1360
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leTÌ¡tletalion, which is the most common way in which directors' proflrt from their office
(which I discuss next).

For financial years end
(a) discussion
emoluments of
(b) discussion of the relationship
performance; and
(c) details of the nature and amount of eaôh element of the emolument of each
director and each of the fïve named officers of the company receiving the highesi
srnslqrns¡1.1368

This new provision will ensure adequate disclosure of the remunerations of the directors
and the top executives. Paragrapli (a) is similar to an item in the indicative list of

ces under the
e "the main
" for the exe

remuneration committee, if there is one).136
made a disclosure under this item and

t367
1368

t364

1365

1366

4111, Remuneratìon Disclosure in Australia (Australian Investnent Managers' Association,
Sydney, L996)at2.
Re George Newman and Co [1895] I Ch 674 per Lindley LJ at 686.
Table A, cl 63; see also_ÇL s2364 - replaceable rule. LR 10.17 also requires shareholders to
approve any increase in directors remuneration (discussed in ctrapter 4).
CLss 1412 &.1431.

ee on Corporations and Securities date l0 July

Paragra.ph (c) seems-to have derived from a recommendation of AIMA (now IFSA) concerning
executive remrmeratior¡ namely:

annual report its policies on and the
all di¡ecton and each of the 5 highest
e in one section of the annual report in

Australi iociation, äåiÎì;" Governance: a Guide þr Investment
and corporafiozs (AIMA" sydney, 2nôed., 1991) at paragraph 3.10i see also Hill,

tion Disclosure in Australia (Australian Investment Vtanagèrd Associatior¡ Sydney,
8.

LR Appendix 4A at paragraph 5.1369
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ç6¡¡¡¡i1¡ss.1370 However the study also found that beyond this the "level of disclosure
varied widelyrr.lrzl Once again, given the non-mandatory nature of such disclosures this
is not surprising. The new meÍu¡ure is mandatory so in future all companies will have to
comply with it.

In addition to this new requirement, the Accounting Standards require disclosure on a
regular basis of the amount of directorsl372 and executivesl3T3 income. The need for
disclosure is regarded as more important than the directors and
privacy in this information.t3T4 The financial statements must di
income of all the directors and the number of directors whose
different levels (bands of $10,000). The same disclosure is required of executives who
earn over $100,000.1375 Income is broadly defìnedl376 and interprdsdl3TT although there
are some exceptions to disclosure. Those exceptions are out of pocket expenses incurred
for the benefit of the company,l378 certain payments made by foreign entities to people
not resident in Australia,tstt 

^O 
remuneration paid,to executives who worked outside

Ausû.alia.1380

To some extent these re
not identifîed nor who
directors earn what (the
more and the rest of th
which executives earn the amounts disclosed depending on how many earn over
$100,000 and the extent of voluntary disclosure of their identity (a problem mentioned
earlier in this chapter). If shareholders have a legitimate interest in the identity of the
executives, their functions and their performance then you would expect explicit
disclosure of who earns how much. This would help shareholders to ascertain whether
executives are being properly remunerated given their responsibilities in the company. It
seems that Parliament has decided that the issue of executive remuneration is important
but has left the pie half-uncooked. Shareholders should not be left in the unenviable, if
not impossible, position of urying to piece together the identity of the executives and how
much each is paid. That is, it is preferable that the directors and executives are identified

1370

t37l
t372

t373

t374

t375

r376

t377

1378

t379

Ramsay and Hoad, Discloslre of Corporate Governance Practices by Australian Companies
(Centre for Corporate Law and Securities Regulation, Melbourne, 1997) at 16 to 18.

Above at 17.
AASB 1017 'Related Party Disclosures'paragraph 4.2 (formerly clause 25 of schedule 5 to the
CL Regulations).
AASB 1034 'Information to be Disclosed in Financial Reports' at paragraph 12 (formerþ clause
29 of schedule 5 to the CL Regulations).
Re Australian Newsprint Mills Ltd (1988) 6 ACLC 1205; ASIC Policy Statement 43 'Accounts
and Audit Relief at paragraphs 28 to 33.
AASB 1034 'Information to be Disclosed in Financial Rqrorts' at paragraph l2.l(a) (formerþ
Clause 29(2)(a) of schedule 5 to the CL Regulations).
AASB 1017 'Related Party Disclosures'paragraphs 4.5 and 4.6; AASB 1034 atpangraph 12.3.
UIG Abstract 14 'Directors'Remuneration'has clarified some potential interpretation difficulties
involved with AASB 1017 and resolves those potential inconsistencies generally in favour of
increased disclosure.
AASB l0l7 'Related Pa¡ty Disclosures'paragraph a.6(a); AASB 1034 at pangraph 12.3(c).
AASB 1017 'Related Pafty Disclosures' paragaph 4.6(b) and (c); AASB 1034 at patagraph
12.3(d).
AASB 1024 'Consolidated Accounts' at paragraph I2.3(a). This exception has been criticised;
see Hill, Remuneration Disclosure in Australia (Ausralian Investment Managers' Association,
Sydney, 1996) at ftr 79. See also column 2 to the attachment to UIG Abstract 14 'Di¡ectors'
Remuneration'.

1380
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by name and the amount of their remunerati
under the new r
, It is also as yet
more closely wi

A more stinging _criticism traditionally related to performance based remuneration.
Performance based remuneration is seen as a viay to ãlign the interesìsìf straretrolders

corporate

,¡:ni#å
cutives is

, is not disclosed to shareholders at all.l384
This was seen as a .glaring .omission.l38s This has now been addressed by the new
requirement in the directors' Tepof. Such disclosure's by all .o-p*io will enable
comparability between the level and type of remuneration in different ôompanies.rrse

In addition to this regular flow of information, l}Yo of the sha¡eholders or shareholders
who own 5Yo of the company's issue-d-shares liave a statutory right Io reqn.st an audited
statement of directors remuneratis¡.I387 This is a curious pioviõion'and ìt is difflrcult to
understand how the threshold was arrived ¿1.1388

es commonly participate in an
es or options over sha¡es in the
conflicting interest until later in

the benefits the person will receive upon retirement. There are
s concerning the amount of retirement benefits which can be

. executives, tacked up by certain disclosure obligations. The
Corporations Law requires shareholders to approvê certain prescribed beneflrts for loss of

138 l

1382

1383

1384

1385

n Disclosure in Australia (Austalian Investment Managers' Associatiorq
15 to -f{; Greenbury Comrrittee, Directors' Remaneratiof lcee Publishing,
to [5.11].

jgnsen.ala iuurnlv, lcEo Incentives-It's Not How Much you pay, But How' (1990) May
Harvard Business Review 3.
Hill, Remuneration Disclosure in Australia (Aushalian Investment Managers' Association,
Sydney, 1996) at 9 to 11.

e based remuneration on non
see Brancato, New Corporate
at 46 to 49.

Austalian Investment lvfanagers Group, 'Newsletter No 2', July 1994 at 6; Hill, Remuneration
Disclosure in Australia (Australian Invèstment lvhnagers' Associatior¡ Sydney, tÓfe¡ at tS.
Hill, Remuneration Disclosare ìn Australia (Australian .Investrnent Managers' Association,
Sydney, 1996) at 12 md,18 to 19.

CL s239.

See below under the sub-heading "Interests in Sha¡es and Options".
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or retirement from, offllce.l3eo Once again shareholders will receive information at the
tlpq of their general m_eeting to approve such benefïts. Also and on a regular basis
disclosure must be made, as a note to the annual financial statements, of-the actual

to the directors (but not other executives!)t:et or their
.t3e2 But this leaves gaps in the information which
ot receive information about prescribed benefits that do

provided.

Another criticism is that the disclosure o
reporting rules which leads to a scattering o
clearly affects the quality of the information
its comparability and understandability.
introduced so complete disclosures are mad
met.

Transactional Confl icts

Many transactions that present themselves to
the co by Lipton and Herzberg as involving
bribes f company funds, misusè of corporaté
confid business opportunity.l3ec These headings are
self-descriptive and I offer no further elaboration. Some instances of personal profïts
also involve transactions with the company and such cases can also be considered in this
category.l3e7 All of these transactional conflicts are more often than not one-off
instances of a breach of the duty of loyalty but sometimes the problem may be of
repeated or systemic breaches. However often these transactions involve contracts
between the director and the company and so long as the procedure prescribed in the
constitution and section 232A of the Corpo'ations Law are followed there will not be a
breach of duty. Nonetheless instances of such procedures being used should be reported
together with appropriate details of the underlying transactions.

1390 CL s237. In addition Llsting Rule 10.19 provides that shareholders must approve seryice
contacts which provide for tennination benefrts that exceed in aggregate 5Yo of the equity
interests of the company.
See the definition of 'þrescribed ofFrce" in CL s237(19).
AASB 1017 'Related Party Disclosures' at paragraphs 4.7 to 4.9; AASB 1034 'Information to be
Disclosed in Financial Reports' at paragraph 12.30).
One of the exceptions to CL s237 allows the last three years remuneration for directors and the
last 7 years for executives to be given without sha¡eholder approval; CL s231(6) (The exception
is not as straight forward as this, but broadly qpeaking this is accurate). See chapter 4.3.
Hill, Remuneration Disclosure in Australia (Australian lnvestment Managers' AssociatiorL
Sydney, 1996) at 2I to 22; Greenbury Committee, Directors' Remuneration (Gee Publishing,
UK, 1995) at [5.4] recommends that such disclosures should also occur in one place.
This category is backed up by a statutory prohibition on misuse of confidential information
contained in CL s232(5).
Lipton and Herzberg, Understanding Company Law (Law Book Company, Sydney, 7th ed.,
1998) at 406 to 413.
Regal (Hastings) Ltd v Gulliver |9421 I All ER 378; Green and Clara Pty Ltd v Bestobell
Industries Pty Ltd ll982l WAR 1; Guinness Pty Ltd v Saunders U9901 I All ER 652.

l39l
t392
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In these breach of loyalty situations possibly no rules will prevent the breaches from
occurring and they are usually accomianied by a degree of cbvertness. f àemonstrated
that the same characteristics éxisted iri the d

tor and the company. Others will not, for
example taking a bribe from a party who is dealing with the óompany and all casäs of
corporate opportunities. Those conflict situations tñat involve a trânsaction between the
director and their company is subject to the disclosure regime set out in AASB l0l7
(discussed below).

explicitly consent to the director personally
law says that the director has not breach

portunitytree or consented to an officer
ncluding a description of the opportunity)

Competing With the Companv

allowi

"'i"ilrctors are comprehensively prohibited from
competing with their company. The law seems to be different for noir-executive and
executive directors.

There are old and recent authorities which clearly say that non-executive directors are not
prohil'ited from.-acting as directors of a rival company.laoo The reasoning seems to be
that the responsibilities of non-executive directors are of an intermittent naõre. They are
only part-timers, it is up to them how they spend the rest of their time. Nonethelesi the
courts insist that the directors do not disòlose any confîdential information of one

1398

1399
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company tq_tþe other. So such directors must still comply with that aspect of the duty of
loyalty. This approach also accords with the commercial realitiès; non-executive
directors act for competing companies.

icts sed in some cases. ln Imperial Mercdntile
g in was that "the company hàve a right to theecto erate by considerable payments; théy have a
serv

As a matter of principle these two approaches cannot be reconciled. Just because a
mean he or she is entitled to for a
could act for companies in a s; no
though is that the law is not

The position of executive directors seems t
contract of employment that they do not co
expected to work full-time for their compan
law of employment which provides that wh
said to owe a duty of fidelity.t+oz

As mentioned previously, prior to 9 December 1995ra03 di¡sç1srs had to disclose any
directorships they held in any other public company or their subsidiaries.t4o4 This
requirement went to the qualifications di
highlighted any competing directorships.
not go to any other form of relationship the
as a consultant, adviser or even employee,
imposed on the executives. In these ways
certainly better than no such disclosure,
position is clearly inadequate.

Interests in Shares and Options

Although not one of Lipton and Herzberg's categories, directors owning shares in the
company also raises a potential conflict of interest. The problem arises because directors
have the power to issue shares and other securities.l406 The risk is that the directors will
issue shares to themselves on advantageous terms or to an inappropriate extent,laoT For
example the purchase price (or exercise price for options) may be at a sharp discount to
the prevailing market price or the terms may otherwise be unduly favourable.
Favourable terms can include the issue of partly paid shares or providing loans to
managers to fund the purchase.la0s

l40l
1402

1403

1404

1405

t406
t407

1408

Imperial Mercantile Credit Assocìation v Coleman (1871) LR 6 Ch App 558.
Hivac Ltd v Park Royal ScientiJìc Instruments Ltd 11946l I All ER 3501- On the Street Pty Ltd v
Cott (1990) 3 ACSR 54; Green and Clara Pty Ltd v Bestobell Industries Pty Ltd [982] WAR I
at 19; but d the resrlt it Peninsular and Oriental Steam Nwigation Co. Ltd v Johnsoz (1938)
60 cLR 189.
The date of operation of the Firsf Corporate Law Sinplification Act 1995 (Cth).
Prwiously CL s242(2).
See chapter 1.2 above.
Table A, cl2.
This risk is recogrised in paragraph (xxvi) of AASB 1017 R elated Party Disclosures'.
In which case substantive related pafy rules apply; CL chapter 2E (loans to directors were
formerþ dealt with by CL s234).
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On the other hand it is generally regarded as good for managers to own shares in their
company-r4oe Ilthey 9y1 shares then their interests are morJclosely aligned with other
shareholders.r4ro So the issue can not be prt.in þlq.F or white termÁ; it Is a question of
degree, but in an areawhere there is clearl! a high risk of excess.

Section 235 of the Corporæions Law provides a disclosure regime about the interests
directors have in shares in their company. Section 235(l) providãs:

A director of a listed company must notify the iÁSX1....of the following interests
of the director:

(a) relevant interests in shares of the company or of a related body
corporate
(b) relevant interests in debentures of, or interests in a registered scheme
made. available by, the company or of a related body corpoiate
(c).rights or options -ovei shares, in, debenturei of,'or interests in a
registered scheme made available by,.the company or of a related body
corporate
(d) contracts to which the director is a party or under which the director is
entitled to a benefit and that confer a riþht ío call for or deliver:

(i) shares in; or
(ii) debentures of; or
(iii) interests in_a registe_red scheme made available by;

the company or of a related body corporate.

The notice to the ASX for paragraphs (a) and (b) must "give details of the nature and
extent of the relevant i¡¡1s¡ss1tt.l4tl

For ftnancial.Vegs ending-after I luly 1998, as part of the directors' report, disclosure is
required of details for each director of their relèvant interr sts in sharei, debentures and
gPtions of, and interests- in a registered scheme made available by, the company.rar2
There is also an overlapping but slightly different requirement set oui in AASB ig1j.t+tr
AASB.10I7 requires a similar disclosure as notes tb the flrnancial statements but only
about directors intere.sts in shares, units, options and other equity investments (but not of
debentures or prescribed interests). Undèr AASB l0l7 ddtaili must be givdn of such
directors' interest as at the balance date for the financial ye¿¡'.141+ Also under AASB
l}l7,."the. nature of the terms and conditions" of transactions involving such interests
must be disclosed "if on terms and conditions more favourable than thãse which it is
reasonable to expect the fcompany] would have adopted if dealing with the holder at
arm's leqSth.in the same circuil1sfil1çss".l4l5 This qualification iJ fair enough as the
concern is with transactions on favourable terms. Nonetheless only having tõ disclose

1409

l4t0

l4l I

t4t2
l4l3
l4l4
l4l5

Fa¡¡er _and Ramsay, 'Director Share Ownership and Corporate Performance - Evidence From
Australia' (1998) 6 Corporate Governance: An Internatiõnal Review 233
resea¡ch on this issue in Ausüalia. Their qualified conclusion r¡as that the
some extent inconclusive, suggest there may be a link between director
performance".
Stewa¡t, 'Remaking the Public Corporation From rüithin' (1990) 4 Harvard Business Review 126
?t_!27 to__129; Ramsay, 'Directon and OfEcers Remuneration' [1993] Journal of Business Law
351 at 359 to 360 andl-{2; Ei¡elnterg,'The Stnrcturqof CorporationLaw'(1989) 89 Columbia
Law Review 146l at 1493 to 1495.
C_L_ s235(2). Also in the directors report issued each year the disclosures made under section
235(a) must be repeated; CL s300(l l).
CL s300(11)
AASB l0 1 7'Related Party Disclosures' at paragraphs 4. I 5 to 4. 16.
AASB 1017 'Related Party Disclosures' at paragraph 4.16.
AASB 1017 'Related Party Disclosures' at paragraph 4.15(c).
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the nature of the terms and conditions may leave directors with room to manipulate the
disclosure made to hide if not camouflage favourable terms. Neither äisclosure

price or value to be disclosed. This is a signiflrcant
e.l4l6 It remains to be seen if the accounting itandard
ely mesh with the new reporting requiremãnt in the

I have previously mentioned one way directors and executives commonlv obtain such
interests.. They commonly participate in an employee incentive scheme involving the
issue of shares or options over shares in the company as part of their remuneration.-The
establishment of these schemesl4rT and each time directors (but not executives)
participate in the sçþsrnsrar8 must be approved by shareholders. îherefore at this dmé
shareholders will receive adequate information.

These re_quirem-ents provide moderatel but only on a bare bones
basis. None of these rules.explicitly price oi other (potentially
advantageous) terms to be disclosed. be worked out 6ãcause thäpurchas-e executive share plan. But shareholders should
not be fo opinion the price-and other terms of all interestsdirectors any should be disclosed to shareholders. Also
there a¡e most notably there is no disclosure of executive

will often be an important part of their
an identified concern "how many shares
this excessively dilutes the holdings of

Related Party Transactions

The prev general
section 23 Law.
called the attempt
of loyaþ his regi
February 1994 due to perceived serious
assets in the 1980's, despite the strict ge
(6). Directors were still transferring fund
hands. The government responded by
Corporations Law.1421

ition provides that a public company or any ofmust fit to a related partl'. Financial benefit is
y bro roadly defined.r42¡ The directors of
its p as are those directors' spouses or

l4r6

t4t7
l4l8
l4t9
t420

Hi\, Remuneration Disclosure in Australia (Australian Investment Managers' Association,
Sydney, 1996) at l7 and28.
LP.7.37, mentioned above under the sub-heading "Penonal Proñts",
LR 10.14.
Above in chapter 4.3.
CL s243Zl(3) makes it clear that chapter 2E operates in addition to any other duty imposed by
law.
At the time this was the new Part3.2A\ now chapter 2E.
CL s243G.
CL s243F.

l42r
1422

1423
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defacto and any entity these people control.l424Notably A number of transactiãnlare excéptions
to the ge ing:
' reas¡onable remuneration to a director or officer;1425 aîd
' financial benefits to related parties on no more favourable terms than can be

agreed with a pa¡ty at arms length.r426

The only. oþ way financial benefits can be given to related parties is if the shareholders
approve i¡.t+2t At this time shareholders receive adequate infôrmation.1428

The Corporations Law itself does not re
transactions. However AASB 1077
disclosures. I have already mentioned
identity of the directors, their remuner
s.hqe option hgldþqs, There are more general disclosure requirements in this standard,
the broadest of which relates to any transaction the directors enter into. This requireméni
provides:

.:.[Y]here there have been transactions during the financial year with directors of
the [company]...the financial report must dîsclose the foúowing in respect of
those transactions;
(a) each differenttype of transaction;
(b).the nature of the terms and conditions of each different type of transaction;
and
(c) for each combination of type of transaction and nature of terms and
conditions:

(i) the names of the directors concerned; and
(ii) the aggregate amount recognised.l42e

This catch all standard is backed up b
to directorsl43o and about certain ite
balance sheet that relate to transaction
unless the transaction is on no more favou
involves trivial amounts or is of a domesti
users of the financial statements or the dis

le terms than an arms
that directors will eng
ders are still informed

but not in the same detail. This is a concession to the problem of information overload.
The only diffrculty with rela><ing the disclosure requirèment is that in the first instance

1424

t425

t426

Remoter relatives and friends of the di¡ectors are not related parties.
CL s243K.
CL s243N. This is different than the general law approach under conflict of interest rules (and
under the duty of care) where the courts do not examine the fairness of the transaction. Uùder
this exception the cou¡ts will have to compare this transaction with other transactions
CL s243Q. Noticeably ifrtre related party o\Ã¡ns sharès in the company they are unable to vote
upon the matter (CL s2432Ð.
See chapter 10.4.
AASB 1017 'Related Pafiy Disclosures' at paragraph 4.17.
AASB 1017 'Related Party Disclosures' at paragraphs 4.10 to 4.14.
AASB 1017 R elated Party Disclosures' at paragraph 4. 18.
AASB 1017 'Related Pa¡ty Disclosures' atparagraph 4.19.

t427

t428
1429

1430

143 I
t432
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the directors themselves decide whether the conditions are satisfied to warrant disclosure
just by general description. Inevitably there will be borderline ca
on the side of providing information only by general descriptio
dilemma to allow disclosure by general description but to inìist

made available for inspection. These
confidentiality requiremènts previously
in the financial statements, the auditors

be made by directors and insist on greater
sist them in auditing relevant relateil party

information.r433

general disclosure of related party
introduction of the vague qualifyinþ
re of the terms and conditions". I

duced-sq that the financial statements do not
qualifications give directors latitude to

or hide particularly
lifications but insist
That is make the

)n available for inspection (subject to
confidentialþ requirements). Also there is no explicit disclosure requirement of price or
value which for the same rea¡¡ons as stated elsewhere is a serious flaw in the disclosure
regime.

Section 232A

Section 232A of the Corporations Law prohibits a director of a public company who has
a material personal interest in a matter that is being considered at a board meeting from
voting on the resolution or being present while the matter is being discussed. There are
two exceptions to this prohibition. Exceptions to the prohibition are the personal interest
a director has as a shareholder in common with other shareholdersl434 and in a contract
for directors' professional liability insurance.la35 If the directors' meeting is inquorate
because some or all of the directors are subject to the prohibition then the shareholders
can approve that item of business at a general meeting.t+re At this time shareholders
would receive appropriate informatio n.r437

In my opinion the directors should disclose to shareholders the occasions when section
232y'^ operates and details of the transaction involved (including the value of the
transaction). Shareholders would then be able to have an opinion on the wisdom of the
transaction, for there is the risk it was approved by the other directors out of a sense of
cronyism. Also too substantial or too frequent declarations may suggest the person
should no longer þs ¿ di¡sç1s¡.1438

1433

t434
1435

t436
r437

1438

AUS 518 'Related Parties'.
CL s2324(2).
CL s2324(3).
CL s2324(5).
See chapter 10.4.
This point was made by Kfuby P to justiS a strict approach to the general law duty of loyalty in
lïoolworths Ltd v Kelly (1991) 9 ACLC 539 at 546. The same reasoning supports the type of
disclosure I have recommended.
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Ratification

One situation in which the common law requires shareholders to approve a matter is the
ratification of certain breaches of directors' duty.t+rr If this occurs ihen shareholders will

at the time of their meeting.r440 Although in terms of the
this may have occurred some time aeã and from this
imely. There is little that disclosure rulel can do to address

Conclusion

Disclosure of directors and executives' co
of principle.
closure requir
. This is unac

There are disclosures concern 017 casts a
very broad net which general disclosures
also generally enable readers ndependent
which it qt important hallmark of good corporate goverrance.raar However there a."
some signifrcant shortcomings il.the disclosures mãde which are best analysed in the
context of the various qualities of information.

Accuracy is always a principal concern with information. A concern with the current
disclosures, ild the ones I have recommended, is that it is asking directors and
executives to provide information on their conformance with the law, Súch a disclosure

A subset of accuracy is completeness and information overload. As I have demonstrated
clearly _the information provided is not complete. The most telling examples of
incompleteness are:
' the pervasive refusal to disclose price or value of the transactions involved:. gaps in the disclosure of retiremènt benefits;. no disclosure of competing positions or offices held; and. no disclosure of executives' interests in securities of the company.

These deficiencies should be addressed. Of course there are some appropriate
concessions to the spectre of information overload. However where details aié oriritte¿
from the report they should be available for inspection elsewhere if shareholders are
sufficiently interested.

t439

t440

l44l

For. a ggnera! 4iscussion of ratification see Yeung 'Disentangling the Tangled Skin: The
Ratification of Directors Actions' (1992) ALJ 343.
See chapter 10.4.
See chapter 4.3.
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The concern with accuracy is addressed by the need for an independent audit. Since
many_of these disclosure rules, in particula¡ AASB 1017, requiles disclosure in the
annual financial statements then these disclosures will be scnitinised by the auditors
which enhances their credibility (and hence accuracy).

Some of the disclosures, such as directors' remuneration and interests in shares, have a
standard format and therefore comparability is satisfied. In other areas ii is and
necessarily will be more difficult because the underlying
rise to the loyalty problem can be extraordinarily varied.
the fuz.zy law approach adopted in some of the disclos
AASB 1017. These disclosure rules could be tightened t
generic nature, notably the price or value of the matter
format of such disclosures could be laid out in appendices to the various disclosure
rules.r¿r42 This would greatly enhance their comparability.

The disclosures that are made and the improvemeirts I have suggested to them are
directly relevant to shareholders scrutinising whether directors and executives have
conformed to their duties.

taken. 
y as possible but there is a limit on how far this can be

Existing disclosures occur in the annual report and this is also the most suitable place for
mJ-proposed disclosures. As can be Seen the disclosure obligations arise from à variety
of legal rules which stipulate different places where ite rs should be disclosed in thê
annual rePort. This involves shareholders having to hunt around the annual report in
glde_r to piece logethel the complete picture. There is much to be said for requiriñg üke
disclosures to be made in the same place. The clearest example of this is to hãve a
separate part of the report devoted to remuneration issues. Also if my proposals were
adopted a separate section could be created and headed 'compliance with láw'.-

Generally timeliness will also not be an issue. This information is not as critical as the
financial information, particularly from an investment perspective, ffid therefore
disclosure a few months after the event will not be a problem. As shareholders a¡e
interested in this information principally in their role as monitors, then so long as the
lnformation is p-rovided while the offender is still in office, and steps can be taken against
him or her (if the other directors have not already done so), the informatiõn is
sufficiently timely.

The issue of cost is real. For my proposed disclosures there will be significant costs.
Particularly the costs worrld be signifìcant of a legal compliance program and to lesser
extent the increased discipline associated with making informeä and reasonable
decisions. In my opinion these costs are justified in lègitimating the activities of
companies and making those who control the company accountable tó the shareholders.
Another problem associated with cost is the argument that a focus on conformance to
legal obligations (and my proposals for quality reporting on this) distracts managers from

Sçg lor example the standard format appendices on directors remuneration required in the US
which a¡e attached to Hill, Remuneration Disclosure in Australia (Ausfalian Investment
Managers' Association, Sydney, I 996).

1442
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There are confidentiality concerns for some of this information and where appropriate I
have suggested appropriate restraints to discl, sure,

7.5 CHAPTER CONCLUSION

In this chapter I have examined three subs
should receive, information. Those three
managers, management performance and co.
these topics is justified on the basis of sh
citizens.

reporting role on this topic. Rather the
of the Board as a whole to see if the

ed analysis to consider
currently no disclosure
care. There are a range

aspects of the duty of loyalty. However
quality of this information.

In all of these areas where I have indic
suggested reforms so that sharehol
reforms suggested in this chapter
available to shareholders in order
their management role and whether in con

s' paper presented at a
the Australian Institute of

Which is the bottom line of Tricker anyway; see above at 98.

t443

1444
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retolp.s wer.e in place then the shareholders would be in a significantly stronger position
to hold the directors accountable for their actions.

In this conclusion I have talked of
performance and conformance with
established it is often the executives

ere the law already does this (for example

discussed about conformance with 
isclosed)' All of the discloòures I häve

possible exceptions of the duties o
duty of care. This is because these
Nonetheless if adequate information on
disclosed concerning the activities of di

rrnance of the executives. This disclosure
duly prolix and costly to appear regularly in
least these documents shb-uld be operi to
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CHAPTER 8

CORPORATE INFORMATION NEEDS OF SHAREHOLDERS

8.1 INTRODUCTION

d topics and the information shareholders

identity of.the people who own that capital;

. information about the separate entþ that is the company.

Note that the issue of information about
different from the discussion in
The distinction is that manageme
this section looks to the busines
though since managers are managing
consider in turn and each has its õwn
further here.

8.2 BUSINESS ACTTVITIES

Justification for disclosure of information about businesses run by corporations

Investors buy shares in companies which then conduct certain businesses. Often
investors will select their investment based on the businesses being run and the expected
rate of return balanced against the perceived risk involved. They ãre therefore intérested
in the actual businesses being run by the company and should receive pertinent
information accordingly.

As described gated broad powers to directors, mostsignifïcantly -of the corloration (eg to managebusinesses). ctors in a vàcuum; thè-directors are
managing bus to separãte the two out and
argue that claim to rning the businesses of thecompany. chapter 4, the õlaims of last resort on
the assets theìefore a strong connection to the company'sbusinesses. ers aÍ¡ mo should ieceive information concêrniig
these businesses.

Analysis

The information disclosed in the fïnancial statements about the profîts and losses, assets
and liabilities and cas sarily relatès to specific businesses
Tn by the company-. and explain businesses. However
directors usually volu report a general description of the
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businesses they ru¡¡.Iøs This voluntary disclosure seeks to explain and translate the
numerical results in the financial statetnents to the businesses'run by the company.
However as noted in chapter 6,6, such voluntary disclosures are oiTen biased aíd
unreliable. Therefore it is important to analyse the rêlevant mandatory disclosure rules.

that investors are interested in more than just the
being run. This recognition occurs in ïarious

' the Listing Rules which require some significant transactions to be approved by
shareholders;

' the Directors Report which must include information concerning the company's
activities, review of operations, after balance date activities and futuie prospecti; aid. segment reporting.

I wil in turn. Before dolng so it is worth mentioningthat gime disclodi¡res about the company's businesTmay discussed in chapter 10.2.

Transactions Requiring Shareholder Approval

Listing Rule I approve a sale or disposal of the
company's ma Listing Rule ll.Z mày have no
application to eral diversified businesies because
none of those individual businesses can be regarded as the company's main
undertaking.t44s

In addition Listing RuJe I 1.1 provides that if the company proposes a signifîcant change
to the nature or scalel#e of its activities then the ASX can insist that ihe shareholdeis
approve the change. But approval by shar
discretion of the ASX. In my opinion it wo
rather than being left to the discretion of
company is to provide the ASX with inform

t446
t447

1448

t445

r449

orporate Disclosure Rules and Secudties Regulation' in Walker
lation in Australìa and New Zealand (Oxf,ord University Press,

See LR 3. I and the examples of matters that should be disclosures listed thereunder.
LR 11.2 also contains resüictions onvoting (see also LR 14.1l.l).

e Listing Rule applied to a sale or
did not seem to apply to a sale by a
Black and Minns, 'Commentary on

ryations Zøw @utterworths, Sydney, 1996) at
[10:1.0-860]. This criticism no longer seems available since listing n¡le 11.2 utilises the concept
of "entiq/" rather than of "the company".

J;"?ïf"nää iiÏ
For example the

groq

American Economic Review 323. How $:f;ru.t#;
compÍìny to the nature or scale of its a same indusqy
no\ry-seems to be covereill-
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of this information.requiremelt {re ASX.can suspend trading in the company's shares
until the ASX is satisfied that the listing rule has be'en compüeà'with. raso 

----'-

The policy behind these Listing Rules is
select their investments based on the b

therefore be regarded as relatively minor
management and reflects a non-interventi
clearly one of deference to the business acu

notice of
on these

nts to the

criticism of these disclosures is the timing of The only

I)irectorst Report

The directors' annual report must:
' sJate the.company's principal activities and any significant changes in the nature of

those activities.1454
ults of those operations;lass
e company's state of afTairs;las6

#::t,iT:iffii{:iff,,äï
ate of affairs in future financial

years;1457 and
y's operations in future financial years and

However this information can be omiued
e the company (but the report must mention

LR il.3,

Ze lañ, where any major
above). For the position in

tutional Investors? Some
at_!l in Baums, Buxbaum and Hopt (eds),

See chapter 10.4. 
e (walter de Gnryter' Berlin 1993)'

CL s2e9(1)(c).
CL s2e9(1)(a).
CL s2ee(1)@).
CL s2ee(lXd).
CL s29e(1)(e).
CL s2ee(3).

1450

l45l

t452

t45t
r454

1455

1456

1457

1458

t459
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industry segments and material geographic
One justification is that "[s]ince the progre
composites of the progress and prospects
regard financial information on a less-than-t

Another ju managementperformanc sportinþ:
will Mana[ement
will I be dilclosed
and investors will be able to better judge the performance of directors. In
addition, disclosure of segment results may encourage management to be more
careful in making investment decisions and more decisive in correcting
1¡¡i51¿lçss. l46s

AASB 1005 requires disclosure of financial results for different types of businesses
operating in different locations (usually different countries). AASB 1005 achieves this
by utilising the concepts of industry segment and geographic segment.r46ó The company
must disclose whether it has such segmenfs and if so, identify them.l467 For each
material segment the financial statements must disclose:

(a) segment revenue, distinguishing between revenue derived from customers
outside the company or group of companies and revenue derived from other

X'inancial Statements - Segment Reporting

segments;
(b) segment results;
(c) the carrying amount of segment assets; and

t464

CL s295(2)(d) and AASB 1024 'Consolidated Accounts'.
Segment rçorting is only required for the end of year financial statements but not for the half
yearly financial statements required under the Coçorations Law. This has been criticised: see
Reilly, 'Accounts'inAustralian Corporøtions ^úaw @uttenvorths, Sydney, 1996).
AASB 1005 'Segment Reporting' at .03.
Financ oard, 'Statement of Financial Accounting Standards No. 14:
Financ of a Business' (FASB, Connecticut, 1976) at paragraph 60
which Peirson, Issues in Financial Accounting (Longman Cheshire,
Melbonrne, 5th ed., 1992) at 175. There are counter argunents against segment reporting which
are set out in Henderson and Peirson, Iss¡¡es in Financial Accounting (Longman Cheshire,
Melbourne, 5th ed., 1992) at 175 to 177. Clearly these arguments are not persuasive in
Australia.
Henderson and Peirson, Issues in Financial Accounting (Longman Cheshire, Melbourne, 5th ed.,
1992) at 174.
As above.
Defined in AASB 1005 'Segment Reporting' at .06.
AASB 1005 'Segment Reporting' at .20 to .23.

t465

t466
1467

1460

l46l

t462
1,163
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(d) the basis of inter-segment pricing.ra6a

This information is relatively brief. If it
of consolidated financial statements.

to ascertain
Studies hav
superior to

Conclusion

criticism available fr.om viewing tle current rules as too narrow is that there may be
adequate disclosure but after tñ.e deal is completed and it is too-lui. io 

-pr.nent 
the

transaction from occurring. However this arguinent is softened sinceìharéhälders have
the ability tg ^glit their investnent and this i-s one of the key reasonr-to gi',rc investors
information.l4Tl

ted in Australia this would go a long way
completeness of information about thê

nformation is in narrative form perhaps
extent, but this can not be avoided. As the
using plain English this information should
sibility is satisfied because the information

p pJoþre.q be.carlse. it wourd be sent to ,r,-r¡lti#iriltff::':i'#i.:tttFffin";tt:t;:
included in the half-yearly-report) a ygú. But the coniinuous disclosuìe regìme shouldfill the gaps to an acceptable extent imbetween the time of these reports. 

- Disclosure

1468

t469

t470

t47l

AAS.B 1005^'Segment Repofing' at .24. Va¡ious tèrms in this paragraph a¡e defined in the
standard at .06.
Seligman, 'The Historicat Need for a lvfandatory Corporate Disclosure System' (1933) 9 Journal
of Corporate Law I atfu,22.
It is not within the scope of this thesis to extensively examine this issue, but see the general
discussion about the balance of powerbetween sharehólders and directors iti ctrapiéi¿.2, "
See chapter 4.6.
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should be subject to confidentiality concems.l472 The cost of such disclosure should not
be significant. The managers should already understand their business and a full
description to shareholders is merely reducing tliis knowledge to writing.

Finally it should be borne in mind that if the business managem€nt audit which I argued
in favour of in the previous chapter is introduced then such äisclosure dovetails witliand
enhances disclosures about the businesses. If this occurs then sha¡eholders would be left
in little doubt about the businesses being conducted and how well they are being
managed.l47t

8.3 CAPITAL

Justification for disclosure of equity capital

Shareholders are those people,who_ colle e equity capital to the
company. .rhtl iq how they bring themse with the cómpany and
others involved with the company such as and the auditois. Since
shareholders o\ryn the equity capital naturally enough they are the ones most interested in,
and have a right to, information concerning their capital.

Shareholders' interest in knowing the ident
matter of idle curiosity given there is a m
particularly acute for those investors who d
majority or all of a company's issued share
takeover bidders is addressed at this level by open access to the register of members and
option holders and the range of other information that must be disõlosed to shareholders
either in the directors report or by other means.

If a takeover is commenced then the existing shareholders are presented with an offer for
their shares and are faced with a decision to hold or sell their shares. Clearly at such time
sha¡eholders as investors are justified in receiving appropriate information concerning
that investment decision. Similarly when a company ploposes to issue new shares,
sha¡eholders and potential shareholders are faced with an investment decision and have
right to pertinent information. Both of these situations are also addressed below under
the analysis.

Shareholders' interest in receiving information about their capital is not just a matter of
idle curiosity for another reaf¡on. Studies h we shown there ii a correlation between the
type of ownership structure that is in place with the performance of the company, the
likelihood of different self interested transa ;ions by those in control and wealth transfers
from smaller shareholders to larger shareholde¡s.I475 Investors aware of this will choose
to invest in those companies which they perceive have the best ownership structure in

t472

t473

t474

1475

This is recognised in the U.S, where merger negotiations do not have to be disclosed under the
MD&A: see Securities Exchange Act 1934 (US) Release No. 26,831 (lvfay 18 1989) quoted in
Brown, The Regulation of Corporate Disclosure (Aqpeq USA" 2nd ed 1995) at2.02[21.
See chapter 7.3 and, in paficular the types of additional information Francis considers should be
disclosed to sha¡eholders.

liscussed in chapter 4.6. See also Eisenberg, 'The Stn¡cture of Corporation Law' (1989) 89
Columbia Law Review 146l at 1500 to 1505.
Ramsay and Blair, 'Ownership Concentration, Institutional Investment and Corporate
Governance: An Empirical Investigation of 100 Australian Companies' (1993) 19 MLJLR 153.
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PluT and may choose to withdraw their investment if that_ownership structure changes
for the worse. This information recognises shareholders in their invesior role.

Analysis

for, and an examination of, the information
mpany under the headings:

olders;

. prospectuses; and. takeovers.

Although , appea¡ringe of a shopping list) this analysis
provides a lãùs in these areas.' sõme óf these Éwsthemselves that must be provided.

Transactions Requiring Shareholder Approval

cise of the share issue power is
attest there are many instances
with these dì¡1igs.ra77 If this is

rring. But if the proposals I recommended
sclosure of any non-õompliance with these

Foss Y Harbottle).rnt
right to no! have their voting rights improperly diminished.
property rights in their shares that can immuniÈe them in certain

t476

t477

Table A cl 2, discussed in chapter 4.2. This poïver may also be exercised by shareholders; see
Donoconv Donocon (1990) 2 ACSR 385 at 394 to397.
Ngurli v McCann (1953) 90 CLR 425; Harlow's Nominees Pþ Ltd v lfioodside (Lakes Entrance)

I v lufrllar (1973) 33 DLR (3d) 288; lVhitehouse

genercus approach in favour of directors. I am
this thesis.
Residues Treatment & Trading Co Ltd v Southern Resources Ltd (No 0 Q988) 14 ACLR 569.t478
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circumstances from compulsory acquisition where an amendment to the constitution is
required in order to achieve this.l47e

which resides with the directors (and concurrently with
er alteration to the share_ capital must be approved by
Law provides that the following matters riri¡st obtaii

' converting shar-es to a different class (unless certain rights are already specified in the
constitution); taeo

. converting shares into a smaller or larger number of shares;la8t. reducing share capital'rttz. varying or abrogating class rights;tear
' giving. financial assistance for the acquisition of shares (subject to some

exceptions).la8a A statement : all the information known tó the company
that is material to the decisi I to vote. on the resolution must be seit tó
shareholders;14s5 and

' employee, on market and equal access share buy backs which exceed the lOYo in 12
month rulel486 and selective share buy backs.l+tz

In addition the Listing Rules provide that the following matters must be approved by
shareholders, namely:
' issuing, in certain circumstances, securities representing roughly l5Yo of existing

share capital,l488 subject to a range of b oad exceptions;la8e
' issuing, in certain circumstances, shares by a company the subject of a tâkeover;laeo. establishingt+et or amendingr4ez an employee incentive scheme;. directors and their associates acquiring securities by participating in an employee

incentive scheme;lae3

r479

1480

l48l
t482
1483

1484

1485

1486

1487

1488

1489

1490

l49l

t492
1493

Gambotto v últ.P.C. Ltd (1995) 127 ALR 417.
CL s254G.
CL s254H.
CL s2568(1)(c) and 256C.
CL s2468(2\; by qpecial resolution" unless the corporate constitution makes otherprovision.
CL ss260A(1Xb) and 2608; by qpecial resolution.
CL s2608(4). The Corporations Law previously took a black letter law approach to the
information that had to be sent to shareholders (previously CL s205(10)(c)).
CL s25TB &. C.
CL s2518 & D. A special or u¡unimous resolution is required for this type of buy back.
LR 7.1. LR 7.3 qpecifres the infonnation which must be included with the notice of meeting.
Included in what the notice must contain is the maximum mrmber of securities to be iszued, the
allotment date, the issue price, the names of the allottees (if known) or the basis upon which
allottees will be determined, the terms of the securities and the intended use of the ñ¡nds raised
from the issue; see TNT Australia Pty Ltd v Poseidon Ltd Qt[o 2) (1989) 52 SASR 3S3.
LR7,2.
LR 7.9; see Residues Treatment and Trading Co Ltd v Soathern Resources ¿td (1988) 14 ACLR
375; md, FAI Inswances Ltd v Pioneer Conøete Services Ltd (No 2) (1986) 10 ACLR 801.
LR 7 .37. A summary of the scheme must accompany the notice of meeting and a copy of the
terms of the scheme must be sent to a shareholder on request and free of charge (LR 7.37.2(a).
LR 7.38.
LR 10.14. Pursuant to listing rule 10.15 the notice convening the meeting must contain the
fo llowing information :

10.15.1 If the person is not a director, a statement of the relationship between the
person and the director that requires the approval to be obtained.
10.15.2 The maximum number of securities that may be acquired...
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' altering the terms of options;t4e4 and
' cancelling forfeited sþ¿¡'ss.laes

gg ¡¡¿f1s¡s.l4e6

Registers

For a variety of reasons the shareholders may want to know who their fellowand on to shareholders).

þy nare andaregistérIh inspe y shareho"ldersr4e7 a copy of the register for a nóminal fee.l4e8

Every coÍnpp.y must.maintain a register of membe¡5.l4ee The register of members
cont¿ins the following information:. the name and address of membersl5oo and former members.l50l
' the date on which a person commencedl5o2 or ceasedl5o3 to be a member;
' the datel504 and numberls's of any allotment of sha¡es to members;
' the shares held by each member;1506

' the class of shares;1507

' the share number (if any), or sha¡e certificate number (if any), of the shâres;rsot
' tlte amount unpaid on the shares (if any);150e and
' a notation ofany shares held on a branch regists¡.tsto

t494
1495

t496
t497

1498

t499

I 500

l50l
1502

1503

1504

1505

1506

1507

1508

1509

t5 l0

10.15.3 The price (including a ltatement whether be based on, the
market price), or fonnula for calculating the price,
10.15.4 The names of all persons.... who recèived scheme since the
last a.pproval, the nber of the securities received, n price for each
security.
f 0. I 5.5 A voting exclusion statement.
I 0 . I 5 . 6 The tenns of any loan in relation to the acquisition.

LR 6.23.
LR7.26.
See chapter 10.4.
CL s173.
CL s173(3), CL Regulations schedule 4 item 1.

CL sl68(1)(a).
CL sl6e(1)(a).
CL sl69(7Xa).
CL sl6e(l)@).
CL sl6e(7)(b).
CL s169(3)(a)
CL s16e(3)(b).
CL s169(3)(c).
CL s16e(3)(d).
CL s169(3)(e).
CL s16e(3)(f¡.
CL s178(2).
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Ila company- issges options o_ver unissued shares then the company must keep a register
of options.l5ll The register of options contains the followi rg information:. the name and address of the holder of the option;. the date the option was granted;. the date the option holder's n¿ùme was entered on the register;
' the number and description of the shares over which the option was granted;. the period during, or the time at, which the option may be-exercised;. any event that must happen before the option can be exercised;. any consideration for the grant of the option; and
' any consideration for the exercise of the option or the method by which that

consideration is to be determined.lsl2

A copy of every document that grants an option over unissued shares in the company
must be kept with the registe¡.tstr

The contains details as
to-p of any subsequent
sale ey are subjecito a
fine for three 6e¡1þs.l5la

The information in these registers is mundane but it is very important that shareholders
have unhindered access to it. That shareholders enjoy free access to this information we
almost take for granted in Australia. However there are more restrictive rules in the USA
which can seriously impede shareholders who want to mount a proxy s6¡1es1.lsls Such
restriction are inappropriate; why should sha¡eholders not know who their fellow
shareholders are and be able to communicate
the content of the communication, such
Although proxy contests are rare in Austra
seeking to takeover the company and this m
of corporate governance. 15 16

Directors' Report

The directors' report must contain a range of information concerning the shareholders. It
principally gives an overview of the capital structure of the company and identifies
significant investors. The report contains the following information for the relevant
financial year:. particulars ofoptions over unissued shares as at the date ofthe report or shares issued

by exercising an option during or since the end of the year;rstz

l5l l
l5t2
r 513

CL s168(1)(b).
CL s170(1).
CL s170(3). A copy does not have to be kept with the register if the option has been granted
official quotation by a securities exchange.
Schedule 3 to the Corporations Law. CL s9 defines penalty unit as $100.
Studebaker Corporation v Gittlin 360 F.2d 692 (2d, Cir. 1966); Pillsbury v Honeywell Inc. I9l
NW 2d 406 (1971) ; Cla¡h Corporate Law Q.ittJe Brown &'Co, New Yorlq 1986) at 368 to 369;
Cary and Eisenberg Corporations: Cases and Materials (Foundation Press, USd 6th ed, 1988)
at249 to 256.
The role of the takeover ma¡ket was discussed in chapter 4.6 and the information shareholders
receive during a takeover is analysed later in this chapter.
CL s300(1)(e) and (Ð. In addition CL s300(lXd) requires details of options held by di¡ectors or
the 5 most higttly remunerated exeçutives as part of thei¡ remuneration (discussed in chapter 7.4
under the sub-heading 'Personal Profits (Including Remuneration)).

r514

l5l5

l5l6

t5t7



al shareholders and the number of equity securities in
as disclosed in substantial sharehol¿rr no1¡i"r.rsrs

I 
* *,*,rution schedu,. 

",,n. 
;:;lî:ri,'r::ï :îï::JL,I'J::ï ;1i:

categories:. I - 1,000. 1,001 - 5,000. 5,001 - 10,000
' 10,001 and over.l52l. the number of holders holding less than a marketable parcsl'l5zz

' the names of the 2O_largest hõlders of each class of äquity'securities, the number of
9win, securities each holds and the percentage of capitil eách holds;rízs

' the address and telephone number óf each õffice af which a regist'er of securities is
kePt;tsz+ un6

' a list of other stock exchanges on which any of the entity's securities are quotedJ.1525

Notifications to the ASX

Li:jed.companies also have !o r.rojify the ASX of a range of information that can be
defined as' corporate information', iniluding :

' any call on partly paid shares'lsze
' a.ny reorganisation to be made to its capita,l'rs27
' any changeto the place ofany of the còmpany's securities registers;1s28
' a proposed issue of securities;152r. the lodgment of a prospeGtus;l530

' an issue of securities that has been made;1531
' the exercise _by an underwriter of a right to avoid or change the underwriters

obligatior¡5'tslz
' an underwritir.rg agreement forthe exercise of options;lsrr
' any v¿riation in tþ9 exercise price of an option ór the number of underlying

securities over which the option is exercisable;rsr+
' immediately after the expìry date, the number of options that were restricted

securities that were exercised or have lapsed;lsrs
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l5 r8

l5 l9
t520
l52t
t522
t523

1524

t525

t526
t527

1528

1529

1530

153 I
t532
1533

I 534

1535

LR 4.10.4. see below under the headíng 'Identising Sigrificant Shareholders'.
LR 4.10.5.
LR 4.10.6.
LR 4.r0.7.
LR 4.10.8.
LR 4.10.9.
LR 4.r0.12.
LR 4.r0.13.
LR 3.r0.2.
LR 3.10.1.
LR 3.15.1.
LR 3.10.3.
LR 3.10.4.
LR 3.10.5.
LR 3.10.6.
LR 3.11.3.
LR 3.11.2.
LR 3.11.1
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. the progress of any buy back scheme;ls3e. during a buy back, the disposal by directors or their related parties of shares in the
company;1537. where a company is taking over another company and extends the time for
acceptance of a takeover, the offeror must disclose the percentage of shares the
offeror was entitled to before the t keover and is entitled to at-the time of the
extension;1538 and

' on the closing .date of a takeover, the offeror must disclose the percentage of
shares which it is entitled to and whether it \ /ill proceed to compuìsory
acquisition of the remainder.l53e

Other disclosures about the share capital of the company may be required under the
general continuous disclosure regime (discussed in chapter 10.2¡.ts+o

Identifying Significant Shareholders

The Corporations Law obliges any person who is a substantial shareholder to lodge a
notice with the company when the person commences to be a substantial shareholder,ls+r
any change to the persons entitlement to sharesls& and when the person ceru¡es to be a
substantial sha¡eholder.ls43 A person is a substantial sha¡eholder if the person is entitled
to at least 5% of the voting shares of thg c,ompany.r544 The notices must disclose a range
of information including the number of shares the substantial shareholder is entitled tõ,
the date the shares were acquired or disposed of, the consideration paid or received and
an explanation of how the entitlement arises.1545 A copy of the notice must be served on
the ASX.r546

In addition to obliging substantial sha¡eholders to provide these notices the Corporations
Law provides a mechanism to trace the beneficial ownership of shares. Either the
company or the ASIC (on its own initiative or at the request of the company or a member
of a company) may, by written notice, request the registered holder of shat-esls47 or
othersls4s to disclose whether that person or any other person has a relevant interest or
releva¡t instructionsl54e in the shares of the company.t550 These notices enable the ASIC,

1536

r537

I 538

1539

15,+0

LR's 3,5 and 3.7 to 3.9 and appendices 7C to 7E,.
LR 3.6.
LR 3.2.
LR 3.3.
For example there were two previous explicit disclosures required under the old listing nrles
which are nów examples of disclosu¡e required under LR 3. I, Those old nrles were:
- LR 3A(f 6A)-any statement received under Part 6.8 of the Corporations Law (" Power to

Obtain Information as to Beneficial Ownership of Shares" ); and
- LR 3R(2)-if the company receives a notice that another company intends to takeover it.
CL s709.
CL s708.
CL s709.
CL s708.
CL s709(3), 710(3), 711(3), Regulations 6.7 andForms 603, 604 and 605.
CL s713.
Called a primary notice - see CL s717.
Called a secondary notice - see CL s717.
CL s7I7 ddrnes "relevant instnrctioru" as:

Instn¡ctions or directions -
(a) in relation to the acquisition or disposal of shares;
(b) in relation to the exercise of any voting or other rights attached to the shares; or

l54r
t542
1543

t544
1545

r546

r547

1548

r549
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e o\¡/ners of the company,s shares.
do not comply with the iubstantial
holdings of less than 5%o may

notices when the company discloses them to the
had to keep a register of all information it received
being dispatchedr552 ïvhich register was open for

Prospectuses

prospectus is
a a company's
scribe or buy

Tl.t. Corporations Law -prescribes some specific information requiremsnl5lsse but
otherwise takes a fuz-z;y lãw approach to thê contents of prospectuses. CL s1022(i)
provides that a prospectus must: 

-

contain all such information investors and their professional advisers wouldreæonably^ expect io find in the prospectus, for the
purpose of sment of:(a) es, fînancial position, profits and losses and

prospects of the corporation; and(b) the rights attaching to the securities.

may provide forecasts about its future per
prospectus$ .a1+ the processes that go into their preparation is significant shaped by the
applicable liability rules.

There are special liability rules that apply to prospectuses.r5ss
section 995 prohibits conduct that is misleadiñg oi deceptive o
connection with any dealing in securities, in particular the is

(c) in connection with any other matter relating to the shares.
CL s718 and 719.
Pr¡¡sr¡ant !g.listpg rule 3_.l-which gives this as an example of a required disclosure @reviouslyLR 3A(164)). Discussed above at chapter 8.3.
CL s724(2).
C.I- s724(3)(a)-inqpection was available to members without charge. The requirement to keep
this register was repealed with effect from 9 December 1995 (Act t-tS of 1995):
CL ss 1017 & 66.
CL s1018.
CL s1021.

) 16 C&SLJ 350 at 357 to 358. In the
lvfining Ltd v GoldJìelds Ltd (1995) 16

See generally Baxt, Ford and Black, Securities Industry law @uttenvorths, Sydney, 1996) at
chapter 4.

1550

l55l

t552
1553

1554

1555

1556

1557

I558
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pgr:.oq.ryqo. contravenes section 995 does not commit an offence,r5se 6rrt this can ground
civil liability (discussed .below). Second, there is a separate prohibition ãgainst
authorising or causing to issue a prospectus with a material itatemeñt which is fal-se or
misleading or has a material srnissisn.1560
normal course will be taken to have authori
but it is less clear who else is liable. Others
liability provisions in section 5 of the Crime
aid or abet or a¡e knowingly concerned in th
of the law.r562 Materiality is the touchstone
of fact invo
the person,
believe that
or inadverts¡1.1s64 The principal consequen
defaulter is subject to a fine of up to 20
þ61þ.ls6s However people whose conduct br
involved in the contravention, are also ci
suffers loss or damage ¿s ¿ ¡s5uh.ls66 In a
also be entitled to an injunction to restrai
issues of the securities.l56T Those who a¡e
defined and include the issuing corporati
prospectus as rs68 þi¡sslors are not liabie if they establish that
the prospectu r knowledge or consent and they give reasonable
public-notice also not civilly liable if after making reasonable
enquiries, they had reasonable grounds to believe and did believe that the statement was
true and not misleading or there were no material omissions,l5zo ot was based on an
experts report or an official document ot t1¿1sms¡1.ls7l There are similar defences for
others who are potentially civilly liable.r572 This is the so called due diligence

1563

t564

1559

1560

l56l
1562

1565

1566

t567

1568

CL se95(3).
CL _s996(1). Baxt, Ford and Blach Securities Industry Zøw @utterworths, Sydney, 1996) at
[aOs] and [a23].
Baxt, Ford and Black, Secttrities Industry Law @utterworths, Sydney, 1996) at [304].
lq_ry and_M¡Grath, Listed Companies: Law and Market Practice (Law Book Company, Sydney,
lee6) at [25U.
Above Ltf243l and at [251] where the authors note that the term is not completely unambiguous.

to remove this ambiguity by making it clear that
the drrg diligence defence applies to all the relevant liabilþ rules (which arè also being
simplifred).
Schedule 3 to the Corporations Law. CL s9 defines penalty unit as $100.
CL s1005. See Baxt, Ford and Black, Securities Industry Iara @utterworths, Sydney, 1996) at
[406].
CL s1324 discussed in Baxt, Ford and Black, Secarities Industry Zøw @uttenvorths, Sydney,
1996) at [407]. An injrmction was the remedy sought and obtained in Fraser v NRltíA (1995) 15
ACSR 590 but that was an unuzual case in that dissidçnt directors were seeking the injunction.
Se9 C!, s1006(2) for the precise definition of this concept and those caught under it. See also
s79, discussed in Baxt, Ford and Black, Securities Industry Law @utterwo-rths, Sydney, 1996) at
I42rl.
CL s1008.
CL sl008A(4).
CL sl008A(2) and (3).

CL s1009 and s1011.

t569

r570

r57l
r572
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pattern of liability has helped to ensure
accuracy) by causing due diligence to be con

Iss
der

.1576 In additiolÏssuers are presumed not
ce evidence to the contrary (ie there is a

reverse onus of proof).tszz However the current govgrnTnent regards the ieverse onus as
repeal.1578
given the

e virtually
made on

the basis that because the assumptions on
then this is sufficient evidence for anyone

ons Law liability may also arise under section
.1582 Section 52 prohibits false or misleading
lse or misleading. The plaintiffs in Fraser I

successfully challenge a prospectus. The
ialist corporate law liability rulès because of
tion (the remedy sought in NRMA)I584 and
ence defences available under the Trade

Baxt, Ford and Black, securities Industry Law @utterwofhs, Sydney, 1996) at [432].
E^arp_-and_Mr-Gralh, Listed Companies: Law and Market Practice (Law Book Company, Sydney,
1996) at [250].

9!,^IZFJ(I)._This requirement is to be retained under the Corporate Law Economic Reþrm Bill
1998 (Cth) s128(2).
ASIC, Practice Note 67: Financial Forecasts in Prospectuses. This is also the view of the
gryent govemment; see_ _Corporate Larl Economic Reforn Program, Fundraising: Capìtal
\aising Initiatives to Build Enterprise and Employment: Paper No.7 1eCeS, Canberrã, 199î at
28.
CL s765(2).

Çorporate Law Economic Reform PrograrL Fundraising: Capital Raisìng Initiatives to Build
Enterprise and Employment: Paper No. 2 (AGPS, Canberra Lt97) at2ï.

pro-business, see above at 9 (the
sing 'which is pro-business and

See various submissions m4de !o CLERP, srunmarised in Croker, Prospectus Lìabìlity Under the
Corp_orations.[øw (Centre for Corporate Law and Secl¡rities Regulatioir, Melbourne,-1998) at 76
to 77.
Above at 28 and 76 to 77.
Earp-.and McG_rath, Listed Companies: Law and Market Practice (Law Book Company, Sydney,
lse6) at [2s6].
(1995) ls ACSR 590.
The right to sue for declaratory and injunctive relief under sections 80 and 1634 of the Trade
Practices Acf are clearer tltan under the Corporations Law section 1324.

r573

t574

t575

t576

t577

1578

r579

1580

l58l
1582

1583

1584
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Practices ls¡.158s The current government
liability as undesirable and that people
information in prospectuses should only
remedies.r586 The policy underlying these cl
based liability (rather than strict liability) is appropriate for an investment decision which
inherently involves risk taking (and is therefore different to a consumption decision).tstz
The changes are also motivated by a desire to reduce transaction çssß.tsas However to
date this recommendation has not been implemented although a Bill has been released to
effect these changes. l58e

The issue of who should be able to understand a prospectus is not clear cut.r5eo The
Corporatio4s Lary gives some conflicting indications. Sèction 1022(3) provides:

In determining what informafion_ is _required to be included 
-iñ 

a prospectus by
virtue of this section, regard shall be had to:

(t¡ tn. kinds of persons likely to consider subscribing to securities;
(c) the fact that certain matters may reasonably be èxpected to be known
!o professional advisers of any kind whom those persons may reasonably
be expected to consult.

Given that both individual (of differing sophistication) and institutional shareholders are
prev_alent_in Australiarser then paragraph (b) suggests that prospectuses should be pitched
so that all users can understand them including unsophìsticated investors. Hòwever
paragraph (c) seems to imply that it is reas
advisers. However much may depend on
where individual investors are targeted or
include the unsophisticated the implication
As a result arguably the prospectus shoul
individual investor. There is some judicial support for this approach.lse2 Such an
approach wggld be consistent with other areas of the law (for example the
understandability of takeover documents, discussed next). To some extent the current
government is addressing this issue by proposing to introduce short-form prospectuses

Section 52 involves an objective standa¡d of liabilþ regardless of the lnowledge or care taken
by those accused of a breach.
Corporate Law Simplification hogram, Fundraising: Trade Practices Act, s52 and Seclritìes

Canberr4 1995) at 18 to 2l; Corporate Law Economic Reform Program,
ital Raising Initiatives to Build Enterprise and Employment: Paper No. 2
1997) at 37 to 50; Croker, Prospectus Liability Under the Corporations Law

(Centre for Corporate Law and Secr¡¡ities Regulatioq Melbourne,'1998) at chapteiS.
CLERP, Fundraising at 4l; Croker, Prospectus Liability Under the Corporations Law (Cente
for Corporate Law a¡d Securities Regulation, Melbourne, 1998) at l0 to 11.
CLERP, Fundraising at 39 to 40.
Corporate Law Economic Reþrm Program Bill 1998 (Cth) s731.
See generally Baxt, Ford and Blach Securities Industry Zaw @uttenvortls, Sydney, 1996) at
[alO] and [a23].
See chapter 4.5.
Fraser v NRÃ,IA (1995) 15 ACSR 590 at 602 to 603 where the Full Cou¡t of the Federal Cou¡t of
Ausüalia state:

the addressees of the prospectus may be expected to in of
people who, while quite astute in dealing with their day to no
erperience in dealing with shares, with corporàte a
prgqpgctus...lf is also relevant to note that the addressees may be orpected to include not
õnry tfrose who have no ex¡lerience in dealing with shares ór corpbrate reorganisation,
but also people in the category who are, as well, less astute, less intelligent oi less well-
infonned than the average member of the community.

1585

1586

1587

l 588

1589

I 590

l59t
1592
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Takeovers

and even shorter profile s1¿1smsn1s.l5e3 The to make these
shorter documents more understandable investors by
incorporating other documents by reference ors that thesä
other documents and a full prospecûrs are available for them if they sq dssi¡s.l5ea

Also if the prospectus refers to a material contract then the company must make available
of that ss¡¡¿çLl5e5 The courts have recognised that
not lestricted by either the class of persõn seeking

es.1596

I have already discussed the role
chapter 6 of the Corporations Law
that must be sent to the existing

chosen
rmation
akeover

(
s

s g offered to quit their investment it is nots them in their investor role. This is evident
not only from the prescribed disclosed but also in
the qa.tch. all provisions that catch all provisions
provide that those preparing informatioï material

r not to accePt ¿1 gffs¡".15e8
is judged according to whether
or tend to deter the ordinary

Raisi
at 15
72L.

) but this option is principally for the benefit
d investors.

Corporate Law Economic Reform Prrogram, Fundraising: Capital Raising Initìatives to Build
Enterprise and Employment: Paper No. 2 (AGPS, Canberr¿, f 9þZ) at 16 to 17.
CL s1029.
Rossìngton Holdings Pþ Ltdv Lion Nathan Ltd (1992) l0 ACLC722.
There a¡eproposed changes to based
on the catch all provision, see ss 636
& 638. This Bill also propose of the
bidder and target regardless of
CL s750 Patt A at clause 17, Part B at clause 13, Part C at clause 14 and Part D at clause 12.

) 11
put
and

ecision whether to accept it".
\t Rossfield-Group Operations lty Ltd U9811 ACLC 40-710. See generally Little, Law of
Company Takeovers (Law Book Company, Newsouth Wales, l99Z) at [703].

1593

1594

1595

1596

t597

1598

1599
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The information that offerors must provide
identity and activities,leoo the period of the
the target,1602 trading in the past 4 m
and the offeror,l6o+ the terms of the
circumstances),1605 any pre-emption claus
components of the purchase price is to be or oth
offìcers of the target,l608 changes in the irs,leos
transfer shares acquired by the offeror,l6l0 ll the
_abou] the business, assets and employees of the_target,1612 additional information required
þV t¡e regulationsl6l3 and for a takeover scheme where part of the purchase'price
involves shares in the offeror or another body corporate information abôut those òther
shar.es.l6t4

reasons,l6ls the shareholding by target directors in the offeror,l6le share transactions in
the offeror by the target or its associates in the past 4 months,l62o share transactions in the
target by its associates in the last 4 months,l62r proposed benefîts to offïcers of the
target,r622 any other agreement with directors of the target in connection with the
takeove_r,l6zt ãry interest a director of the target has in a contract with the offeror,l6z+
sales of shares in the target (including price) in the previous 6 monthsl62s and'any

1600

l60l
1602

1603

1604

1605

1606

t607

1608

1609

t6l0
16r I
t6t2
r6l3
l6l4

l6l5
l6l6
t6t7
1618

l6l9
t620

t62t
t622

t623

t624
t625

CL s750 Part A clauses 2 (corporate offerors) and 7 (nahral person offerors) and Part C clauses
2 and 4 respectiveþ.
CL s750 Part A clause 1 and Pa¡t C clause 1.

CL s750 Part A clause 3 and Part C clause 3.
CL s750 Pan A clause 4 and Part C clause 5.
CL s750 Part A clause 5 and Part C clause 6.
CL s750 Part A clauses 8 and 9 and Part C clause 7.
CL s750 Part A clause 10.
CL s750 Part A clause 11 and Part C clause 8.
CL s750 Part A clauses 12 and 13 and Part C clauses 9 and 10.
CL s750 Part A clause 14 and Pa¡t C clause ll.
CL s750 Part A clause 15 and Pa¡t C clause 12.
CL s750 Part A clause 16 and Part C clause 13.
CL s750 Part A clause 20 and Part C clause 15.
CL s750 Pa¡t A clause 18.
CL s750 Part A clauses 6 (alterations in share capital of offeror in past 5 years), 19 (information
about sha¡es in other body corporate) and,2l þrice of such shares).-
CL s750 Part B clause I and Pa¡t D clause 1.

CL s750 Part B clause 2 and Part D clause 2.
CL s750 Part B clause 3 and Pa¡t D clause 3.
CL s750 Part B clause 4 and Part D clause 4.
CL s750 Part B clause 5 and Pa¡t D clause 5.
CL s750 Part B clause 6 and Part D clause 6.
CL s750 Part B clause 7 and Part D clause 7.
CL s750 Part B clause 8 and Part D clause 8.
CL s750 Pa¡t B clause 9 and Part D clause 9.
CL s750 PartB clause 10 andPartD clause 10.
CL s750 PartB clause 11.
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material changes in the target's financial position since the date of the last balance
5þss¿.1626

's report must also be sent to shareholders.
ere is a conflict of interest involving
es whether the offer is fair and

prehensive to enable shareholders to assess

The content of takeover documents is
directors and rival bidders willing to c
delaying the takeover.r630 Therefore

le to the ordinary, reasonable i¡o'ss1s¡1631
cated investmentl633 advice. Such investors
y, at least the salient features of such

every line of lengthy and complicated
documents are essentially commercial

their understanding.te3T Such treatm
conclusions concerning understandab

breach) as are any of their directors unless the director \¡/as not present when the
statement was authorised or the director voted against the stateme¡1.16a0 It is a defence to

CL s750 PartB clause 12 andPartD clause ll.
ÇL ¡6!3, 648 and 703_(5) 4"9 L¡ 10.1. Discussed in Little, Law of Company Takeovers (Law
Book Company, New South Wales, L997) at apter 10.
CL s648(1) andLR 10.10.2.

996) 14 ACLC 485 at 4891' The Duke
See Little, Law of Company Takeovers

Little, Law of company Tak¿overs (Law Book company, New south wales, l99z) at [700].
Australian Consolidated Investments Ltd v Rossington Holdings Pty Ltd (No 2) (1992) l0 ACLC
600 at 601perDavies J.

Ç-antry Acquisitigyt Corp_v Parker & Parsley Petroleum Pty Ltd (1994) 12 ACLC 628 at 633 per
She,ppard J and 639 perBurchett J. .

Pancontinental lufrning Ltd v Goldlìelds Ltd (1995) 13 ACLC 5?7 at 585 per Tamberlin J.
Re lrlyer Retail Investments Pty Ltd (1983) I ACLC 990 at 997 per Sheppard J.
Tonville Pþ Ltd v stokes (Australasia) Ltd (1986) 4 AcLc 338 at 348 per Brooking J.

Çlrt l 'lgg"isition Corp v Parker & Parsley Petroleum Pty Ltd (1994) 12 ACLC 628 at 633 per
Sheppard J.

ntff 'luyt_Pty L_td.u_!,[9rma1dy Resoyrces ¡/¿ (1989) ? ACLC 309 at 329 to 330 per Jacobs J; on
appeal (1989) 7 ACLC 1090 at lllS per O'Loughlin J.
See also the similar treaûnent concerning the understandability of information sent to
shareholders in general meeting for their consîderation discussed in círapter 10.4.
CL s704(1) and (3).
CL s70a(2) and (4).

1626

t627

t628
r629

1630

163 I

1632

1633

1634

1635

1636

r637

1638

1639

1640
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liability. if the 
-person 

believed on reasonable grounds that the statement .was true, not
misleading or for an omission that there was nã material omission or thã oãissioí was

false, misleading or omitted *¿6s¡.t6aa Jþ
civil liability.r6ts In addition liability also
(discussed above under prospectuses).te+
contravention inchlding qrofes¡ional advisers:_il1?y also be liable.r647 Liability under
section 52 of the Trade Practices Act 1974 (Cthi-also _would seem to uppty ín iÑ¿
circumstances. Broadly speaking the liability rules for takeover documents'äré ttre sa-e
ag fo¡ prospectuses. .This pattern of liability also applies to expert's reports 1648 who can
also be liable i¡¡ 1s¡¡.164e

Conclusion

In my op
on the c
holders.
occurs at a substantive level where there i

by thg _directors; alterations to capital and
oval. There is also a broad range of specifii
position of the company.

Also as the capital position is factual only
misrepresent the position. The other qual
therefore do not discuss them.

Also shareholders receive adequate info
prospectus is issued. These are two critic
when they are being asked to subscribe to a
being asked to sell all of their sha¡es to som
pattern of liability rules ensures that due d

l64l
1642

t643

1644

1645

t646

r647

1648

1649

CL s70a(6).
cL s70a(6)(b)(ü).
Schedule 3 to the Corporations Law. CL s9 defines penalty unit as $100.
CL s704(7).
CL s704(8).

!.. -CL s995(2)(b_)(iiÐ. Earp and McGrath, Listed Companies: Law and Market Practice (Law
Book Company, Sydney, 1996) at [610].
Such people can clearly be liable on the basis of CL s79 but Baxt, Ford and Black, SectritiesIn 99_6) at [405] doubt whether they can be liable pursuant toth CL s1006. In my opinion this interpretation gões againstth ns.
Besides the sections mentioned above see CL s704(5); see generally Little, Law of Company
Takeovers (Law Book Company, New South Wales, isll¡ at [tOtg].
The Duke Group Ltd (in liq) v Pilmer (1998) 16 ACLC 561 at704 to 7t9.
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.being an audit of such information, the
lawyers, accountants and merchant bankers

context given the prospect of a legal challenge to the content of these documents this
prosPgct_ i_s aq ingentive to ensure their accuracy, In addition, in a takeover information is
provided þv both.the bidder and the parries). Therefore it is
more.likely shareholders will receiv perspéctives, which the
shareholders can then decide which to give

8.4 CORPORATE

Introduction

This part of the chapter deals with the information shareholders receive about the
separate ..ntity that is their company. Th egory are
necessary but ¡ather mundane, uncontrovers itrié part
examines the information shareholders rece folloviing
headings:. transactions requiring shareholder approval;. registers ofcharges and debentures;. directors report;. notifications to the ASX; and. miscellaneous.

Transactions Requiring Shareholder Approval

The Corp-orations Law requires shareholders to approve the following:. transferring the company's place of incorporation;1651
' altering the st¿tus of a company'r652. altering the constitution (if the company hâs one)'r6sr
' a ares that would otherwise be

p 1654

.a
' a compromise or arrangement between a company and its members.l6s6

1650

165 I
t652
1653

1654

r655

r656

This contasts with theìr inability te recov_er such losses if sr¡ffered as a restrlt of relying on the
periodic financial statements; see chapter 6.4.
CL s13628 and Regulation 10.1.08.
CL s162(1)(a); special resolution.
CL s136(2).
CL s623 (certain voting restrictions apply).
CL s491; special resolution.
CL s411(4)(a)(ii); qpecial resolution. CL s412 prescribes the information which must be sent to
the shareholders in an explanatory statement with the notice of meeting. Section 412(lXa)
provides:
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I discussed the third, fgurth and fifth dot points in chapter 4. Once again, adequate
information is provided to shareholders with the notice that conven.s "thérn meet to
consider these matters. 1657

Registers

If -u. 
.oTPany- issues debentures then the company must keep a register of debenture

holders.r658 The register must contain the n rne and address ofthe hoÍders of debentures
and the amount of debentures held by each of them.l65e

Also the company must keep a register of charges.l660
particulars of "chargefs] (whether registrable or not) on
the acquisition of property subject to a charger'.1661
following inform ation :

' the dãte the charge was created.gr thg date chargeð property was acquired;
' a. short description of the liabilþ (whether preseñt ór piospectivè) secured. by the

charge;. a short description of the property charged;. the name of the chargee or tn¡stee for debenture holders; and
' the name of the person the company believes to be the holder of the charge.

So shareholders have access to information
charges over properfy of the company secur
type of disclosure is similar to the informati
company by the register of shareholders
addition it must be remembered that info
including the debts of the company, is set o

I)irectors' Report

The Directorq' Report must contain the address and telephone number of the principal
registered office in Australia.r662 It is important that shareholders know where ihe

with every notice convening the meeting that is sent to a creditor or member, send a
statement....:

(i) oiplaining the effect of the compromise or anangement and, in particular,
stating any material interests o I the directors, whethei as directors, as members
or creditors of the body or otherwise, and the effect on those interests of the
compromise or alrangement in so far as that effect is different from the effect
on the like interests of other persons; and
(ii) setting out zuch inf¡rmation as is prescribed and any other information that
is material to the making of a decision by a creditor or member whether or not
to agfee to the compromise or arrar gemeng being infonnation that is within the
lnowledge of the directon and has not prwiously been disclosed to the
creditors or members....

Thc prescribed information is set out il regulation 5.1.01 and scheúrle 8 part 3, The prescribed
information includes "whether the director recommends the acceptanõe of the S-cheme or
recommends against acceptânce and, in either case, his or her reasonslor so recommending" (see
schedule 8, clauses 8301(aXÐ and (bXÐ).
See chapter 10.4.
CL s168(c). See also CL s1047.
CL srTl(l).
CL s27L(2).
As above.
LR 4.10.11.

1657

1658

1659

1660

1661

t662
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Conclusion

ffice is. lders want to engage in any
with the po\¡/ers against tñe company
on the re

Notification to the ASX

Listedcompaniesa Xof:
' a change to office'1663 a¡ld. any change

Miscellaneous

Shareholders also have access to:
' a coPY of the constitution;l6es *O
' a copy of minutes of shareholders meeting.1666

As I stated. previously, this is necessary
uncontroversial. However it is part of ihe
shareholders and completeness requiies at least a

information but it is mundane and
packSge of information provided to

description of this informati-on.

8.5 CHAPTER CONCLUSION

Sha¡eholders have a clear interest in receiving information on the three topics consideredil Sþ chapter._ First, shareholders, or at [east some of them, base tlieir investment
decisions based on the businesses that are owned and operatéO Uy their companies.
Shareholders receive a range on information from a variety of- sources on these
businesses. Nonetheless improv_ements could be made, most noticeably by introducing a
MD&A requirement into Australian law.

information from numerous sources about
to see the most information sent to them

need for this type of information for a variety of
of the need to identify the owners of shares in a

raw or the role or shareholders as t,i.l"H?: Tï:T:"ï1îi"ffi"i""iÏ:".åttt#ft3il *:
distinct form their role as monitors.

Third, information qbout the corporate entity is nuts and bolts type information that is
necessary but is neither very interesting nor controversial.

t663
t664

r665

1666

LR 3.14.
LR 15.4.2.
CL s139.
CL s25lB.
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CHAPTER 9

SOCIAL INFORMATION NEEDS OF SIIAREHOLDERS

9.1 INTRODUCTION

Sharehold ionship with the_complny, therefore it is not surprising
that.they in financial information. But are they intereste¿ iñreceiving social impacts of the company (commonly called
corporate Ì

This is an important question because whi
industrialised economy and make a lot of p
also have enorrnous negative social impacts.
of people. If a company collapses it arguab
acutely than investors, since employees hav
in their company. It is companies with u
thousands of employees each yêar,l66s Companies are the culprits which manufacture
and sell products. If they sell dangerous products this will directly and acutely affect
consumers. Vivid examples of this are the horrendous consequences of companies which
sold products such as thalidomide and more recently the Dalkon Shield.r66e Also it is
industrial companies which are pulling down our forests, mining our land, and pumping
out their toxic wastes into our rivers, oceans and sky.l67o Notable examples of
horrendous pollution are the Exxon Valdez oil spill in Alaska and in South Australia the
continuing problem of lead contamination of the air by BHP at Port Augusta.

These issues are critical and must be, and to some extent are being, tackled head on. The
principal controlling device is substantive laws which directly regulate these matters. In
Australia there are a vast array of laws designed to protect employees,l6Tl consumersl6T2
and the environme¡1.1673 Without in any way derogating from this approach, mandatory

Tolmie, 'Corporate Social Responsibility' (1992) IJNSW Law Journal 268 at2'75.
Berns and Baron, Company Law and Governance: An Australian Perspective (Oford University
Fress, Melbourne, 1998) at 114 to 115 who document the role of corporations with the industrial
diseases associated with contact with asbestos; for a reported case on this see lufidalco v
Rabenalt [989] VR 461. See also Fisse and Braithwaite, The Impact of Prblicity on Corporate
Offenders (State University of New York Press, USA, 1983) in chapter 9.
More recently and closer to home there has been the Ga¡abaldìs' metwurst disaster which made a
lot of children seriously ill and killed at least one of them.
For a description of how companies have negatve environmental impacts see Freedman,
'Accounting and the Rçorting of Pollution Infonnation' (1993) 5 Advances in Public Interest
Accounting 31 at 3l to 32.
Safety Rehabilitation and Compensation Act 1988 (Cüt); National Occttpation Health and Safety
Commission Act 1985 (Cth): Occupation Health and Safety Act 1986 (S.4.); llorkers
Rehabilitation and Compensation Act 1986 (S.4.).
Trade Practices Act 1974 (Cth); Fair Trading Act 1987 (S.4.); Consumer Transactions Act 19'72
(S.4.); Sale of Goods Act 1895 (S.4.); Consumer Credit (South Australia) lct 1995 (S.4.)
(which incorporates by reference the new Consumer Credit Code).
lVorld Heritage Properties Conservation Act 1983 (Clh); Environment Protection (Impact of
Proposals) Act 1974 (Cth); Environment Protection (Nuclear Codes) Act 1978 (Cth);

1667

1668

t669

1670

t67l

1672

t673



disclosure rules have their. part to pl_ay in the arsenal of weapons to tackle these
problems.t674 Indeed such dis-closure rulel could complement these'subst-ti"" rules.

I lli:^:-Tpter I take a broad look at CSR to shareholders. The panern of this chapter is
as lollows:r a definition of what is com. whether mandatory CSR it can bejustified in favour óf other

ber of
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9.2 SOCIALINF'ORMATIONDEFII\-EI)

Environment Protection. A9t^^I^l!_s. (S.4.); Native Vegetation Act L99t (S.4.); and Soi/
Consentation and Land Acf 1939 (S.4.).

!¡q SeqeratEFisse_and_Braithw_aite, The Impact of Publicity on Corporate Olfenders (State
University of New York Press, USA l9S3).
Henderson & Peirsor¡ Issaes In Fìnancial Acco
1994) at812. A different definition is
(1992) IJNSW Law Joumal 268 at 27t:
degree, the harnessing of corporate resor¡rc
solutions to them". For a broãd view of so
corporate actors see Galbraith, The Good Soc
Great Britain, 1996).
Gray, Owen and Maunders, Corporate Social Reporting (Prentice Hall, U.K., 1987) at Chapter
6.

Above Chapter 8.

P*. |{.naron, C-ompan! L,aw and Governance: An Australian Perspective (Oford University
Press, Melboume, 1998) at 116.

$!-oI. Clptel!. See also Estes, Corporate Social Accounting (John Wiley & Sons, New York,
1976) at 19 to 22.

ing the social behaviour of
bility movement which has
company's activities on the

position, suitability and safety of goods and

a company can have is in a smaller commu
ft its operations
even bribery!)
manufacturing

1674

1675

1676

1677

1678

t679
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asonably well defined but with varying
are for the environment are less clearly
number of them. These constituenfs

ation on a corporation's activities which

direclly impact on shareholders as shareholdeÏsnåtet#rTf t'åi"1,ff*i1îä:il:årt ffj
therefore the company's social impacts are of less immediaie interest to therir, This is
why I explore whether shareholders nonetheless have a suffîcient interest to receive
social information, or whether there are other rear¡ons to justify such disclosures under
the next heading.

It natura information on thes_e topics. It is not surprising that thepurpose and communicate the sõcial impacts of businels actions
on those mil.l68l

9.3 JUSTIF'ICATIONF'ORDISCLOSI]REOF'SOCIALINX'OR}{ATION

Whether discl t question. The
question is mu fteir of a different
nature. In this sufficient interest
in such information to warrant disclosure.l6s2

Under a strict dualist view of the company,r683 where profit morimisation is the residual
goal of the company, then reporting social information is unnecessary. In fact
voluntarily incurring the costs of such disclosures would be contrary to the purposes of a
strict profit murimisation regime.1684 However Australian law does not embrace a strict
dualist approach. First, since monism is embraced then voluntary, seemingly altruistic
expenditures are acceptable so long as they can be justifïed according to the long-term
profitability of the company.r685 Arguably if directors choose to depart from a strict

1680

l68l

1682

1683

1684

1685

One author considers that consumers have no cohesion: "consumers are individuals, aggregated
really only for statistical purposes"; see Medawar, The Social Audit Consumer Hàndbook
(Macmillan, Great Britain, 1978) at 6.

American Institute Of Certified Public Accountants, The Measttrement Of Corporate Social
Perþrmance (AICPA, New York, 1916) at6.
It is also possible to argue that social disclosu¡es are warranted because of the interest of other
stakeholders or public policy generally, see for example Tolmie, 'Corporate Social
Responsibility' (1992) IINSW Law Journal 268 at 270; md, Wheeler, 'Inclusive Communities
and Dialogical Stakeholders: A Methodology for an Authentic Corporate Citizenship' (1998) 9
Australian Journal of Corporate Law I. However consistent with the fu¿mework of this thesis I
will only consider this iszue from the perspective of shareholders.
Discussed in chapter 4.4.
Henderson & Pei¡son, .Isnres In Financial Accounting (Longman Cheshi¡e, Melboume, 6th ed.,
1994) at 873.
Tolmie, 'Corporate Social Reqponsibility' (1992) IJNSTW Law Joumal 268 at 210 and 286.

Governance:
reqponsibility

tivities with a
view to enhancing corporate profit and shareholder gain.
(b)Even if corporate profit and sha¡eholder gain are not thereby enhanced, the
corporation, in the conduct of its business:

(I)Is obliged, to the same extent as a nanual person, to act within the
bounda¡ies set by law;
(2)May tal<e into account ethical considerations that are reasonably regarded as
appropriate to the responsible conduct ofbusiness; and
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profit ma:<imising position they should r
the expendiarre, otherwise such expend
shareholders are entitled 1s.r686 this
notably positive acts that benefit constitu
disclosure under this justification will not catch negative social impacts a company has in
the normal course of conducting its business.

Second, Austral de
paradigm colpo to
thereby reduced nc
shareholders as monitors of a corporation's
Disclosure by companies of their compliance with the vast array of social laws would go
a long way to providing adequate disclosure to shareholders.

From a less theoretical perspective there a¡e arguments that shareholders are interested in
social information from an investment peripectiúe. Va¡ious authòrs ngã t¡i.,
including:. Bowman and Haire who argue that

responsibility is a sign of a flexìble, sen
results in higher profitability.te
argument.l6eo They also frnd
responsible behaviour refl ected
which were less active.l6el

' similarly Trotman and Bradley see a link between social responsibility and long term
planni

strong emphasis on
y to disclose social

immediate tuture in making decis.ions.- By disclosirg ,"J"ïî".::i"frïttff
information the company mãy be improving its-pub-li;i*ãee 

"nd'ñ;;ãñÉits chances of long run suryival and growtþ.te$

1686

t687

1688

1689

1690

(i)lvfq, devote a reasonable amount of resources to public welfare, humanitarian,
educational, and philanthropic purposes.

Hutton v llest Cork Railyal Co_ (1-88]) 23 Ch D 654 per Bowen LJ at 61L "the law does not say
that there a¡e to be no cakes and ale, but there are tobe no cakes and ale except as are requireã
for the bene,fit of the company".
Discussed in chapter 4.4.
Henderson & Peirson, lss¡res In Fìnancial Accounting (Longman Cheshire, Melboume, 6th ed.,I - Law'Journal 268 at269 tó

' argue that directors should
P (discussed in chapterT.4).
!_ow-m41and Haire, 'A Sûztegic Posh:¡e Toryard Corporate Social Reqponsibility' (1975-Winter)
_18 Califomia Management Review 49 at 54 and 5Z; see also Abbõtt and Moirseu 'On fté
Measurement of Corporate Social Reqponsibility: Self Reported Disclosures as a Iriethod of
!!9a.su11tg Corporate Social Involvement' (1979) 22 Acadêmy of Management Journal 501 at
513 to 514.

P^oq*3{t ang g?rre, 'A Strat€gic Poshre Toward Corporate Social Reqponsibility' (1975-tWinter)
18 Calitornia Management Review 49 at 5t to 54. See also Wheelei, 'Inclusiíe'Communitieí
anì Dialogical Stakeholders: A_Methodotogy for an Authentic Corporate Citizenship' (199S) 9
Australian Joumal of Corporate Law I at 14.
Above at 51.
Trotman and Bradley, - '{q¡o-qi{i9rns Between Social Responsibilþ Disclosure and
Cha¡acteristics of Companies' (1981) 6 Accounting, organisations ánd SocieÍy lss.
Above at 358 (see also at 361).

169l
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t691
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a

A view to the This
is supported üsted
"environment der to
enhance long term profïtability'16e5 and
Spicer argues:

The sanctions that have been app
have been judged to be socially
government regulation, judicial re
when severe and costly sanctions
on the affected corporation may b
between its social performance on
worth of its securities. Under thes
find knowledgable investors consid
making their investment decisions; I

Spig-e{q empirical study -s¡rppgrted- his argumeot.^tu,t Support for Spicer's thesis is
available from other studies based on empirical'evidencè-drawn frõm institutional
invssls¡s.l6e8 This dovetails into another argument. As mentioned in the
introduction to this chapter, there are a considerablê number of socially oriented laws
currently in existence. The costs to corporations of complying with thése laws can be
significant, as are the monetary and other sanctions if théy 6reach them. Therefore
any disclosure that corporations are not complying witli the law will indicate to
investors that the company will have to incur signiñcant compliance costs and may
be subject to significanl penalties.r6ee These costs obviously detract from the futurê
cash flows that are available to shareholders.

Perþrmance (AICD, Sydney,

åi,ff it"J",:å.'iä.F,Li'iti:

þvesto¡ voice, (rss2) 3e ucLA Law Review iiHr *å"TF'rä:"TåË:tÎTLHJTå?tr:
Control: The Institutional Investor As Corporate Monitot' (1991) 9l Columbia Law Review 1277
at1324 to 1326.
Chapter 7.3.

!pig"t, 'Investors, Co and Inforrration Disclosure: An Empirical
ltody' (197q) 53 The See also Spicer, 'Ma¡ket Risþ Accounting
Data and Qsmpanies ' [1978] Journal of Business Finance and
Accounting 67 quited in Trotman and Bradley, 'Associations Between Social Responsibility
Disclosu¡e and Characteristics of Companies' (1981) 6 Accounting, Organisations and Society
355 at 358; Abbott and Monser¡ 'On the Measurement of Corporate Social Reqponsibility: Self
Re,ported Disclosures as a Method of Measuring Corporate Social Involvement' (1979) 22
Academy of Management Joumal 501 at 506.

lpicer, 'Investors, Corporate Social Perforrnance and Information Disclosure: An Empirical
Study' (1978) 53 The Accounting Review 94. So did a zubsequent empirical study, see Shane
and Spicer, Marlcet Responses to Environmental Infonnation Prbduced Outside the Firm' (1983)
58 The Accounting Rwiew 521.
Longstreeth and Rosenbloom, Corporate Social Responsibility and the Institutional fnvestor
@raeger Publishers, _USA, 1973) (which is quoted in Spicer, 'Investors, Corporate Social
performance and Information Disclosure: An Empirical Study' IISZS) 53 Thè Accounting
Rwiew 94 at 96); Freedman, 'Accourting and the Reporting of Pollution Information' (1993) 5
Advances in Public Interest Accounting 331 at 33 to 34 where the author discusses 3 previous
studies, two of which support Spice/s thesis nd one which conûadicts it but has itsèlf been
subjected to subsequent criticism.
Shane and Spicer, Market Reçonses to Environmental Information Produced Outside the Firm'
(1983) 58 The Accounting Review 521 at 524. See also Tilt Environmental Policies of Major
Companies: Australian Studies' (I99'l') 29 British Accounting Review 367 where she concludes
from the result of her study that "environmental laws (or the threat of environmental laws)
appeas to be a major influence on companies' policy development and environmental

1695

1694

t696

1698

t697

t699
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So the need for CSR can be linked to sha¡eholders as irlyssls¡s.l7oo There is also
empirical evidence which supports the desire by shareholders for CSR.rz0r

shareholders bei
nterested (some
as the environm

name a few fypes of social information. Thi
takeover context where bidders must
?bogl the employees of the target.tzoz
impliedly acknowledge that ofteree sh
other than economic self i¡fs¡ss1'r.1703 Al
SpProach to s and have an interest in receiving socialinformation holders directing their funds to -nethical
investments".
company's financial performance but al
negative screen, or both usually determ
screen the company is assessed to see if it

h pass.the screening process. However

demand for social information from shar tto:i'iå".å':i'Tr:3'.iå1ilåi'åIxÏ 
ti:

regarded as weak.l7o8

1700

r70l

t702
1703

t704

1705

t706
1707

activities". However stre also concludes that most companies do not disclose their corporate
environment policies to the public.

For example Abbott and Monsen, 'On the
ty: Self-Reported Disclosures as a Method of

ons and Society 23 argrc that CSR is
and in the hope of averting, mandatory

govertrment regulation.
Repo Accountant
and Australian
The Chafered

at 1l to 13; Epstein and Freedman, 'Social
) 7 Accounting, Auditing and Accorurtabilþ

See chapter 8.3 under the zub-heading 'Takeovers'.
Associated western Dairy_ Ltd (!se1¡ ll AcLc 821 at 835 per Ryan J;

1nPryv9q-¡ Acquisition eorp v'Parlíer and Parsley pãtril"ul ,1"ít ot¡å
Pa Lñ 0e
An example of a company which manages such investments is Australian Ethical Investment Ltd
(contactable at \ilwrv.austethical. com.au)
lr4angos, Ethical Investments', unpublished draft conference paper (author on file).
Above Part 3.

is whose ethics are used. This is an interesting
pursue in this thesis. However the criticism of
. Above Part2.

There is a small amount of research which supports this conclusion. The research is summarised
in Gray, owen and Maunden, corporate soclal Reporting (Prentice Halr, u,K., 1987) at 69.

1708
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There is another argument that is different
Shareholders are not necessarily different
primarily affected by a company's social
connection with the company. For a
employed by the company who consumes
the local community. Such a person may
example if her employer is serious
with pluralistic connections with th
social information.

because a person is from a particular class
interests in other types of information than
institutional investors the ultimate beneficial
superannuation schemes. Given the rise of
must be given credence. In the case of go
ultimately represent their entire constituen
and government agencies suggests that the
have pluralistic connections with the company. This adds weight to the argument that a
more holistic view of who shareholders are should be taken.lTl3

As concluded in chapter
principle be entitled to
ly subject to an exception

Social information is
certainly a topic of information concerning the corporation and therefore a legitimate
topic for disclosure to shareholders.

There are arguments against mandatory CS
issues has found expression in a range of I
unduly narrow to consider corporate law, an
from these other laws. Where these laws r
body then shareholders and others generall
regulatory body under FOI legislation.r7t4 It is difficult to assess the adequacy of these

t709

1710

Wheeler,'
Corporate
that often
not necessarily have shared interests".
A vivid and now well known situation which shows this is the story of Karen Silkwood,
popularised in the movie stalTing Meryl Streep simply titled "Sillcwood". Silkrvood was an
employee at a nuclearplant who had concerns about the safety of the plant and who was exposed
to radiation úuing tle cou¡se of her employment.
Australian Stock Exchange Limited, 1995 Annual Report at Ml0.
Discussed in chapter 4.5.
Unfortunately I zuqpect that courts would not take such a broad, holistic view of who
shareholders a¡e. They are likely to look at the issue with more particularity and view
sha¡eholders in their capacity as shareholders. On the other hand the Legislature may take a
broaderview.
Discussed in chapter 5.4.

l7l I
r7t2
t713

t7t4
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the
hare
and

and effective operation of them. Social d
viewed as an additional, superfluous requ
the additional costs of such disclosures.
they are weak and th
compliance with a lo
Second, if directors
compliance with soc
disclosure has a deterrent effect). Thi
compliance progr¿ùms to ensure conforman
is the end result of disclosure this can

reporting.on the outcomes of that program should
coqt. Third, ar¡d the strongest argument, is that if

d, then disclosure should be made-directly to them.
to informationlTr6 means this information is not

ons CSR to shareholders remains justified.

Although I have mentioned the cost of socia
it also bea¡s mentioning separately.
information. This cost must be wéig
disclosure. In the context of social
because money is being compared with s
expressing their evaluation of such topics
very different topics such as the accouñtabi

t7 In the end each person has to make an
s wa¡ranted. In my opinion companies
acts and the key to account¿bility is the
those obvious cases where the deleterious

itself). This is justifiable from shareholders
stment roles. Therefore in my opinion

companies should be compelledrTre to disc ion:
' any voluntary expenditures on corp issues, since this

ensures accountability on a monist view

l7l5
l7l6

t7t7
l718

This is similar to the arguments made in chapter 7.4.
The two step prccess in the US is described in Baram, Risk Communication Law and
Implem_entation Issues in the United States and the European Community' in Baram and Pa¡tan
(e_d;), -Çgrporate Disclosilre of Environmental itisks; U,S. and European Zøw @utterworths,
u.s,, 1990).
See the discussion in chapter 9.6 under the fifttr heading concerning incommensurability.
Gray, Owen and Maunders, Corporate
define accountability as '!...the oñus, re
means necessarily a Jìnancial account) or re
responsible" at 2.
There is empirical s!¡pport that such disclosues by users of the financial
s.lat.pentr (bq! not by preparers of them), see eþorting-The Green Gap
(L¡stitute of Chartered Accountants in Australi at te to lZ; Tìlt, ,Thi
Influence o isclosu¡e: Some Empirical
Ev.idence' ( urnat 47 at 6O; Froôt andWilmshurst, an Accountant 36.

l719



. the corporations compliance with its
employees, consumers, the environment
wa¡ranted under a modestly idealistic vi
link befween this information and ratio
as will be seen below, this is the most fe

In addition companies should be encouraged to provide additional information if their
social rec legal requirements. This may still send usefulmessages ers and the public that may give the company anadvantage can only report compliancã with the minimum
standards
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9.4 Iì,TAI\TDATORYDISCLOST]RELAWS

Subject to one exception, the Corporations Law and'ihe regulations made thereunder do
not explicitly require disclosure of any social i¡¡fs¡¡¡¡¿1is¡.172r In contrast the disclosure
regimes in both the UKl722 and the USAI723 require some CSR to shareholders.

t720

r72l

t722

This is tÏe same conglu_s_igqt qs rgached by Gray, Owen and N(aunders, Corporate Social
Reporting (Prentice Hall, U.K,, 1987), discussed above and accompanying text.

ns: An Analysis of Contemporary
1996) Environmental and Plarming
early 1970's introduced a Bill to

When the Whitlam government was removed

tbrough
Bilt t97

Itte group and persons employed by any of them
and in reqpect of the personnel and employment policies of the corporatidns in the
group;

by the corporation in the group during the
health of their employees;
by the corporations in the gror4 during the

fìnancial year for protecting the safety and health of the public in relation to the
activities of those corporations and for protecting the environment;
(zc)particulars of any arangements made by the corporations in the group during the
financial year for the protection of conzumers of goods or services snpplied by those
corporations.

The contents of this Bill is r€prorlrçsal and commented on in TrotmarU 'Social Responsibility
Disclosr¡res by Australian Companies' (1979 arch) The Chartered Accountant in Airstralia 24
at28.
G-uthrie and Parker, 'Corporate Social Disclosure P¡actice: A Comparative Intemational
Analysis' (1990) 3 Advances in Public Interest Accounting L59 at 166 to 167 where the authors
state:

For example, the following clisclosures must be made by corporations in the Directors
Report section of their annual re,port to shareholders:
- Charitable donations (Compani e s Act 1967, Section I 9)
- Political donations greater than t200 (Statutory Instrument 1055 of 1980)
- Disabled employee policy (Health and Sàfety at l|Ìork Act 1974; Employment Act
1982, Section l)
- Conditions of South African workers (Required by Board of Trade as per code of
conduct for companies with an interest in South Africa U9781)
- Employee consultation and communication policy (Employrnent Act 1982, Section l).

Þ.o!vt, The Regulation of Corporale Disclosure (Aspen, USA, 2nd ed, 1995) at chapter 2;
Boehm and Smith, 'SEC Environmental Disclosu¡e Requirements: The Hazards for lssuers
(1992) 3 (No. l) Journal of Corporate Disclosu¡e & Confidentiallty 5 at 29 to 31.

t723
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The one explicit disclosure requirement was introduced by The Company Løw Reviewlct 1.998 (Cth). This Act was amended in the Senate at thé instance oî ttré Labour party
and the Democrats. The amendment alters the Corporations Law by obliging directórs tó

ect to any particular and significant
of the Coinmbnwealth or of a 

-State or
erformance in relation to environmental

This amendment does not apply to financi
Therefore the first disclosuiès-will occur

others).l7ze The government has referre
Committee on Corporations and Securitie
provision may be repealed prior to it becom

Besides this one explicit requirement, so
has a financial impact anú therefore d
statements. It is in the more detailed regul
the Accounting Standards, that disclosure

!I9weve1 simply galling_ it social information is slightly misleading. It is financial
information and it is disclosed because of its financial lmpáct on the co-mpany, albeit on a
topic of social signifïcance.

Employee Entitlements

AASB 10281727 reqlires detailed disclosure in the financial statements of all employee
entitlements. Employee entitlements are defîned to mean "benefît entitlements'which

ate as a result their services to an employer up to
and include, to, wages and salarieó (incluiling
non-monetary ave, sick leave, long service leave,
other post-em enefits"-u28

t724

r725

t126

r727

r728

I Reporting and Procedural
rule exists in the USA, see

cL sections 143r and r4r2. 
Act 1934 (usA)'

Letter from the Treasurer to the chaþerson of the Parliamentary Joint Committee on
Corporations and Secu¡ities dated 10 July f99S.
Aust¿lian Accounting Standards Boa¡d 1028 'Accounting forEmployee Entitlements'.
AASB 1028 at paragraph 9. However the standard is currently not finalised on the issue of
superannuation contributions (see the preface to the standard).
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Liabilities (Including Contingent Liabitities)

Corporations must disclose in their balance sheet their li¿þili1is5.tzzr Statement of
Accounting Concept 4 defines liabilities as "the future sacrifïces of economic benefîts

ntly obliged to make to other entities as a
r73o However disclosure of a liability in
probable that the future sacrifice of ec

required" and can be m ility of a
social nature ments of thén the
amount of th in the b then the
amount of the liability will be lumped in with other liabilities as one total dollar amount
and users of the financial statements will be unaware of the nature of any particular
liability.

If a liability does not meet the probability and measurability criteria then it is regarded as
a contingent liability and must be disclosed in the nôtes to the financi¿l s1¿1smsn1s.l732
Liabilities of a social nature, such as environmental litigationlT33 or waranty claims for
faulty products,lT3a will often be contingent liabilities and therefore would have to be
disclosed in this way.

Extractive Industries - Restoration Costs

AASB 1022 and UIG Abstract 4 apply to companies operating in the extractive industries
(eg mining companies), These standards explain how comþanies that have restoration
costs for a mining site are to report those costs in the financial stateme¡1s.I?3s The
standards do not require separate disclosure of the restoration costs so this amount may
simply be lumped in with other costs and appear as one 1s1¿1.1736 Mining companies are
frequently obliged to incur restoration cost as a condition of their permit õr as a matter of
policy such companies may voluntarily decide to incur such costs.l737 Such costs are not
contingent liabilities because it is not an amount the company is obliged to make to
"another entity".

As all of these three potential disclosures occur in the financial statements they are
subject to the usual requirement that the amounts involved þs m¿¡s¡i¿1.1738 Therefore in
public companies with very large market capitalisation it is likely that only very
significant social events will have to be disclosed in the financial statements. It is

1729

t730
t73l
t732
1733

t734
1735

t736
t737

AASB 1034 'Information to be Disclosed in Financial Reports'.
SAC 4 Definition and Recognition of the Elements of Financial Statements' at clause 48.
SAC 4 Definition and Recognition of the Elements of Financial Statements' at clause 65.
AASB 1034 'Information to be Disclosed in Financial Re,ports' at clause 7.I(c) to 7.2.1.
SAC 4 'Definition and Recogpition of the Elements of Financial Statements' at clause 70 (which
mentions litigation in a general way).
SAC 4 Definition and Recognition of the Elements of Financial Statements' at clause 71.

' at paragraph .

An Analysis of
996) Environm

Journal I20atl2l.
Frost and Wilmshurst, 'Going Green ...But Not Yett (1996-September) Ausüalian Accountant 36.
AASB 1022 'Accounting for the Extractive Industries' at pangraph (xv). See also Henderson
and Peirsoq .Isszes in Financial Accounting (Longman, Melbourne, 7th ed., 1995) at 778. The
authors point out a wealmess in the relevant standards concerning the provision for restoration
costs.

Materiality was discussed in chapter 6.3 under the subheading "Content of the Accounts".1738
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strongly arguable that these matters are. sp important that-they should not be bounded by
the materiality requirement. This certainly is ihe approach aéopted in the US concernin!5
disclosure of environmental
where the tension over whet
social information becomes
financial statements then m
this, as I make clear later in orns.

Second, particularly pertinent social information may need to be disclosed under the
continuous disclosure regime,lTao However disclosure-is only required of material events
so the same argument of materiality of frnancial information(as ábove) is relevant.

As is self evident from tlis.descrþtion,. the current mandatory disclosure requirements
af.e.Yery.piecemeal and limited. This is particularly so giveir the type of disclosures
which I have established are walranted and the typé of d-isclosures ívhich are feasible
(discussed below).

9.5 VOLUNTARYDISCLOSURES.EMPIRICALSTI]DIES

Despite only very limited man here is empirical
evidence that some companies lose some ^social

information. CSR has beén the It is not feasible
to summarise all of these studies in this thesis.lT4l To give a flavour of these previous
studies, I summarise some of the Australian studies, one with an international
comparison of Australian, IJK and US disclosures and my own study undertaken in 1995.

Trotman 1977

Trotmanundertook a survey of the 1977 annual reports of the top 100 listed Australian
companies to est¿blish what voluntary social disclosures ws¡t m¿¿..t2+z Trotman
c_ompared this with the disclosures made 5 and l0 years previously. Trotman screened
the annual reports to see what disclosures were
categories lvere energy, human resources, products,
The study also explored the nature of the disclosure
quantification, non-monetary quantifi cation, both, or

Securities bchange Act 1934 (US), Regulation S-K item 103, instruction 5.
Discussed in chapter 10.2.

å"ii*il'.'"i:itîöð'¡îr"ff.?".-1gg*å
Trotman, 'Social Responsibility Disclosures By Australian Companies' (1979-Ma¡cÐ The
Chartered Accountant ln Australia 24.

1739

t740
t74l

t742
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seems to only involve narrative disclosure
merely "vague statemenJs".l743 Trotman di
social disclosure in 1977 (up from 48Yo in
noted that companies had an average discl
company (up from .3 in7972 and.08 in 19
are set out in the two tables below.

Categories of Disclosure Number of Disclosing Companies

1977 t972 1967

Environment
Energy
Human Resources
Products
Community
Other

Type of Disclosure

Monetary quantification
Non-monetary quantihcation
Both
No quantification

Number of Disclosing Companies

7977

2

7972 t967

35
10
43
4
23
34

20
ll
36

18
0
30
3..

19
l3

6
1

t7
J
5
5

5
ll
3
29

0
72
I
l3

Pang - 1982

Pang , of the 1980 annual reports of the top 70
listed dom.l746 Pang screened the annual reþorts
to se 5 categories. Those categories and the
perce re were energy (15%), human resources(77% community iivolvement (29%) and the
environment (2a%). By 1980 79%o of companies maãe some discloirrr..íz+z The
percentage of companies that disclosed information increased the higher their market
capitalisation.rT4s Pang also classified the type of disclosures companies made. The
types of disclosures and the percentage of companies making each type were monetary

t743

t744
t745

t746

t747

t748

Above at 24, whic,h description is reinforced by some of the examples given in the paper.
Above at 25.
Above at 24, altholgh Trotman does not disclose if this average is drawn from only those
companies that made some social disclozure orfrom all companies surveyed.
Pang, 'Disclosures of Corporate Social Reqponsibility' (1982-July) The Chartered Accountant in
Ausüalia 32.
Above at 32.
Above at 32 where the following statistics appear:
Ma¡ket capitalisation ($000,000) Number disclosing %
$500 and above 14 93
$200-$s00 21 82
$100 -$200 23 74
below $100 16 73



quantification (1%), non-monetary quantification (20%), both monetary and non-
monetary quantification (20%) and no quantifi cation/nãrrative (5 5 %).

Trotman and Bradley - 1978

Trotman and Bradley surveyed the annu
companies drawn from the top 600 com
there were certain associations between
characteristics (rather than presenting raw d
to was that:

companies which provide social r
in size, have a higher systematic
term than companies which do not
those. companies which disclose so
association was found between the
and the size of the company, the d
company and the emphasis the co
decisions.lT5o

Guthrie and Parker - 1983

anngaf reports of the top 50 listed companies in
published in 1983.1751 They scrutinised tñe annual

the environment s, products,
Guthrie and P thè type of

in support of their CSR. dencé 
-were

declarative or none. They also measured the extent of the
ng the amount of pages devoted to CSR.

Gr¡thrie and Pa¡ker found that 56Yo of Australian, 98Yo of U.K. and 85% of U.S.A.
companies made some social disclosure. Of the companies that made disclosure, the
table set out below summarises their ¡ssufts.l7s2
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Type of Social Data Disclosed

Environment
Energy
Human Resources

Australia UK USA

Companies Making Disclosure (%)

2t t4 53
4243
93 98 75

t749

1750

l75l

T¡otman and Bradley, -'Asqqci4igrns Between Social Responsibility Disclosure and
characteristics of Companies' (1981) 6 Accounting, organisations ând socieiy lss.
Above at 361. Trotman and Bradley noted (at 357) two previous studies that also discovered an
association between company size and social responsibility activity. Those two studies were:
Eilbert and Parket, 'The Current Status of Corporate Sbcial Résponsibility' (1973-August)

orporate Social Perforrnance and Information
ion

îä

Cl{tiq.ry4^lat^kgt 'Corporate -Soc_ial 
Disclosure Practice: A Comparative International

Analysis' (1990) 3 Advances in Public Interest Accounting 159.
Above at 164.t752
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Products
Community Involvement
Other

Extent of Disclosure (pages)

.0t-.25

.26-.50

.51-.75

.76-7
Greater than I

Bad News

Environment
Energy
Human Resources
Products
Communþ Involvement
Other

Disclosing Companies (%)

0
29
18

32
4

46
l8

2l
36
2t
4
l8

10
96

0

35
63

0

Method of Information Disclosed Number of Disclosures (%)

Both Monetary and Non-monetary
Monetary
Non-monetary
Declarative

49 58
I

22
t2

45
2
4

29
27

6
9

29

22
I
I
5
5
0

2
0

t2
0
6
2

0
0

39
0
0
0

30
15
15
l0
30

Disclosures (%)

Guthrie and Parker acknowledged that there were both similarities and differences
between the disclosqres made by companies in different countries. They noted that the
disclosure patterns in all three countries revealed that companies appeared to rank
disclosure of human resources firs! community second and environmelf 6¡¡¿.tzs¡ The
authors explained the high rate of disclosure by UK companies (98%) as being required
by particul- UK laws.l754 The authors noted the "predominance of 'good news'
disclosures" and went on to comment about the bad news disclosures in thé following
terms:

The "bad observed , lryere largely (in the U.S.) casesrequired and audit standarãs.- 
'The 

conteirt and
character ly made supports the argument that such
disclosures constitute a corporate portrayal ol -its 

efforts -to minimise its
dysfunctional impacts on affected social groups.1755

However the authors closely scrutinised these bad news disclosures and concluded that
many disclosures "provide absolutely minimal if not token social disclosures".lT56

Blanchard - 1995

I reviewed the reports mentioned'below for fiscal year 199517s7 of the top ten listed
companies in Australia and the U.S.1758 Those reporfs \ilere:

Above at167.
Those laws were mentioned above.
Grrthrie and Parlcgr,- 'Corporate Social Disclost¡re Practice: A Comparative Intemational
Analysis' (1990) 3 Advances in Public Interest Accorurting 159 at 171.
Above atl7l.

1753

t754
1755

1756
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' for Australian corporations, the annual report to shareholders and notice of the AGM;
and

' for U.S. corporatiols, jhe annual report to shareholders, the Form l0-K and the proxy
statement for the AGM.

the study to the top ten corporations results in a limited sâmpls.l7se However
that theie corporatioqs. youta and could unõrã tõ ii"pËäå'"iiihe best social
practice available. This hope is supported by ttre frndings of previous

I summa¡ise the results of my study in the tables below and then discuss those results
afterwards.

stralia USA

Type of Social Data Disclosed
Employees
Consumers
Energy
Environment
Community
Other

Method of Information Disclosed

Narrative

dicators
Legal Compliance
Social Balance Sheet

Extent of Disclosure (pages)

t-2.5
2.5-5
s-7.5
7.5-10
Greater than 10

Companies Making DisclosurelTø I
10 10
36
T4
69
88
55

No. of Disclosing Companies

10 10
910
36
00
06
00

No. of Disclosing Companies

4
4
2
0
0

0
I
2
2
5

1757

1758

1759

t760

t76t

whereas in the U.S. it
of the 1994/95 fiscal
from I October to 30

The results of this survey ir- 4-r9 published as Blanchard, 'Corporate Social Re,porting' (1998)
2314 Altemative Law Joum¿t 172. 

-

It is worth bearing in mind the different busine
teri lists, as this can affect the nature and

Both Pang's.and Trotman and Bradley's studies found a positive correlation between the size of
the corporation and the amourt of soCial disclosue.
All statistics relate to the number of companies making such disclosure.
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Bad News

Employees
Consumers
Energy
Environment
Community
Other

No. of Disclosing Companies

2
I
0
2
0
2

5
4
I
7
I
0

AII companies in the sample made
Thereafter disclosures of the environme
same. This corr
the environment
as a social issue

The most common methods of disclosure
statistics. Most corporations adopt
are the high number of disclosures
requirements (and the complete ab
most common suc
small number of
laws and equal op

The amount of disclosure.made þy corpgræions in my study is significantly higher than
in previous studies. This is consistent with the recognised trend tõ increased dilclosures

l0 companies may not be
are particularly high, are
the integrated disclosure

sclosures in both the l0-K
essentially the same document) and both
the U.S. corporations referred in their
to aspects of their social policies and
lengthy but were selective and painted a

However only one Australian corporation
mplete at the time the annual report was

Disclosure of bad news v/al¡ almost exclusively only reported because the disclosure laws
mandated such disclosure. In Australia this was-principally under disclosure of
contingent liabilities. However one cas¡e seems to havè been vóluntary, but may have

t762 Deegan and Gordon, 'A Study of the Enviro

Deegan,'Environmental Reponing in Australia:
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ic.

The protean concern arising from all of

en it has been established that there is bad
news to report (successful prosecution of br
disclosure of this in the annual
is even evidence of significant
the same industry who were u
likely to
addition
law.l768
information to enable readers of the informa
pa¡t gf_lh1-solution to this problem is regulators enforcing the mandatory disclosure
rul$.1770 _The general consensus is that CSR degenerates intó a public relatiôns exercise
that reveals very little of the companies true social performance.lzzt Another risk is that

1763

1764

t765

1766

t767

t768

t769

t770
t77l

Deegar¡ Rankin and Voght, 'Firms'Disclosure Reactions to ìvfaior Social Incidents: Australian
E¡ideqge' Plpe_r ple!^elted at a staff semina¡ at the School of Öommerce; Univenity of South
Australia, 29 May 1998 (author on file).

Ç¡-tn{e^ar¡d-narker, 'Corporate Social Disclosure Practice: A Comparative International Analysis'
(1990) 3 Advances in Public 159 at l?l; see also Hackston and Milne, 'Sóme
Detenninants of Social and anies' (Í996) 9

'mH3#
and Planning Law Journal l2O at 122
BHP of a contingent environmental
ce arra¡ds. See also Henderson &

Cheshire, Melboume, 6th ed., 1994) at 880;

Freedman and Wasley, 'The Association Between Envi¡onmental Performance and
Environmental Disclosu¡e in Annuaf Reports and 10Ks' (1990) 3 Advances in Public Interest
Accounting 183.

of Deegan and Rankin, 'Do Environmental
Analysis of Environmental ed Successfirlly
Protection Authority' (1996 Accountability

{reedgan +n4 .ltlgliaqo, _'Disclosure 9! E4vironmental Cleanup Costs: The Impact of the
Superftnd Act' (1995) 6 Advances in Prúlic Interest Accounting t6¡ at tZO.

{bove at 170. Deegan,-'Environmerrtal Reporting for Australian Corporations: An Analysis of
Conterrporary A¡stralian and Overseat Environmental Repo-rting Practices' itgge)
Environme,ntal and Plaruring Law Journal l2O at I2l.
lreedqan and Stagliano, 'Disclosure of Environmental Cleanup Costs: The Impact of the
Superfrnd Act' (1995) 6 Advances in Public Interest Accounting L63 at L7O to l7l. -

Above at 171.

Ç9wen, Ferreri and Pa¡ker, 'The Impact of Corporate Characteristics on Social Responsibility
Disclosure: A Typology and Frequency Based Ànalysis' (19S7) t2 Accounting, Orlanisations
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reporting will be spasmodic (in particular th

The disclosures made certainlv can not be
against criteria of accuracy,- credibility,

9.6 TYPES OF CORPORAIE SOCIAL REPORTING

Many different types of corporate social rep
just in what is reported but also how it is re
the authors
methods a¡
fïve types i
as present practice.l776 I describe each in turn and comment on each of their strengths
and weaknesses.

1. Narrative disclosure

With a narrative disclosure the company describes its financial
year. Narrative disclosure is the most widespread CSR probably
because it is the cheapest and easiest to impleme¡1.t777 can vary

t772
1773

t774

1775

1776

t777

and Society 111 at 113 and 121; Shane and Spicer, Market Responses to Environmental
i3) 58 The Accounting Review 52L at 523 who note

Environmental and Planning Law Jou¡nal 120
accepted that one of the purposes of CSR
Corporate Etwironmental Policies of Australi
chapter 2'Theoretical Frameworks'.
Gray, Owen and Maundet\, Corporate Social Reporfizg (Prentice Hall, U.K., 1987) at 92 to 93.

9.-.ggo_ and Gordon, 'A qtud_y of lhe Envi¡onmental Disclosu¡e of Australian Corporations'
(1996) 26 Accounting and Business Research 187 at 194 to 19?. See also Tilt, 'The Influence of
External Pressure Groups on Corporate Social Disclosure: Some Empirical Evidence' (1994) 7
Accounting, Auditing and Accountability Journrl 41 at 59.
For example see the 'initially practical syste
Institute Of Certified Public Accountants, The
(AICPA New Yorts, 1976)
& Kent, Auditing And Acc
Maunders, Corporate Social Rep
'Applications Of Corporate Social
ll Journal Of Business Ethics 1 which endorses a system called the Sutlivan Principles.

agement and cost benefit approach. I prefer the
categorisation of Gray, Owen and IMaunders but point to this alternative èhssificati-on in the
footnotes to the discussion which follows.
The results of Pang's _study_c_onfirms_this. See also Gray, Owen and Maunders, Corporate Social
Reporting (Prentice Hall, U.K., 1987) at92.
Above at 93 to 94. See also Henderson & Peirsor¡ Issues In Financial Accounting (Longman
Cheshire, Melbourne, 6th ed., 1994) at 880 (their inventory category roughly coneþònds-wittr
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from "general statements of good intention i
relatively thorough analyses of specifi
major problem with narrative disc
information can be and are very selective in
supports this conclusion since narrative discl
disclosing such information. Such disclosur
is the current practice. That is it is more
serious attempt to discharge accountability on serious social topics.rTTe Also this
lpproach- T*:s comparisons with the social disclosures of other'companies virn:ally
imPossibls.tzeo

2. Statistical summaries

Companies sometimes present statistical summaries of their social performance (although
some narrative usually supports maries æ well).tztt 

-The 
rationatè behiãd

statistical summa¡ies is "to provi
input to and/or activities (proces
impact of its activities)'r.lzez Although
narrative disclosures they also suffer
companies adopted the same basis for
comparability but there is no compelling reason for this to occur. It seems that no
cqrypqny has consistently reported using statistical summaries over a sustained period
with the result that this type of reporting remains underdeveloped.rTs3

3. Comparison with predetermined social indicators

This version of CSR draws from social indicators developed at an international level to
measure the well being ol society.rTsc These social indicators are best explained by
giving some examples of them. Generally known social indicators include:

Proportion of households with one car
Proportion of households with more than one car

poverty line
ion who a¡e homeless

Number per thousand of the population educated beyond the age of 16
Measures of level of crime
Proportion of waterways unable to support fish life through pollution.tzes

t778
1779

1780

l78l
1782

1783

t784

this category, although one feature which distinguishes it is that it is meant to be a
comprehensive inventory).
Gray, Owen and Maunden, Corporate Social Reporting (Prentice Hall, U.K., 1987) at 93.
firis is consistent with my general fîndings concerning voluntary information discussed in
chapter 6.6.
Henderson & Peirsor¡ Issues In Financial Accounting (Longman Cheshire, Melbourne, 6th ed.,

d 10Ks' (1990) 3 Advances in Pr¡blic Interest

Gray, Owen and Maunders, Corporate Social Reporting (Prentice Hall, U.K., 1987) at 98.
Above at 99 to 100..
Above at 100 to 104.

called, Report on International DeJìnition
eferred to in Gray, Owen and Maunders,
at 104.
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Clearly before a social indicator is created_thought has gone into considering why it is
important to measure a particular social phenomenon and the conclusions ihat ian be
reached as a result of taking such a measurement. This is one of the differences between
social indicators and statistics.rTs6 Although it must be conceded that the decision to
select particular statistics rather than others suggests that similar thought has been
involved. That is, th.erg is a blurring between these two categs¡i.sJzsz Another
difference is that the indicator itself acts as a yardstick; the results of an entities
performance is measured against that indicator (and can be compared with other entities
performance).1788

The difficulty \¡iith using social indicators is su hem to the
corporate context or devising indicators appropriate ial indicator
approach has been used by government authorities, arrd at least
one bank in the U.S.A.l78e However no attempt has been made by mainstream industrial
companies to adapt and apply social indicators to their own social behaviour. Therefore
at thilstage it is not possible to take social indicators as a serious and legitimate approach
to CSR, although the undeveloped potential is there.rTeo

4. Compliance with legal standards

The fourth possible approach is for compan
standards.lTel As mentioned in the introduct
designed to protect employees, consumers
capture a society's views on such social i
dominate the law making process and the law lagging behind societal developme¡1s.l7e2
Nonetheless law represents the views of our representatively elected governments on

r785

1786

t787
1788

r789

1790

t79l

Gray, Owen and Maunders, Corporate Social Reporfing (Prentice Hall, U.K., 198?) at 105.
Above at 105.
Above at 108.
Above at 108.
Above at 106 to 109.
As is pointed out in Gray, Owen and Maunders, Corporate Social Reporting (Prentice Hall,
U.5., f 987) at 106 "[Social indicators] stands, however, as a potentially fascinating approach to
CSR". They also conclude at 109 that "[w]ith a more systematic approach it may 6e þòssible to
dgrivg a more manageable CS.R approach bas rd on [social indicatorVperformance indicators]
tltat does discharge accountability but no such attempt has yet been madè". Some environmental
performance guidelines are beginning to be developed by particular industries, see Deegan and
Gordor¡ 'A Study of the Environmental Disclosure of Australian Corporations' (1996) 26
Accounting and Business Research 187 at 193. In time these could be used by companies in
those indusEies.
Gray, Owen and Maunders, Corporate Social Reporting (Prentice Hall, U.K., 1987) at 109 talk
of compliance with stand¿rds 'þa¡tly from law and pafly from other sources". However in their

legal ones. A comprehensive
s¡me issue as there being no

n); see Freedman 
ces dweloped by the council

Between Environmental Performance and Environmental Dis
l0Ksr (1990) 3 Advances in Public Interest Accountftrg 183 at
These indices are of limited scope though and do not offer a comprehensive alternative set of
standards from which to judge I comp¡niæ overall social performante. Therefore in this thesis I
will only consider compliance with legal standa¡ds.
ul.aw, marching with medicine but in the rea¡ and limping a little"; Windeyer I it Mount Isa
lufrnes v Pusey (1971) 125 CLR 383 at 395 (a comment made in the context of tortious liability
{gr_ge_ryous fuqk). See also Gray, Owen and lvfaunders, Corporate Social Reporting @rentice
Hall, U.K., 1987) at 109 to 113.

1792
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these issues.lTe3 These laws generally
possible and feasible to measure a c
Reporting should not just be of when a re
prosecuted a breach ofthe law by a
own internal control and reporting
laws but also reporting any breache

Such an approach is consistent with a modes

5. Transl?tr-n-g social information into financial information and presenting a
type of social balance sheet

This approach involves a_comprehensive and systematic CSR where the social impacts of
a company are translated into a monetary amount and reported in the form of itemised
financial s1¿1smsnts.l7es Various theoretical frameworks for such CSR have been
developed.tt'u . .On. _Uf. p".blic relations company, Abt Associates Inc., published
integrated- social and financial statements during 

-the 
1970's, although it'must be

acknowleiged that dr¡ring this time the company was marketing itself as being able to
Pqovide this se¡r¡ice for other companies.rTeT However this apploach to CSR has been
effectively criticised oygr a sustained psrisd.rTes The most compelling and fatal criticism
is that it is difficult, if not impossible, to place a value on ìociaf goods or to price
negative impacts companies
opportunþ, a safe working
we price the activities of a
defective and dangerous good
is that these are incommen urablelTee and any attempt to

t793

t794

r795

t796

1797

1798

This is tnre of laws made by Parliaments but arguably not of laws made by courts. However
most sociall; oriented laws derive from Parliaments, such as environmental, employment and
consumer legislation.
Reporting such breaches strould be mandatory. There is evidence that Australian companies do
not rePort convictions of environmental laws: see Deegar¡ 'Environmental Re,porting for
Australian Corporations: An Analysis of Contemporary Australian and Overseas Environmental
Reporting Practices' (1996) Envircnmental and Planning Law Journal l2O atl24.
9qy, Social Reporfirg (Prentice Hall, U.K., 1987) in chapter 6.
This i approachi' in Henderson & Peinon, Issues In FiiancialAccou 

_ ourne, 6th ed., 1994) at 881; Estes, 'Accounting for Social
Costs' in Estes (ed), Accounting and Society (Melville, USA, 1973).

Estes, _Corp_orate Social Accounting (John Wiley & Sons, New York, 1976). See also Linowes,
T-ets Get On With the Social Aldit-4. Specifrc Proposal' (L972\ Business and Society Review
39; Dilley-and Weygant 'Measuring Soclal Responsibility- an Empirical Test' (1973-Séptember)
Journal of Accountancy 62: lvfaitre, 'The Measurement of the 

-Creation 
and Distiotution of

W.qlth in qFirm by the Method of Surplus Accounting' (1978) 3 Accounting, Organisations and
Society 227.
Gray, Owen and lvfaunders, Corporate Social Reporting (Prentice Hall, U.K., l9S1) atl24.
See the criticisms summa¡ised in Gray, Owen and Maunders, Corporate Social Reporting
(Prentice Hall, U.K., 1987) at 128 to 133.
For an iryergsting discussion on commensurabilrty in the context of the award of damages in tort
law see Radin, 'Compensation and Commen úility' (1993) 43 Duke Law Journal 56.-

t799
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necessarily going to be arbitrary and involve a subjective assessms¡1.r8oo The CSR
reports prepared by Abt Associates have been criticised on this basis,rsol For this reason
a comprehensive social balance sheet is not a feasible approach to CSR.1802

From this analysis th
compliance with pre-
vaflous categones as
involve a narrative
information about corporate expenditures undertaken in order to comply with the law or
to remedy a known breach of the law.

The content of CSR will vary enormously fr
nature and activities of companies and the I
not possible to provide an objective shoppi
CSR. In recognition of this Gray, Owen
which can be tailored to different companie
following characteristics :

(l)A full statement of the intended general objectives of the report must
accompany the report. The stateme t should also allow the reader to assess:

(a) what selectivity of data has been made and why; and
(b) why the particular presentation has been chosen;

(2)The objective of the report should be to inform society about the extent to
which actions for which an organisation is held responsible have been fulfilled;
(3)The report, s, metho
availability, sho relevant
particular to the st groups
and
(a)The report should present direct raw (unmanipulated) data that can be
understood by a non-expert undertaking a careful and intelligent reading of the
report' l8o4

If this approach is adopted then users of the CSR would be able to assess the
appropriateness of both the report and its contents.

9.7 AUDIT

Finally the credibility of any CSR would be significantly enhanced if it was
independently audited.r8o5 This is necessary for the same reasons that both the financial
statements are auditedls06 and the proposed management information discussed earlier in
this thesis should þs rudilsd.teoz The persuasive reason is that unless an independent
person examines the financial information then the preparers of this information will

1800

l80l

1802

1803

In the envi¡onmental context see Deegar¡ 'The Environment: An Accountants Dilemma' (1994-
August) Cha¡ter 64.
Henderson & Peinon, .Isszes In Financial Accounting (Longman Cheshire, Melbourne, 6th ed.,
1994) at 882 to 884.
Gray, Owen and Maunders, Corporate Social Reportiñg (Prentice Hall, U.K., 198?) at 133.
This is also the preferred option of Gray, Owen and Maunden, Corporate Social Reporting
(Prmtice Hall, U.K., 1987) at 109.

Above at 82 to 85.

Above at 85.
See chapter 6.5.
Discussed in chapter 7.3.

1804

I 805

I 806

1807
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have a tendency to manipulate information that presents a picture of the company most
favourable to them. There is empirical suppcrt for the needlor environme¡1¿l iudfts.raot

Perhaps the only live issue in this context is who should audit the CSR. Accountants
made an early claim to have the rel
of collecting, testing and reporting
accountants' experience is limited because
auditing financial information. Since I reco

etc.rr,l8l0 then a multi-disciplinary team may

e.8 coNclusroN

voluntary social expenditures. Such di from the
perspective of shareholders as monitors, from the
perspective of other stakeholders in the corp y.

shareholders are viewed solely as investor
opinion this is unduly narow.

confirms a trend over the years of increased
of the current disclosure rules it is not

ding this sort of information to be selective
news unless compelled to do so. The charge
at it is self-congratulatory public relations

aimed at corporate imaging.

1808

1809

(Ittstitute of Chartered Accountants in Ausüalia,
Freedmaru 'Social Disclosu¡e and the hdividual
ccountability Journal 94 at 105.

American Institute Of Certifred Public Accountants, The Measurement Of Corporate Social
leyþrJnaryce- (AICIA, New York, 1976) at 251; Freedman, 'Accounting an¿ ttre Reporting of
Pollution Information' (1993) 5 Advances in Public Interest Accounting 331.
Gray, Owen and lvfaunders, Corporate Social Reporfing (Prentice Hall, U,K., 1987) at 16.
AlthougLwhether accountants should have superordination in this process is contestable, see
Power, 'Expertise and the Construction of Rek ance: Accountants and Environmental Audit'
(1997) 22 Accounting, Organisations and Society 123.

l8l0
l8l I
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There is a how to undertake CS\ the preferred option being
corporation iance with all social laws (as a minimum). Thé
disclosures eet the hallmarks of quality information.lsl2' As the
laws set defined standards 

- 
and reporting of a corporation's compliance with these

standards involve veriflrable facts then disclosure of this should be ablê to be accurate and
complete. Credibility will occur only if this information is audited, which should be
required. There may remain problems of comparabilþ but this will be less so for
companies in the same industfy *l]9 are subject to the same laws. The other qualities I
developed in chapter 2 can also all be easily satisfied. There is no reason tñat social

information). There is empirical support
annual report.l8l3 Confidentiality is not a r
which does not involve commercially sensit
companies are subject to the same regime
that the cost of CSR is justified.

If mandatory, comprehensive CSR is implemented then over time it 'r¡/ill mature and
become ne to manipulation. Over time it is
possible al accounting which is continuing to
mature, set out in the accounting standa¡ds.
My hop at CSR will similarly mature and evolve.
However in my opinion the necessary next step is to make CSR mandatory. Otherwise
as a voluntary exercise it will languish as a public relations tool, rather than a serious
topic for which corporations and managers should be accountable.

l8t2 Voluntary disclosures do not meet these hallma¡ks, see Tilt, 'The Influence of External Pressure
Groups on Corporate Social Disclosure: Some Empirical Evidence' (1994) 7 Accounting,
Auditing and Accountability Journal 47 at63 to 64.
Rankin, Corporate Reporting-The Green Gap (Institute of Chartered Accountants in Ausúalia,
Queensland, 1996) at 13.

I 813
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10.1 INTRODUCTION

Jhjs chqpter considers a range of methods by which shareholders have access to
information. These methods of disclosure do

d for in the Listing Rules as supported by

documents pursuant to section 247A of
is right of inspection could be improved
es (which I argued were appropriate for

to when they àre asked to consider a matter
in general meeting.

I also analyse whether each method of disclosure is iustified towa¡ds the end of each
section. I finish each section with a conclusion. Givên the disparity of the topics I do
not provide an overall conclusion at the end of the chapter.

IO.2 CONTINUOUSDISCLOSI]RE

In Australialsr4 the ASX Listing Rules requires listed companies to notify the stock
exchange_of a wide rangg usually
Igqirgg immediateþtste person
(including the media).tat market
generally. All sha¡eholders and others then have access to this information.

CI{APTER 10

METHODS OF DISCLOSURE

Similar continuous disclosure regimes exist in Onta¡io and the UK; see Blair, 'Australia's
Continuous Disclosure Bggt¡le: Pr_opqsal,s fgl,Change' (1992) Australian Joumal ôf Coryorate
Law 54 at 57 and 7O to 12. Note that in the US there is not an equivalent continuous disciosr¡re

e to file curent rqlorts on Form 8-K within 15
of tiggering events is limited, and
or disposal of a significant amourit

esignation of di¡ectors because of a
The Regulation of Corporate Disclosure

E-xchange (and others) requires a rorm o, .oo,,T"Hi 
t'å*f"S:ì i:fïì::î Y;fffiï[

Continuous Disclosure Regime: Proposals for Change' (1992) Australian Journal of Corporate
Law 54 at 68 to 69.
The matters which require disclosure are principally set out in LR 3.
See explanatory note that precedes LR 3.I and the words of LR 3.1 itself.
LR 15.7. See ASX Guìdance Note: Continuous Disclosure: Rule 3.1 (ASX, Australia, 1996) at
paragraph 7.

l8l4

l8 l5
I 816

l8r7
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losure regime set out in Listing

i'R'i:î'f 
"i.i:?iål.":îJí

Once a [company] is or ng it that a
reasonable person would oi value of
the [company's] securit ASX that
information. This rule d each of the
following applies.
3. l. I a reasonable person would not expect the information to be disclosed.
3.1.2 the information is confidential.
3.1.3 one or more of the following applies.

(a) It would be a breach of a law to disclose the information.
(b) Th omplete proposal or negotiation.
(c) Th matters of supposition or is

ins disclosure.
(d) The information is generated for the internal management

purposes of the company.
(e) The information is a trade secret.

Traditionally one perceived weakness of Listing Rule 3.1 was the general problems
associated with enforcing the Listing Rules.rsre However since 5 September 1994
Listing Rule 3.1 is supported by sl001A of he Corporations Law which imposes liability
for a breach of the ltltltg 1"19. -Se_ct!o-n 

10014(2) provides that listed companies-must
not fail to comply with Listing Rule 3.1 by:

intentionally, recklessly or negligently failing to notify the securities exchange of
information:

(a) that is not generally available; and
(b) that a reasonable person would expect, if it were generally available, to
have a material effect on the price or value of [the company's shares].

Such liability is criminal if performed intentionally or recklesslyrs2o and attaches to the
company and those who aid, abet counsel, procure or are knowingly concerned in or

l8l8

1819

The focus of the continuous disclosure regime is shareholders as investors, not as monitors; see
Nicoll, T-ost Opporh:nities for Improved Disclosure within the Corporate Law Reform Bill (No
2) 1992' (1993) 3 Australian Journal of Corporate Law 27 at 45.
Blair, 'Australia's Continuous Disclosure Regime: Proposals for Change' (L992) Australian
Journal of Corporate Law 54 at 57 to 58; Magarey, 'EnÌorcement of thelisiing Rules for the
ASX' (1995) 13 C&SLJ 6.
CL sl00lA(3).
Crimes Act 1914 (Cth) s 5(l).
CL s1005. See also Hambleton, 'Continuous Disclosure for Listed Entities CASAC Report-It
rfforks' (199?) 15 C&SLJ 55 at 56: cf Koeck and Ramsay, 'Continuous Disclosure - A Critical
Review' (1993/April) Australian Corporate Lawyer 6 (who reviewed the proposed statutory
continuous disclosure regime before it was operative and were very critical of it).
CL s1005(1) and s79.

1820

1821

t822

1823
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investors and therefore liability is appropri
as investors should not have the benefit
statemgnts, are also potentially applicable
First, liability only arises if non-diìclosure
or recklessly, which is unproblematic, or ne
non-compliance as too onerous.1825
result of such liability directors sh

duty of care. Second, the principal
indeterminate liabiliW. However
disclosure regime supþorted by the
legal claims so this concern seems

ability rules are appropriate.

discussion.1827 They a.re "immediacy",
"prìce or value". fhe exceptions aÍsó

rn.

Immediacy

If th..¡.qyirement that the cgmpany report information immediately to the ASX is taken
literally then disclosure would have to occur simultaneously with it! cognition. This can

lot t 
llffn'ri it meets rhe

is particularly so given
the sanctions under the Corporation falie and tirist"ãaitrg
statements;182s

' draft the terms of the disclosure to the ASX and ensure the accuracy and
completeness of this document.

However subject to these necessary steps there should be no other delays to disclosure.
once these steps have been taken then, and only then, is the company able to
immediately disclose it to the ASX.1830

Concerning the Company

The phrase "concerning the company" is ambiguous. The word "concern" has been
defined as "to relate to; be connected with; be of interest or importance to; ¡lfsç1tt.l83r

1824

1825

1826

1827

1828

I 829

I 830

See chapter 6.5 under the sub-heading Leport to (Whom)?'.

Soeck and Ramsay, 'Continuous Disclosure - A Critical Rwiew' (1993/April) Australian
Corporate Lawyer 6 at 9 to 10.
Ford, Austin and Ramsay, Ford's Principles of Corporations Law (Butterwortlu, Sydney, 9th
ed., 1999) at U0.3301.
Nearly every word in the Listing Rule could be scnrtinised: see White, 'Just in Time: ASX
Listing Rule 3A (1)' (1994) 18 Butterworths Corporation Law Bulletin 351. But the iszues I
have selected to discuss are the most important
White, 'Just in Time: ASX Listing Rule 3A (1)' (1994) 18 Butterworttrs Corporation Law
Bulletin 351 at 353.
CL s1308(2). See Koeck, 'Continuous Disclosure' (1995) C&SLJ 485 at 505.
See Koeck, 'Continuous Disclosure' (1995) C&SLJ 485 at 502 to 504 who argues that
'immediately' strould be interpreted to mean "as soon as practicable". I disagree with his analysis
primarily because it strains the language of the Listing-Rule and because õf my analysis in the
text above.
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Therefore the phrase could either mean the
the information could be on a subject extran
For example, to a producer of Australian o
ban of oil products from
information is extraneous
it can be said that this

disclosure is patronising to investors and
en the extraneous information will not be

in F.. public domain.or its significance to the qgmpany will not be so apparent. In my
opinion it is not possible to fashion a rule that distinguishes between infõimation that ii
well known and the significance of its impa
those cases where it is less well known or its

interpretation under the Listing Rules remains an unresolved issue in Australiâr law,læl
although the ASX consideis the broader interpretation to be coffect.1834

little clearer, but a result opposite to the
the Corporations Law onþ attaches to

This phrase is broadly defined in the
eductions, conclusions or inferences" drawn

from information in the public domain.rs3z The result of this broad definition is that
investors are presumed to be able to understand the significance of public information as
it effects the corporation. Therefore for publicly available information there is a
potential difference between the position under the Listing Rule and under the
Corporations Law. This difference may be explicable on the basis that criminal liability
under the Corporations Law, for an intentional or reckless non-disclosure,l838 is not
appropriate wliere the non-disclosure was r ot of raw information but of an inference
drawn from publicly available information (which inference arguably any person is

l83l
1832

1833

1834

The Macquarie Dictioriary (The Macquarie Library, Australia, 3rd ed, 1991) at 454.
Koeck, 'Continuous Disclosure' (1995) C&SLJ 485 at 494 to 495.
In the US disclosure ignificance to the company is required in
some circumstances. Act Release No. 30,532) Caterpillar was
required by the SE er inflation in Brazil on its Brazillian
zubsidiary. See Brown, The Regulation of Corporate Disclosure (Aspen, USA, 2nd ed., 1995) at
2.02 [2].
ASX, Guidance Note: Continuous Dìsclosure: Rule 3.1 (ASX Australia, 1996) at paragraph 13,
where the ASX states "The information to be disclosed is information concerning tlie [cõmÞany].
A [company] is not required to disclose ge,neral infonnatiorl such as the gold price. However, if
the information has a particular effect on the [company] (eg a lower gold price means that the
[company-] can no longer economically operate a ¡nine) that effecl may be required to be
disclosed".
CL sl001A(2)(a). See Koeck, 'Continuous Disclosure' (1995) C&SLJ 485 at 494 to 495.
See CL s100lC.
CL s100lC(3). See also Tomasic, 'Reform and Enforcement of Australian Stock Exchange
Rules and the New Continuous Disclosure Laws' (1995) 4 No.2 Asia Pacific Law Review 2l at
32 to 33.
CL sl001A(3).

1835

I 836

1837

l 838
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capable of drawing).
same under both the

Material Effect

r83e For information that is not.generally available the position is the
Listing Rules and the Corporations Law.

The information must have a material effect
Materiality is the hea¡t of the continuous
¡¡s1is¡,1840 What quantitative effect must
securities for it to be a material effect? So
Law. Corporat
"the informatio
in securities in
This section do
the type of persons whose judgement is rel
't¡vho "common-ly" invest in seourities. Hence it is pitched at the more regular and
therefore arguably the more sophisticated investor

There does not ective But
nonetheless those market s of
information that ces or tive
measure of mater to its meaning. The ASX has issued a Guidance
Note to listing rule 3.1 which assists in its meaning.rs+z Materiality is used in other areas
of the Corporations Law such as the financial statements,lsa3 related party disclosures,rs#
prospectusssls45 and takeovers.ls46 Although none of these uses of materiality applies to
a routine investment decision taken under ñormal market conditions, these oihei uses of
materiality are a useful guide in this çsn1sxt.r8a7 Also US securities law has a rich

I 839

1840

l84l

t842

I 843

l8¡î4

1845

1846

Hambl_etgq 'Continuous Disclosure for Listed Entities CASAC Report-It Works' (1997) 15
C&SLJ 55 at 57.

closure' (1977) 32 The Business Lawyer
is a meaningless conce,pt"); Seligman,
Company, USA, 1995) at 800 ("The most

on is materiality").
H_evitt, Dweloping Concepts of Materiality and Disclosure' (1977) 32 The Business Lawyer
887 at 893 to 895 ("formulations of materiality vary depending on who the test is directed at -
under US law the reasonable investor in securities, rather than-creditors or others, is the person
the infonnation must be material to").
LSX, Guidance Note: Continuoas Disclo,sure: Rule 3.1 (ASX Australia, 1996) particularly at
paragaphs 9 and 10.
AASB 1031 'Materiality'; Koech 'Continuous Disclosure' (1995) C&SLJ 485 at 500.
AASB 1017 'Related Party Transactions'. See Koech 'Continuous Disclosure' (1995) C&SLJ
485 at 501.
C.L s1022, rliscussed e essentially equivalent disclosure
obligations for both see Digby, Proposed Continuous
Disclosu¡e Legislatio

disclosu¡es that must be made by both bidden and the target company to
The catch all provision is any other material informatioñ. See Pa¡t A
Part B Statement clause 13, Part C Statement clause 14 and Part D

Statement clause 12. Koeck, 'Continuous Disclosure'(1995) C&SLJ 485 at 501 to 502. King CJ
in Samic Ltd v Metals Exploration Ltd (1993) 60 SASR 300 at 303 stated that information was
material if it "would assist shareholders to assess critically the attractiveness or otherwise" of the
takeover offer. This statement of principle was approved, rn Gantry Acquisition Corp v Parker
qnd larsley Petroleum Australia Pty Ltd (1994: I23 ALR 29 at 35 pei Sheppard J and +O per
Burchett J.

B_lack and Minns, 'Commentary on the ASX Listing Rules' in Australian Corporations Law
@utterworths, Australi4 1996) at 101,180; Koeck, 'Continuous Disclosure' (1995) C&SLJ 485

r847
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history on the concept of materiality which is of assistance in {usf¡¿li¿.lsar Under US
law two factors are balanced: the kind of impact on the investor and the likelihood of the
inþrmation having such an impact.rs¿s Under the first factor (kind of impact) the
information does not have_ to. change the investors mind on a particular invesíment
decision; it is sufficient if the information is considered important in the context of the

the
[the
the

deliberations.

In my opinion the concept of materialþ is
Of course there will be borderline cases.
particular information then they could seek
from market participants, perhaps their hant
lawyer. Ultimately if a matter goes to cou sensi
as experts on the issue. Certainly there will n opi
for directors is that if they wish to avoid liab adòp
doubt, disclose".

Price or Value

The r, isting Rufe that can effect either the price or value of the
securities. This sting rule clearly points to the obligation to
disclosure being d as investors.

1848

at 500 to 502. For example tn lcal v Country Natwest (1988) 13 ACLR 129 at 137, Bryson J
stated:

materiality is not
offeror is trying to
He does not have

be without omission of material matter. Tests of an offerofs disclosu¡es which a¡e
applied in gnregulqted marlcet situations must be set to one side and the [Corporations
Lawl mustbe applied.

Heyttt, 'Developing Concepts of lvfateriality and Disclosure' (1917) 32 The Business Lawyer
887; Koeck, 'Continuous Disclosu¡e' (1995) C&SLJ 485 at 497 to 499; Black and Mnns,
'Commentary on the ASX Listing Rules' in Australian Corporations Zaw @utterworths,
Australia, 1996) at 101,180.
Hewitt, 'Developing Concepts of N{ateriality and Disclosure' (1917) 32 The Business Lawyer
887 at 893; Clark, Corporate Law (Little Brown & Co, New York, 1986) at 328 to 329. This is

of injury
of injury
40).

TSC Industries Inc v Northway Inc (1976) 426 U.S. 438; followed n United Paperworks
International Union v International Paper Co (1993) 985 F.2d.l 190 at I 199.
Hewitt, 'Developing Concepts of Materiality and Disclosure' (1977) 32 The Business Lawyer
887 at 895 to 896.
TSC Industries Inc v Northway Inc (L976) 426 U.S. 438; Hewitt, 'Developing Concepts of
\4ateriality and Disclosu¡e' (1917) 32 The Business Lawyer 887 at gS6 to 899; Koeck,
'Continuous Disclosúe' (1995) C&SLJ 485 at 497.

1849

1850

l85l

1852
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This concePt of price or value raises the issue of whether there is such a thing as an
accurate.p_ricing model for corporations which I discussed in the Chapter 4.6 unîer the
heading "Shareholders as Inveslors". I do not wish to revisit that disóussion. However
one area where the twin concepq lnay have different applications is where a corporation's
shares are extremely rarely !{aded^_and new information may not be likely to Ïave any
effect because there is no trading.1853

Exceptions

Listing Rule 3.I itself excludes certain information from disclosure under the continuous
disclosure regime. There are two threshold characteristics that the information must have
before considering whether a number of enumerated exceptions apply. So there is a three
tier, cumulative pattern of exceptions.

First, a reasonable person m a
curi.ous. provision. It seems ly
apply the other requirements if
these other requirements are reshould on of the reasonable person.
The A person would balan'ce anypotenti ágainst the need to keep thê
market

As discussed in chapter 2, many
information which would prejudice it
e information. Information-remains

company's own advisers, parties with whom
it _is negotiating or regulatory bodies provided these other peoplei right to use the
information is restricted to the purposes for which it is give¡¡.tsss lnformátion would no
longer be confïdential if it became known to a segment of the public or if people traded
on the stock market based on this i¡1fsrm¿1is¡.tase

The third requirement is that the information satisfies one of an enumerated list of
exceptions. Those exceptions, and comments on them, are:
' it would be a breach of a law to disclose the information. Only if a law, rather than

private agreement, compelled non-disclosure would this exception be s¿1isfisd.tts7
This will be extremely rare;

' the information is, or is part of, an incomplete proposal or negotiation. This will
commonly occur in Companies that operate in competitive
markets will lose e if incomplete pioposals or ðelicate
negotiations become However clearþ once pröposals mature into

1853

1854

1855

1856

1857

closure' (1995) C&SLJ 485 at 499. However even this proposition is
may decide to change the sal¡ price based on the informatioñ even if a

/e 3./ (ASX Australia, 1996) atparagraphs 17
satisfied if disclozure results in ian inordinate
such an interpretation is inappropriate.

Above atpangraph 21
Above uti,r."gopf, ZZ.
Koeck, 'Continuous Disclosure' (1995) C&SLJ 485 at 4S8; AS& Guidance Note: Continuous
Disclosure: Rule 3.I (AS)Ç AusEalia" 1996) at patagraph 20.
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a

a

decisions and negotiations transform into agreements, then the benefït of the
exception disappears; 1858

the information comprises mattery of sup-position or is insufficiently definite to
wa¡rant disclosure. Disclosure of such information does not assist shareholders to
come to rational investment decisions. In fact disclosure may be counter productive
and cause speculative trading. This exception recognises ihat disclosuie of such
information is not necessary;

$e. inþrmation is generated þt th.. internal man?gem€nt purposes of the company.
This is an interesting exception, but has passed withouf critical comment iir ilíe
lils¡¿tt¡¡s.r85e It is difficult to establish a convincing policy justification for this

appropriate in the corporate context.
management information would be properly protected under the previous two
exceptions and is warranted on that basis. It is pbssible to demonstrate the lack of a

use of an example. The most obvious
is monthly financial statements and other

ent and directors' meetings. If
why should it not be disclosed?

particularly the case given that shareholders have an interest in how their companies
run by the company.r862 Consistently
ed in my opinion this exception is not
exception to protect information about

te market (consistent with the confidentialþ
exception proposed in chapter 2). So within this exception information about thê
company's costs c would be
exempt trqq ¿l signifîcant
commercial detri advantages
for shareholders. reflectedin
the level of the company's commercial success which is the more pertinent
information for shareholders; or

1858

I 859

1860

l86l

See the examples to the operation of the listing nrle at ASX" Guidance Note: Continuous
Disclosure: Rule 3.1 (ASX Australia 1996) atpamgraphs 45 to 48.
Koecþ'Continuous Disclosu¡e' (f995) C&SLJ 485 at 488; Black and Minns, 'Commentary on
the ASX Listing Rules' in Australian Corporations Zau @utterworths, Australia, 1996) at
l0 1, 186 ("this is self-explanatory").
That the excçtion exists sugg
on some good policy basis.
Documents" excqltion to discl
in chapter 5.5).
See chapter 7.

See chapter 8.2.t862
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the information is a trade secret
explanatory.tser

This exception is clearly warranted and is self

ts on the " exception, overall these
ate. The ess I of the exceptions is their
a necessary business information in a

Justification for Continuous I)isclosure

There are several reasons for having a co. given the trigger for the continuous
to have a material effect on the price o
continuous disclosure regime is clearly
such information in order to come to inte. as¡ a sub-set of the last justification, if credence is given to the ECMH, as it should be,
then continuous disclosure is necessary to support and give effect to this
hypothesis;r866. to ensure a transparent and credible market;taez

: i" order for the capital market to be an effective discipline on directors;r868

information systems in order to avoid breaching the Listing Rule;lser *6
' to reduce the amount of inside information (which otherwise gives insider's the

opportunity for unfair trading advantages). l87o

I 863

1864

1865

See the discussion oftrade secrets in chapter 3.

Other reasons include to improve allocative efficiency and to promote equity issues (by
incorporating by reference in the prospectus material prwiously released); see Blair, 'Australia's
Continuous Disclosure Regime: Proposals for Change' (1992) Australian Journal of Corporate
Law 54 at 63; but cf McEwin, 'Australia's Continuous Disclosure Regime: Some Commentsl
(f 992) 2 Australian Journal of Corporate Law 77 who critiques these justifications and the others
listed below in the main text of this thesis.
The Australian Stock Exchange, Discussion Paper, 'The Role of the Australian Stock Exchange
and its Listing Rules' (ASX, Australia, 1990) at par¿gFaph 22 justiñes the continuous disclosure
regime in the following terms:

The market must be advised by timeþ disclosure of any infonnation which may affect
security values or influence investment decisions, or in which security holders, investors
and the Exchange have a legitimate interest or which is publicþ disclosed elsewhere.

See chapter 4.6. See also Blair, 'Australia's Continuous Disclosu¡e Regime: Proposals for
Change' (1992) Australian Journal of Corporate Law 54 at62',
Tomasic, 'Reform and Enforcement of Australian Stock Exchange Rules and the New
Continuous Disclosu¡e Laws' (1995) 4 No.2 Asia Pacific Law Review 2l at 42.
See chapter 4.6. See also Blair, 'Australia's Continuous Disclosu¡e Regime: Proposals for
Change' (1992) Australian Journal of Corporate Law 54 at62.
Blair, 'Ausualia's Continuous Disclosure Regime: Proposals for Change' (1992) Australian
Journal of Corporate Law 54 at 64; Koeck, 'Continuous Disclosure' (1995) C&SLJ 485 at 491;
Nicoll, 'Lost Opportunities for Improved Disclosure within the Corporate Law Reform Bill (No
2) 1992' (1993) 3 Australian Joumal of Corporate Law 27 at 28¡. ASX, Guidance Note:
Continuous Disclosure: Rule 3.1(ASX, Australia, 1996) atparagraph 6.

Blai¡, 'Australia's Continuous Disclosure Regime: Proposals for Change' (1992) Australian
Journal of Corporate Law 54 at 63.

1866

1867

1868

1869

1870



Conclusion

The continuous disclosure requirements specifically address the matters that concern
investors, that is information which may affect the market price or value of shares. The
requirements positively oblige the compan
sensitive information. The exceptions to
"internal management exception". A rece
disclosure regime concluded that it operate
minor fine-tuning. I 871

the continuous disclosure regime is its
completeness. Given the purpose of
n in between the time of the periodic
independent auditor does not seem

Listing Rures being given statutory teeth, tll,i3rTiåf.Htii"ååä $'""tlJ:nn:Í,:tJl:
positive step that could also be taken is to insist that where there is documentary evidence
in support of the disclosure then those documents should also be sent to the ASX and
available for inspection by those with an interest. For example if a company discloses
that a new agreement has been concluded th 3n a copy of the agreement should be sent to
the ASX, subject to confidentiality concerns.

disclosure regime. The cost of disclosure is obviously not regarded as prohibitive.
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10.3 COURT ASSISTTD ACCESS TO INFORMATION

Common Law

The common law initially vacillated on the issue of whether shareholders had a general
right to inspect the company's books. One view was that "shareholders were seen as
equitable o\ilners of the corporate property and on this basis access to corporate
documents \ilas seen as a property right of slss¡þs¡s".1872 This view has since been
rejected principally because sha¡eholders rights in the company aÍe no longer regarded as
being proprietary i¡1 n¿1u¡s.1873 I considered this issue in chapter 4 and agree with this
analysis (but not necessarily with any inference drawn form it concerning shareholders
right to information).

Ultimately a narrow approach was adopted by the courts which resulted in more
restricted access by shareholders to the company's books. The present position at
common law is thaÍ sha¡eholders seeking inspectio-n must est¿blish a speciflri dispute or

l87l Companies and Secu¡ities Advisory Committee, Report on Continuous Disclosure (AGPS,
Australia, 1996) at paragaphs 1.1 to 1.3; Hambleton, 'Continuous Disclosure for Listed Entities
CASAC Report-It Worls' (1997) 15 C&SLJ 55.
Sinnott & Duns, 'Shareholde¡s'Rights of Access to Corporate Books' (1990) S C&SLJ 73.
Norman, 'Access To Corporate Infor¡nation' (1986) 4 C&SLJ 149 at 157. See chapter 4.2 under
the sub-heading "Role of Directors" \ryhere the view of shareholde$ as property owners \ryas
rejected. See also chapter 4.3 under the sub-heading "Property" where this receives a firll
analysis.

t872
I 873
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question and an established interest i1-{rat dispute or questiontez+ (and possibly an
interest greater than other shareholders). I ezs

Certainly a simple desire to "roam at will through the company's affairs'r1876 1ryþs1hs¡
ment perfoûnance or otherwisels?7 has been

More fundamentally though this approach denies that shareholders have any legitimate
interest in monitoriñg man'agementþerforïnar ce.

Corporations Law

The C common law position. As a replaceable rule,
Corpo

company by a resolution passed at a general
inspect books of the company.

So the directors may cooperatively e this
in a shareholder meeting seeking these
avenues are not pursued, or if the rule is n t is a
replaceable rule only), then the only other op

Section 24
(1) Court may make an order:(g) company...; or(b) or not) tô inspect books of the
company...on the applicant's behalf.

The Court may only make the order if it is satisfied that the applicant is acting in
good faith and that the inspection is to be made for a proper purpose.

The section is reasonably straighforward and in most respects has bçen sensibly
interpreted by the s6urts.l880 The one problematic area is the-shareholder establishing

t874

1875

1876

1877

t878

t879

1880

Edman y Ross (1922) SR (NSW) 351.
Bankof Bombayv Suleman.Sozji (1908) l09LT 62.
Edman y ,ltoss (1922) SR (NSW) 3 5 1.

B3nk of Bo.ry.bay u $ul9mary,Sozii (1908) f09 LT 62; R v The lVardens of The Merchant Tailors
Company (1831) 2 B & Ad 115 at 128.
Rv The lltardens of The Merchant Tailors Company (1831) 2 B & AD ll5 at 129.
Discussed in chapter 8.3 under the sub-heading "Ploqpeôtuses".
Pursuant to the Company Law Review Act 199 319. There are minor
differences between s247A and s319. Under personally inspect the
company's books, whereas under s319 only âuditor côuld-inspect.



good faith and proper purpose. At one level the debate is pedantic and sterile: does the
phrase "good_ faith and proper purpos e" constitute a separate or composite
requirement.l8sl The good faith requirement seems not to be satisfied if the applicant
only recently acquired a small number of shares and is clearly acting strategically.tssz

The more important issue is what the courts have regarded as proper purposes. It is
generally regarded that the applicant must be pursuing an interest as a ihaieholder.rss3
So the courts starting point is certainly correct as a matter of principls.lsl+ Recent
Australian cases recognise the following as either proper or improper purposes.

Proper Purposes

285

It is a proper purpose to:. take mear¡ures to protect a substantial -investment (ie. a substantial shareholding)
which may be jeopardised in view of a propqsed substantial transaction of tñé
company;1885. investigate whether directors have breached their statutory duty'tsee. investigate the current value of one of the company's prinéipal assets in order to
determine the value of the applicant's shares'1887. investigate the company's potential right of legal actisn'teae

' establish whether there are grounds for an oppression remedy pursuant to s246AA of
the Corporations Law;tsas ot. investigate whether information in a prospectus is false or misleading.l8ro

Improper Purpose

It is an improper pulpose to use the application for inspection:. as a bargaining chip in a wider dispute with the coñpany'r8el. ¿rs part of a political feud between the applicant and the CEO'18e2. to help facilitate a takeover;l8e3

l88l

1882

1883

I 884

1885

However the principal stn¡cture of ttre sections, an application to a coun and stra¡eholden acting
in good faith and for a proper puq)ose, a¡e the same, Therefore the case law on s3 19 is relevant
under s2474.
Willcocks, Shareholders Rights & Remedìes (The Federation Press, Sydney, 1991) at 102;
Sinnott & Duns, 'Shareholders'Rights of Access to Corporate Books' (1990) 8 C&SLJ 73 at 85.

Quinlan v Vital Technologt Australia Ltd (1987) 5 ACLC 389 at 393.
Ihightswood Nominees Pty Ltd v Sherrin Pastoral Company Ltd (1989) 7 ACLC 536 Garina
Pty Ltdv Actìon Holdings Ltd (1989)7 ACLC962.
See chapter 4.
Grants Patch lufrning Ltd v Bawack lufrnes ¿fd (1988) 6 ACLC 97 (Fißt Insu¡ance per Ryan I)
and (1988) 6 ACLC l0l (Full Supreme Court of Queensland); Intercapital Holdings Ltd v MEH
¿fd (1988) 6 ACLC 1,068.
Re Humes Ltd (1987) 5 ACLC 64; I(nightswood Nominees Pty Ltd v Sherwin Pastoral Company
Ltd (1989)7 ACLC 536; Biala Pty Ltdv Mallina Holdings Ltd (1989>7 ACLC894.
Knightswood Nominees Pty Ltdv Sherwin Pastoral Conpany Ltd (1989) 7 ACLC 536.
As above.

Quinlan v Vital Technologt Australia Ltd (1987) 5 ACLC 389.
As above.
Giant Resources unreported decision of McPherson J, Supreme Couf of Queensland, No 2l of
!9_8$ digc-ussed in Sinnott & Dunn, 'Shareholders Rights of Access to Corporate Books' (1990) S
C&SLJ 73 at 81.

lulcMahon v Dìspatch Printing Co 129 A 425 (1925). Although an American case US law in this
area is similar to Australian law and ürerefore the American câses are relevant. Also as a matter
of principle this decision seems correct.

l 886

1887

1888

I 889

1890

l89t

t892
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' to defeat a transaction proposed by the directors;l8e+ st
' to challenge a normal management decision.lse5

The Courts have held that so long as a proper purpose is the primary purpose then a
secondary improper purpose will not defeat the application.lse6

As stated earlier the ect position; the applicant must be
pursuing an interest the- courts which Ïave considered
the issue have not ad question of who shareholders are and what
informatiol lhey are legitimately interested in; there is no concepnral underpinning to the
decisions.rseT In the decided cases the courts recognise that shareholders have a
legitimate interest as both monitors and investors but do not develop this in a systematic
way.'

(measured commercially). This reticence is
division of management power between directors and executives (ie directors have
exclusive m_anagement powers and are not subject to the direction of shareholders).teee
Certainly shareholders do not enjoy management powers, but after monitoring
management they may decide to remove their elected directors which does not involve ã
disruption to this division of power. Also as the courts are not being asked to make
substantive j.udgments about performance, which they feel ill equipped to make,lsee þu1
merely to allow shareholder inspection, then this reticence is difficult to fathom. This is
particularly so wh_ere shareholders as¡ a result of their investigations may not be rehrrning
to the court for a further remedy (e-9. they may initiate a self help remedy such as sellinþ
their shares or removing directors from offlrce).

Similarly the investor function of shareholders is validated where courts recognise as a
proper purpose the desire to value shares. But investors do not want to know thé value of
the shares as an abstract exercise; they want to know the value to be able to intelligently
decide whether to sell or hold their existing shares or to buy more shares. This rea-lity is
denied by denying the facilitation of a takeover as a proper purpose. Surely the decision
to buy all of a company's shares is simply the most extreme form of a normal investment
decision. Certainly issues of confidentiality are involved, particularly where the bidder is

I 893 Re Augold NL (1987) 5 ACLC 268; Garina Pty Ltd v Action Holdings Ltd (1989) 1 ACLC 962
(both cases where the application was refirsed on this basis); Qulnlan v Vital Technologies
Australia Ltd (1987) 5 ACLC 389.
Grants Patch lufrning Ltd v Barrack lufrnes ¿fd (1988) 6 ACLC 97 at l0l.
Re Augold NL (1987) 5 ACLC 286 at294.
Re Humes Ltd (1987) 5 ACLC 64; Grants Patch lufrning Ltd v Bawack ìufrnes Ltd (1988) 6
ACLC 97 at l0l.
h the USA a more conceptual approach is adopted. One aspect of this approach is that only
economic interests of shareholders are recognised. So a social interes! zuctias the desire to stop
a company from manufachring anti-personnel fragmentation bombs used in the Vietnam Wa¡,
was not r.egarded Í¡s an economic interest. Therefore the applicant did not have a proper
purpose. See Pillsbury v Honeywell Inc. l9l NW 2d 406 (1971) discussed in Norman, 'Access
to Corporate Information', (1986) 4 C&SLJ 149 at I72 tr. Although limiting shareholders
interests to economic interests is questionable (see chapter 9) at least a conceptual underpinning
to their case law exists.
See chapter 4.2 under the sub-heading "Role of Directofs".
See chapter 7.4 under the zub-heading "Reasonable Decisions".

1894

I 895

1896

t897

I 898

1899
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a compelitgr of the target, but surely these concerns can be accommodated by
confidentiality orders. Once again the courts recognise the investor function o?
shareholders but do not take this to its logical conclusion.

If a shareholder obtains an order from the court authorising inspection but the company
refuses 

^to 
comply then the shareholder could go back to court foi an order of contemþt o?

çggrt.l900

Comparison with Freedom of Information Legistation

In chapter 5.4_I_ar^gued t_l1at a freedom of information style regime war¡ appropriate in
corporations. I deféned discussing h_ow that could be adaped foi corporatioir's uåtil now.
I did this because of the obvious parallel with the right ofinspection únder section 247A.

There a¡e two significant differences betwe
section 247A the applicant must apply
satisfying the court that he or she is
narrowly interpreted by the courts). Under
to the person who has the documents the
have to establish a proper purpose.

In my opinion both of these hurdles to inspection under section 24TAshould be removed.
In this thesis I have argued for a broad view of who shareholders a¡e and what
information they have a legitimate interest in. Shareholders have an interest in

he executives) and the

"ï,ï*#:'J#:äii:
worth of the company. Given the broad
have a proper purpose and therefore this req
to using this disclosure regime shareholders

d of timeleol then this should minimise the risk of opportunistic or
This conclusion makes redundant the intervening supervision of

ain reason to insist on court approval is to test propèr purposes.
Thus the interposition of the court between the applicant and the sòurcè of the
information is unnecessary. An additional reason to jettison an application to court is
that it obviously involves considerable time and expensele02 which operates as a real
disincentive to seeking disclosure (under FOI only a nominal fee is paid).

However I would allow directors the right to refuse inspection, with the sanction of a
court, in two situations. First, if the directors c
in bad faith or for a non-monitoring, non-citi
access would not be appropriate. These situatio
where shareholders are acting for personal reasons (for example the first two dot points
mentioned above under "Improper Purposes"). Second, if the company is inundateil with
requests so that administratively it is causing a prejudicial amount of disruption to the
company's operations then insqection should not be permitted. This exception should be
tightly circumscribed and forcing shareholders who -have inspected information to sha¡e
the results of their inspection with other shareholders (if requested) could lessen its

1900

l90l
t902

Miller, Contempt of Court @lek Books, London, 1976) at chapter 14.
As proposed in chapter 5.5 under the zub-heading "FOI in Corporations".
Not only the applicant's legal fees but if the applicant is r¡nsuccessfril the risk of paying the
company's legal fees too.



impact. .Note that under.this proposal. managers w-ould have the carriage and cost of any
application to court and the evidentiary oñus of establishing that tñe application for
inspection is not warranted. In addition the right of inspeclion would iròt extend to
commercially confidential information. le03

Justification for shareholder inspection rights

The preceding analysis in argui
right of shareholders to insp
justification is that shareholdei
of. ope
pnncrp
clearly However shareholders will use
such a shown by the cases discussed
above) and therefore is also justifiable from tives.
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Conclusion

10.4 TRANSACTIONS REQIITRTNG SHAREHOLDERAPPROVAL

fntroduction/Justification for disclosure

In various places in this thesis I have indicated that the Corporations Law, Listing Rules
or the general law require certain transactions to be approved by shareholdetr.tsot This
derogates from the broad proposition that directors are delegated-extremely extensive and
exclusive powers of manage¡¡s¡1.Ieo7 Where a matter requires shareholder approval then

The existing rights of inspection are too r
shareholders are and what information
particularly so when contrasted with the
directorsleoa and auditors,leos who both are

receiving significant information from the #ilöltcted 
that nonetheless they were not

As this section is concerned with sha¡eholders themselves examining "raw" corporate
information then the qualities of accuracy, credibility etc are not relevañt.

l9o3 See chapter 2.leo4 See chapter 4.3.leo5 See chapter 6.5.
1906 In addition to where the law requires it, the shareholders can voluntarily teke actiorL although on

some matters a qpecial resolution may be required (eg to amend the constitutiorl discussèd in
chapter 4.2 under the heading "Role of Sha¡eh
to unanimously agree on anyttring concerning
Occidental Liiè Ñomine"t ety U-a (1990)3 Ã
\a4_s-u_y, Ford's Principles of Corporations Law @utterworths, Sydney, 9th ed., 1999) at
[7.f?01; Book Cômpany, sydney, 2nd ed.,
1992) at ed applicati-on to pribticbompanies
due to thle07 Discussed in chapter 4.2 rurder the Sub-heading "Role of Directors".
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shareholders are exercising their rights as corporate citizens and are therefore entitled to
appropriate information, which I discuss belov/.Ieo8 In addition to this blanket
justification,. û]my of the topics on which sha¡eholders are asked for their approval
concern their interests as monitors or investors and therefore in these circumstances
disclosure of information is also justified on this basis.

Notice Requirements

Whenever a transaction must be ap_prove-d þy shareholders the constitution and general
lav/reoe stipulates the type and quality of the information sha¡eholders must recèive in
order to consider properly the proposed resolution. Corporate constitutions usually
provide that the notice of meeting must state "the general nature of the business to bê
transacted at the rro€tingrr.leto The general law has embellished this broad proposition
and developed its own principles designed to protect shareholders.

îff tl'"ï::m:Jîi:ffi 'ff'Ín:' Í"ff::,'fir ii:
is seen in the further rule that if a notice states that a

matter is only to be discussed then the meeting cannot pass a resolution on that
¡1¿11s¡. lel2

Second, the notice must contain certain info
duty to provide shareholders with full an
concerning the proposed business.le13 This
an experienced business person or lawyer,
read the document Quickly,teta This app
resolution,rel5 or any amendments to the con
usual practice is for the notice to also separately explain the reasons for and the effect of
the resolution.

Directors are not expected to be co
they are entitled to support it and
limit in how far directors can go i
not able to barrack for the election

1908

1909

I¡ addition to the general information requirements the law sometimes requires:
(l)these transactions to be approved by a qpecial resolution;
(2)stiFulates qpecial information requirements that must be provided to strareholders. Where this
is the case I have indicated this in the footnotes where the relevant requirement has been
discussed; or
(3)resticts identified persons who are interested in the tansaction from voting.
Listed companies also have to notify the ASX of:
(I)the proposed date of any sha¡eholders meeting if directors are to be elected (LR 3.13. l);
(2)the outcome of each resolution put to shareholders (LR 3.13.2); and
(3)-tlrc contents of any prepared arnouncement (including any prepared address by the Chair) that
will be delivered at a meeting of security hold s (LR 3.13.3).-
Table A cl 4l(l).
Deveraux Holdings Pty Ltd v Pelsart Resources N.L (1,ïo. 2) (1935) 9 ACLR 956 at956.
Stanhamv National Trust of Australia (NSW) (1989) 15 ACLR 87.
B_ulJìn v Bedarfald's Limited (1938) 38 S.R. (N.S.W.) 423;' Deveraux Holdings Pty Ltd v Pelsart
Resources NL (No. 2) (1985) 9 ACLR 956 at 956; Fraser v NRIvIA (1995) ITACSR 590 at 601.

le Mogr_glle Mercantile Holdings Ltd ll98Ûl f Æl ER 4O; Re Mana Developments Ltd (1974-
76) I ACLR 410 at 471.
As above at 5.

Bancorp Invesþnents Ltdv Primac Holdings Ltd (1985) 3 ACLC 69.

l9l0
19l I
19t2
l9l3

t914

1915

19l6
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in a partisan wayJet7 Also directors a¡e obli

ders have standing to sue for a breach
is the decision in Foss y ll67þ6¡¡l¿re2o

theless granted a remedy.le23 On balance the
better view is that sha¡eholders have a- rlght to sué for a breach óf this fiduciary duty.
Shareholders will have access to the fulf range of remedies available for a bréach óf
fiduciary duty. However the usual remedy sóught is a declaration of invalidity or an
injunction to prevent the meeting from proceeding; these remedies have oÍTen be
granted.le24

Conclusion

Courts have strenuo¡sly and justifiably protected shareholders' right to full and accurate
information when they are sent a noticé of meeting which requãsts them to consider a

lropriate standards so that shareholders receive
e law has not addressed the wider and

agenda setting by corporate managers.
in chapter 4.2then shareholders would

and their consent to certain corporate
is presently the case there must be concerns
of the information sha¡eholders receive.

sha¡eholders for their
nderstandability. The
s accessible to them as

t9t7
1918

19l9

1920

t92t

Advance Bank of Australia Ltd v FAI Insurance (1981) 5 ACLC 725.
Fraser v NRIUIA (1995) 15 ACSR 590.
Chequepoint Secttrities Ltd v Claremount Petroleum ¡/¿ (1986) 4 ACLC 7l l.
(1843) 67 E.R. 189, discussed in chapter 4.2.

lender v Lushington (1877) 6 Cþ q 70; Residues Treatment & Trading Co Ltd v Southern
Resources Ltd (No /) (1988) 14 ACLR 569.
Bancorp Investments Ltdv Primac Holdings Ltd (1985) 3 ACLC 69 at73.

{iðîirfrn'l),1,à"'ål?j;i!:,ri:í";:å';i::::'"i':,
As it was 'tn Bancorp fnvestments Ltd v Primac Holdings Ltd (1985) 3 ACLC 69 at 73;
Chequepoint Secttrities Ltd v Claremount Petroleum ¡f¿ -(1986) 4 ACLC 711; Bain & Co
Nominees Pty Ltdv Grace Bros Holdings Ltd (1983) 7 ACLR 770.

t922
1923

t924
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each
seeki
is by
proposal and will remain so unless the shar
meetings is considerable, but no one seriou
this cost if a topic is serious enough to requi

te25 Table A, cl 96(l).
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CHAPTER 11

CONCLUSION

This thesis is about the information needs and rights of shareholders. In order to

develop.my own definitions of information

concerns. Later in the thesis the actual
red against these qualþ criteria.

ation led to a definition of communication
ion from one person to another".
nature of the relationship between
needs ofthe audience. Therefore

My analysis of the relationship
between directors and harèholdeis are comprehensive
monitors and investors. emocratic model of governance
shareholders can also be This model of sharéholders as
monitors, investors and nature and extent of the information that
shareholders require. Traditionally this ty
shareholders ar¡ comprehensive monitors,
mocimum disclosure in order to enable sha¡
these roles. The need for mærimum disclo
public/primary good (and that in corporations the interests of shareholders as citizens is
analogous to the public interest). However there are two broad constraints to mærimum
disclosure. First, in a commercial context th
order to exploit market advantages in the
confi dentiality po ints to j uridi cal confusion
given is not p
is consistent
information s the principle of mæcimum disclosure. A
second restraint is computer
technology can he al. Iñ my
opinion the need that such
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disclosures are too costly. Ultimately though the judge of this will be market forces and
the political will of governments.

The model of sha¡eholders as monitors, inveStors and citizens was used for three
purposes in the !he.sis. First, to determine if the types of information shareholders
currently receive is justifiable based model. thãt is, is the information directors
currently disclose to shareholders
shareholders in their role as monitors
function in those different roles requires
information. The conclusion is that al
traditional model of shareholders as mon
disclosures can also te justified o¡- the basis of shareholders as.citizens, but the current
disclosures do not rely on this justification.

Second, the model was used to analyse
improvements to existing disclosures' or
conclusion is that whilst ma¡<imum disclos
not the practice. Sha¡eholders as monito
interest in a range of information that is n
addition to a host of minor improvement
shareholders do not receive -t t*ffiltff"lå:är 

horr.rty and care (and the disclosures
mproved); and

under this use of the model, shareholders
regime and adaptation of the reasons for
corporations consistently with evolving notions of open government.

the information shareholders currently
lity raises the relevance of information;

r quality criteria developed in chapter 2.
rmation needs of shareholders as investors

(and also as monitors) in "for profit" enterprises. Subject to s
made in chapter 6 and the notion that concepts of knowledge
maturing, sh te fïnancial informadon
generally me quality criteria. In particular the use of auditors
endeavours t information. Enhancing credibility by outside
auditors is patticularly important given there are no other oulside influéncés to test
information such as an active opposit
Whilst recognising that liability rule
information, such rules do not equate to i
information on a systematic basis. Another
of this information by unsophisticated inves
response to this. My conclusion is that i
possible dge involves complex and sophisticated
concepts ll necessa¡ily reflect this complexity and
sophistic atisfied, suðh as comparability by the
presence
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people who plan to be deliberately decep
instances of such behaviour and nó doubi

decisions concerning the company.

government is addressing, or hopes to partially address, this incoherence.le26 However
there a¡e _l*g_"t concerns than the incoherence of these liability rules. Sha¡eholders do
not have legal -standing to enforce most of these liability rules,-liability for prospectuses
and takeover documents being the most notable excepiions, and therãfore iharäholders
can not obtain remedies for their breach.le2T In particular shareholders as investors often
suffer losses because they have relied on misinformation but cannot recover
compensation for these losses. As a matter of principle this seems indefensible.

decisions. But they can not legally rely or
authors of this information if it is inaccurate or otherwise flawed. That is, the
information is legally irrelevant. There is a deep irony in this discordance.

the separation of ownership and control
ern business. The modern reality is that

',t i#åff ,iå :î'li, 13'**i'.i i"' ffåi
ters and their departments connected by the

ngti_on of responsible government. Since directors can not mãnage the day to day aifairs
of-their c^orporations they also do not as a matter of course necéssarily know about the
affairs of their corporation. That is they are not omniscient about their corporations.

re26 Discussed above in chapter 8.3 Pro
1927 Shareholden are not regarded as

There a¡e exce,ptions to this rule an

w Reform Program.Btl/ 1998 (Cth)
the primacy of the general nrle.
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nd information systems. le28

information theôry which
chains of communication.

aw.teze In my opinion the need for internal

:i1ä
kno

laws and should be able to report
improve the endeavour of effective c
of corporate information.

t928

t929

Institute of Intemal Auditors, Australian Control Criteria:
Business Objectives lVithin an Acceptable Degree of Risk
Auditors, Sydney, 1998).

Elfective
(Exposure

Internal Control to Achieve
DraJt) (Insfiute of Internal

the circumstances where a corporation
disclosure regime encourages internal

information-systems (see-chapter lg.?). However none of these can bõregarded as õental to a
mandatory disclosure obligation which should be imposed on corporations. -

ange Act 1934 (US) s13(b)(2)@) (this
lcl (US)); Seligman, Corporations:
4., 1995) at373to374.

1930
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